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16. 2001/2624 CHEUNG,E 

17. 2000/2047 BARTON,JA Refer to CCPS 
PCC 

-

returned the gifts. The Committee was in no doubt that it is unprofessional 
to accept gifts of this value. lt recognised that Mrs Breese was clearly very 
fond of the doctor, but questioned whether he was taking advantage of a 
vulnerable elderly patient. lt noted that he had moved to a different practice 
by the time the gifts were received, but considered that this and the return 
of the goods does not negate the point that he behaved unprofessionally. lt 
considered that the major issues that arose in this case could bring Dr 
Ghaharian's registration into question. Whilst at best his behaviour was 
foolish, narve and ill-advised, at worst it could amount to inducing a 
vulnerable elderly lady to give him money and gifts, which could amount to 
spm if proved. 

The Committee noted that it was clear in GMP that doctors should not 
accept large gifts from patients, and determined that the case should be 
referred to the PCC. lt asked however that we look at the charges, as we 
need to concentrate on the major issues - superfluous charges can weaken 
the case (i.e. charge 2f regarding the complainant's dog). 

The Committee initially was informed by the Committee Secretary that the 
case of patient Gladys Richards has been referred back to the CPS. 

lt noted that the case related to five patients between the ages of 75-91 
who were attending Gosport War Memorial Hospital, mainly for 
rehabilitation. One person (Mrs Lack) who was an experienced nurse in 
elderly care was concerned about the treatment of her elderly mother (Mrs 
Richards) in the ward, which precipitated the reviews of other patients. The 
Committee noted the fairly brief report of Dr Mundy, and Professor Ford's 
report which looked at all five cases. lt noted the background to the case as 
a whole, which was that Dr Barton was a visiting clinical assistant who was 
responsible for the day-to-day management of these five cases. lt noted 
that overwork had apparently affected patient care. lt noted that in the case 
of Mrs Richards she had lost a hearing aid and her spectacles, and was 
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brought in in an agitated state, probably because of sensory deprivation. 
She became ambulant with a Zimmer, but her hip replacement became 
dislocated following a fall. This patient was prescribed the same set of 
drugs which was used in each of the other cases: Oramorph, hyoscine and 
midazolam. lt noted that some patients had up to 60-80 mg in 24 hours via 
subcutaneous injection with a syringe driver. Patient Richards received no 
foods or fluids between 18- 21 August and died because of the 
combination of lack of nutrition and sedation. The Committee considered 
that the administration of these drugs may have shortened the patient's life 
{which was not the same as suggesting that it killed her). Professor Ford 
says that the prescribing regime was variously reckless, excessive or highly 
inappropriate. lt noted with concern that the medical records are not signed 
regarding the subcutaneous drugs regime. lt noted the pattern in which an 
elderly group of patients, dealt with by a clinical assistant, were the subject 
of apparently reckless and inappropriate prescribing. Death appeared to 
have been precipitated if not caused by the drug regime in each case. 

The Committee noted that Dr Barton's post was supervised by a consultant, 
Dr Lord, who must therefore assume some responsibility for the events. !t 
noted that palliative care is now a well-developed clinical area. If death is 
accelerated as a result of carefully titrated, good symptoms control, then as 
a side-effect it may be acceptable. This did not appear to be the case here, 
and the Committee was of the view that the matter unequivocally needs to 
be tested by the Professional Conduct Committee. Dr Barton moved 
patients very quickly onto a regime where they were receiving terminal 
care, and ignored the recommendations regarding doses in the BNF, 
rapidly prescribing excessive doses. lt noted that there was a major public 
interest in the case. lt asked that we look at charges 2 {b) ii) and iii) 
regarding Eva Page, as these would not raise an issue of spm (ask 
solicitors to look at charges). lt noted that the case had been before the 
IOC which had made no order. The Committee considered that the case of 
Dr Lord should be screened if it hasn't already been. lt further suggested 
that if the allegations against Dr Lord have already been screened, we 
might now have more information than the screener had at the time, and it 
may need to be re-screened. lt considered that the nurses involved were 
open to criticism for withholding nutrition and for failing in their own whistle-
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18. 2001/3159 Radhakrishnan, No Further CCPS 
5 Action 

blowing responsibilities, and should be referred to the UKCC. lt noted that 
there has already been a CHI report. 

The Committee noted that the documentation which was not included may 
contain information about the identity of the nurses concerned, and that a 
Nurse Phi lip Beed is named at p236. If we cannot identify other nurses we 
should ask the Trust for the names so they can be reported to the UKCC. I 

I 

We should also warn the press office about the case given the potential I 
public interest, mentioning that other doctors and nurses might become 
involved. The Committee would like the case to be fast-tracked. Professor 
MacSween requested that a charge be added at 5 a. iii to reflect the 
inappropriate use of the word "happy'' in the context of confirming death as 
this was at best inappropriate and reflected an attitude which caused 
considerable concern. 

The Committee noted the allegation that Or Radhakrishnan prescribed 
Erythromycin to the patient, Miss Mangat, over the telephone, and may 
have allowed an earlier personal encounter with Miss Mangat's father to 
interfere with her clinical judgement. lt was alleged that she did not want to 
make a home visit because she had had a row with Mr Mangat about 
planning permission. The Committee considered that there was no issue of 
spm or any chance of proving the charge in this case. There was nothing 
wrong with prescribing antibiotics over the phone or refusing to visit in 
certain circumstances, and the Committee took issue with the charges in 
this respect. lt determined that we should take no further action. We should 
tell the complainant that doctors are entitled to decide whether or not to 
refuse to make a visit, say that this did not reach the threshold of spm, and 
explain the PPC's role. 

-- --·- -· --·--
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F.l ~tl1 er to our telephone conversation, pleast:;: find attached the 
r~~ICl.Js reflponse on behalf of Dr Barton to the1 PPC item. 

·1 7-3. Great Portland Street London W1 N 6JE 
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F: e: :!Or- J me Ba:rton 

:r 1 ;t i:lr Dr J ane Barton, and write with reference to th1~ letter to her from Mr Leighton 
~~ : L t b. ~lul ~ 2002. I would be grateful if. this lette.r could be placed befo:re the 
£1~tlirr:i:1:1ary Proceedings Committee meets to consider tJ:ds matu!:r on 29th- 30Eh August, 
:'·!p:-es:!Ja.tm~· Dr Barton's response in relatioo. to the ·various matters raised in Mr 
.:~ !!J!fhbL1'o.1Ietter. 

]) l~t:J.y he of assistance to the Committee to have some g,;me:ral information at the outset 
a:ct1; Dr B.uton, the Gosport Wa:r Memorial Hospit~:J. and in particular about the 
~~.,>J~Ic:i'!il: e:av..ronment in which Dr Barton had to practice1 at the J:1ospital at the ralevant 
~i.11c!l il; 19198. Dr Barlon's case was in fact considered by· the lnt1!lrim Orders Committee 
k M~ll~~h this year- At that time the Committee determined th21t it was not sat:i.s;fied it 
w:l.!!l JU!ceesa:~ to make any order affecting Dr B.arton'~; :registra11:ion. Dr Barton gave 
f.~"''ide:!l.;;~~ on oath before the Committee, which evidenm dealt ve:cy :much 'With these 
:z:r:r:l:ll:n .. It nay the:re!ore be of conside:rable assistance f<J:~ the Cc1I!lm.ittee to have access 
tc Illc Ii~1:rton s evide;oce then, and I have pleasure in enclc,sing a. r.opy of the transcript of 
tl. ~ )J:tc:eeclliLgs on the 21~ March from pages 5 to 23. Tl:u~ initia..l pages of the transcript 
ir' rnl.1•e ~~eprli sentations from Counsel instructed for the {~MC1 :taising issues within the 
e ~ ·: ~ ; r ~ t·l~p~::lrt s to which the PPC alxaady ha.E aa:ess. 

It: r:.ay uone~heless be helpful for the Committee to h:ave b:r-ief further rev::iew of Dr 
:EL1rto[l:s posH:ion here_ Dr Barto:o. qualified :in 1972. S:b.e enMted General Practice in 
H· i ::, jQ:inio.~ her present practice in 1980, where she ha3 practis:ed in partnership on a 
t11:.cdr.rn1m :fu1l-time basis. From. 1996 to 1998 Dr Barton was ;:t locality Comm:issioner7 

s;!: nttf.,d to ihe. Health Authority to assist in relation tc1 purchasing is.sue1~. and from 
H 1 ~.: ·l:o ~~0()0 she was the Chair o£ the local Primary Care Group. 

:b Ill tldi :ioil. u her general practice dl.:lties, Dr Barton took up the poat of the sole Clinical 
..4.::: 11 111:a :lt in dderly medicine at the Gosport W ru: Memo.r::al Hosp.i:tal. a (:ottage hospital, 
iu J :1ar:. All the Committee will appreciate, the position o£ Clinical ~tant is a 
t:l:ni::::lllti post: and for D:t Barton it was a part-time appoic.tlll~nt. Initially 1:he positiWJ. 
W';!:os fm: ·1 .set sions ea.ch week, one of which was alloca1:E~d to .DJ~ Bartcm's partners to 
pl'.:~.:.de ou1: o: hou:rs cover. This was ls.ter increased, so that by 1988 the Health Care 
T~1tilb b·itd. allocated Dr Ba:rton 5 clinical assistant session;, ofw]J.ir..h 1 ~were now given 

SpedaUsts In: M~elio:::alllalanc:a DantallJwfllnr;!• Nunli~~gll afli!IIC8 1<...: le l'ilaonilgament: 

~z: 17 ~:~,.,:,:<!11 Llti i 1 = $rll {gr ~. Medic<Jl .04fl!n.=« Union l.ttJ. (t}.Q .IIWIJ) <llld for turiclr. In.!mrtmc-r· ~fiiPGl'l:l', wllicA id " mBmw at r&t 
Alw·; rr:l~·n: :1;/'.Sri:<d hi.&U!"ffll (ABI). TncJ>aJUl.. 1t.<U cm i>L411NM~ '"~J'- '171<! f>t11ejitr 0{ m:~~m!Mr1M,"1 of IJIIJ.JI!l)U Cl ... ,U ~oor.rcmd.""" 
a~ l:··1 ~ . ~ 1.1: IJ,[If~rl><lrt ndum tmdkiU:I~ r1f ~U.,n. 

Reglstoreclln ~~and '39670SEI Resl:teted Olflce: 230 Elbu:kh~an! Road L<lf111Qt1 51!01 8PJ 
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t1: ll•Elr };Jartners in her practice for the out of hours aapects of the post. Dr Bart:on waa 
r.::herefo;re •:!xpected to carry out her day to day responsibllities in this post ill effect within 
a ~ se:>li;ions each week. 

P1· Bmton w:n-ked on two ofthe wards at the Hospital, Daedahls, w.d Dryad Warda. The 
t,. : c ·~ r~·.t•de h !ld a total of 48 beds. About 8 of the beds c n Daedalus Ward were for 'slow 
Elli'(:a:r:' stto~ patients. The remaining beds were otherwise designated to provide 
CC:ltil1.niog care for elderly patients. 

11
' 1'o (~)l:lsultants :in elderly medicine were response fo:r each of the wards. Dr Althea 

h1r::~ Ol·~,s re.~po:c.sible for Daedalu.9 Ward and Dr Jane Tandy .for Dryad Ward. Both 
Cru: :mltl:~nt:s, however, had' ~onsiderable responsibilities e:lsewhete and thus their aC'Nal 
h'IL•l a:. the Gosport War Memorial Hospital was sig:rci£.cant.ly· limited. Dr Lord for 
eJ!Itap]e was responsible fur an acute ward and a contic.uing care WSJ:'d at the Queen 
JJJ ~~:a.a:l:r.a Hospital in Portsmouth, and had :r:espon.s:ihitities at .a third site, St Mary>s 
H•1spH~tl~ dso in Portsmouth.. As a result .• Dr Lord's prese1nce at t-.he hoepital was limited 
tO,:Cllld~l,:tl..ng a continuing ca:re ward round· on Daedalus Ward ev-ezy other Monday. She 
Wt: ~::Id ~1sa be in the hospital, conducting outpatients on 'f11uraday when she would carry 
o:~~~ ;, Jl:rther ward :round in relation to the stroke patient3. 

Dr 1PlL.r: cly took 8.tlllual lea'Ve towards the end of Ap:r:U 199.8 followed immediately 
!:lu·:!r:~af:e!r by ma'b;l:uri.ty leave, so that she did ;o.ot :retur:ll: to Wi:Jr:k until February 1999. 
r:t1 :! Ii:1.:e:t f,ook: the decision that her post .should not be S::J.ed by a. locum. Dr Lord kindly 
lf(C 1ate•1t:1~ed t' make herself available to cover, but the ;reality •was that gi.ve:a hel' own 
;x~;:ii;:.o~ ~•a a 1•ery busy consultant, she could not carry out a war«i_ round on Dryad Ward. 
I'h:' C•)mmitt·~ will appreciate therefore that for much CJf the l'IBleva.nt period in 1998 
~L<l ?.'l:icb it is coDcerned, D2: Barron b.B.d no effecti~ C(JllSultaDt suppoxt on one of the 
:wl'l '1rmds :for wlrich she had ;responsibilities, with the cOJ.l!mltant role on the other ward 
ur:: d:r bei:J:1g limited. 

: 11~ :311.1:-bnL wo1tld arrive at the Hospital each morning whE:ll it opened about 7.30am. She 
· v~r.:U vi:~it b~th wards, reviewmg patients and liasin~r -with .staff, before she then 
1:o;cr,z::.en:~1~d hor General Practitioner ;re.::~po~ibilities at l~a.m. She would return to the 
:i'o.·:pit:i1 0rl'tlally every lunchtime. New patients, of whom thl:tre were about 5 each 
, lf~l(·k, 'N:nlld Haus.Uy arrive before lunchtime and. she wmlld adlXtit patients, write up 
( h!tl'tH u1i see relatives. QUite often, in particular j£ she '?!ras the duty doctor, Dr BartoD 
·~ rC:•llld te·curn 1:o the HoSJlital after GP surgery hours at about 7p:tn. She was concerned 
t :> t:Lk.l~ hersaf available to relati'VE!s -who were cot usuail-7 able t~::J see her in the course 
d h5\b~ ··•vorkiHg day. She would attend the Daedalus wa~d round ~n Mondays with Dr 
I .o:t' :., lr:r: •;vas ·m able to attend tbe round far stroke patients on '11J.ursdayS. 

:t ur·:J:..~r. D.e B.ut.an was concerned to make be;rae]f avails.ble even outside thoss hours 
~~ ·bfi/'l. :1l.'lt: was in attendance at the hospital. The nlll'sing staffwcn:Ud therefore ring he:r 
"~t::t:JJ llt he.l.' ::1ome or at her GP surgery to discuss developments o:r problems with 
ll ru~:.(~:u.alt' patiHnf.s_ In the eve:at that medicine was to be lllcreased, even within a :tange 
() ~ lr ~ :i~~~.t:lom slready prescribed Dr Bsrton it would be us·ll.al for the nur:s:ing sta.ff either 
t:1' ~JI..ff:lL"Jn Dr B:1rton of the fact that they considered it necas.saJ:Y illl make S1J.Cb. a. change, 
(I ~ .,~ 'rJlli bm•r:n1 her shortly theree.fte:r of the fact that that :illcre:asli! had been :instituted. 

2 
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'ltilm Dr Ba:rtan .first took u.p her post as clinical a.ssi~tant the level of dependency of 
J:>.•.t;.ea1:1!1 wau relatively low. In genel:-a1 the patients dicl not haw.. :major medical needs. 
E )'li'H\'er, o,·er time that position changed greatly. Patients who -were mcreasingly 
d:I•:mtl.•m:~ ...,;ould be admitted to the wards1 so that iD ti!Jte, and certainly by 1998, many 
n:: n ::w p atiel Lts were profoundly dependent with minimal Bartell sco:ree. The:re was in 
cc ~!;eq llence a conside;rahle increase in the medical w:u:: 11urai.n(~ input :z:eqlJ.ired to care 
fc: I' !·.t:.cb. p:atimts. 

r : r. d.er., at t tle relevant time the bed occupancy was abo,lt 80%. That was then to rise to 
~l'Pl'Cxim1iLte y 90%. There would therefore be s.s many ~.u 40 or more patients to be seen 
aul1or J:'l~v.i~r~ by Dr.Barton when she attended each dl:~,.. 

A~:. the Committee might anticipate over the 10 years in whic:h she was in post, Dr 
E:t:.rUlll 'li'7aB ~,ble to establish a very good working relaticli:l.Sh.ip 'i\'"ith the nuraing staff at 
tb :: hm'pit:al She found them to be :l:'eaponsible and caring. They were experienced, as 
in :.€ '~ti Dr B~II'ton herself became, in csring for elderly dependent patients. Dr Barton 
fE!JI; Hlh to phce a signi.G.cant measure of trust w the nut1!tng staJI. 

Q., .. ~:: 1l.e: peiod in which Dr Barton was :in post there was no effective increase in the 
~:nrlt :~miS o:tt: nLtrSing staff. With the significant number of patien1:e. and the considerable 
LII.CllSSn .ill dnpendeD.cy over the period. the nur!:lea, like Dr Barton. we:re f.ac.ed with an 
;~,:r: i!: s ive woi ltload.. 

rh·; pi::":Ure tlLerefore that emerges by 1998 at this cottag•~ hospital iS one in which there 
lt:t·l :,ee.·:1 a marked increase in the dependency of the patie11ts, and indeed an increase in 
:bf:.I IJlJD:Lber5. There was limited consultant input. redumd atill·F.urther by the fact that 

: 1C• k•:u:t'l was appointed to cover Dr Tandy's position. B:r this t:i!ne the demands on Dr 
: %:·t·:n ''\I'I!!Ie wnsiderable indeed given that she was expHeted to deliver this sig:n:ificant 
• 'Ol.J!tLE' 'Jf carE. within a mere 3 ~sessions each week. As ::he Con1mittee will appreciate 
Jrcr.11 :0:t:" Harton's evidence to the Interim Orders Committe,e, she raised this matter with 
lllH.::L~tg·~::JO.ent, albeit verbally, saying that she could net m~tnAge tbis level of care for the 
lllU:t])e:r ofpat:·.en.ts, but the reality was that there was no •;;JJJ.e else to do it. In du.e courae 
l h !hdNL f~lt unable to continue. She resigned from her P•:>at in 2000. 

·:'hE (:onn:aittee may feel it is of some significance that her positi,o:n was then replaced. 
:r o·~ ii'i.th iW.Oth.er part-time clinical assistant, but a full-time st:l!ff grade. Indeed. Dl' 
I:atkl's p~~sent UD.derstanding is that this post may 'be incre·a.sed to two full-time 
]; or:;: ~IJI1i'1 a11d is a clear re:fl.ection of the vexy considera'ble dema.uds upon her at the 
r 3.1 a ; 'Wl t time when she was struggling to cope with the caJ:i;J of patf.ent.s. I:.c. addition, the 
C o::t;:n[tal"l.t ·:~\·er to the two w~ds was increased to ten .3essiotts per week in 2000. In 
:t }~1::, Dit' Ba:rtcn had tried to raise the J.js-ue and could ha~r,3 wa.lkE:d awa~r, reaigni.ng her 
p :~~iJi.: .t:l ll:: that time. However, she felt obliged to rem<:::i.n. to s;J.pport her colleagues, 
~tl.d uJ:E: parti:ularly, to care for her patients. In reality she was trying to do her beat in 
tlte . , 1 :•st i:;;JLying of circumstances. 

:p )l .l)r :S·:1.:1:ton caring for patients on a day by day basis therefox·e she was left with the 
clLoit:e of 111tUmiJ.ng to her patients and making nates as hEll:>t she co-uld, or making more 
d.dt:~.i!Hd ll1:>'b~e about those she did see, but potentially neglec:t:ing o~~her~•. In the 
ci :c1· o:tsl;HtC€!S; Dr Barton atte11ded. to her patients and r~aad:ily :ile::cepts that her note 

3 
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k;epJrl§: silffared in consequence. The medical records therefor~ do no1: set out each a:od 
~~· •ety :·e!viemt with a full assessment of a condition of a p~~tient at any gi:ven point. 

S :l:lila dy, w relation to p:reacribiug Dr Barton felt oblig~d to ad.::~pt a policy of pro-active 
p; ·:: c-t"ibing, giving nurses a degree of discretion and .':uimin.istering within a rauge of 
unnlit:~tion. As a result, if the patient's condition deteliorated such that they required 
ft::~(ll~l' medication to ease pain and suffering, that ro.edicatir)n could be given even 
tbr:.fih 1;he staffing arrangements at t.he hospital were :~uch th2.t no medical staff could 
aHE ::lti t1:> SeE the patient. This ws.s of assistance in pe.J:ticular out of ho\lts. It was a 
p1:·: lllf:.ic:;! adO}: ted out of necessity1 but one of which Dr Barton had trust and confidence in 
t::111 ll1i!J'ses ~b.o would be acting on her prescripts, and ill.deed in which the nurses would 
N :11:i:.el;r l~e with her as ai:J.d when increases in medica.1aon weJ:e m.ade even 'Within the 
a1; ;]Jodt:r of the prescriptioa. 

Tl· ~ Ccouniti ee may feel that it is also of some aig.oilir;::auce that prescriptions of this 
mt:I:-T.tl:~~ b.t Dr Bart:on we:re ine'Vitably reviewed on a :regutlar ba~is by conaultant.s when 
ca.:rtin.t o::1t their ward rounds. At no time was Dr :E:arton w1rer informed that her 
p·1~:: cci1;( ilc. th:s regard was :iD.appropriate. 

L1~''' t t::r: . .s o\osavation, and indeed others, in relation to the degree o£ consultant s1.1pport 
!lp,:: ~ .:t.J~ il!l a..n;r· way to be critical of Ih Lord, Dr Barto:c. is B.Wdous to emphasise the 
~--.iilllllC'i! wlrich she gave at the lc.terim Orders CommittE:E' m thilall"egard- that Dr Lord 
;..-.;~:: c;~.::in~. ·;houghtful and considerate. The reality is that Dr Loxd toa had a 
:or· g;JI~n.ble 'trrorkload. and she did what she could given tl1e co.ostra:inU! upon her. 

: ?1·1:· :~!3HC:t:' F'ori comments in his 1:eport that there may have b<'3en inadequate senior 
: n~~·;~insl iJ!lput into the wards and that it would be important to e1:ami.c.e this in detail It 
dol!:; not a.pp·~ar· from this that Professor Ford. or ind.eed the other experts, were 
~ n:~ 1 r :o.·~[l by the police of the levels of nursing and medic:d .ata:ffi:Jlg on the two warda in 
•tU~: n; ic :t .. Sucl:. iofo:nnatiou would .be of particular importaJlce in eYalu.ating properly any 
]'et•·:(;:.ve:l f1:!.i.l:'llgs on the part of 'j'Wlior medical staff' • D:r E..a.rton_ Indeed, as the 
c o:lll' Oliit.l!u~ v,rill see from the questioning and responses on page 13 of the transcript of the 
J oc·: ::.ea.ring, !t may even be the case that P:rofessor Ford wa.s unaware that Dr Barton 
·~ ra1: tlw :.n.ly member of the ••non·oonsultant medical staff': and thnt she ~vas part time at 
·t~L :. 

L .,,. s;!: i11 this context then that Dr Barton came to treat and ~Ell'EJ for the patients in 
qu.;ntlD::.L, :ltnd i:he committee will no doubt wish to consid~n· that co.ntext carefully_ With 
r )f::J:: e!l~:€ to t::1e patients the committee may be furtlwr assliited by the following 
il tf1l : r:a t:'.~·c.: 

D1. I!; I'!i,~u was achnitted to the Victory ward of the Que·~n .Alex:mdra Hospital on &b. 
r ~ht· J.!ll!Y 19:98 suffering with anorexia, cachexia., depressk1n and a 2 inch mass in her 
L; B: :::illl~r.. 'l~hic:l was diagnosed on chest x ray as lung canc~~r. She had a. history o£ heart 
f:: ilL:·.:1:1 ;md· ''1V~H receiving medication accordingly_ It waH felt i:ll.a·t she wu too ill to 
'Ll: 1d.•t: ('!lO b:r.·or~choscopy by way of fu:tther examination and :m 12th Februa:ry it was noted 
tit a·~ ; !ll e s: ib.onld receive palliative care and was not fur resU:3ci.tation. 

(' 
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Oil 15':~ Feb::-uary she was noted to be con.fu.sed and d•eterior:ating gradually. She was 
b·u t:·ansferred to Charles ward, a palliative care ward. at Q·ueen Alexandra Hoep:ital, 
c.ll c f:< Elll time to tito.e was noted to be confused, frighteDH·d. and calling out. 

0· t :2 5 ;~ February Mrs . Page was see:C. by Dr :Lord w:b.o stopped all medication and 
<:clr.::IJ.e!loeed. 'rhioridazine, before she was then admitted to the Gospor.t W:u Memorial 
H: ep:it:ill. 2 dt.ys later. Dr :Sarton saw he:r the same day, c:~~rking her in and assessing her 
cctldi1;bu. B~ this stage Mra Page was totally dependent with a :B:u-tell score of ze;w;o. Dr 
El:trtoa :l:'evie·~ed the notes from the Queen Alexandra :E[ospit.aJ. and was aware of the 
M!:~:a~:nents ~hich had been made, including that relating to palli~tive care. 

I1.1• ]l.ar::ctn pr.~scribed Thioridazine and Oramorph on an ';:as required' basis. Although she 
w.u :oa~ in ,pain at the time, Dr Barton appreciated th~Lt gi~i!ll. the diagnosis of lung 
c~1 · .r.,il.1', ;pain 1 ellef with opiates :r:night become necessary.NCrs Paw~ was clearlY very ill. In 
D1 Ila.~i.an's view she was indeed in terminal d~cline as others had assessed her to be. Dr 
B::: :1 Jm 1:1~cord ed in the notes that she was happy for the mLrses t.o ct~n:firm death. 

rt ·m~. Dr B::rton's practice to ;recm::d this in a patient's. notes if it was :fhlt that the 
p~t':i~:nt:; waB llkely to die. This :in no way re.flected the llature o·r quality of care to be 
ptt:ll. 1:c a patient. Ha patient died unexpectedly, the nm·~d:ng sta5 would be required to 
~~Jiout :a d·ll~' doctor, there usually being no medical preE\E!D.ce at the hospital If a death 
IV;ill=: llnt ·mex:Jected - recorded by Dr Barton in this way ~ Dr Eiarton ·was <:ontent the 
llt ·s::!il t<hould confir.rn death in the first instance1 with !1:~ Ba.rt.o11 or Dr.- Lo:rd. to t:ert;izy 
le ;r. L. w llP-D. Ilt!Xt available at the hospital 

:·n J~llY 1P7elJ.t1 the following day Mrs Page was noted by the nurei:ag !Staff to be very 
di:3 :nssod~ :calling out for help and saying that ehe was adzaid. Tl:rioridazine was given, 
I !Ult ~·i:i:b 110 eflect and it appears to ha"Ve becollle necessary· to call m~t the duty doctor. 

l b· :~:~~ !I:Lar1~ it seems that :M.:rs Page was now also in pain. She wae assessed by Dr 
l ~a;r:<.Hl jir.J, the mo~g, who recorded that there had bee1n no hnp:eovement on major 
I ra: 1 ~ • .t:I:i1:;ers and she suggested adequate opioid.s to conl:J~ol Mrs Page's fear and pain . 
.I )r ]m:t·m pr£Bcribed a Fentanyl patch which would h8.V'e the effect o£ a continuo"UB 
•t e:li"r:lt·~·. hut ~·hich can take some time to be effective. Tc· cover the intervening period, 
:[ lr .Jm·J~c:tl: al.::lc prescribed Smgs ofDiamorphi.ne in.t~amus~ularly, to be given then, with 
11 f:.r.l't.ll~ll l:i:wgs at 3pm. 

J: r(l;Jl ·;bE :l~t:or:is it is clear that Dr Lord saw the patient la.i:er that day and was aware of 
t: le :CII~r.i·:tt.:Ltion which had been gbren. Dr Lord made two entries in the notes, and. in the 
~~ x::md .. ~Jitlii: re.c,Jrded that she had spoken with Mrs Page'H son. It !.s apparent frolll the 
ll ::th U:lil1' then~ had bee:n a further deterioration in Mra Page's condition w:1d that Dr 
I :~:~:·rc·. lle:Ii!Ved sb.e was d}'Ulg. 

I: r I:;g,rt:>::l w:Ul ::oncerned that Mrs Page might require medication 'de. a a)'r'i.tl.~ driver as 
~~ n!if'L'; l:f~;)Cti'Vf: way of alleviating her pain and distress. She prescribed Diamorphine in 
s. 2[ ~ .20 :Jl::o.gs/Z4 hours rlillge as required, togethe.r "With Hyosc:i.De and :Midazolam for 
s1 tbe:l~~;a:!l.:::ou~; d~livery. On 8rd. March~ before the syringe dr.iver was set ~p by the nursing 
si a:ll. :!,I:rr Page was noted to have deteriorated still furths~~ and a left sided CVA was 
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~r: e P•;,c l::.t:ld .. r, udazolazn and 20mgs of Diamorphine to bt~ deliv~~red over 24 hours was 
(!ot•c:n~tn:tced hy .syringe driver at 10.50 that moxoning. Tb.a.t: would he the equivalent of the 
Er: r :.gs c,f Or: lmorph she had :received in the previous 24 hours. r.1:rs Page died peacefully 
n·· ~ 1 3 C that night. 

M1·s W"ii.lkie '"as admitted to the Queen Alexandra Hos11ital on. 31M: July 1998 with a 
l::i !.l:m:y of ;se,·ere dementia. Her Ba:rtel score was recorded at l. She waa .reviewed again 
or .1 1~ A.r.l.gust and the clinician attending her then conr;:ldered her conditi6n waa such 
t:bar sbr3 shO\ud not be resuscitated in the event o£ emer€:~~ncy. She was seen by Dr Lord 
a·r: .;~~f'>. .. n.·u~·~ who recorded that het overall :p;rogJJ.osis wa..s poor and confirmed that she 
sJ)ralll(l :o.ot be: resuscitated. The plan was far Mra Wflkie, to be admitted to the Gosport 
Vr:.~ M~:tnori~J. Hospital for observation. 

Tl: 1: ·t~-a:nsfex took place on 6th Augustt alld Mrs Wilkie was seen initially By Dr Peters, 
OJj_: • :1£ Iil::t~ Bar ton's partners, Dr Barton being on sick leavl'! a.t the time. D:r Lord asaessed 
~~h l?i'iO:cie. artain on IOt~~august;recordii:ig-that heil'-Bart~a score· was now·:z, ··con:fuming 
th 1 t ~hf' '':V US profoundly dependent. 

r::t:i DU!t.sing recorda contain no entries for the period sm August - l';tb August, 
:aq::gnet::t\~ th!lt :!:his waa a time when the sta£! were prdoUlldly etretched. but on 17th. 
!\'J!:'ll:S'; ~,ofrs 7v:ilkie was noted to have deteriorated ov•~r the weekend and that her 
;ox- J.ido ll was worsening, from a state whinh had already 'b•,en pool~. 

)I~ Bm·t)l:l believes that she saw the patient on ZOdl. August. AlthCJugh she has not made 
u;, emtr::;r in lt.Irs Wil.kie's notes, s. prescription of subc·ll:ta.II.eow Dia.xno:rpbine - 20 -

JC('·:rqpnver 24 hours, together with Midazolam and H:roecine f.& recorded. 30mga of 
: ));; . J:~Ol=J·lrioe over 24 hours with 20m.gs of :M:idazolam '9~as co.trunenced ai: 1.30 that 
, t.fb:~ r :tr::o·rl, via syringe driver. 

;):r .:~:crt:on Sa\'l' :Mrs Wilkie the following tno.tning, noting the marked deterioration OV13;r 
1 h.J~ ~ ~~:t J:ew c:ays and that su.bcutaneous medicatioP. had been commenced. A nursing 
1 nt·:y .n}.ortly before 1.00 that afternoon recorded that Mrs Wilkie1S condition had 
[ .et.·.~riD:~<..t,ed d:l.ring the morning bu.t she was aaid to be C(lln:fortable and free from pain. 
! 1li•1· WjlJje died later that day at 6.00pm. 

UJI~f'l Gla&ys Bicilax'ds 

I lr !l.J:rt;(: I:L haE of coune made a lengthy statement conc~~rning the treatment of Mrs 
lf id1SII'd.s. contained ill the Committee's :papers at pages 163 • 163. The Committee will 
Jj o c 1 )' ::bt 1::onsic ~er that rstatement in detail, bewg Dr Ba.rtort's expl.allat:ion. 

l .. ,..., ~-.l gh J. r1;, :.~l:t' ....... ll:u:;unn aJn 

lv J: )ux::roi;rlgb.a:n, who suffered from Parkinson's disease ELiJ.d deJ.::u~e.ssion> was ad.tnitted 
tc • ·1;:1'1e (t<:•sport War Memorial Hospital on 21~ Septem.ba· 1998, ll.s.ving bee:n reViewed 
tltat :l:Hj' .;4'1; the Dolp.bic. Day Hospital by Dr Lord. As Dr Lord recorded in her letter to Mr 
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:hnml..1:lg'ha:n'.'ll GP dictated the same day, Ml: Cunnii:J.g·ham had a large necrotic .'llacral 
· :b~l:' "~1'h:lch was extremely offensive. Dr Lord stated that he co:nfio.ued t..o be very frail. 

:· l he :• note 3 in the hospital records, Dr Lord confu-tnecl this, stating that the prognosis 
··-··as r a·or a:J.d that M~ Cunningham. should have 5 - lCIID.gs of Oramorph ii he was in 
:r·~ilO. :i.1ng·s 'fO:r:amorph was then given at 2.50pm. 

J: r :E:.:: rto:n. E aw Mr Cunn:ingham on 21 ri Septew ber. aftEll~ his ao.mission, and noted that 
r:.~ sh:mld :1.ave adeq'l.late analgesia. She was aware <)f Dr I..ord's view of the poo:z: 
1: :ng;[l·;r:1~iB and, agl'eeing with that assessment, Dr Bsrton recorded that she was happy 
i::r thfJ a1.mrng staff to record death. 

'] :1;, notes contain photographs of the .eaCl'al sore at t:he time of :M:r ClUlirin.gham's 
.:~ :~ujs·;ion, 'IV'h.ich are far from clear in the photocopie!s of r.br~ medical rsco:rds now 
:JI·;·r:dh::>.i!e. D:·~ Ba.rton :recalla, however, that it was about 1;he size tlf a fist. Concerned that 
:1,' r Cuo:ning b.aw might l'equire further pain relief in due <:Otll'se, through .incl'easiog pam 
a::.d tolE~rance, Dr Barton prescribed Diamorphine- 20- ~:OOmgs, :Midazolam 20 • 80mgs 
it:.d ::Iyos.ciiJe over 24 hours subcutaneously, to ensure a cont.i.:o.uou.s delivery of pain 
]'if ~~~f ~.r:1d th;lt there would be no b.reikthroughpain. 

..!I. f1H"~Iti~:r do:1e of Or8lilorph was given at 8.15pm, but th;, nursing records show that Mr 
G·.J:m.i.JI~rham appears to have remained in pain a.nd requjred a.ssf..stance to settle for the 
:r.:1'1rlrt. 'l'he Eyringe drivel' was co:tnm.enced at 11.10 tblt night, delivering 20mgs of 
Il:'.i!.lll•)<·'~lhine and 20mgs ofMidazolam., following wbio.b. :~!fr Cnru:ri.ngham slept soundly. 
!L ·1rm: J:to·tec. to be much celmer the following morning. 

Il:· .:::ari:<lll Wr>ul.d. have seen Mr Cunningham. aach day. On 23nl September tbe nursing 
ne 1 :ll :~ r:~lcDrd i hat Mr Cunningham had becollle chesty and Hyoscine was added to dry the 
s1~, :r;,tict~.s oz:. his chest_ The recorda :make clear the ·~ew that by thia atage Mr 
Ct· :!IHin;rb.a.m was dying_ At Spm on 23rd. September thE! Mid~ohm was increased to 
61J O!f.S t.o mailtain Mr Cunningha.tn's comfo.rt. 

01: ~!41 h Septembe:r Dr Barton noted that Mr Cunningha.m.'13 pain vms beiog controlled by 
the :.:t:.:elgesia - just. The nursing .recor~ .show that thE~ night. :;taff had reported 1\fr 
Cu1l.:: h~r.ham was in pain when being attended to, s.nd. the day staff also ;noted pain. The 
D:[:II:Jo-.:d:rine was increased to 40mga and the Mida.~l:un to 8Dmgs accordingly. Mr 
);r~ Lll :innha:IIl. ··rvas then noted by the nurses to have a. peae~::fu.l nigM. 

· ['h:! :;:>J1:.r1:ring dey Mr Ctumingham was seen.by Dr Brooks, one of'Dr Ba.:rton's partners, 
·vJ:h: IX·t::Ei.rmed that Mr Cunningham ·remained very po•Jrly. Dr Barton also saw Mr 
1 ;u:·: r :infbia.J:n !:hat day, writing up a prescription for D.i;:u:o,orpbine £or 40 - 200mgs, 
l I.Lrla;:diJ:C. a.t 20 " 200mgs, togethe:t with F!yoscine. In :fact i:t wrul necessary to 
1 ~dt:: i. !li:;~:er 60 cngsof Diamorphine and 80mgs o:flWiduoLam/2~ b.ours via the syringe 
< .r:i'· ·at ]n order to control the pain.. 

·: 'hf. t:.r.c·lllring liay, 26tb Septem.ber, M:r Cunningham's concU.tion CO/iltinu.ed to deterigrs.te 
'' Lar.·' 1; J. D:i.al:no~hi.x:u~ wa& increased. to 80mgsover 24 h;ju:rs1 aDc1 the Mid.azolam to 
l O·ll:o.ns t1:} control the pain. M;r Cu.noingham then died peac:1~ d 11.15 that even.i:o.g. 
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:t 1ll· ~~~~a.sn;tL ww. admitted to the Queen Alexandrs. Hosp:italt.:m .21~t :September 1998 with a 
I re~.,·· :11N aft~ humerus. He had a histmy of sloohol abw•·e and heart fallute. for which 
'l.e ··"Jis u.ce:ivbg medication. X ray revea],ed displacement, b.ut MJ~ Wllson was unwilling 
to t n.tl~:.t go au1gery. He was in pa.ix\t receiving a range of painkillers, including opiates in 
i bi~ :Cil10 (llf .Mcrphine and Diamoxpbine. 

4 )It ~ :re~ 1 S-eptember it was noted that resuscitation was co.~::.sidered inappropriate ill view 
If 1t ll1~ J)(I(Jr qu elity of life and the poor prognosis. O.o. Stb. October. he was assesaed by a 
]lSJ: ;bo;~m:iatri ~ who said tha.t he. was ill low mood, preE.e:c.t:i.ng ·with a -wish to die and 
,ll.lr.JI'I:ed sleep, possibly ~condary :to pain. She dia.gn:Jsed erudy demelltia, possibly 
I W:r I b 1)] Iela:hec., and depreSSiOn. 

, ~ C1li!i.liion wan then made to transfer Mr Wllson to the G{1sport V<Tsr Memorial Hospital 
: i.Il.(: ])~ 3arton clerked him in followmg his a:r:rival on 14i~ October. Dr Barton noted the 
i •h: L ~1.!1· );•J!!ntle mobiliss:ti.oJ;l. She believes Mr Wllson was b. a degr·e~3 of pain following his 
:r~l.:~<:2Elr and she prescribed Ora.mo:rph m addition to P::u:acet~llln.ol on an 'as :tequired' 
:la~: s. ll~~unotph was given for pain relief at.2.45pm and ll.45pm on 14th October. 

: )r !3-at'li')ll lntJte a fw:ther prescriptioll for Ol:amorph on 16th Octoibl~r. for lOmgs 4 hourly 
• u:JI :lOD.tgs at night to co:c.trol the pain in M:r Wilson's arm. which persisted. As a result 
· ,£ ·t: 1 :.t Orw:nc rph, Mr Wilson was noted to have settled ru;,d slept well. 

:.~(.~:! 1;bllt n.i.E:ht Mr W:U.scll appears to have suffered whs.t wae 1ihought. to have been a 
li1Jr. :ld: t~yocs.rtlial ~ou. Dr KnapDJ.an:.was called to se1e him (m l&h October. and he 
.uc.1·~ ••we d. the dose of Frusemide M:r Wilsan was alread,:r reeei:vmg for hie pre-existing 
l.t!nrt fh.Hure. Dr Xnapman noted a de~line o"9'ernight. with a shortness of breath, 
:m':: 1 :h:!~ and a week pulse. He had &ignip.cant Ot:!deme. i:o. the ru:::r.na and lega, and wae 
ll:l: e ut c nsi-ve to the sp()ken w~d.. 

Dr e:;u:t:m. believes she may have came in to see Ml' Wilscn lateJ.• J.n the day. The nursing 
rerlll':i h!! 15tl. October ha.d noted that Ivir Wilson had. difi]culty in swallowing~ and as he 
w:mJd. :llit"V1~ :1ad diffi.culty iD ta.kiD.g Oramorph, Dr E-axton d~eci.ded in view of his 
::cdi·~.CJ::J now that he should receive· pain relief ~illbcutatteously, oonvexting to 
DLn:.crilllne via syringe driver. She pre~ibed 20- 200n1gs o£ Diamorpbitte, 20- SOmgs 
:>f .lv~:~c:~zol.:un, together with Hyoscine .foti the chest secretions. The Dis.rnorphine was 
~l:~t! o 1:!llfiO.men:ed at 20mgs over 24 hours1 e11t:irely consistE!nt witll. the 60mgsof0ramorph 
wl-:.c::tl::ad beon required for pain reliefthe:p~eviou.s day .. #~ a result, the nursing records 
eh::9r 1:b1lt after the D:i.aJ:no:rphine was commenced, Mr Wilson iad not been distressed. 
S:J~ :: lL~IJ: e a.red comfortable. ' 

Ot I ·7tt October Dr Peters was called to see Mr WilsolL Dr Pe·l:ers noted· that he was 
c~cll:;n·t:;'l.ble, 1:hough he had deteriorated. Dr Peters also recorded that the nursing- staff 
s)u.Jc~ ·~·arify death if necessary. Later that day the :Dia.mOJrflhic.e was increased to 
41b]j~f: J:~ver 2.~ hoUl's andMidazolam added at 20mgs/24llJJU1:S. lYl~ Wilson W:\S producing 
s5!i'j:i6c.;LJ:lt secretions, requiring su.ctioning, appaxently ·being :l.:c. "heaxt fail'n-e, and the 
E~: .. ndJif.t v;a.r, also increased. 1n consequence, the secrel;i,o~s wer-e noted nclt to disturb 
hi: :l a1;:d he appeared to be comfortabl£1. 

/ 
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'J:'':~~· hilowin!~ day he was ~een again py :q~ .rfeterB. The rn.li'ses noted. that there had been 
~~ :\.d:l:~=r deterioration in his alread.yipoorj colldition. Th1~ syringt~ driver wes reviewed at 
~:.I ill ;},at afi;ernoon, and the Diamofi,hiri.e ;increased f.l) 60m.gs and the Midazolam to 
4,11 tll gs M:~ Wilson continued to req1J#e i-;'etr.Uiar sucti.olling and :D:l.' Peters prescribed a 
ft:.~(ll)! iin~:rease in the Hyoscine. ;: · : j · · 

' I 

M:· Wi1$1:>n C(ntinued to deteriorate i~:the ~okse of the afternoon, and he died peacefully 
tb; rciirht at 11.40pm. : ; I 

I 

I o 
•' ·j 

I ' 
Str :wllo:ary 

' I ' 

D:· Ba;~ton eo.deavoured to care for:~er-[:x;nitients in what w:e1•e clearly very difficult 
c:t·:.tz:l,1f.:ances. She did not wish to abandbn;her coneult;a.nt, her nmsing colleagues and 
t~::t:1 p~1tit:nts. She raised her concerns ;Witb;/m~agement, but to no avail. The information 
abJ''e <.hotl.t ;he individual patients Will ho~efully aseur~ the Cc·mmittee in consideril:lg 
th:s rnr.tte:r, Houpled most importantly with~ unde:rstar:,ding of tbe situ.atio:a i:a which 
Dl !~m-b:m fc1und herself. I respectfiil]y ·suggest that the Comnrittee can teaeonably 
C1:l :.(:.l.ldl"' that this is not essentially a 1:p1att,e:r!ofp:rofessioual condw;t1 but rather an issue 
of .Is d: ,;,fr~~c tU"CeS and proper manag~me.I;lt. : 

•! "I I 

Yc:rl::l~ fiJ.thfu]y 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-) 

Code A 
-·-·-·-T~~~:·~·1i'jf-]~ii~~:;~i.[ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~. 1 

3oli::~~nr! ! 

'!c d A! "'i o e i 
~ ! 

~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·l 

,; I 

I 

"i 
' ' 

. 
"I 

,j 

·i 
·r 
i 

I 
I 
I 

~ l 
I 

•: I 

I •I 
'\ i 
I I 

I 'I 

:i ' .. 
I 
I 

I 
" ! 
'I 

., ., 

' 

I 

' I 
I 

I" •I 
I 

11 .I 
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Tl- E Cl-: AIRMAN: The working r~la~onship be~·E~en Or l_ord and Or Bartcn 
rrriqht bE: explored through Mr Jen~jns. 

In :he :absence of further question~( J~ Jenki~s, w:ruld yol.'l like tc) begin? 

IV IF\~ J EN KlNS: Sir, what I propose·~o ~~·is ask Or 13arton t{) give evidtance before 
vr)·.t :1 r:; 

. I: 
' . I I 

JANE JXNN iBARTON, ~~worn 
fu;amiri·ecH)y MR JEN~giNS 

I 

C:! Dr Barton, l want briefly te do ~r~u~h ~our eurricuJum vitae. ·~he 
Cc·mmi!Jee wm see from the front p_~g~ o'f their blue: papem that you qualified with 
l:he deg1ee MB BCh 1970 in Oxfor9 ar~ that your :~ome :address is In Gosport If 
111re· tum to page 266 of the buridle, :we ban see a statement produced byo you to the 
poliroe a: a stage some monthS, ago1 · ~ ~nt to go through it with yoo, if we may. 

Ye u sa}' in the second paragr.aph t·~e~· that you joil1ed your present GP practice, 
in;:i:~lly ~1s an assistant, then as a ~er and, in H~88, you took up the additional 
P9!;·t of c;!inical assistant in eld~y ~~~cine on a patrt-time session basis. You say 
tilH. post originally covered three sitesjbut. in due c:()urse, ltvas centred at Gosport 
VJ.;~r Me:norial Hospital. You retire~ fiqm that posi1ion this year. I think you retired 
irt :t·te s~~ring 2000, is that right? 1

1 
· I ·1 

t\ ves that · · ht 1 
1 , , IS ng . :/ u 
C! I ~ow many sessions we're you ;qoing at the 1Nar ME:lrnoriai Hospital? I think 
WE: 11ave· the answer at paragraph 41, oc:{t J will just i3Sk you about it Tell us how 
mc:1 ny SEssions you were doing; , I r ·I· 
l.l. -·l1e health care trust alloeatbd 6e five clinh::al assij;stant sessions, of which 
on r?. and a half were given to my pa~n~rs in the pr.~.ctice tCJ' cover the out-of-hours 
;as:)ect err-the job; so that I remainecr~ith three and a half r;linical assistant 
sa asionn in order to look after 48 ld~~Stay geriatric: beds. l would visit each of the 
•11~.rds a-: 7.30 each morningt getting tq·jmy surgery at nine. Towards the end of 
ll1e time doing the job, I was back v.er)tjnearly eve1y runch·lirne to admit patients or 
r:o V1rrif:e Jp charts or to see relath(~r Quite often, e~peeie.Jiy if I was duty doctor 
an :j finished my surgery at about s~vSr;i· in the evening, I Vf'Ould go back to the 
l1ospftal in order particularly to see re!Mives who ~11are not available during the day 
b~:::ause they were working. That ~~me a very important time commitment in 
tt1e .iob, . ; 1': 

' l·o: 
,' . i j·!i· 

C rr~:3d ward had no consuHan! C?O"~;~ ·fo~. the 1 0 months that you <.ne consid.ering 
~·1e~r.e e2ses. Or Lord was trymg. tb· :roY,~r both wards as well as l1er commitments 
''n the a ::;ute side and the other hosP,it~l in the gror.1p, and ·rfr..>und .it very difficult to 
b~ t11ere very often. =j ;:; 

1::. I will break ii up and take it in sfages, if I mety. YlJlJI would be there from · 
7 .~i()t1o r ine o'cJock each weekday morning; is tha·~ right"~ 
.1~ Yes. ··! 

, ' -· ~ 
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··~'. 
You have mentioned two'ww:irds. One wa~; Daedalus; the other was Dryad 

r ., 
!' 
( . Yes. 
; 

• • ' t 

~:,re you in charge of 1 of the ~rds? 

How many beds were the~~ ,.., . .... 

. ·I' 
Forty-eight in total~ 1 'f/ . ' 

(:J, Over the period with which~t!"J~s CommitteE: is conoemed, what was the 
le 1J'19l of-occupancy typically aftho~~ 46 beds? · 
A We were running a't about.~b ;per cent occupancy, but of course that was 
not enough for the health care tru* towards .the e r1d of m~(time 1lhere. They 
att~~mpled to increase it up to 90 p~~ cent. which i:; running a unit very hot. when 
~'(JU ha,,·e one part-time jobbing·gepe~;al practitione~,- and no increase m resources 
of nursf "ig staff, support staff. OT ~· nq physio, and no support from social services. 

i I 
·, I 

Q -few many other doctors would be there througholit the day to treat these 
• , If 

<l~f: p:::~tie nts If all the beds were~~~~ 
A 'lone. . -~ 

, I 
' l 

Cl :so yours was the medicafipput? 
~\ lvfine was the medical inpu: .. ~ .. ~ 

13etween half ... past seven 'iri.· ~morning and nine <:1'clock eac:l'} weekday 
. l 

f'l.l:)limng. .. ) . 
.~L ·r.me to see each patient,::,a a,ctually look ~~t each patient,. but not time to 
vtri:1e anvthlng very substantial a&#rt yery many of them. 

C~ If you wanted to see rei~~M~.· were you able to see relatives at those earfy 
hems in the morning? ::. ;H : ·. · 
,IJ, rJo, except for that one ~di~rar case whe~1·e they spent the night in her 
:sir,qle. ream with her, with their ncit~books. Gener;slly, relatives preferred to see 
J,lE'!~eithE rat lunchtime or in the e~hing. I would s;~~ them in the morning if it was 

tll~'lt urgE1nt. but it ~s generalfy:nt}/~~propriate. 

G 1 • ~ Vhen ~ou first started tl'Ji~ ,,bi In 1968, what was the level of 1jependency 
lyj:~(:ally of pat1ents who were Ulild~:y:Our care? 
.t~ This was continuing care. J.Tih.i~ was peoplE! who-- now, because their 
Ba11.el!l 01· dependency score is J~~n four~ are a problem- went to long-stay 
:)1~<~~ and stayed there for the ~s' ~:~eir naturall:ives. s., I had people that I 
~ocl<:e~ a·1.er for five years, for 10 ~~~~ in these buds. The sort of people th~t I 
'IVa:s g~ven to look after in these bedS generally wene low dependency; they dld not 
I m····~~ rna. or medical needs, but w~r+ j!Jst nearing the end <:rf their Hves. The 
analogy now, I suppose, would ~a r~:ursing home .. 

'1': I . ~-, ' ,,, 
1 .h ; 

Did that position change 9:s ;time went on? 
T 1at position changed. ; i 1 

:! : 
1 : 

·i~·l 
I ,:; , 

: ·,~.. . : 
' ·: . 

6 

-----··11"11111···1·1-'' _______________ 11-lllrtl··········· 
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·.:~·.· l ! ) . ' 
:. Tell us how. r I i. .. 
~~. Continuing care as a Cor:\~ pt disappearecL The l'lationaJ Heatth Service 
,1Vi3S ne longer going to look attef!'eaple who were: as dependent as that.. lt was 
~~oi'ng to g~ into the private septq( !'l~nno~ gi~e ~rou ~n e!xact year, but _it • 
11<:tpper ed 1n the 1990s. ·At the ~~ e trme, soCJaf s;ervsce.s found that, with therr
l~udget constraints. they had ~i :: ·:jJ !tY placing people with s Barten af less than 
ict.llr. Se there was constant Sc>~~fit between whc;1t we v.rene supposed to be 
lo :)king after and doing with th'e plitie~nts and wha1 the prfvste sector was going to 
·laJ~,e from us. : ·!~ .. · l l 

Q Just explain to us, Wh~t ~:: ~ia BadeU,of less than four mean? What is the 
n:mge of the Bartell scores? . 1:11; \ 
A '1(-ou or I have hopefurl}l a~;·~rtell ~ 20. Th~lt means we are able to take 
(~re rof ::>urselves; do all the a~~~ of daily livinJ~; cut up your food and eat it; go 
t:~ the Ieo; change your clothes; I lidabout. Most r;,ftheSt?. people in the places 
rr~ :~.ntlon ed have a Bartell of zero;. fhink one chap :had one of four_ So these were 

,•, I I ,,·e ry dependent people. , ··:~ : . 
I ''.l I C~ "rhat is an indication of:tti'~~&~uirements m~!de of nr~rsing staff? 

JJ~ l~ursing requirements. Tii . 1 
G:ould not do anything 'for themselves. 

tlasJcall~'· . i :;;( 1 I 
. ··•, I ~ 
' .~ : I ! 

C! \ 'Vhat you have told us is · lover time. th~9 level of dependence of the 
pati·,=nts increa_sed. ; .~ri~ll . 
~. 1·: escalated enormousrr t~~ point whe~! I began to be ~yJng to my 
e7,pleoyersr "I can't manage thi~ r~~ bf care for th1~; numbell' of patients on the 
~:>~-r1mitment I have". But ther~ ~~~~ot ~nybody el1se to dr:) it. Durin~ .1ssa. when 
t.h::· ri~Onsultant on Dryad went qn ~t,mity leave, they made the dec~s1on not to 
~a! T ploy H regular locum, so that I ·k:ill:i r:1ot even hav•~ full co:n·sultant cover on that 

: 'l(l 1 J • 

'i\18 1·d and so that Althea was left m: ttempt to help me With both, although she was 
nt~~· 1JffiCi ~lly in charge. 

1
· ;;·.• I 

-~· 
(,'1 /1. lth • ? I ~; 
~~ C r L~~~th~ other cons~ j'j: ! 

• :i'l I I 

(;~ Did she have other dinicJ.:~ l ~mitm~nts ou1side tht~ two wards with which. · 
~"~~ 1211re caneemed? i { I! 
, ~~ S "le had her acute wards·~ bn the Queen Alexanclra site; she had a day 
'lc:~~prtar emd outpatients to run d r· 1 ~t the St Mar)4':5 site in Portsmouth- so she 

'!t.!Ui :a ve.y busy lsdy. : ii . i 
C! H)W often was she ab!~ tJ: Jertake a ward' round on the two wards with 
w·f'li'::ll you VJere concerned? : i~~: , i · 
A Sl1e djd not ward rounds qB. : f'iyad ward. She came Ro Daedalus on the 
r .~om~ay t1:t do a co11tinuing care_~kWJC:Ji Towards thr5! end of n:'y jo~ she designated 
~;~)~ c•·J· her beds as slow stream ~ rehab' beds, ;and she· d1d a Thursday ward 
m~md- which I could not alwayS ~a~~ because it was my antenatal day. She 
\I liE!~. rn "t~'! hospital and doing o~~~ts on Thursclay as wen, so she was in my 
~.;:~:sjr)ital nv-ice a week- but availatll'1 6,n the end of :a phone wf I had a problem. 

:r!~ f r . 
•11:1, 1. 7 

. I .1:·. I : 
. i ·~:i;: Jl .. .. . 

'' i> 1 t 
•u. 1 

·-·---.. -----------·-------------
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C). You have told us that ovJJ: I ~-month pe1riod tlru::re was n'6 ~nsultant 
Ct:Jver at aJJ. . Mli 1 ) 

~~ Yes_ . jj'f . , 
:;1 That is 10 months during~:998, which is -~,e·period essentially within which 
;he ~ ses that this Committee h]:~ b1

een asked to considoer taU? ' 

·''I ) w rt . ''I PI ~·. 11 h I 11? I 

.A .Yes. .~1 
'··• ere your pa ners 1n yo . pra .... tlce a: l e to ·e p at a . 
A. My partners provided them -hf-hours co~·er.- th1'se who were not using 
H ee1l~t call. They would admit"palfi'n~ who aiTM~d from the dis·~ct general 
IJ,o~pit-~1 and s~ that !hey had a~ed safely. T~i·~~ ~re~ in ge~1era1 unwilling to 
wu1te L p pro-act1ve op1ate prescr~~gjor any pre~c:nbmg ~for patients because they 
felt ·ith~tt f was 1he expert and it stfmbld"be left fo me to do it. I think they felt it Was 
flC)t ;pa 1 of their remit. providing ~fret for me; to ;orescribe for the patients. 

. . ~i 
Cl So if anyone was to pres~' . e opiates or c:~ther furrns of strong analgesic to 
~stticn1s, would it al~ys be you1! · I 

J. I! was ge,.,..lly me. 

1 C! We know that your time~· e War Memcrial Hospital was limfted to the 
nJ£)min ~s. lunch times and eveni ! s, ~hen you tc,Jd us )rc'u would see relatives. If 
1t~·1J were not in a position to pr ~· be for the patiE~nt and the patient was 
experiencing pain, what provisiol: a$ there for another doctor to write up a 
D· "E!!Sil:::ription? j' I 
A They would have to eithe · ~ 1he duf;y doc:tor to come in or tt,tey would 
h:::;!Ve tc ask the duty Healthc.ali d l!o~ to come in. That is why. in one of the 
~~~~:;es, :rou see somebody has ., rerl up "Fer maJ<Jr tranquillisers· on one 
~ )l:~~:sicn, because that duty doct • o~viousfy either felt lt inappropriate or was 
unwitlin 3 to use an opiate and he ote' up major 1ranquillis•ers instead. 

I 
Tf1~~ other alternative was, of cou , ihat they wo utld ring me at /home. If J was at 
t1c-,me - end I am only at the end • , hb road in the village - I would go in and write 
~.c mething up for them, outside tH 1

ntracted hoLII"S. 

Q You have said that your f nl~ regarded ~,ou as the knowledgeable one 
a tout OJ)iates and palliative care. l 
/1. . ·~'es. I l 
1:1 Tell us .what your experie ! ay be in thOfle areas. 

• 1~ IJ 1 1998 I was asked to eo~· ibUte to a dOCLment ~:a-l~ed the Wessex 
1::aiJ:iative: Care Guide, which -was ~~ ~normous doc:lllment ithat covered the 
. T c: rllaHeJ nent of all major types 9 ~nber and alsp went into management of 
I:JH/Ii,:;tiive care and grief and bere~~~ent. Each rmmth, an?~er chapter w~ufd 
BIT ·v·e thlough the post for you to·, : k~ comments on, comnbute your expenence 
lo and s~!nd it back. This ·docume · ~as published in 1996 as the Wessex 
I;;J'~''#Illtive Care Guide and we all~~ jthe Wessex Palliati'tle Care Ha11dbook 
:tto:Jnd lhith us, which contains a sort bf- . 

. ",~ t 
l[ji' 
~r .· ,, ' 
~. r 8 

1:. 
;. ~r :, .'-. ·. 'j ~~·r ~~ 
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Is. ttlat it? . I . · 
V'/hic~ you carry in your· ' t ~cket [indicclrfes docume~l 

. . _ I I 1 · · 
Ci ·you contnbuted toward~ _ t~ · . 
~~ I :ontributed to the writing that and I am :9cknowl,edged in the thanks in 
I he majo ·document I attende~ p tgfaduate educ:;:stion sessions at the Countess 
hllountbatt~n and also at the oth~lospice locally~ The Rowans. 
., J . I . j .. 

1..1 ;st remind us. where iS t Countess Mountbatten? 
J\ The Countess MounUJatte tsipart of Southampton University Hospitals 
l~m~ it is in Hedge End, which is: a ui 10 miles from Gospt:>rt. _~Rowans is a 
:;lrni:lar distance in the other dir~ n.j 1 am still in vrery cloue contad professionally 
•1vit1 bott 'the director and the de~ directot of cc,lmtess Mountbatten. I still go 
tc "l'11eir postgraduate sessions ari Still talk to them about palliative care 
j)!'dtlemf;. They ~re always very! ' aiiable and helpful, and of course they provide 
1jis'tJ'ict n Jrsing, home care nursing n~ut into our commun~ty. which is enonnously 
l11~lpful ir. g~neral practice. i i i j 

~~ .P-.re you- perhaps I can! : ~~expression- up tcl date in developments 
ICJCi~lly in primary care and matt ' :fthat nature? 
,I\ I was also, at the time cf : 

1 
allegations, chairman of the local primary 

1:.:131"•E1 group which, on 1 April thi~ ~ r~ becomes a primary l:are trust, so that I was 
\rr~~~·~· invCIIved in the pof~tical de\f:e1qe.if1ent of our district. I 'fmew only too well that 
·:t·e, 111ealth care trust could not atro tp .put any more rnedil::allnput than I was 
·Jhiiflg th sm, on the cheap as a dfn I assistant, ir11:o our cottage hospital at that 
·~ilr.,e·. I knew what the stresses a; ~ ~ins were on the ec1~nomy and I knew 
'AJhere .the money needed to go. \j1 J 

l ·")Uid h eve said to them, "I can·'t/ . tpis job any rru~re. lt':s too difficult; it"s 
b~S!!::rJmin ~ dangerous", but I felt tfi8 I was letting ttH~m do~m. I felt that r was 
le:.t"ing d<lwn the nursing staff tha~ a~ worked wiU·1 for 12 year.;, and I felt that J 
~c.:s letting patients down, a lot of! d.m were in my pracU::e and part of my own 
~J)mmunity. So I hung onto the jd n~il 2000. In the thanlc-yau letter l got for my 
rf:lf.i9nati :)n letter they said that I : · u[d .consider, wouldn't I, the three quarters Qf 
a r·1:i1Jion they were looking for1 to !t;.~e~ up community rehabilitation services il'l the · 
:j :~oicr- ·which included repJaci~g[Jjob with a fL11J-time s.taff grade, nine-to-five, 
~·lff?.I'Y we1ekday in Gosport. i I 

t:: V>Je wm come to some cciJe Jndence shc1rtly. After you resigned, your 
. I • 

,;c:.t ,,vss 1 a ken over by another dp 0~ 
.1~ Yes, a single, full-time staff •rade. 1 hear cr1 the grapevine that the bid has 
;•J 'lia in 1or two full-time staff grad~ td do that job now_ 

CL In this to do the job that yoU ~re doing within thre~~ and a half clinical 
assistant sessions? . _ . i !i i · 

_I, (U three and a half clinical a·· istant sessions. lt is JIJst a measure of the 
d"fie:1rence in the complexity and tne ~ rkfoad that i:s being put into a cottage 
h;:r:;pital. : l: ! 
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(~ Can l ask about your not eeping?: ·you hEtd a signffiC?3r1t number of 
,:,sf!S!I'\ts; it was at 90 per cerit ancy. Clearly flat is--
A Between 40 and 4.2 patien · , ye's. · 

:l. V/hat time would you havj. uri~g y~ur ~inic:.al sess~on to make notes for 
· ;~;;td'l of t'1e patients? l . ' 
~~ You could either sit at the sk ::::md Write ncrl:es for 1sach patient or you 
could !Sel~ 1he patients. You had t cl,loice: J cho:se to !:.er! the patients, so my 
not.1s·~keeping was sparse. · : 

1:1 '"T'ou accept, I think, as a cism that note~k.eeping should be full and 
dl ~·' .~Hiled~ ~ 
.~ I accept that, in an ideal w · · d, 'h would be' wonderfu'l to wnie full and dear 
11) :e~s· 011 every visit you pay to ev 1 ~tient ,every weekd~y morning. 

I ' I • 
. . were such. l think, thett you were not able to I . 
,, 
r 

G:! . E~ut the constraints upon 
r.t;:, so? 
A. Yes. 

' r. 

C.! \ Vere the hearth authority t ~~ of yr;,ur COiil.cerns (:"'S to staffinQ levels and 
J11t.ldical input? 
tJ. Yes. 

C! VVere they aware of your ce(ns over thE~ increa:sing level of dependency 
tlwrl: patients had who were trans11 ed to your unH~? 
A "es. In the dreadful winte f 1'998, When ;:he acu11~ hospHaJ admissions-
.sc'rnissitms for acute surgery and ·en booked sun;;~er)r- ground to a·'ha'ft because 
ell1heir :~eels were full of overflow edical and geri:atric pstients, my 'LJnit received 
a. :e:tter asking us to improve the t ugtJput of patil!lnts that we had in the War 
M:;3t:'Tiorial Hospital, accompanied a protocol for the sort of patlents we should 
bE 'looki .1g after: how they should ti medically stable and •everything like that 
r 'O'I"Ote hack to the then acting clin : I d,irector anc.' said, "I ~·t do any more. 
I t;EinJt mally even look after the on that I have got, because of their dependency 
m'td medical needs. Please don't · e me any more•. l g•:.t a bland reply~ saying 
th3t we were all going to try to helP, ut with this CJisis in tl'le acute sector. 

c~ 1 Ne will look at the c:orres . , der.ace. Can l come 1t:J nursi'ng staff, your 
velt:ltiOnB wi1h them, end the experi

1 re:ofthe nursing staff? Clearly you started 
-.~! 'year.·s before you retired. Did number of nLJrses fn<::.rr=-ase over the period of 
Uin·l~ tha·t we are talking about? 
)\ ~rginally. 

~J 'Nhat about the level of ex rierice of the rtursing s~ff? The. impression 
·I hat we have is, towards the end 9lhe period, yeLl are dEl£lling with patients who 
lla~j ver~ high dependency. Was experience (lf the nt.Jrsing :staff raised in 
orrdler tc meet that increase in nee . 
.1~ By an large they were the sa e peopre and the}!' learned in the same way 
JhsJ,t I dl:t by having to Cleat wfth th 1 e more difficiJit need!!. f do not think J can 

I . 
\· 
I• 
I 

!· 10 

--------------------
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t::mnment on how much input the 
wo w~d be:1 inappiopri~e for me to 

. 
st put int~? improving their. sknts. 11hink that 

. . . I 
:~ Perhaps I can ask this. s it apparent th:s.t the 'Tl\lst were seeking to 
'cli.:;t~ t~E level '?f experienoe and ·ialiticaticin of the: nursin9 s1aff in the War 
1ril~:monE.I Hosp1tal? And the· an r should go on the tran:scrlpt. · 
A [>oes it? 

C! ''Vas it apparent? 
!-, It was not apparen't that .th · · were making l:lf'Y great attempts to impro"e 
thn ccvE~r. the experience and the aining of some: of the nu~ .. 

Q ,Nere the health authority 
lw t·«:;l$ a 'ld levels of medicaJ staff? 
~~ ·res_ I did not put anythin · 

U I think it was 2000. 
A :2000- but I was in consta 
rn.ii11CIQ£·:ment. Any remarkS YQU 
'W'I';liiTi~~ you had and the risk of th 
or1 st1:>n.f ground. 

are of your ccncems. both as regards nursing 
I, I I 

Writing. until '1998 -er was it 20001 

contact with the loWE:r echelons of 
de about the diifficuH:ies you were having, the 
atients you wme covering. v.-ouJd definitely fall 

Q You chose to prescnbe op es. 1t is sorru~thing Whicn is criticised by the 
m:J.)erts whose reports are before e Committee- You chose to prescribe· over a 
r~rlgf3, rmd quite a wide range, for rtain of the cpiates t'hat we have seen. 
•!\ A professor of geriatrics in 't~ching hospital, or even a big ~istrict 
9~meral hospital, will have a pleth • of junior sta:.~~. There will be never any need 
.~, r a111y opiate dose to be written u for more than 24 hou:rs, because somebody 
1N>ill either be on the end of the bl ·or be back e~n the ward. That was not the 
1:<1~~ in Gospart War Memorial. If ere was a WE:!>ekend, if J was on a <:x~urse, if f 
\I\'S1S on sick leave, if I was on hoJidly, .J haVe alrer:1dy ex,::~ained that there was not 
lh:~ ro\i er for someone else to wmidrugs for me, and ttu.arefore I wrote a range of 
::i ::.~ .. ses. J implicitly trusted my nursi~g staff never t1J use Etny of those doses 
!n:lpprC.ipri~teJy or recklessly. You rfill see tr:om each of the documents ~t there 
lE ne• qtJesDon that any of these pelle recewed ~=mormous amounts of opiate or 
b enzoc ·laze pine. 

Gl If the nurses wished to mo from one level of administration of opiate up 
tot he nuext stage. but within the ra e that you h;ad alr~~~dy prescribed-
,o,. They wouJd speak to me. 

ICi How would that happen? 
P.. Because I was in. if it was weekday me rning. I \!vas on the and of the 
,~hone in surgery or, if I was at ho~ and it was i3 weei\Emd and they were worried, 
th~~.Y w~uld ring me at home. I did t have any 1:bjection to that · 

Cl Old you feel that your reJatl· ship with thet nursing staff was such that such . 
informal c:ommunieation could takef ·lace? 
.1-~ I trusted them implicitly. I h to. · 

b 
} 

! 11 

. 
(' 

I Y-cc; 
,, 
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::1 V1fhat we see again and a 1n jn the comme;nts of F'rofessor Ford and 
:lth!l"S is that the expert can see n"justification fOr raising the level of. prescribing. 
Th1: e~~cpmt in each case will have ~ ked at 1he not•eiS. Wss there always 
recorded a justification for increas g the level.of pre~scribin!J or the level of 
l:ldrrlin'istr·ation? 
A . "ot al-ways in my notes. I 
~:~>I'::J~ous :nough. In particular, int 
·il'llrecold of what the patient has 
ttiE·:il" feeling, night sister's feeling, 
b3.~inning to bubble, or something 
ne·ade:d ·:o move up a step or in a 

1 uld· hope that the nursing noi.es would be 
: ·ngly, the night staff tend to mal<e more of a 
11 like through the nigJhl 1t was quite often 

at.the patient 'flf.!S less comfortable or was 
e ·.that, that WCll~ld suggest to me that we 
p with·t~ dru9s we ware. using. 

C! I 'Will ask you to tum to pag 370,'which is the final c:::~uple of paragraphs of 
F'r:;·ressor Ford's report. Paragrs !7.51 two-thirds of the ..... ray down that 
panag:raph, he says, ' · 

... 
~a would be important to e · ine levels of :itaffing rn relation to patient 
need. during this period, as e'f.F,iJure to keElP adequate nursing records 
could have resuH:ed from u er-staffing of tl1e ward". 

\\!hat d1l you say about levels of n . ing staff on the ward during the period With 
which '.Ate are concerned? . 
)!~ He is absolutely right. The · experienced, caring nurses had the choice 
b<!1:Wi3en tending to patients, keepi them clean. ·f,~eding them and attending to 
their mil 1diea 1 needs, or writing cop !JS notes. T~m:~ were t.n the same bind that I 
WiiS tn, only even more so. /J.s·yo ea~ see from the medical records you have 
lmd1 thn health care trust produ normous numbers o1' forms, protocols and 
~;piidelil·es, and sister could spend er wtiole morning filling those out for each 
patient or she could nurse a patie 

.... 
1, .. He goes on, 

'Similarly there may have b n .inadequate' senior medical staff input into 
lhe w(Jirds, aod it would be i1 portent to exa:mine tnis in detail, both in terms 
·l)f weekly patient contact a in ,time aveile1!:tle to IEtad practice development 
1m the wards•. · · 

·. 
1: ·C.t yeLl have a comment on that1 , 
,o. I agree entirely. There wa nai:!equate SE~~ior me:dical input. 

-. 
During 10 months of 1998 's .there any :senior nleldical staff input? 
No. 

n Jt is not apparent that Pro · r Ford was awe re ~hat you were doing three 
~ r11d a half sessions--
.;.\ In a cottage bospital. 

.. .in the cottage hpspital. 
No. 

12. 
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. . . 
:! It rnay be that Professor F . ibelieveo that ~·ou wen~ penn'anent staff. 
{J, Failed junior staff! His fa I mment in paragraph ~r.s- his review of 
rw Lc)rr.ts medical notes.....: is abso ! ely correct Sh•~ was caring and thoughtful 
< . .'ld C:Or'lSiderate, and with a COIJSi ra'ble W.OJi<lcad -- proberbly more than she 
~i.1'::l Jld h~ve been carrying. Ther re· it is difficult to criticise. She did what she 
r,;ou,d, wjjhin the constraints that s tiad a~ilable to her. 

<~ I :am not going to go throu 
:;l)vhmittne Is not here to find fa 
la i 1Vrte .'/OU to comment on Profe 

u •• the level of skllls ofnurs) 
o·1Jy you- '"and particularly 

the individual c.:ases. 'This is not a mal; this 
royed or not P'ioved. But I think it fair to you 
r Ford'~ next p~ragraph. He says, 
•' 

and non-con!Su1tant rnedical staff'- it was 
r Barton•,. 

•, 

·- the: w:>rd "particularlY suggests e may have beJJieved there were other medical 
Sblif ··-, i 

.. Nere not adequate at th~ 
I I 

H ;;w de you respond to that? I 
A I find it very upsetting. fj 
·~'lnk::al assistant is in fad that it1 is 
n~celve·d was that I went to get for 
and r did my best at that time. rh 

I 

n Can we tum to the last pa 
ci~bted 13 February 2002 and sets 
the acjng chief executive,. Or Old. 
,\ Yes. 

e these patients wene admitted"'. 
I 

. ' 
qoly a ciinie<~l assistant T'he d/etinroon of a 

· t~ining post_ and the only training that I 
yself as a pcart of m)l' postgraduate learning, 
opinion the:/ we~ probably adequate. 

of. the bundl:f~, page: 380? This is. a fetter 
matter$ th5tt were agreed between you and 

es? 

:=:t Attention has already been rawn to thi~> document, but is it right that you 
agreed to cease to provide medi ~re, both in and out. of hour$ for adult 
patients at the Gosport War Mem 1 I· Hospital·~ 
t~, Yes. · 

l 

C:l And you agreed voluntarily sfop presc:ribing 1:,)piate1S and 
tletnzr Jdiaz:epines. 
A r did. 

1::l Had you not agreed those~ ere you threatened with any action? 
.A Or Old told me that. under change 11.1 Gove:mment legisletion on 
·ttr. Cecember last year, he was enr; ed to suspend me from general practice' but 
h£~ did not wish to do that and, pro'-11 .ed we aune to this voluntary agreement, he 
wou d wait to see what the GMC ha to say on the mal"ter. 

Q This is the same health aut I ~ who had bean putting through a 
s1grrifican1Jy higher volume of patie to your ·cottage !1ospita1 and with much 
higher levels of dependency? 

. 13 

., .. 
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,I~ 1 'his is the employers oft h~alth care .trust who ttatd bef3n putting through 
~ign.ffirca·1t. .. 1 The health sutho • n fad purchaSs work frJ:)m the health care trust 
a11.j, the:Jretically, employ genera~ racti1ioners. Sr: this was my employer telling 
me·: ·that 1e could suspend me fro'll the day jot? as 'll'tell. So' ll agreed to the 
v:> LJntarr' restrictions on my practiSe. At that time / had four patients in general 
pm(:;tlr;::e on opiates and approxim 11 eiy 15 on any fi)rrn of b1enzodiazep\ne. 
I h:mded the four patients over toJ' y· partners and :said I feJ't no longe·r able to treat 
~lu;lm. I no longer sign any pres~ tions for sleepil1g tablets. in general practice~ 
tl~n other partners do that for me. · ·. 

(l ~rou have given us the fig s. ·Do,yo':J de:;r:nbe ycrurself as a high 
~ F·:~!;crib er of benzodiazepines? . · · 
.P~ I was qui.ts surprised ath 

1 

feN cf my ~atiemts got benzodiaz.epines from 
rnr!l.. 

0 J ~nd of those presenbed o es-
h One was for terminal care She went into l1ospital a couple of days after I 
'tlm.J!~ sus pe~ded and died there. e ~ther three ~.re rnaintc:Uned by the partners 
b' IOngr;tanding chronic pain. 

Q .lust to remind the Commi e, in your statoment at page 266 you say in 
f.l~ ra~traph a; ' 

. ", ~ a general practitioner, I ave a full-time positio1'r; I have approximately 
1 ,500 patients on my list•. 

Yes. 

(l ·rhe Committee can see, e~ 1.500 patiE~nts, precisely how many are 
pnascrit ed benzodiazepines and/ opiates. 
A Yes. 

~~ :ro the Committee] Sir, w 
~;(11"1)' that you have not been give 

ave a small bLindte of corre6pondence. I am 
in advance. 

T·iE CHAIRMAN: We will refer , it as 01. [Ssme handed] 

1..41~~ JEUKINS: Sir, we are giving u a number o1'1ettel"s. lam happy if they are 
·t;cdlet::::±ed in 01, or we can number em sequentially. 

T-~IE C1 iAIRMAN: I assume they ave been circulated. Shall we put them in 
t:hl"·onol :Jgic:al order? 

I~F;I. JEriKINS: I would be happy '1 that. The first letter~ you should have is one 
d~;1:l:ed 15 February. It is from the ' sultant physi<:~ian, l)1· .Jarrett He talks of a 
't,e;d crisis at Queen Alexandra Ho l ital continue!S unabated". "lt has fallen on 
1.1Ei11

., he says, 

14 
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"to ·try and utilise all our be 
1 

:in eldeJy medicir1e as ,~fflcie~ as possible. 
The re has been some undlutmsation of continuing care beds. From 
16 ·=ebruary I propose that 

1 

e use vaca,nt continuing care beds 1br postw 
acute patients .. A policy off · ·ng guidance is onclose<f'. · 

'1 ','J 1.1 ::lhr.JU d .see S document, encfd ure 2, u~merger,c;y USe Of community hospital 
b~·j~~~. y,>uwillseeitreads, ll ·.. · 

"Due to current crisis with .acute medical beds at Queen /&3exandra 
Hospital and the ·detrimen~ ffect on surglc91 waiting fists, the Department 
of Medicine for Elderly Peo11 is making some urgent changes 1o the 
management of beds in the mall hospital~... · 

' ' 

·::a.n J bP~ak off and remind the Cofr~mittee. this relates to the year 2000. The 
sitw;ation with which you are conce 

1 
• ei:1 for the five ,,atients whose records you 

ha "e we re treated in 1998. · So thi 
1 

s ·after, but we hand these documents to you 
t~) g iv'e ~ 'OU the continuing pic:tu~., ou wirl see, · 

"·Tllerefore patients refe,: . -~ese ~s tbr post~aeute care should be: 

• Waiting for pJacemen ••. 
:t Medically stable with o need for r~;ular medical monitoring ... ", 

a 1.d th£: other matters that you see 
I ' 

The nod document is a letter from rBarton datE:d 22 February to· 0~ Jarrett. The 
lr~tter reads, ~j • ' 

·1 was very disappointed an a~o quite concerned to be shown a letter from 
yourself dated 16 February ~ the subject of the bed crisis at Queen 
Alexandra and addressed ~~~ various ward managers and sistera 

Less than a m~nth after I +a lettel' to the dlni<:al dire<:lor e><preSSinQ ~ 
concems about the situation! n ·our continuing c;:1re unit, I find that we a~e 
being asked to take on an 1 n higher ns.k catefJOry of patient 

These postwacute patients · a right t•:::1 expec.t a certain standard af 
medical care, appropriate le · Is of ther~IJlY and supervision, and 
appropriate out-of-hours CO r curing thi:s period of time in hospital. 

I find myself without a cons ant or seamless lt:.cum consurtant cover for a 
period of a further month on , ne of the wards~ 1and the other consultant 
cannot be expected to provi · anythinG! other tlnan fireflghtiog support 
during this time. · 

As a resuft, f am unable to . the clinic~il assistant job to a safe and 
acceptable standard, which ·n lnevitat,ly lead 1o further ~Jerious and 
damaging ~mplaints about e serviCJ~ given in my wards. In addition, my 

15 
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stE1ff are subjected to ever-ipcreasing p~ur1es from patients and relatives, 
ea ..ISiQg stress and sickness levels to rise. 

I vrould ~lso question theteh · .. undior.:rulisa!icm' in a u~il which is handling 
a~ proximately 40 per centJf the continuing c::;9re done by Elderly Services 
at this time". · · 

·n'l'':! nexl document in time is a le er from Dr Jarref1 dated 'l Maf(;h, by way of 
re.s ponso. I do not need to read it ~o you, but you ht~ve heMd Dr Sarton suggest 
':J'·~t th.er-a was a request, effective~, for three quartrars of a1 million pounds from 
·:t'IE:· prim;·jry care group to go tss the loca.r. hospital. y CIU may find a hint of that 
ir. ':be lant paragraph of this letter. 

' I . 

T t· e;: next document is the one with :th~ fax strips down the centre of iL Jt is a letter 
ftun Dr Barton dated 28 April200q, ~ndering her resignation. lt is addressed to 
PE:t•er King, personnel director, and it reads as follcy..vs: 

•over recent mon~ J have,~me increa:singJy concerned about the 
clinical cover provided to the Ct:i>ntinuing cam beds :at Gosport WBL 
Memorial Hospital. I have Highlighted thes•e worrie.~ on two occssions 
f ~reviqusly in the encfosed Jrbtiers. 

I retum~d from my Easter r~v~ this weekend to find that the. situation has 
cleteriorated even further .. fior !!XBffipJe, or1 one of the wards I wm only be 
l~aving locum consultant cover until Septernber. In addition. an increasing 
11umber of higher risk •step ~oWn~ patients continue 10 be transferred to the 
~ vards. where the existing stkffing levels do not pJ"()·Vide sate and adequate 
'1 nedicsl cover or appropriate nursing expe-rtise for them. 

· rhe situation has now reacJecfthe point tt~:at, with the agreement ~ my 
partners, l have no option bbt to tender my resignmtion". 

~ ~u will see a reference to the oriJnsi contract cl empk~Jiment in 1993. 

The laHt letter, dated 19 May from boba Camercn. is onr.-! responding to the letter ' 
\fff.~ ha~·e just read. The second paragjaph reads as follows: 

MI am writing to offer my tha~·ks·~or your commitrn1:mt and support to 
Gosport War MemoriaJ HosP,Jital over the last sev1.~111 yeaii"S. There is little 
doubt that over this period ~th!the client SJ~U~ and workload_ have. 
changed and I fully acknowledg~ your contributioJrt to the servtce whilst 
working under considerable pressure". 

::;.lr, th:at is the evidence I seek top~~ before Y.':m. I hav·e called Dr Sarton and~ if 
·: t'1ere r~re questions for her. the Co~mittee or Mr Lloyd may wish to ask those 
·:1uesti ons now before I go on to sur ur• if l can !.3Ut it tnat way. 

rH!: ( ;HAJRMAN: Mr Lloyd, do yeu wish to ask questions? 

16 
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.~ That is when it started_· Generally, with the rate at '•lhich v'Ve were running 
a·j Tlissic1ns in 1998, I think an avetage week would contain ·five admissions. I had 
tCl :.r:y tO ~et them to bring them dO I n to my hO~pitaJ before 'fi:!Ur o•dock in the 
aft~m·oon. Lunchtime was better, ecause {a) the~· get very cold and stressed if 
Jf::r.J C31Tf 1hem round the coun de and bring thewn in aftl~!!" dark and (b) it gave 
111~1 time to clerk them and to chec whether any further investigationS, bloods or 
iEln ythin& needed doing, and to ge them settled intCJ the ward. SO I woutd go back 
mo~it !lunch times. unless I had a G or purchasins~ meeting or somerthing like 
tlmt In those days I was ~nly on· :uty once a fortni!~ht. but I would quite often go 
t:ack iin ·:he eveni~g if I felt there ~s some_body I ~~~~s particularly worried about
'tl) t1~ik tot he relatiVe or to support rhe nUr5tng Staff. 

n lllir Jenkins put in front of U~ a num~er Of dtJCUments, in~uding the second 
en:!, which is "Emergency use of community.hospit;al beds''., In point 7 there, the 
se·1::ond sentence reads, • ..• this pl~cement does ne~: entitle patient to NHS 
c:c ntinui ng care"_ . ~ , 
A ·rhere was no such thing i~ 2000. If your cc1ndition became medically 
,s;t::~ii)le and you could persuade so~al services to E!ither ful~ld you or agree to have . ~ ' 
ye 1L;r at ell, then you would be moved on - even thcn.Jgh your dependency score 
rn !Siht br! very low. I · . 

(l n that period, say 1998 to ~000, were you 151xperien·c:ing dilemmas where~/ 
--and I JSe the word "conspiracy" advisedly. beca•Jse f hav1; the evidence from a 
report tllat I chaired during that pepod when I was 'in another post in the House of 
G·:)HTlmc ns - in evidence we had it F.aid that there '!lltaS a oonspiracy between social 
nt:.:rvicer&, doctors and manageme~ with regard to trying to push peoP,Ie who were 
<mtiti~Sid to have NHS care out of hespitals irrto numing homes, where they would 
lmve to pay out of their own resou~j 1 Were yo~J in that horrible dilemma? 
A If you knew anything about Gosport. you w·ould re:a!ise that (a) there is not 
Jr!Jch pJtential for private practice nd {b) there v.1~re not vast numbers of patients 
,,.,h() wE re self-funding. Self-fUnders were not the problem ·then. If they were 
:stabl·e ~rnd social services would a~ree that they c:~Juld gi::l to a nursing home at all, 
1t :a:t was not the problem. r would hever conspire with anyone in social services. 

C I was not levelling that at ylu. I was just t1"1inking 1:1!bout llhe dilemma, that if 
:rou had patients in beds, such as Y,e patients yo1J were dealing with, then they 
wouk1 t1e covered in terms of the NHS system-
A · They were not 

•: T~ey were not? 
~~ Tfley were not. They were not entitled to s;tay in mny of those beds. In 
·:nle!' tc1 keep them in those beds, ou had to writet in the notes, "Requires ongoing 
T e~die:al care~. Despite a Bartell o~.zero, if they mquired n(:l further medical input 
:~·1uj the·ir medica[ condition was stable, you then 'had to fi1r11d them s nursing home. 
Sut the sort of people we are talkirtg about here were not ~~oing to become stable. 

tw·IH \NI NTER: You refer to raisind concerns in 1 ~~98 verbally with lower levels o1= 
rTiC:Iin<:igl~ment about your working situation. Would you b1e prepared to say a little 

18 
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n ,;re .~:lfx,ut vvhat you actually did nd whether ~u COrllSidered putting your 
,::.:>l·,cei.1'1S in ~ting at that point? ' . "I , :sh,:>uld have put my concerns in writing, because I Wf!IS sitting on these 
:~·.r,J:ili:e!fric b(ldies. We were talkingfbout h'ow tf:le hea'lt,h community Was going to 
r · 1· :1\ ·e ~rorw: m1, how we were going to improve step-dC)'NTJ care, and how we were 
; /Oil'lf; to m :tke available more bed fur acute surgery *) that the Trust achieved its 
·\'artht:'Jiist targets and therefore itS· money from regic1n. But 1 did not put anything 
: r wrti',ing. I became increasingly chncerned. I spoke' to lower management. who 
prctably c.id not even relay those doncems further up. l spoll<e to my clinical 
cr:>ll(i~l9fJe·). . I . ·, , , . . 
1.'1f' l.ord trfed at that time to get mo funding and w;;ts unsuccessful. The first time 
''lm got any extra fUnding was in'2 0 when t resignr:1d and we got an extra three
:tUEifters ~fa million for St Christo er's and Gospc.rt War M·-emorial to do mom 
1)1/>sf.-acu;e rehabjlitation wo~. So ey knew we w~!l'e .in trouble. but I did not go to 
::)l'i'l1L at tJ lat stage. 

Cl Gouf!::f you say approxima y hQw many tirrues you 1:-..3ised these matters 
wiih pec.ple in lower management?!' . 
1'"- 1 )nee every couple of months. 

I 

T :'"/.E CHAIRMAN: r wonder if J mlght be allowed to asl~;; Iil few questions. just so 
tt1t:1t lr understand the situation? ~l J correct in a!>suming fthat Gosport. War 
IV!v::trnor,al Hospital Is a stand-alon.e community hcflpi'taJ? 
1, lt has no theatre facilities; · now has no ~.13r.E or m§nor injuries faCility; it has 
f. little K-ray department with bi11sic standard eq~1ipment i;n a Portacabin. lt has a 
I :tJJe 01 rtpatfent department to whio' consultants c:ome drJwn from the centre to do 
')lariph~ral clinicst and it has approximately 100 beds. 

C! These are including .the 48long-term can~ beds? 
~~ We have long-stay elderly1edica1 pati~mts; we L1ave babies; we have a 
maternity unit and we have a small GP ward. 

~~ Can you tell me roughfy w t the avera,2e length of stay was in, say, 19891 
:about 10 years ago, and then in the later part c1fthe iEISOs? How hsd the average 
length of stay changed? ~ 
A l had patients I had had for ve years. r had some very iU patients 
tranBferred from the Royal Hospital Haslar, anar orthf:,paedic surgery or . 
tr:an;ferred from tha main unit be~e they li11ed in c;;o-sport and their relatives 
livetl in Gosport But those were t minority. The majority of patients were long 
star. 

Q Was there a calculation oft e averagr;! length of stay in 'the early 1990S? 
J). lt would be difficult to do, b use WE: also did shared care and respite 
care in those days. J was looking at the figums the ·ctt.her day. You would find it 
vety difficult to get a feel for the av4rage len•Jth of stay, but it was generally 
re!.;.koned to be a good long time. 1jhen in tf'l,o fate 199(ls - I could not find any 
re1·search on this subject, but there are two major rtsl< times for these eJderly 
tl7msferred trom a nursing home to. n acutE: unit and then down to a long-stay 
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·:rlt. They may well die in the first o, three-days·- something to'l::lo with the 
.:r.c~o.k ·of being moved really makes them quite poo1iy. Ifth1;;:y survive that-

:l 'Jfhile. you do not ~ave a sJecffic fig1:1re for c111erage length of stay, you are 
:[llbJ~ convinced that the dependenrl level increased over the decade'? 
1\ IV assively, yes. · ' 

I 

ll VIe are aware of'hawthe Gladys Richards 1::ase came to the surface. lt is 
not l.~lsar to me from the papers hdw the other case~s wen~ fclentified.' Can you 
11~~1 p me .vith that? [Or Bafton conferred with couns~~IJ 

y, F:. JEN <INS: Sir, you will recall irom what. I said to an eal"lier Constitution of this 
::cmmitt ~e that the relatives of Gl~dys Richards ccmplained. What I said to an 
e;i·'li:er Committee was that they cdmplained about E~verybocly,•including the police 
:1ff c::ers who conducted the inquiry! They generated some publicity locally about 
lt1e k cor; cems, ss a result of whicH relatives of oth·e1r patients - and I think the four 
lfliTIII whi~;h you are concerned- ~ressed c:oncems. I think that is how the police 
l:l e :::.ame involved in those other cases. . ' 

' J I 

IC,F!. Bl,RTON: The health care· trust also decided to invol~e CHI, the Commission 
for Heallh Improvement, and CHI droduced a Jot o·f local publicity saying~ "If you 
have an:{ concerns about your hos~ital, this is the phone numbel·, these are the 
peoph9: t,·:l get in touch with". And 9f course I have no input .as to how much and 
whE~re they got their infonnation·frgm; but they mu:st have received an enormous 
amount of positive and negative feedback from thu peoplE! of Gosport. · 

Tt-H: Cl-AIRMAN; Technically, ai a clinical assi~>1:-ant yoJJ did not cam, ultimate 
rta::;ponsibility for the clinical care of patients? 
t\ . I ~o. · You will see in a coup~ of the reports that we were using the Fentan~·l 
sJ<in pat;;;h for opiate pain relief. I 'Yas not allowed to sign for that. That had to be 
c:eu1ntemigned by a consultant. I was working for .a. consur:tant 

Q J)J1d the consultants under hom you worlc:E~d reviewed the prescribing 
pr31:tices that you indulged in, did ey? 
A I do not know. Not with m 

<l ·50 you did not do the ward rounds with th1~ consultant? 
A Yes. 

(:~ "{ou did? 
A Yes, but no comments were made at any ·:ime at 1:his point about reckless 
pr1e.sc;ritJng or inappropriate prescrt_ing. 

t) fhey did not raise any questions about thl~ presc;r1bing that was being done 
1cr these patients? J 
.J~ They did not raise any concems, no. 

1) Were there any audit meetihgs in the hospital? 
A I did not go. I was not invit~d to ~o to euclit meeti11gs. 
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. . . 
:l T uming to page 380, I wo d also liKe s'ome1 clarificatjon. lt implies in the 
1irs·: bulle·t PC?int there that there is btill. some relatlOt1$hip to the Gosport War ·• 
IJ!e7lo·ria/ Hospital. What was the !continuing relatkmship you had? 
~~ ·In Gosport there is something called th.e Go:sport Me.-dical Committee, 
'"'n c:h is made up of all the practis!Jng doctors on th~ peninsula, which 1 think at the 
mcment is about 36. We are emp eyed by the h~ilth care trust to look after 20 
13F !bed~ upstairs from my erstwhi e geriatric beds. We hS'I'e admitting rights to 
i:t"c:s.e beds and we are allowed to ook after our 0'\jm patie11~ls. We are also invited 
·:er crol~ after step-down patients fn~m the acute unit Although, as a GP you can 
JrE.! rnuch more hard ... nosed lflbout r~fusing to acce~Jt somebody Ylho you feel is 
br:=temd 1he capability of the hospit~l to look af:ter than I could .as a dinical assistant 
j ;)AJnstairs in the wards. That is why you will' see s.omething abOut. "·et 
mtrospective audit of your prescri~ing on the Sultcll1 ward". That is, what I was 
d::fng- ·Nhether .'was prescnbing rnappro~riate' opiates upstairs on the GP ward. 

Ct ~·hat has been helpful clarifiCation. Was I ·correct f.n assuming- this is the 
se~ond juflet point- that you told .us this was in mlation tr:) your primary care 
drJties? j· . 
"· "lhe 'voluntary stopping prer· ribing cpiates,~r 

C~ Yes, 
A '(es, ., am not prescribing any opiates or bi!!O~odia:i!epine:s at the moment. 

Tt'lli: 'CI-tAIRMAN: I think these !r~ the points I wanted to raise. Are there any 
f J ·ther ()Oints from members of tti l panel? In the· abse11ce of further points. 
M·· Je.n~ ins? 

r~~~. JENKJNS: There is one. sir~ nd it was raised by Mr· Uoyd. Do ~u have any 
pr~ra1te :Jatients7 
A. .'Jo. 

tJI F!. JENKlNS: Sir, may I sum up rery briefly? Yc)U may think that this is plainly 
~m exce:llent and dedicated doctor .. lt may appear to you, and I would encourage 
1r~if:: viev on your behalf, that it ma have been pmblems with the allocation of 
re:s.ources at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital which h.as led to a situation 
w·1ere hest practice was not followbd. 

Y :lu wil. have to oonsider the repc~ et the various experts placed befOre you. 
Y J•I.J ·wi!: have to consider as well v-thether they ars1 considering Or Berton's position 
ja!li it w~·s. I may have missed it, bUt it is not appclrent frorn my reading of the 
re:poHis that there is shown to be a~ underStandins~ by Pr:of-essor Ford and the 
1)·: het' d;,ctors that they were well aware that Or Bmton wal~ working three and a . 
ha/If se~;sions: that she was effecti~~ly, during thel period 'II~Tith which we are 
r;;oncemed, the only medical input ~rto the care of these patients; that she had a 
s!!;Jni"Rc:ant number of patients to see and to evsilr1ate sncl to continue to care for. in 
;:~ ve1y 1 ·estricted period of time. 
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· ~, :1l. r·lii.we 1 o consider whether it is necessar.y, for the protection of'members of the 
pr. tli z tc' impose conditions. I do 'lot deal wilh the qL'.f~stion c1f suspension 
1 :l'i!(;81JJSf~ f say that it iS plainly not appropriate i~ this r:ase. 

. I ,. 
b it :'!ec.e.ssary for the protection ~·member$ of the public to impose conditions? 
Or e··<:&rt,on is no longer undertaking·the job ~at she ~;farted in 1988. You know the 
rBm•c":Jns vthy. I say she poses ab lutely no threat tc, members of the public, · 
·Jdthar iTn trer general practice or in ny form of hospital medi,~ne. She does not 
.. rCE:rtakr~ any of the latter. · : ' 

r 

Is r-: :necessary in her own interes~.to imws'e conditions? ~say not. The last 
i:ss.J1e is whether it is otherwise in t~e public intere.st .. You ,v;n know that there has 
ilte-;m a ~o!ice investigation, in fact !two, arising out crf the o.)mplaints in this case. 
Ycu. will know the results of the police investigation: that :a decision has been 
tal 'fm not to charge. ' 

' 
I repeat what I have said. 1t is s1ig tly troubling th;1t it is ·ru~t apparent tllat the 
(J);perts instructed by, the police ha e been presented wittl; the full picture of' 
IJ· Bartr)n's clinical involvement ·wi h' these patient.!; befon~ being invited to express 
:a view. But I say that it is not ln th~ public interest either for this body to jm~ 
0')!/'lditions upon this doctor in the dircumstances in which you know .she practises. 
She does not pose a risk to patien~. rt is not nec;~essary in her interests, and it is 
rot ,'lfh erwise in the public interest[ , 

'n h'~~ever, you feel that because f police inves;1Jgatioo, because of the ~ossibility 
of p~;s coverage, that it is· necesSary to demon:strate that this body i~ able to 
m.al·ce decisions, I would invite·you ~o do no men' than re·impos.e what Or Barton 
·1as v«>luntalily agreed· with the health authority. · 

T'hosu are the submiGsiOns that l tke. 
rHE CHAIRMAN: I now turn to t7e legal asse~;sor. · 

THE LEGAL ASSESSOR: The aJv;ce f give f~~e Committee is as foflows. They 
rnay make an order restricting this ~octor's reg1.!rtration only if they are satisfied it 
'is ne~ary to do so for the protedtion of members of the public, otherwise in the 
pubFc interest, or in the interests of the doctor. In addition they must be satisfied 
that the consequences of any restriCtion that they mjgflt impose of her registrat;on 
wm r 1ot be disproportionate to the ks posed 't1y the doctor remaining in 
unre1stricted practice. 

Mr ,Jenkins, Mr Uoyd, unless there s anything else cm which you lNOuJd like me to 
advise the Committee, that is the a vice J giv•~-

MFI JENKINS: Sir, I have·mentionekl the little ~~reen book with which Dr Barton has 
her ped. I leave it With you. ! 
Tr E CHAIRMAN: Thank you. j 

., ·'-

------·-
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c :a m ma . ...... --.-

Jt!§;_parti·~S having bean reed!niHe!:i= 

TH~ CHI~IRMAN: Or Barton. th~ Commnu,;e has c:arefulll' conside~d all the 

;:vf':i,i~nCfi before it, including the submissions made: on yoUI~ behalf. 

·ny~ Cornmlttee has determined, o~ the besi~ .of the :nfcrm.aHon 'available to b 

Lcc:sHy, that it is not satisfied that it is neces:sarji for the protection of members of 
j I 

!J·E JJ)Llbll:::, in the public interest or in your own inter'!ests th:!lt an interim order under 
I • • I ' 

Se,::tic'n ·~ 1A of the Medical Act 19S3 as amended s.hould be made in relation to 
I 
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Case Report 

April 2003 

GMC100942-0042 

ALLIANCE 

! Doctors name: l Dr .lane BARTON 
~---------------------------+------- ----------------------------------------~ 
! GMC case reference: 2000/2047 

i G l\1 C case work er: M.ii:b a cl K~G gan.- L- -L!~'-- /\. '"". 1 n /\ ·----'------------1 

I Instructed Solicitor: Judith Chrystie 

l_Qate of Rule 6 letter: 11 July 2002 
i Date ofPPC: 29/30 August 2002 _j 
/ Date IIS issuedlfF\V Instructed: i 23 September 2002 __________________ ll 
I Class of Case (l-5) 1 Class 4 

I

l-l -T-a-rg-:Je_t_d_a_t_e_~_o_,.r~c-o~~'-1-p-le-t-io_n __ o_fc----+! _6_J_a_n_u_a_r __ y 2003- case now to be held in abeyance I 

. mvest1gatwn: I 
I Interim Order Expires: i l\'i A 

Summary: 

The allegations relate to excessive and Irresponsible prescribing by Dr Jane Barton- a general 

practitwner who provided care to elderly patients on the Daedalus and Dryad Wards at 

Gosport War Memorial HospitaL 

The allegations suggest that five patients may have died owing to excessively high doses of 

opiate and sedative drugs being prescribed. Dr Barton's management ofpatients is part of an 

enquiry by Hampshire Constabulary and an investigation by the Commission for Health 

Improvement (CHI). 

In v estig a tio us: 

Matter now held in abeyance pending conclusion of a comprehensive investigation being 

pursued by Hampshire Constabulary into approximately 60 deaths. Constabulary have 

sanctioned investigations that could prejudice the criminal enquiries. 

The Constabulary are providing regular updates as to the progress of the investigation. 

Recommendation: 

Continue to maintain watchmg brief over criminal investigations and request updates and to 

pursue im·estigations where and \vhen appropriate to do so. 

Listing time estimate: Unknov-:n. 

Earliest date case may be listed: Unknown. 

Conclusions of Review Meeting: 

Date of l'lext Revie\Y: Prospects of Success: bewl:\1edium/H-igfl 
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J Doctors n01_11_e_: ~-· 
1 GMC case reference: 

Case Report 

January 2003 

Dr Jane BARTON 
2000/2047 

GMC100942-0047 

ALLIANCE 

r GMC case \Vorker: --~~ Michael Keeg_an 

/ Ins tmcted Solicitor_:------+ I,_J_u_d_i t_h_C_._h~r;.'--'s_t_ie __ -----------~-------1 
r. Date of Rule 6 letter: ! 11 July 2002 

Date ofPPC: i 29/30 August 2002 
i Date IIS issuediFFW Instructed i 23 September 2002 
~s of Case (1-5)------+I~C~l~a~ss-'-4-------------------

i Target date for completiOn of /6 January 2003 -case now to be held in abeyance 
i mvest12ation: 1 

Onterim~ Order Expires: I NIA 

Summary: 

The allegatiOns relate to excessive and iiTesponsible prescribing by Dr Jane Ba11on- a general 

practitioner who provided care to elderly patients on the Daelalus zmd Dryad Wards at Gosp01i 

War I\/1emorial Hospital. 

The allegations suggest that five patients may have died owing to excessively high doses of 

opiate and sedative drugs being prescribed. Dr Barton's management of patients is the subject 

of an enquiry by Hampshire Constabulary and an investigation by the Commission for Health 

Improvement (CHI). 

Matter now held in abeyance pending conclusiOn of a comprehensive investigation being 

pursued by Hampshire Constabulary into approximately 60 deaths. Constabulary have 

sanctioned investigations that cannot preJudice the cnminal enquiries. 

In vestiga tio ns 

Visiting offices of CHI in order to \\Ork through documents and statements held by the 

organisatiOn following their ov<n investigation. This investigation did not focus on prescribing 

habits or Dr Barton's conduct. 

:Vfeeting with officers from Hampshire Constabulary to further discuss matter and to receive 

an update regarding the progress of the police investigation. 

Recommendation: 

Continue to maintain watching brief over criminal investigations and request updates and to 

pursue investigations where and \vhen appropriate to do so. 

Listing time estimate: Unknown. 

Earliest date rase may be listed: Unknown. 

Conclusions of Review Meeting: 

Date of Next Review: Prospects of Success: bewi:\Iedium/Hi-g!t 
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Winmax Codes Grid 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

Trust Strategic 
A 1 leadership 
A2 Accountabilities 
A3 Direction 8: planning 
A4 Health econ partnerships 
AS Patients 8: public partners 

Service Strategic 
B 1 Leadership 
B2 Accountabilities 
B3 Direction 8: planning 
B4 Service perf manage 

Quality 
Cl Staff Attitude 
C2 Effectiveness 8: Outcome 
C3 Access to services 
C4 Organisation of care 
CS Humanity of care 
C6 Environment 
C7 Pos patient experience 
CS Neg patient experience 

Staffing 8: Accountability 
Dl Wrkfrc 8: serv planning 
D2 Medical accountability 
D3 Nursing accountability 
D4 AHP accountability 
DS Other staff accountability 
D6 Out of hours arrangements 
D7 Team working 
D8 Team working within a team 
D9 Staff welfare 
Dl 0 Recruitment 8: retention 
Dll Performance management 

Guidelines 
E 1 Patient transfer 
E2 DNR 
E3 Palliative care 
E4 Nutrition 8: Fluid 
ES Patient records 
E6 Continence 
E7 Trust perf management 
E8 Consent 
E9 Control of infection 
E 10 Rehabilitation 
Ell Continuing care 

Drugs 
F 1 Prescribing 
F2 Administration 
F3 Review 
F4 Recording 

Communication 
Gl Patients 
G2 Relative 8: Carers 
G3 Primary Care 
G4 Acute 
GS HA 
G6 Haslar 
G7 Social Services 
G8 Nursing homes 
G9 Joint Working 

End ofUfe 
H 1 Patient care 
H2 Relatives Et carers 
H3 Staff 
H4 Cultural, spiritual needs 
HS Expectation of death 

Supervision 8: Training 
11 Medical training 
12 Nursing 
13 AHP 
14 Other staff 
IS Induction 
16 Mandatory 
17 Joint training 

Complaints 
J 1 Trust management 
J2 Ward management 
J3 Trust lessons 
J4 Ward lessons 
JS Training 

Clinical Governance 
K 1 Trust arrangement 
K2 Ward arrangement 
K3 PCT arrangement 
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Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

Trust Strategic 
A 1 leadership 
A2 Accountabilities 
A3 Direction 8: planning 
A4 Health econ partnerships 
AS Patients 8: public partners 

Service Strategic 
B 1 Leadership 
B2 Accountabilities 
B3 Direction 8: planning 
B4 Service perf manage 

Quality 
Cl Staff Attitude 
C2 Effectiveness 8: Outcome 
C3 Access to services 
C4 Organisation of care 
CS Humanity of care 
C6 Environment 
C7 Pas patient experience 
CS Neg patient experience 

Staffing 8: Accountability 
D 1 Wrkfrc 8: serv planning 
D2 Medical accountability 
DJ Nursing accountability 
D4 AHP accountability 
DS Other staff accountability 
D6 Out of hours arrangements 
D7 Team working 
DB Team working within a team 
D9 Staff welfare 
D 10 Recruitment 8: retention 
D 11 Performance management 

Guidelines 
El Patient transfer 
E2 DNR 
E3 Palliative care 
E4 Nutrition 8: Fluid 
ES Patient records 
E6 Continence 
E7 Trust perf management 
E8 Consent 
E9 Control of infection 
E 10 Rehabilitation 
Ell Continuing care 

Drugs 
Fl Prescribing 
F2 Administration 
F3 Review 
F4 Recording 

Communication 
Gl Patients 
G2 Relative 8: Carers 
G3 Primary Care 
G4 Acute 
GS HA 
G6 Haslar 
G7 Social Services 
GB Nursing homes 
G9 Joint Working 

End ofLife 
H 1 Patient care 
H2 Relatives 8: carers 
H3 Staff 
H4 Cultural, spiritual needs 
HS Expectation of death 

Supervision 8: Training 
11 Medical training 
12 Nursing 
13 AHP 
14 Other staff 
1S 1nduction 
16 Mandatory 
17 Joint training 

Complaints 
J 1 Trust management 
J2 Ward management 
J3 Trust lessons 
J4 Ward lessons 
JS Training 

Clinical Governance 
K 1 Trust arrangement 
K2 Ward arrangement 
K3 PCT arrangement 
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{j·;T!TI l 

JZC: noting that i.he em'in.mment in \Vhich [k F>arhm <.:va~: W()rking in \:~,·hich then.~ \:1/ere no 
pn.:~scrihing policies nla)' have a!lov-/cil her tn opt~rn.tc ttndctccic~d. 

OJ< Hlcnlifyi.ng Uw f<sct that h1 199! \Xmr;,_yn;,~ h<Kl hecn r<"ised n~g<InHng th,~ nse of 
:.li.:uw:.~q·;hinc i\hH~><G /Nl< iH.:•d J OJC THpc:.s lHl.d pr<";"-·idtd 

::=: 

JZ.C advising that the G.iVIC bad Uw power to make an inkrtnl order sut>pending or placing 
con{!iti·Olif> upon a Jvi<.xlir:al PractriimnT'li rcgim.ration nohvithstnnding lhc Gtct that he or ~>he 
h;:ld not been .fbund guilty of ~"eriow:; proh~ss1onal nri~.;coJHJu.cL Stating, that in this im;ta.net: the 
!OC had ddennined not to place nny interim order upon Dr Bnrton's rcgistratiorL Noting that 

2 
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t·'·'. '"'''I···«···~ . ' ' .' .. ,· ,. '.... . ' j l· ,. J'')' D, 'l'. ., . ]·· . .. : . ·=·1· j J--···1' . {'.-.,,, •.. ..• ,,,' ' ... , 'l I1lS \v<tS hbt>U OD ,l <..Onvlllt.ll!~,~ <llgUntUl. l} . .t u,;\1 .OJl t/K.j} dU,Jilg' H..- .d.l.·.>< 0.> !t .. JHJ.JLvS ;lH{. 

suprTvision a:nd the poor condition:~ under which she had had t<> Yvork. Stating that glvcn that 
llw Polin'·· 1'-'\''t\~ '·'u<wec·llno ih<Jt llWF' \V'!S ~}oicnti·lllv hundreds of tk~~'<th;:; cm IS(·d hv Or fhd.nn ' - ... " ...- ,;' io ..'- • \.} :?:.:(?:.~_! ."I,] '' "(~.~ • ~ • . - .... <;.·,.' J, ' i• • .. o" ... " ·_., • .•• ~. • •• ~ -· ••.• ._ '... ~- • ~ L _.;; ... -·V - . ' . ~ 

and ~vcrc <'lCli ;:!%ef;:~ing wlielhi.':r >.1 rnurder clw.rgr.~ (Onld be pro~';eclriezL JZC '-VOldd be 
C(.>JKcn:<.;-d to p1ohx:.t tb{::; patients <tt:d the pnblic ir1tcre~;t b;l pr<~sen1.ing nc\v evidence i:o <'J.n. 
h)C l\l.neL 

JZC.' expn~~;;.''tng cnnC•)lTl that the ddl;ncc could argue Hwi: Dr Harton w;g; no l<rngcr worki:lg <lt 

()osport \V;::r Me1norial Ilo.;:;pitnJ and" thct\:~lbt\\ patients \\'en: not <'li risk fh.m1 d1nnmrphine 
>)•·,:~,-,,;.,·J·l·'·i·l· 'i''J'·'' 'JT '-''lf<'J," up <']1·.·<· ''"'"'. ('j( "('f J,l'' o iJ·: :· 1·•·i <:> ····"ri'1.i""l t h•i l')•' ·q?!'l.OJ'> '•:> ·o.,.J· ,;·V:':·. l:l,.,.,.:;.;"~'''·; ~.~.-..~.,"\.~ ·./· '\. .. < ,, .;. , o,IJ) .. ~~~:.~·· ... ).Y<;.~JO.,,I, .. J .... ~{.t,.J;~.:~ {,, ~J:>..•,l {..__.~':_:,<:..,"\. . .• { •. t .... { .~ ... .{,, ·. ,, •.lJ) .'l(.l,.\. . . J,<>,.~\.S.~ii..."\.-

\\()Uld include elderly paticnu, JZ(.' c·otnrnenting t!J.nt aiUwugh she apprcciatz;d that 1t 1tad rH.!l. 
vet been ckkrrnin(:d v-!hdhq· the crin:in;:d cncp.1iry ;:hould o>nsit'k:r the frivntc/GP Practice, h 
:.vnnld be helph.d if !'l-it: hl.r.:t tb;lt in' .. 'c::J.ig<~iinns Hi<'IY be t.:xp<Jn.dr.:d. in !lri~' riir::;dion cou id be 

'8')i,;)d 

··rh~-~ .noti;lg: ~h~:H: /\;cxa:ndci riHrri~~ h(id c.:::.p.::·:c·;;?_~cd t:..un.cr~r.n ;,h(J[: the -~J.VJ~.v.id.ua.Js if-~y~-~-i·':'::~::~J 

in the vaj .ious in \.'T~stigaGons ;:nd ,,~nqnirie:'; \V<.XC not lb.i~~ing. T<otin.g the r.olnrni iJnent i:r.< li :,ti:~,,~ 
closely C1)Ukl l.x: nrti.cu!atcd to Ann Ak::x:andcr at i\kxandcr !brri.s .... it \vouid, hOViiCVer, be 
necessary to sires::; the iliUisent role that each of ihc particula.r ;;lakeholders v;;erc bound Lo 
adopt Detail would not be pnwidcd about the levd of cornnwnicntion or the infonnatron 
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being passed between the parties but Alexander Harris should be advised that formal 
channels of communication had been developed. 

In this regard, NN advising that he had met with Ann Alexander last week. The meeting had 
been productive in that it had been on a non adversarial basis. Stating that Alexander Harris 
had used the media to generate publicity for the firm following the meeting. However, 
formal channels of communication had been established and it had been agreed that the 
family could raise concerns regarding any Police investigation through Alexander Harris. 
Hampshire Constabulary had also agreed to advise any new individuals that Alexander Harris 
were acting for some relatives; NN stressing that this would not be a referral service but 
merely informative. 

NN stating that an important date was his meeting with the CPS scheduled for 
28 November 2002. This meeting would establish the Constabulary's expectations as to the 
speed with which the CPS should consider the papers. NN advising that if the CPS/Police 
had any doubts about the matter it could be referred to Treasury Counsel. (An alternative 
Treasury Counsel to that which considered the initial referral of the Richard's case?). 

OK querying whether the GMC had any record ofDr Barton's qualifications as he did not 
have a full history or CV. The GMC would attempt to track down as much information as 
possible. 

The GMC also would pass on any Rule 6 response letter if appropriate. JZC also advising 
that the GMC had received two other complaints Carby and Batson. NN and OK did not 
recognise these names as individuals within the 50 cases being investigated by the 
Constabulary. JZC to pass the documents through to the Constabulary. 

There appeared to be a culture of resorting to diamorphine care too quickly (perhaps for a 
easy life?). The parties identified the fact that there may be problems with other Doctors. 
MK advising NN and OK that the case against Lord had been "screened" within the GMC 
procedures and a decision taken not to pursue the matter. 

As regards disclosure, JZC stating that she would work on the assumption that any 
documents provided by the Police would be undisclosable unless she was specifically advised 
otherwise in writing. JZC stating that the GMC enquiry, once it was permitted to proceed 
would, of course, have to disclose any documentation passed through by the Police. NN and 
OK appreciating this fact and noting at that stage, in any event, the Police enquiry would be 
concluded. NN stating that once the Police enquiry was concluded it would be possible to 
pass JZC all relevant documentation and, indeed, this was the basis on which the Police 
worked. 

JZC explaining that we had received a report from CHI. She explained that we wished to 
obtain the documents that had been considered by the CHI investigation team and, moreover, 
visit CHI in order to analyse the witness statements taken. Stating that there would be no 
intention to interview the witnesses. NN agreeing that this would not prejudice any Police 
investigation and JZC and JHO could proceed with this aspect of the GMC enquiry. 

The parties summarising the fact that NN would provide a letter to the GMC which could be 
used by the GMC in an IOC hearing, which would formally ask the GMC to stay their 
investigations and which would state that the parties were committed to regular liaison. (JZC 

4 
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and MK noting that it may be difficult to persuade an IOC panel to place an interim order 
based only on a letter but identifying that this was the best position). NN advising that the 
Police would advise the GMC of any significant event and would release information if it 
was appropriate for them to do so. 

5 
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Your reference 

Our reference. 2002/1608 

21 August 2002 

First Class Post 

Or RI Reid 
Medical Director 
Queen Alexandra Hospital 
Southwick Hill Road 
Cosh am 
Portsmouth P06 3L Y 

Dear Or Reid 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust {CHI Report) 

GMC1 00942-0093 

GENERAL 
M_EDICAL 
COUNCIL 
f'r,'lc'll 111,</ f'd11c"r11'. 

,tiU!t.'
1

111,ti ljl~\-rl,,.,. 

I write further to our previous correspondence and telephone conversations 
concerning the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

This letter concerns the recently published report by the Commission for Health 
Improvement (CHI) into the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. I appreciate that 
Portsmo.uth Healthcare NHS Trust, as was, no longer exists and has been replaced 
by a number of smaller Trusts. I apologise therefore if my letter is incorrectly directed 
to you and should be grateful if you would forward it to the appropriate person/office. 

We have now reviewed the CHI report and noted it's findings and recommendations. 
At paragraph 2.8 of the report it is mentioned that the Trust received 10 complaints 
concerning patients treated on Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan Wards at Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital since 1998. 

You are aware that in the wake of the investigation by Hampshire Constabulary the 
GMC was contacted directly by a number of relatives of patients who died at 
Gosport. These are listed below: 

Complainant Deceased relative 

Mr C R S Farthing Arthur Cunningham 

Mrs G McKenzie Gladys Richards 

Mr I Wilson Robert Wilson 

Mr 8 Page Eva Page 

Mrs M Jackson Alice Wilkie 

Mr M Bulbeck Oulcie Middleton 

I]~ c;rc.l( l'ortl.llld Strt'l't I ol!don \\'1\\' >jl: "l<·ll'phonl' 010 7\~0 7''+1 F.lx 010 7'11 I !"4' 

t'Jll,lil "lllcr(/ ••mc:uk.or" ww\\·,<7mc-uk.or<' 
~ ~~ :::- . ~ :::- :: 
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Mrs R Carby 

Mr M Wilson 

Elsie Devine 

Stanley Carby 

Edna Purnell 

GMC100942-0094 

I should imagine that our list relates fairly closely to the 10 complaints received by 
the Trust. However, I should be grateful if you would provide me with brief details of 
any further complaints received by the Trust not listed above. 

Thank you in advance for your assistance. 

________ Y.91!.~$ __ ;;_i_n~~c~l.v ________________________ , 

I code AI l _________________________________ j 
Michael Hudspith 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
otrect u,r·-Cod-e·-·A·-·-i 
Fax Lme.! ! 

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-} 

1---------------------------. e-mat i Code A ! 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·..: 

Protcccing patients, 

f]UiJing doctors 2 



Mr M Hudspith 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London 
W1W SJE 

Dear Mr Hudspith 

Thank you for your letter of 21st August 2002. 

GMC100942-0095 

East Hampshire rr/:bj 
Primary Care Trust 

Department of Medicine for Elderly People 
Queen Alexandra Hospital 

Cosh am 
Portsmouth 

Hants 
P06 3LY 

Tel: 023 9228 6000 
F ax;._.023_.922Q . .Q3§_1 

Direct Linei Code A ~ 
i.·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 

Ref: RIR/cmp 

29 August 2002 

I enclose a list of the names associated with the ten complaints which were referred to in the 
CHI report. 

A very brief resume of the issues raised in respect of the complaints about which you have 
no knowledge is included. If you would like further detail of these I would suggest that you 
contact Fiona Cameron, Operational Director, Fareham & Gosport Primary Care Trust, Unit 
180 Fareham Reach, 166 Fareham Road, Gosport, Hants, P013 OFH, tel: C~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~~~~~~~~~J 

In respect of Mrs Batson's complaint, Fiona Cameron recently spoke to Mrs Batson on the 
telephone and she indicated that she was happy with the way her complaint had been 
resolved. 

Fiona Cameron also reports that the Windsor family seemed happy after receiving an 
apology from Or Knapman, the G.P. involved. 

With the exception of the Dungworth re Madgewick complaint, Fiona Cameron states that all 
complaints, to the best of her knowledge, have now been resolved. 

In respect of the complaints to the GMC, the Trust has never received any complaint from Mr 
I Wilson, Mr B Page, Mrs M Jackson, Mrs R Carby. The Trust has only very recently 
received a complaint from Mrs Bulbeck (but this was not one of the ten referred to in the CHI 
report). 

I shall be on holiday from 2nd - 22nd September. Could I suggest if you have any queries in 
the meantime or any information about Or Barton, that you contact lan Piper the Chief 
Executive of Fare ham & Gosport Primary Care Trust at the above address (or alternatively 
Fiona Cameron, the Operational Director). 

1\Qah-svr-farm\Eiderly\Management\Medical Director\Dr Reid\Letters\2002\Mr M Hudspith- GMC re CHI Report. doe 
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House, Hulbert Road, Waterlooville, Hants. PO? ?GP, tel: C~~~~~~~~~~~~l:\~~~~~~~~j East Hampshire 
Primary Care Trust is now Or Lord's employer and I am effectively the Medical Director (for 
secondary care services) for East Hampshire PCT and Fareham & Gosport PCT. 

··-·-·.Y.9_1d.C§._§.l0.9.?.J.~.t'l_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,, 
i i 

I Code AI 
i i 
i i ··-·-n-r-ra·n-·Re1cr·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

Medical Director 

cc: lan Piper 

Enc 

Fiona Cameron 
Tony Horne 

1\Qah-svr-farm\Eiderly\Management\Medical Directar\Dr Reid\Letters\2002\Mr M Hudspith - GMC re CHI Repart.dac 
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Your reference: RIR/cmp 

Our reference: 2002/1608 

3 September 2002 

Fiona Cameron (Operational Director) 
Fareham and Gosport Primary Care Trust 
Unit 180 Fareham Reach 
166 F areham Road 
Gosport 
P013 OFH 

Dear Ms Cameron 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

GMC1 00942-0098 

I am to you at the suggestion of Or lan Reid who I understand is currently on annual 
leave. I enclose copies of my letter of 21 August 2002 to Or Reid and his 
subsequent response of 29 August 2002 for your information. The contents should 
be self explanatory. 

Of the 10 complaints listed in Or Reid's resume only the complaint of Mrs Batson 
would appear to raise issues which may warrant further consideration by the GMC. 
In order to assist us in deciding whether or not this is the case, I should be grateful if 
your would provide me with full details of this particular complaint, including the 
names of those doctors complained about. 

Thank you in advance for your assistance. 

Yours sincerely 

Michael Hudspith 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
o ire et u ne: r·-·-c-

0
·-·-·d-·-·-e·-·-·-·A-·-·-·-·-l 

Fax Line · 0 L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

e-mai/. c~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~~~~:~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:J 
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Your ref: RIR/cmp 

3 September 2002 

Or lan Reid 
Department of Medicine for Elderly People 
Queen Alexandra Hospital 
Cosham 
Portsmouth 
Hants 
P06 3L Y 

Dear Or Reid 

GMC1 00942-0099 

GENERAL 
M_E DICAL 
COUNCIL 
/'r,•tc'clln,'/ f'dllc'!Jl\ . 

. '/lllcfln.'l ,/,>d,•r·. 

Thank you for your letter dated 29 August 2002, the content of which is receiving 
attention and we shall write again in due course. 

Yours sincerely 
~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

I Code AI 
L-·-·ffiE!iiiis·-w-ooa·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·! 

Fitness to Practise Directorate 

; :~ r_-_-_-f~-~-~--A-_-_-_1 
Em a i I : r-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·c-ode·-A-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-) 

178 Grc.:~t PortL1nd ~trl't"t Lnndnn \\'1\\' )jf: Tcl<'phnnl' o2o H·'o Jh+2 Fax o2o ]<;I\" 1&.p 

c'lllJil gmc~i gmc-uk.org www.gmc-uk.org 

R~:;i•kr~d ChJrit.'· :'\o. 1 oS')2]S 
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Fareham and Gosport '•'l:kj 
Primary Care Trust 

Mr Michael Hudspith 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London 
W1W 5JE 

FC/MT 

30 September 2002 

Dear Mr Hudspith 

Re: Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

Unit 180, Fareham Reach 
166 Fareham Road 

Gosport 
P013 OFH 

r-·-c·oti-e·-·A·-·1 
!·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

Thank you for your letter of 3 September. In response I am enclosing Mrs Batson's 
original complaint and Portsmouth HealthCare Trust's final response to the complaint. Or 
fan Reid was the consultant in charge of this case and Or Jane Barton the clinical assistant 
working with him. 

I hope this information is helpful. However, if there is anything further you require, please 
do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely 

Code A 
F ion a Came ro n ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
Operational Director 

Enc. 
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!-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

2 June 2000 

Dear Mr Millett, 

Would you please take this document as a formal complaint about the 
treatment that was metered out to my mother Mrs Velma Gilbertson whilst she was a patient 
at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital last November/December? My complaint is directed 
towards Dryad Ward and no other. The week she spent in Mulberry Ward was splendid, the 
care here was second to none and I am most grateful for their excellent efforts on Mum's 
behalf. Every day Mum was washed, dressed and taken into the main ward where she 
enjoyed the inter-activity and banter enjoyed by most members of a ward when that patient is 
so obviously on the road to recovery after a very long journey. She had two, much longed for 
baths and had her hair washed and set The contrast therefore was so much greater when she 
was transferred to the floor below. 

.L 

For ease and clarity I have taken the liberty of merely listing the problems, which we as a 
family encountered, my brother Michaelis also in agreement to the sending of this letter:-

1. In opposition to advice given by every other medical person we had encountered, 
(Mum having been in Queen Alexander Hospital since the beginning of September), it was 
decided by Dryad Ward to confine Mum to bed the reason stated was that this was the best 
way to begin the healing process of the pressure sores that she had developed In fairness a 
proper mattress was provided but that was all. Why does this ward offer different pressure 
sore advice to every other, outside, (including the District Nurses) medical practitioner who 
without exception says confining the patient to bed is the last thing a pressure sore needs to 
heal it? 

2. Pain Relief. Mother was indeed in a great deal of pain and discomfort with both her 
back and her legs; she has suffered from Osteo-Arthritis for many years. At the first of many 
meetings with the medical team, it was mentioned that Oral Morphine might be the best form 
of pain control. In truth my initial horror at the suggestion of the administration of any form 
of this strong medication was only assuaged by Dr Barton who advised me that Morphine 
was not only an excellent pain reliever but; enhanced healing, stimulated the appetite and was 
a most efficient mood enhancer. Whilst subsequent medical folk have agreed with the pain 
killing effect, they have without exception shown great surprise at any mention of this drug 
being either a healer or an appetite stimulant. Having regard to the suggestion of their being 
any mood enhancing, they have suggested the opposite in that it is a drug that will by its very 
nature, make the patient very drowsy. Wo~ld you please try to explain this difference in 
advice? 

3. As stated in 1 above, Mum's pain was great and following another meeting this time 
with Dr Reid, my brother and the ever present, note taking, Sister Hamlin, it was decided to 
proceed with the prescribing of Oral~Morphine. The anti-inflammatory drugs Mum had been 
having were withdrawn. Day after day, night after.night found Mum sitting bolt upright in 
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bed, to say that she looked very uncomfortable would be an under statement to top all others. 
Obviously the staff was reluctant to move Mum, because of her suffering. Why then did it 
take a week and a day for the Morphine to arrive onto the ward and the administration begin? 

4. My brother and I have always been encouraged by all other Hospital Wards to offer as 
much mental help by way of visits and support, and practical help, by way of assisting with 
dressings, eating and washing. Imagine then our total ~hock when we encountered the regime 
practiced by Dryad Ward. As next of kin we did not expect to be asked to leave the room 
every time a dressing was changed or Mum was washed. Arguably the Ward may say t}:lat it 
was not a mans place to be there at these times but my brother and I have personally and 
intimately cared for Mum over a long period of time and especially since the loss of Dad over 
three years ago. The Ward was aware of this. My brother and I were removed from the room 
at all times and the last straw was when, following the most stressful and acrimonious period, 
Dr Reid came to Mum's room on the evening we were scheduled for yet another meeting to 
discuss our feelings of frustration and helplessness regarding Mwn 's treatment, my brother 
and I were asked to leave the room and the door was actually closed with us left outside 
feeling humiliated and staggered at the total lack common courtesy shown by this senior 
practitioner. He was accompanied as always by another member of staff, Sister Hamblin on 
this occasion , because never in the weeks Mum was in this ward did staff ever attend alone, 
always in twos, which gave the impression, rightly or wrongly that there was a need for a 
chaperone or another member of staff as witness at all times. I can only speak for myself on 
this occasion when I say that I have never before encountered such total insensitivity towards 
and disregard for, feelings and consider this action to be the height of rudeness and bad · 
manners and especially so, coming from professional people such as these. One would never 
have thought we were Mum's next of kin. 
Why were we so totally excluded from any input regarding our Mother's well being it was as 
though our love and regard for Mum was not even part of the equation? Surely this Dickens
ion approach to hospitalisation is shocking in the light of todays political correctness. 

5. I was sitting with Mwn one evening when I asked one of the senior nurses who was at 
that time attending to the drugs trolley, what medication mum was on and yet again on this 
ward I felt thoroughly rejected when I was given the answer that this information could not 
be given, as it would contravene the patient's charter.· The drugs record file was quite 
literally slammed shut. I asked what Mum's blood sugars were, same answer, I asked what 
levels of insulin Mum was on and yet again this information was not forthcoming. I had 
taken in for Mum some Kamillosan (a herbal lip salve) for her dry lips and some Bonjella to 
help the discomfiture of a gum ulcer. When I looked for these two items in Mum's drawer, 
they had been taken away; I was told by the same senior nurse that all medication was to be 
kept in the drugs cupboard. The items were returned on request and I was told that they were 
not to be used and that I should take them home. 
Why this totally unsympathetic and dictatorial approach? We were encouraged by all other 
local Hospitals as I have said before, to hav~ total input and interest in our Mother's 
treatment and improvement. Again why the total reverse system at Gosport? 

6. Having regard now to Mum's food and liquid intake. Mum is a diabetic and has been 
at great efforts over these past few years to ensure that blood sugar levels were kept to within 
an acceptable level this you will agree is done by monitoring the food intake level. We are 
therefore quite familiar with what is and is not correct. There were no food or drink charts 
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kept despite our advising the ward that Mother's appetite was poor. In an effort·to tempt 
Mum to eat more I took in diabetic milk puddings, low sugar drinks, various fruits and was 
told that under no circumstances was I to take in any "titbits", their word not mine. I asked 
that a Dietician could be called to advise us, told her all the things that I had been bringing in 
and asked why was it now the wrong thing to give diabetics to eat. Of course she was totally 
shocked at the suggestion the these foods were notappropriate and gave me another copy of 
the booklet to leave on the ward, a copy of which we have at home and have always worked 
too. Dr Ravenjanni had obviously I suggest assumed that it was these foods that had caused 
the blood sugars to rise, if that was the case, for that must have been the reason to stop home 
prepared food. I brought in other savoury diabetic foods because the hospital food did not 
look appetising, though I realise that mass catering is difficult. Because as previously stated 
as a family we were not made aware ofMum's progress I can draw the conclusion that, as 
Mum was catheterised a U.T.I may have caused the blood sugar levels to rise. We were 
never given a reason for the food from home restriction! 

7. Whilst I am touching on the subject of the catheter, I will mention the two occasions 
when I noticed the very dark colour of the urine therein. I twice drew this to the attention of 
the nurse and the comment was made that, here I quote that nurse "Well she's not drinking 
very much" my response was to ask why the staff were not actively encouraging Mum to 
drink more. A shrug of the shoulders was the reply I received. 
Why was the liquid intake not monitored to avoid possible kidney problems? Q.A had 
monitored both food and drink throughput continually. 

To conclude this very lengthy and I most truly hope, not too rambling letter of complaint 
I must add that the few weeks that Mum was in Dryad Ward saw her total decline. Having 
watched Queen Alexander pull out all the stops to provide everything that Mum could need 
be it daily physiotherapy, lots of chat and encouragement from all the staff (even though this 
was a very busy surgical ward, there was always a moment for Mum) they re- kindled the 
spark of hope in Mum, we had to watch, through the total lack of both mental a physical 
stimulation, the extinguishing once again, of that spark. Apart from being washed and 
nightdress changed at least three times a day," (I know this is a fact because I took them home 
to wash each day) and the administration of the medication, the social input and effort on 
Mum's behalf seemed minimal. When my brother first met Dr Reid at the beginning of this 
awful period in all our lives, Dr Reid expressed grave doubts as to his ability to re-habilitate 
Mum and with that idea in mind I honestly believe that no effort was made to even try. 

On the 21 51 December last year and with the help of Dr Reid, I had Mum brought 
home to live with us. She remains a poorly lady and indeed progress has been slow but with 
the help ofFareham District Nurses who attend every other day, a wonderful, supportive and 
understanding G.P and the total family support she has always enjoyed we look forward to 
even better days to come. 

I believe that both Dr Barton and Dr Reid assumed that Mum had cancer and with 
only scant evidence from one out of three biopsy tests assumed that Mum was terminally ill. 
They to my knowledge made no attempt at further diagnostic tests and at the initial meeting 
with me and in the presence ofthe.note taking Sister Hamlin, Dr Barton suggested that, in her 
words, ".We had had Mum for a furt~er five or six years following a mastectomy what more 
did we want". To say that I was shocked would be another under statement~ I seem to 
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remember being reduced to tears at that stage as I had arranged Mum's transfer to Gosport to 
improve her health not to watch her die. · 

I believe that Dryad Ward practices a regime that is totally out of date and needs serious· 
modernisation. To exclude a fa~ily that has so obviously put lots of time and effort into the 
well being of their beloved parent seems somewhat arrogant to say the least. The frustration 
that we all felt during this most stressful time cannot begin to be explained and it is with little 
surprise that tempers were frayed on more than one occasion. To be told repeatedly that, 
(even about the simplest oftasks)"We don't do things like that on this ward", can only lead to 
conflict and that was what we experienced every day of Mum's hospitalisation. 

I have been in contact with C.A.B and Age Concern who have both urged me to write this 
letter to you. I have written this within the timescale laid down and I write in the hope that 
drawing attention to our problems even at this late stage may help other families who feel that 
the system has let them dovvn. I have not as has been suggested to me sent a copy of this to 
the local MP. I would wish to hear from your office in the first instance. 

I am, yours most sincerely, 

Code A 
L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

Daphne Batson. 
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. MMILHIYJM 

08 June 2000 

5478 

Dear Mrs. Batson, 

Thank you for writing to me. I was sorry to hear of your concerns ·about the care provided for 
your mother, Mrs. Vehna Gilbertson, on Dryad Ward. It is very helpful that your concerns are 
listed so clearly. 

We will be conducting an investigation and I will write to you in more detail on its 
completion. We would usually aim to respond in full to complaints within four weeks, but 
some investigations take ~onger. I am aware that a number of key members of staff are on 
holiday over the next few weeks so it is likely to take more than a month in this case. Our 
investigating officer, Mrs. Sue Frogley, will contact you soon and we will keep you informed 
of progress. 

The enclosed leaflet explains how the NHS complaints procedure· works, including future 
options open to you. 

Yours sincerely, 

MaxMillett 
Chief Executive 
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Mrs. D. Batson, 
~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·! 

' ' 
MM/LHNJM 

iCodeAi 
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i..·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 22 August 2000 

4378 

Dear Mrs. Batson, 

Further to my earlier letters I am now able to respond in detail to your complaint about the care 
provided for your mother, Mrs. Velma Gilbertson, on Dryad ward. We are sorry that it has taken so 
long to conclude our investigation -thank you for your patience. As you know, our investigating 
officer, Mrs. Sue Frogley, spoke with those concerned with your complaint, and reviewed medical and 
nursing records. Following this Mrs. Lesley Humphrey (Quality Manager) and Mrs. Fiona Cameron 
(General Manager for Gosport and Fareham) reviewed the investigation report, drawing conclusions 
and making recommendations. 

Our investigation highlights the differing expectations of you and your family from the clinical staff. 
It also very powerfully highlights a breakdown in the relationship and trust between yourselves and 
the clinical team. I am very sorry for the distress caused by this and I will return later to this issue. 

First, I would like to respond to your specific questions in the order that they were posed. 

1. Why did Dryad ward offer different pressure sore advice to other areas? 

Mrs. Gilbertson had developed two extensive sacral sores prior to her admission to Dryad ward. 
A pressure sore assessment completed on the day of admission registered that she was at high 
risk. A score of20 or over is considered very high risk and Mrs. Gilbertson scored 27. The best 
treatment for, and indeed prevention of, pressure sores is to relieve the pressure. We cannot 
comment on what you have been told by others, however bed rest with a pressure relieving 
mattress was the appropriate care at this stage -as confirmed by our wound care guidelines (a 
copy oftwo of the guide appendices is enclosed). 

2. Dr. Barton's advice that morphine enhances healing, stimulates the appetite and is an efficient 
mood enhancer 

We have checked with our pharmacy advisory service; morphine can cause a state of euphoria 
and thus enhance a person's mood. There is, however, no identified link between morphine and 
wound healing or stimulation of appetite. We are sorry that you were given the impression that 
morphine had these properties. 
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It would be fair to say that relieving someone's pain and enhancing their mood might improve 
their general feeling of well-being, with a positive effect on their appetite and healing, etc. 
Conversely, however, morphine can cause nausea and vomiting in some people, and indeed 
drowsiness. I am sorry that you were left with a false impression of the potential effects of 
morphine and for the distress this has subsequently caused you. 

3. Why did it take a week and a day for the morphine to arrive and administration begin? 

It is very clear that pain was a major problem for your mother, and that managing her pain 
proved to be very difficult, for a number of reasons. As you state in your letter, you were 
originally horrified at the thought or morphine being used, as was your brother, 
Mr. Gilbertson. The staff were acutely aware of this and did not want to cause you any upset. 

On 8th December, 1999 Dr. Reid saw your mother. He suggested to her that her pain killing 
medication (analgesics) could be changed (i.e. that morphine could be used) but she was 
reluctant for this to happen and requested that she stayed on her current medication. 

That same day Dr. Reid saw your brother, Mr. Gilbertson. They agreed that it was essential to 
get your mother's pain under control if she were to get back on her feet. They also agreed that if 
other analgesics proved to be inadequate we would try to persuade your mother to have 
morphine. 

Your mother's regular pain killing medication at this time consisted of: Tramadol (which is in 
the same group of medications- opiates- as morphine, but has fewer of the opiate side effects); 
paracetamol; and ibuprofen (a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medication). The ibuprofen was 
stopped on 1Oth December because of concern that it might be affecting the functioning of your 
mother's kidneys. When the ibuprofen was stopped a TENS (Trans Electric Nerve Stimulation) 
machine was introduced, initially with good effect. This machine works by interrupting the pain 
signals to the brain. 

Despite all these efforts however Mrs. Gilbertson remained in pain, particularly on moving. 
Oral morphine was commenced on 14th December, 1999, six days after Dr. Reid's conversation 
with Mr. Gilbertson. 

From our investigation it seems there was no delay in the morphine arriving or being given; in 
fact, morphine is routinely kept on the ward. The staff were of the impression that they were 
following the wishes of Mrs. Gilbertson, and your brother and yourself, by continuing with other 
analgesics before resorting to morphine. 

I understand that morphine made little significant difference to Mrs. Gilbertson's pain. By the 
16th December, 1999 Mrs. Gilbertson's condition had begun to deteriorate and it was recognised 
that the morphine might be contributing to this. At your request, the administration of morphine 
was stopped, and only subsequently given with your explicit agreement, or on request from your 
mother. 
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The whole issue of pain and pain relief seems to have created a great deal of tension between 
yourselves and the staff. Sometimes pain is difficult to control, and although distressed by her 
pain it seems that Mrs. Gilbertson was reluctant to accept stronger pain killers. I am very sorry 
that we were unable to satisfactorily control your mother's pain, and for the distress this caused 
her and yourselves. On reflection, it seems possible. that the tension between you and your 
family and the clinical staff may have clouded the issue of what would clinically have been in 
your mother's best interests. 

4. Why were you excluded from any input to vour mother's well-being? 

I think perhaps there are two elements to this question: your influence on and your involvement 
in Mrs. Gilbertson's care. From our records it is clear that you and your brother had many 
meetings with the clinical staff, sometimes more than one a day, to discuss your mother's care. 
The staff felt that they did their best to accommodate your wishes, allowing you to influence 
care, whilst being mindful of what they felt was clinically in Mrs. Gilbertson 's best interests. 

With regard to your involvement in your mother's care, and you being asked to leave the room 
whilst care was provided, it seems that the staff took an unfortunately rigid line. So long as 
Mrs. Gilbertson agreed, there was no reason why you should not have helped, or indeed 
provided, some care. (I understand that you did assist with washing.) There is also no reason 
why you should have been asked to leave the room whilst dressings were changed. I would like 
to apologise for the rigidity of the nursing approach, and for the distress this caused you. 

Dr. Reid remembers the visit you describe. He asked you to leave so that he could talk 
confidentially to Mrs. Gilbertson about her wishes and how she was feeling. The patient's 
wishes are always paramount and they have a right to confidentiality which the doctor must 
respect. Relatives are regularly asked to leave the room so that the doctor can talk privately to 
the patient. Dr. Reid meant no disrespect to you, nor was he deliberately trying to exclude you. 
He is sorry that you felt insulted, and he denies showing any discourtesy. 

You mention staff always attending in twos, giving the impression that a chaperone or witness 
was needed. In fact, the staff felt this to be the case. The nature of the relationship between you 
all was such that staff felt intimidated and, at times, threatened. This was an unfortunate 
situation for everyone and I will comment more in my conclusion. It would also, however, be 
fair to say that as many of your questions spanned both medical and nursing issues, it was an 
adv1ll.tage to have both a doctor and a nurse present. 

5. Why was there an unsympathetic approach to simple medications and to information about blood 
sugar medication? 

There is no valid reason, other than established ward routine, as to why the Kamillosan and 
Bonjella that you brought into the ward were not left in your mother's locker. These are simple 
medications \vhich would have caused no harm so long as the package instructions were 
followed. 
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With regard to giving you information about blood sugar and insulin, the Patient's Charter states 
"if you agree, you can expect your relatives and friends to be kept up to date with the progress of 
your treatment", with the aim of preserving the patient's wishes. In your mother's case, given 
the existing level of your involvement in her care, the response you received to your questions 
was very unhelpful. If the staff had any doubts about whether your mother wished such 
information to be shared with you, they should have asked her. 

T would like to apologise for this unfriendly approach and rigid routine, and the distress it 
caused. 

6. Restriction on food from home 

When Mrs. Gilbertson was admitted to Dryad ward her blood sugars were unstable, they were 
high. Her blood results and insulin needs were carefully monitored and her diet was strictly 
controlled. Initially this was best managed through keeping to hospital food, as her food intake 
needed to be carefully controlled and monitored. To eat food brought from home, in addition to 
the food provided in hospital, would have caused her blood sugars to rise. 

That being said, however, once the situation settled there was no reason why agreement could 
not have been reached about what foods you would bring in to replace some of the hospital food. 
The dietitian recorded in the medical notes that she met you on 7th December, 1999 and 
discussed what foods it would be appropriate for you to bring in. It would, of course, have been 
important for you to keep this list, and to agree with the ward staff what hospital meals you 
would be replacing. I am very sorry that this situation was not amicably resolved. 

7. Why was liquid intake not monitored to avoid possible kidney problems? 

At interview the nursing staff have confirmed that Mrs. Gilbertson was regularly encouraged to 
drink and her fluids monitored; her care plan for catheter care regularly records that her catheter 
was draining well. There is, however, no record in the nursing notes of volume of fluid taken or 
passed. We would expect that specific volumes be recorded if monitoring of intake and output is 
to be effective. We would not, however, consider it necessary to monitor the fluid balance of all 
patients; we would only measure when there was a potential or actual problem. I can only 
apologise that Mrs. Gilbertson's fluid intake and output was not recorded more accurately. 

I would now like to turn to the more general comments made at the end of your letter before drawing 
some overall conclusions. 

You felt that Dr. Reid and the rest of the team made no effort to rehabilitate your mother, and that an 
assumption was made that she was terminally ill with cancer. With regard to the latter, Dr. Reid has 
stressed that he always had an open mind because there was no evidence of recurrent cancer, and that 
no assumption was made about terminal cancer. Towards the end of her stay on Dryad ward he was, 
however, ofthe opinion that Mrs. Gilbertson's condition was deteriorating, that she had little strength 
or reserves left, and that it was quite likely that she would die. I understand that he explained his 
concerns to you on 16th December, 1999. 

.. 
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With regard to rehabilitation, Mrs. Gilbertson had spent some three months in Queen Alexandra 
Hospital before moving to Dryad ward. From the notes it seems that for quite some time before she 
left Queen Alexandra Hospital there was concern that she was unlikely to regain much mobility. You 
may remember Dr. Logan visiting to give an opinion on whether she might be suitable for his 
rehabilitation ward. After assessing your mother's needs he concluded that there was little likelihood 
of any success from formal rehabilitation. He felt she was reaching the end of her life, that she had 
huge nursing needs, and would be likely to need long-term nursing care, possibly in a nursing home. 
Before she was admitted to Dryad ward Mrs. Gilbertson could not stand and bending her knees caused 
extreme pain, in addition to her surgical wounds and extensive pressure sores. The physiotherapist at 
Queen Alexandra Hospital recorded that trying to mobilise and sitting out in a chair aggravated your 
mother's pain, while resting alleviated the pain. 

Mrs. Gilbertson's pain severely limited any rehabilitation. Dr. Reid explained that if her pain could 
be brought under control it might be possible to try to get her back on her feet. It was not that no 
efforts were made, but that rehabilitation in these circumstances was not possible. 

With regard to your comments that "Dryad ward practice a regime that is totally out of date", we 
would agree from our investigation that there are some areas of ward philosophy and practice which 
need updating. The service manager will be working closely with the ward manager to review and 
revise how some aspects of care are managed. 

So, our conclusions. Understandably you, your mother and your brother had a desire for 
Mrs. Gilbertson to be returned to the state of health she had enjoyed before she was admitted to 
Queen Alexandra Hospital. The collective opinion of a number of clinicians (not just from Dryad 
ward) was that rehabilitation was unlikely to be successful and probably impossible. The doctors and 
nurses on Dryad ward spent many hours discussing this with you. Given all the circumstances, the 
care provided on Dryad ward was appropriate to Mrs. Gilbertson's clinical needs, and indeed to her 
personal capabilities, at the time. 

This fundamental (and seemingly unresolvable) difference in opinion and expectation between 
yourselves and the clinical team led to a breakdown in the relationships and trust between you all. 
You refer in your letter to frustration and frayed tempers on more than one occasion. I understand 
that the staff too felt frustrated and also felt that this conflict affected their ability to provide what in 
their professional opinion would be the most appropriate care for your mother. You obviously care 
deeply for your mother and wish the best for her. Equally the staff had a duty of care towards her. 
Balancing her assessed clinical needs against your wishes for her care seems to have turned into a 
power struggle. 

Unfortunately there seems to have been no winners, only losers, in this struggle. We have to conclude 
that everyone concerned had some responsibility for this situation developing as it did. The service 
manager will be working with the ward team to explore the ways of building effective partnerships 
with relatives, and in handling conflict. Dr. Barton no longer works for the Trust so she will not be 
included in this work. 

We have thought long and hard about the issues raised in your letter, which I hope is indicated in this 
response. I also hope that this helps to clarify the different perspectives about what happened and 
why. Please let me know within one month if there is any further action you would like me to take. 
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GMC100942-0118 

Thank you for accepting for rehabilitation this 65-year-old gentlemen. He was 
admitted on the 131

h of this month with slurred speech, confusion and had been 
showing some aggressive behaviour. His past medical history includes hypertension, 
non-insulin dependent diabetes, prostatic hypertrophy depression and angina. He is 
also rather overweight. 

As he is coming to you for rehabilitation, I am sure you will make your own 
assessment of his needs, I will therefore include just points of nursing note below. 

Maintaining a safe environment 

Stan requires help in maintaining all aspects of his safe environment. He attempts to 
walk and has fallen in his bids for independence on more than one occasion, 
thankfully without sustaining apparent injury. He has no known allergies. 

Communicating 

Stan has slurred but understandable speech, which has improved only slightly since 
admission. He shouts out, especially at night and at times becomes confused. He has 
no obvious sensory deficit. 

Breathing 

Stan is occasionally breathless on agitation. Before admission had panic attacks when 
he was anxious. 

Eating and drinking 

.. _.,·.::··· 

Stan is a -tablet controlled non-insulin dependent diabetic. On admission he blood 
glucose level was 17.3 mmol/1. This has since come under better control and is in the 
range 5 - 8 mmol/1. He can take food and fluid with little assistance but does not take 
enough fluid without regular encouragement. Stan's diet is far from ideal, he eats 
mainly puddings and chocolate! 
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Dear Colleague, 

GMC100942-0119 

Thank you for accepting for rehabilitation this 65-year-old gentlemen. He was 
admitted on the 13th of this month with slurred speech, confusion and had been 
showing some aggressive behaviour. His past medical history includes hypertension, 
non-insulin dependent diabetes, prostatic hypertrophy depression and angina. He is 
also rather overweight. 

As he is coming to you for rehabilitation, I am sure you will make your own 
assessment of his needs, I will therefore include just points of nursing note below. 

Maintaining a safe environment 

Stan requires help in maintaining all aspects of his safe environment. He attempts to 
walk and has fallen in his bids for independence on more than one occasion, 
thankfully without sustaining apparent injury. He has no known allergies. 

Communicating 

Stan has slurred but understandable speech, which has improved only slightly since 
admission. He shouts out, especially at night and at times becomes confused. He has 
no obvious sensory deficit. 

Breathing 

Stan is occasionally breathless on agitation. Before admission had panic attacks when 
he was anxious. 

Eating and drinking 
:... ~ ~ .:: 

Stan is a tablet controlled non-insulin dependent diabetic. On admission he blood 
glucose level was 17.3 rnmol/1. This has since come under better control and is in the 
range 5 - 8 mmol/1. He can take food and fluid with little assistance but does not take 
enough fluid without regular encouragement. Stan's diet is far from ideal, he eats 
mainly puddings and chocolate! 
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Personal cleansing and dressing 

Stan showered daily prior to admission. Unfortunately, our facilities do not allow a 
man of Stan's physique to take a shower and he has had his hygiene needs met with 
bed baths or baths using a hoist and sling. 

Controlling body temperature 

Stan controls his temperature independently, removing layers of clothing or bedding 
as required. He has been apyrexial for the majority of his admission but normally lies 
in bed without covers or clothes. 

Mobilising 

Prior to admission, it is reported that Stan would walk around his house 
independently. Since admission, he has walked only occasionally and then very 
unsafely and has indeed fallen. The majority of his movement has been by hoist and 
he does not find using a hoist and sling uncomfortable. 

Working and playing 

Stan has done very little in the way of interacting with other patients. He did not go 
out before admission and lists his only interest as television. 

Expressing sexuality 

Stan is overtly heterosexual in his speech and manner. He is married and has f1ve 
children. 

Sleeping 

Stan is a very poor sleeper, managing only two hours at night, but dozes throughout 
the day. He has a tendency to try and wander more at night, as was his norm at home. 

Elimination 

Bowel - Stan is incontinent of faeces. He has his bowels open daily, as was his 
pattern at home. 

Urine - Stan has a urinary catheter in place, through which he is passing urine with 
some blood due to trauma caused by his pulling it. He is requiring bladder washouts 
regularly and the catheter was changed today. 

Current medication 

Stan' s current medication is: 

Metformin 500mg orally TDS 
Glibenclamide 5mg orally TDS 
Enalapril 20mg orally BD 

_· _ _,; 



Finasteride Smg orally OD 
Frusemide 80mg orally OD 
Amitriptyline 25mg orally OD at night 
Aspirin 300mg orally OD 
Simvastatin 20mg orally OD at night 
Elocon cream topically to skin lesion OD 
Canesten cream torically to required areas BD 
Bactroban Tc1Jically to abdomen OD 

He also uses GTN on an as required basis and Temazepam 20mg orally at night as 
required. 

Next of kin 

.-~!.~--~-~~X_(~~-~_s __ ~!fe) 

!code AI 
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I hope the above infonnation is_<?.f..Y.§~~-.!L(l!I.!h.~r information is required, please do not 
hesitate to contact this ward on i Code A ] ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

L-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·..: 

Code A 
·-"D·i>·wrfcock·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
Registered Nurse (Adult) 

GMC100942-0121 
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GMC100942-0122 

,.,~~ : l)l·r·~ General lnformatior 

~ 
.DaiL...... !'MooJ/J .. , Year 
i Code A! i Code A~ r·~~~~--~-! 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·1· ..................... ~---·-·-·-·-·-·J ................. . -~ ! 

Religion .............. L~c) .c ...................... ~~---~~~-~:~---~---·-
Ethnic Origin ...................................................... . 

Date of Birth 

Allergies ........................................................... . 

-- -·---------------------,-----------------

Next of Kin Carer/Contact/Confidante 

Surname ..... 1.7:-::.f. .. ~, .. a:'? ........................... . Surnamif7:.J.{]_(.,.E(.'..2) ............................... . 

Forenames ........................................................ . Forenames ....................................................... .. 

Address ........... 1/..tJ ......................................... . Address ............................................................ .. 

Post code ......................................................... .. Post code .......................................................... . 

Relationship ......... ·,:::_.{1/.:.1.!5':.::.·.:::.:::.:::.:::.:::.:::.::::.· .. 

Tel Nos: Home i Code A i. 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-;-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

Relationship ...... Pt:.r..r,.l-./.~c. ...................... . 
Tel Nos: Home -r--------·c·o-cie--·A--------1 

Work ............................................. .. Work ... l. .... ~.-... ~·~·..-~·~· .. -· .. -· .. ~·~·--·· .. ..i 

("o_..htcf t:t";) /-;m~ ,-
~) l ~ Useful Information 

Lt>n ; '?" ?- 0~ ( 

Hospital Information Community Information 

Hospital: G-cu m !!d _______________________________________________ i District Nurse: 

Tel No:i Code A t Tel No: 

Hospital No: ~---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·j G.P.: or D. !Jct.Lt19 
r0(J.;f'E( H .C. .Tel No: 

Named nurse: J ClJILQ_.f tJ~vwe Bank Holiday 
Tel No: 

Ward: QCLQ_ olc.J_iA .. lS. ____________________________ . Weekends: 

Tel No:L ________________ ~o~~-~------------------i Tel No: 

Consultant: Or Lcrd Twilight Nurse: 
Tel No: 

Manager: p MJ_Up; ___ .f)_QQ{;;:l_ __________________________ ,, Manager: \ 

Tel No! Code A i Tel No: 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 

Patient code 

6 Code 

. 
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1 ./\l\ r, r· :,; 1 /\ i' 1t i 1' 
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I' r >I< f ~M r >11 I 11 
l,l J .• i'l J:.:.l 

Healttc.are 11/>1'11.; 

---.'1:~.---
,.,,, : ,),·r·, Generallnformatior 

IRlJSl : I . I :' . l ~~ ; ; 

Surname ..... C.f.t.~e).~ ................................ . 
Forenames ...... S .. T.A .. N . .l.E .. ~ ................. . 
. )-7';9).) Likes to be known as ............................................ . 

bS.~ 
Da_x Month " ...... .YP..ar.:., 

r·c~~j'~--A·] r·coCie_A_i i Code A ! 
~r.--::~::-:·:;:-:-:·:-:: 1 

.................... ~:-:.o:-;:w~:;:-;-:. •.• •• · •••• -.- · · -- i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·j 

Date of Birth 

r~~~-~--i_-_-_~~:~~~~~~:~~:--.-~-~:~:_~--:~ Religion .............. L:cJ.c ................................ . 
Ethnic Origin ..................................................... .. 

Tel No: ................................. Post code ................ . Allergies .......................................................... .. 

Next of Kin Carer/ContacVConfidante 

Surname ..... .f7.:.-:.f ... u, .. ~'? ........................... . Su rnamel7 <.".).(]-~ .. f.(.'_·)· .............................. . 

Forenames ........................................................ . Forenames ........................................................ . 

Address .......... )/17 ......................................... . Address ............................................................. . 

Post code .......................................................... . Post code .......................................................... . 

Relationship ........... ·:.:{:1/.:.L~~.-.:::.:::.:::::.:::.:::.:::.:···· 
! CodeA ! Tel Nos: Home ........................................................ . 

Relationship ...... .<P.!.:.f.'J/../~c ..................... .. 
Tel Nos: Home r--·c·o·d-(i ... A .... l 

Work ............................................. .. Work .. L ................................................... J. 

{o.-.~£"f .,q,..) /-;m~ ,' 
,/, J { ~ Useful Information 

U>, ; 
,-"""' c-· Cl~ ( 

V 

Hospital Information Community Information 

Hospital: G-u..J m !=L ............................................. ! District Nurse: 

Tel No:j Code A ' ; Tel No: ! 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- or 0. ucu...ng Hospital No: G.P.: 

~(J.)Y'E( H .C. .Tel No: 

Named nurse: J o..YLQ_;f tJ~vwe Bank Holiday 
Tel No: 

Ward: OCLQ. ol(l .. L ... LL1.S ........................... Weekends: 

Tel N~ Code A r Tel No: 
'-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

Consultant: 
Or Lad Twilight Nurse: 

Tel No: 
-· 

p VLLlL(J ..... b.JQQ,Q ............................ Manager: Manager: I 

Tel Noi Code A i Tel No: 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

Patient code 

6Code 
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GMC100942-0124 

Code A 



GMC100942-0125 

Code A 



GMC100942-0126 

Code A 



GMC100942-0127 

Code A 



GMC100942-0128 

Code A 



GMC100942-0129 

Code A 



GMC100942-0130 

Code A 



GMC100942-0131 

PORTSMOUTH 

TRUST B 
HealthCare -----, .. ~,=~------

PRESCRIPTION SHEET 
for the safety of the patient 

DOCTOR 

I. Use approved n.1mes, BLOCK LETTEI\S, ,md metric dosage. 

2. Be specific in indic<~ting the timing and route:-

(a) For regui.Jr prescriptions tick (.1) the appropriate boxes and indicate time in IJI,lflk space. 

(b) For drugs which Me likely to have frequently changing doses, use the section at "O,lily Revit!W Prescripti1 
on back of sheet. 

3. Any CHANCES in your drug therapy MUST be ordered by a NEW PRESCRIPTION: do NOT alter exi~ 
instructions. 

4. Discontinue a drug by dearly crossing out the discontinued drugs (viz TETRlYCLINE) draw line through 
unused recording panels and sign in with fllll name. 

5. Prescribe INFUSION THERAPY and any drugs to be added on the INFUSION CHART. 

6. Take home drugs will be written up on form MR 15 which then will be placed in the appointment and prescript 
record card. 

7. All prescriptions must be signed in full. 

B. The following should be u~Rd to indicate route. 

S.C .................................................... Subcutaneous 

I.M ..................................................... Intramuscular 

I. V ....................................................... Intravenous 

Sub Ling ............................................ Sublingual 

Intrathecal 

Oral 

Rectal 

Topical 

P.V. - per vaginum 

9. Put date prescription needs to be reviewed in "review" box of Regular Prescription Section. 

NURSE 

1. Initial the administration in the appropriate box. (This must be done by the Senior Nurse). 

2. Check all sections to avoid omission. 

3. Use the top continuation sheet only for recording administration. 

1(.}) if a dose is missed write "X" in the box and give the reason in the Excert2"~ to Prescribed Orders. 

lf for some reason all the drugs prescribed for a certain time are not given, e.g. patient fasting, patient absent, tht 
is no need to itemise each drug. Enter date, time and write ALL in name and dose column. 

ADDITIONAL CHARTS ANTICOAGULATION 

INTRAVENOUS FLUIDS 

INTRAVENOUS INFUSIONS 



GMC100942-0132 

Code A 
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Code A 
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Code A 



GMC100942-0135 

DAILY REVIEW PRESCI~IPTIONS 

RlCUI AR D.lle--+ 

PI~ESCUII'TION rime l Dose Given Do~e Given Given Dose Given Dose Dose Given Dose ' 
I )I<UC (Approved N,une) 

' 
I 
I 

I 
l<oul•· PhallllttLi~t 

---

SICNAilJRE 

---

[),lfe --+ 

firne l Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dme Given Do~e Given Dme 

IJI<IH.; (Approved NJme) 

l<oule PhJrrnacbl 

SIGNAfURE 

Dale --+ 

Time l Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dose ' 
r-

DRUG (Approved Name) 

Roule Pharmacisl 

-

SIGNATURE 
1--

Dale ---+ 

Time l Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Do~e ( 

DRUG (Approved Name) 

Roule Pharmacisl 

SIGNt\TURE 

·-

Dale ---+ 

Time l Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dose Given Dose G 

DRUG (Approved Name) 

Roule Pharmacisl 

SIGNATURE 

I I 
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GMC100942-0137 

\S MIGHT CA~ 

~ Qfr·· .·\fQS 0-..-SS I .5\-0JIICL -\-o 
Se-\\\..k_ (}X\d s~v . 

Daedalus Ward GWMH 
Nursing Care Plan 

'IJce to settle and sleep at night 

Desired Outcome: 

Patient to be able to settle into bed, at a time suitable to them, and engaging any pre-
sleep routine they are comfortable with • i 

To sleep for as long as he/she wishes, waking in his own time & feeling refreshed 

• specify if applicable 

Evaluation Interval or Date: 

Night & morning 

Nursing Action: 

tnsure comfortable & warm in bed 
Night sedation if required (monitor effectiveness) 
Observe for pain 
Remove dentures 
Call bell at hand 

r-c~-d~--A-1 
t-----+..;.S...~oiBI"-n..:..a_tu_r_e.....,o_f_N_u_r.;;..se:....:.;.l n::..:it:.:..:ia.;.;.t.;.;.in:.iiii:-:gC::..:a;;:.r..:..e_P..:..IaT-n:._~~----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·! i--------

Evaluation 



r .. 
I 

Date 

2%_ 
% 

.. 

Patient 

Named Nurse 

Problem: 

rt'. 

Daedalus Ward GWMH 
Nursing Care Plan 

Requires a~istance to settle and sleep at night 

Desired Outcome: 

GMC100942-0138 

MIGHT CA~ 

Patient to be able to settle into bed. at a time suitable to them, and engaging any pre-
sleep routine they are comfortable with • j 

To sleep for as long as he/she wishes, waking in his own time &feeling refreshed 

• specify if applicable 

Evaluation Interval or Date: 

Night & morning 

Nursing Action: 

f..t1..mre comfortable & warm in bed 
Night sedation if required (monitor effectiveness) 
Observe for pain 
Remove dentures 
Call bell at hand 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
' ' ; ; 
; ; 
; 

Code A 
; 

; ; 
; ; 
; ; 

Signature of Nurse Initiating Care Plan 
; ; 
! ! 

Evaluation 
. ' ; 

i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

.~~9 
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Code A 
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Code A 
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Code A 
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Code A 
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Code A 
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Code A 
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Code A 



GMC100942-0147 

Daedalus Ward GWMH 
Nursing Care Plan 

(-,~,.,~~ 

CAT HIT~ 

welling urinary catheter, and is at risk from infection, trauma, & 

ueslfea utncome: 

Maintenance of catheter patency 
Prevention of urinary tract infection 

Evaluation Interval or Date: 

Daily 

Nursing Action: 

Promote & monitor fluid intake 
Monitor urine output for blockage & infection 
Maintain catheter hygiene 
Change catheter bag weekly 
Secure catheter bag with leg straps 

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 
i i 

!Code A! 
Signature of Nurse Initiating Care Plan ! :-; --------

. ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- __ EvaJ.u.a.tion. ___ ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---L~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.-~.·~--~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ ....--
; 
; 

CodeA E 
; 
; 
; 
;----

L. ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~.·=·-~~-·-:: -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·,·~::::.;z:::;;·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 

' 
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In reply please quote 

7 June 2002 

.Mcs._.R._C.arbv ______________ _ 

Code A 

Dear Mrs Carby 

MH/FPD/2002/1345 

GMC100942-0152 

GENERAL 
M._EDICAL 
COUNCIL 
f'rotccun,<J r<~tiCnt.\" . 

. <JUi</in,<J "''([,JfS 

Thank you for your letter dated 27 May 2002. Your correspondence is being 
considered and we shall write again as soon as possible. 

Your case has been allocated the following reference number MH/FPD/2002/1345. lt 
would be very helpful if you could quote this reference number whenever you write 
or speak to us. 

If you have any questions please contact myself or the officer in charge of this case, 
who is M r Mic ha e I H u d s pith, te I. [·-·-·-·-·-·-Code-A·-·-·-·-·-·-·: 

'-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·.: 

Yours Sincerely 
.. -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

'-------~-~-~-~---~------~ Thomas Wood 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
Tel: 020 7344 4746 
Fax: 020 7915 3642 

Em a i I:[~.·~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~~--~-~--~--~~~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~_"] 

17S Great Portland Street London \\'I W )jE Telephone olo ]>So 76.p Fax o2o 7<J 1 t; Jlqi 

cmail gmc@;lgmc-uk.org www.gmc-uk.org 
Registered Charity No. I o89 2 78 



Your ref 

Our ref 2002/1345 

05 August 2002 

First Class Post 

--~-~.?._.B._S~.?_r_gy ________________ _ 

Code A 

Dear Mrs Carby 

Or Jane Barton (1587920) 

GMC100942-0153 

GENERAL 
M_E DICAL 
COUNCIL 

I write further to your letter of 27 May 2002 concerning Or Barton and other. Please 
accept my apologies for the very lengthy delay in responding. 

I have enclosed a leaflet which explains the GMC's remit and how we assess 
complaints and I hope you find this information helpful. lt is important that you read it 
so that you understand from the outset what we can. and cannot, do. Our role is to 
license doctors to practise in the United Kingdom. Although we provide guidance to 
doctors about what constitutes good medical practice, not all alleged breaches of 
that guidance will warrant formal action by us. We have power to take action against 
a doctor only where their behaviour justifies our restricting or removing their 
permission to practise medicine. In legal terms this behaviour is described as 
'serious professional misconduct' or 'seriously deficient performance'. In short, we 
are able to use our powers where we consider a doctor to be a threat to patients' 
health or well-being. 

Please note that our jurisdiction only covers doctors and we are therefore unable to 
consider any complaints about nursing staff. The professional body which regulates 
nursing and midwifery is the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) 23 Portland Place 
London W1 8 1 PZ. 

I should explain that no decision has yet been made about whether we can take 
action on the matters which you have raised. To help us decide whether we can 
assist, please complete the attached consent form and return it to us by 29 August 
2002. If you answer no to any of the questions on the form it is unlikely that we can 
take this matter forward. 

Upon receipt of the completed form, we will give further consideration to the matters 
you have raised. Your enquiry has been allocated the reference number FPD 
2002/1345. lt would be very helpful if you could quote this reference when you write 
or speak to us. 

1 7S Crc.ll l'ortl.ul<l Strcl"l J..,ndon \\"I\\" ijl: "l"c·kl'honc ~:o 7;>-o 7".;.: Fa:x o:o 7'1'1" lh+I 
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./ Michael Hudspith 

Fitness to Practise Directorate 
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GMC Case Reference Number: 2002/1345 

Name of correspondent: Mrs R E Carby 

• Are you willing to identify the doctor? 

• Are you willing to allow us to disclose 
your letter to the doctor? 

• If necessary, would you be wiliing to 
be a witness at a public inquiry? 

• Are you willing, in principle, to provide a 
Statutory Declaration in support of your 
case? 

GMC100942-0155 

GENERAL 
M_EDICAL 
COUNCIL 
ProtcctinH patients. 

iJLIIJTnH doctors 

YES~ NO :J 

YES~ NO :J 

YES·~ NO CJ 

·YES if NO 0 

NB A Statutory Declaration is not necessary at this stage, but would be required 
later if there are grounds for action under our fitness to practise procedures 

Name of doctor(s) 

r----:::G:-:f:-:,!l~C~--. 

RECEiVED 

J)~ ~M8TorJ z 3 AU6 2002 

87a;h-8Po 
cheque T.C 

Declaration 

I have provided the GMC with details of the doctor(s) about whom I have written and 
confirm that the GMC may disclose to the doctor(s) my letter, including any 
supporting documents, and any further information I may send to the GMC in 
connection with this matter. 

I understand that if I have answered no to any of the questions above, it is unlikely 
that the GMC will be able to take the matter forward. 

Name (please print) ....... f'fl .. (\..S ...... .f~ .... l~ ... C'A~RJ~.j ........................ . 
~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
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Executive summary 

CHI has undertaken this investigation as a result of concerns expressed by the police 

and others around the care and treatment of frail older people provided by Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. This follows police 

investigations between 1998 and 2001 into the potential unlawful killing of a patient in 

1998. As part of their investigations, the police commissioned expert medical opinion, 

which was made available to CHI, relating to a total of five patient deaths in 1998. 

In February 2002, the police decided not to proceed with further investigations. 

Based on information gathered during their investigations, the police were sufficiently 

concerned about the care of older people at Gosport War Memorial Hospital to share 

their concerns with CHI in August 2001. CHI is grateful to the Hampshire Constabulary 

for sharing information with us which contributed towards the local and national 

recommendations CHI makes to improve the care of this vulnerable group of NHS 

patients. 

CHI has conducted a detailed review of the systems in place to ensure good quality 

patient care. CHI does not have a statutory remit to investigate either the 

circumstances around any particular death or the conduct of any individual. 

Key conclusions 

CHI concludes that a number of factors, detailed in the report, contributed to a failure 

of trust systems to ensure good quality patient care: 

Ill there were insufficient local prescribing guidelines in place governing the 

prescription of powerful pain relieving and sedative medicines 

Ill the lack of a rigorous, routine review of pharmacy data led to high levels of 

prescribing on wards caring for older people not being questioned 

1!1 the absence of adequate trust wide supervision and appraisal systems meant that 

poor prescribing practice was not identified 

!J!ill there was a lack of thorough multidisciplinary total patient assessment to 

determine care needs on admission 

CHI also concludes that the trust now has adequate policies and guidelines in place 

which are being adhered to governing the prescription and administration of pain 

relieving medicines to older patients. 
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Key findings 
National and local context (Chapter 3) 

m Throughout the timeframe covered by the CHI investigation, CHI received evidence 

of strong leadership, with a shared set of values at corporate and divisional level in 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. The senior management team was well 

established and, together with the trust board, functioned as a cohesive team. 

rum There was lack of clarity amongst all groups of staff and stakeholders about the 

focus of care for older people and therefore the aim of the care provided. This 

confusion had been communicated to patients and relatives, which had led to 

expectations of rehabilitation which had not been fulfilled. 

Arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines 

(Chapter 4) 

!I CHI has serious concerns regarding the quantity, combination, lack of review and 

anticipatory prescribing of medicines prescribed to older people on Dryad and 

Daedalus wards in 1998. A protocol existed in 1998 for palliative care prescribing 

referred to as the "Wessex guidelines", this was inappropriately applied to patients 

admitted for rehabilitation. 

m Though CHI is unable to determine whether these levels of prescribing contributed to 

the deaths of any patients, it is clear that had adequate checking mechanisms existed 

in the trust, this level of prescribing would have been questioned. 

mm CHI welcomes the introduction and adherence to policies regarding the 

prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines. Although the 

palliative care Wessex guidelines refer to non physical symptoms of pain, the 

trust's policies do not include methods of non verbal pain assessment and rely on 

the patient articulating when they are in pain. 

Quality of care and the patient experience (Chapter 5) 

!I Relatives speaking to CHI had some serious concerns about the care their relatives 

received on Daedalus and Dryad wards between 1998 and 2001. The instances of 

concern expressed to CHI were at their highest in 1998. Fewer concerns were 

expressed regarding the quality of care received on Sultan ward. 

m Based on CHI's observation work and review of recent case notes, CHI has no 

significant concerns regarding the standard of nursing care provided to the patients 

of Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan ward now. 

Staffing arrangements and responsibility for patient care (Chapter 6) 

m Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did not have any systems in place to monitor 

and appraise the performance of clinical assistants. There were no arrangements in 

place for the adequate supervision of the clinical assistant working on Daedalus 

and Dryad wards. 

mill There are now clear accountability and supervisory arrangements in place for trust 

doctors, nurses and allied health professional staff. 
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Lessons learnt from complaints (Chapter 7) 

%!! The police investigation, the review of the Health Service Commissioner, the 

independent review panel and the trust's own pharmacy data did not provide the 

trigger for the trust to undertake a review of prescribing practices. The trust should 

have responded earlier to concerns expressed around levels of sedation, which it 

was aware of in late 1998. 

100! Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did effect changes in patient care over time as a 

result of patient complaints, including increased medical staffing levels and 

improved processes for communication with relatives, though this learning was not 

consolidated until 2001. CHI saw no evidence to suggest that the impact of these 

changes had been robustly monitored and reviewed. 

Clinical governance (Chapter 8) 

100! The trust responded proactively to the clinical governance agenda and had a robust 

framework in place with strong corporate leadership. 

Recommendations 

It is clear from a number of CHI recommendations to the Fareham and Gosport 

Primary Care Trust (PCT) and the East Hampshire PCT, that continued close and 

effective working relationships between both PCTs will be essential in order to 

implement the recommendations in this report. CHI is aware of the high level of 

interdependence that already exists between these two organisations and urges that 

this continues. 

CHI is aware that many of these recommendations will be relevant to emerging PCTs 

and urges all PCTs to take action where appropriate. 

Fareham and Gosport/ East Hampshire Primary Care Trust 

1. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should work together to build 

on the many positive aspects of leadership developed by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 

Trust in order to develop the provision of care for older people at the Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital. The PCTs should ensure an appropriate performance monitoring 

tool is in place to ensure that any quality of care and performance shortfalls are 

identified and addressed swiftly. 

2. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should, in consultation with 

local GPs, review the admission criteria for Sultan ward. 

3. The East Hampshire PCT and Fareham and Gosport PCT should review all local 

prescribing guidelines to ensure their appropriateness for the current levels of 

dependency of the patients on the wards. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should review the provision of pharmacy services to 

Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards, taking into account the change in casemix and use 

of these wards in recent years. Consideration should be given to including pharmacy 

input into regular ward rounds. 
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5. As a priority, the Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that a system is in place to 

routinely review and monitor prescribing of all medicines on wards caring for older 

people. This should include a review of recent diamorphine prescribing on Sultan 

ward. Consideration must be given to the adequacy of IT support available to facilitate 

this. 

6. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT, in conjunction with the 

pharmacy department, must ensure that all relevant staff including GPs are trained in 

the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines for older people. 

7. All patient complaints and comments, both informal and formal, should be used at 

ward level to improve patient care. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire 

PCT must ensure a mechanism is in place to ensure that shared learning is 

disseminated amongst all staff caring for older people. 

8. Fareham and Gosport PCT should lead an initiative to ensure that relevant staff are 

appropriately trained to undertake swallowing assessments to ensure that there are no 

delays out of hours. 

9. Daytime activities for patients should be increased. The role of the activities 

coordinator should be revised and clarified, with input from patients, relatives and all 

therapists in order that activities complement therapy goals. 

10. The Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that all local continence management, 

nutrition and hydration practices are in line with the national standards set out in the 

Essence of Care guidelines. 

11. Both PCTs must find ways to continue the staff communication developments 

made by the Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. 

12. Within the framework of the new PALS, the Fareham and Gosport PCT should, as a 

priority, consult with user groups and consider reviewing specialist advice from 

national support and patient groups, to determine the best way to improve 

communication with older patients and their relatives and carers. 

13. The provision of out of hours medical cover to Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards 

should be reviewed. The deputising service and PCTs must work towards an out of 

hours contract which sets out a shared philosophy of care, waiting time standards, 

adequate payment and a disciplinary framework. 

14. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and the East Hampshire PCT should ensure that 

appropriate patients are being admitted to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital with 

appropriate levels of support. 

15. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should ensure that arrangements are in place to 

ensure strong, long term nursing leadership on all wards. 

16. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should develop local guidance for GPs working as 

clinical assistants. This should address supervision and appraisal arrangements, clinical 

governance responsibilities and training needs. 
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17. Fare ham and Go sport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should ensure that the learning 

and monitoring of action arising from complaints undertaken through the Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust quarterly divisional performance management system is 

maintained under the new PCT management arrangements. 

18. Both PCTs involved in the provision of care for older people should ensure that all 

staff working on Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards who have not attended customer 

care and complaints training events do so. Any new training programmes should be 

developed with patients, relatives and staff to ensure that current concerns and the 

particular needs of the bereaved are addressed. 

19. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT must fully embrace the 

clinical governance developments made and direction set by the trust. 

20. All staff must be made aware that the completion of risk and incident reports is a 

requirement for all staff. Training must be put in place to reinforce the need for 

rigorous risk management. 

21. Clinical governance systems must be put in place to regularly identifY and monitor 

trends revealed by risk reports and to ensure that appropriate action is taken. 

22. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should consider a revision 

of their whistle blowing policies to make it dear that concerns may be raised outside 

of normal management channels. 

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Strategic Health Authority 

23. Hampshire and Isle of Wight Strategic Health Authority should use the findings of 

this investigation to influence the nature of local monitoring of the national service 

framework for older people. 

Department of Health 

24. The Department of Health should assist in the promotion of an NHS wide 

understanding of the various terms used to describe levels of care for older people. 

25. The Department of Health should work with the Association of Chief Police 

Officers and CHI to develop a protocol for sharing information regarding patient safety 

and potential systems failures within the NHS as early as possible. 
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1.1 During the summer of 2001, concerns were raised with CHI about the use of some 

medicines, particularly analgesia and levels of sedation, and the culture in which care 

was provided for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. These concerns 

were also about the responsibility for clinical care and transfer arrangements with 

other hospitals. 

1.2 On 22 October 2001, CHI launched an investigation into the management, 

provision and quality of healthcare for which Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust was 

responsible at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. CHI's decision was based on 

evidence of high risk activity and the likelihood that the possible findings of a CHI 

investigation would result in lessons for the whole of the NHS. 

Terms of reference 

1.3 The investigation terms of reference were informed by a chronology of events 

provided by the trust surrounding the death of one patient. Discussions were also 

held with the trust, the Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health 

Authority and the NHS south east regional office to ensure maximum learning locally 

and for the NHS. 

1.4 The terms of reference agreed on 9 October 2001 are as follows: 

The investigation will look at whether, since 1998, there had been a failure of trust 

systems to ensure good quality patient care. The investigation will focus on the 

following elements within services for older people (inpatient, continuing and 

rehabilitative care) at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

i) staffing and accountability arrangements, including out of hours 

ii) the guidelines and practices in place at the trust to ensure good quality care and 

effective performance management 

iii) arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of 

drugs 

iv) communication and collaboration between the trust and patients, their relatives 

and carers and with partner organisations 

v) arrangements to support patients and their relatives and carers towards the end 

of the patient's life 

vi) supervision and training arrangements in place to enable staff to provide 

effective care 
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In addition, CHI will examine how lessons to improve patient care have been learnt 

across the trust from patient complaints. 

The investigation will also look at the adequacy of the trust's clinical governance 

arrangements to support inpatient continuing and rehabilitation care for older people. 

CHI's investigation team 

1.5 CHI's investigation team were: 

m Alan Carpenter, Chief Executive, Somerset Coast Primary Care Trust 

ill® Anne Grosskurth, CHI Support Investigations Manger 

11! Dr Tony Luxton, Consultant Geriatrician, Cambridge City Primary Care Trust 

m Julie Miller, CHI Lead Investigations Manager 

ill® Maureen Morgan, Independent Consultant and former Community Trust Nurse 

Director 

11 Mary Parkinson, lay member (Age Concern) 

m Jennifer Wen born, Independent Occupational Therapist 

1.6 The team was supported by: 

m Liz Fradd, CHI Director of Nursing, lead CHI director for the investigation 

m Nan Newberry, CHI Senior Analyst 

Mill Ian Horrigan, CHI Analyst 

m Kellie Rehill, CHI Investigations Coordinator 

m a medical notes review group established by CHI to review anonymised medical 

notes (see appendix E) 

m Dr Barry Tennison, CHI Public Health Adviser 

The investigation process 

1. 7 The investigation consisted of five interrelated parts: 

!I review and analysis of a range of documents specific to the care of older people at 

the trust, including clinical governance arrangements, expert witness reports 

forwarded by the police and relevant national documents (see appendix A for a list 

of documents reviewed) 

m analysis of views received from 36 patients, relatives and friends about care 

received at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Views were obtained through a range 

of methods, including meetings, correspondence, telephone calls and a short 

questionnaire (see appendix B for an analysis of views received) 
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llm a five day visit by CHI's investigation team to Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

when a total of 59 staff from all groups involved in the care and treatment of older 

people at the hospital and trust managers were interviewed. CHI also undertook 

periods of observation on Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards (see appendix C for a 

list of all staff interviewed) 

ID¥ interviews with relevant agencies and other NHS organisations, including those 

representing patients and relatives (see appendix D for a list of organisations 

interviewed) 

~ an independent review of anonymised clinical and nursing notes of a random 

sample of patients who had died on Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards between 

August 2001 and January 2002. The term of reference for this piece of work, the 

membership of the CHI team which undertook the work, and a summary of 

findings are attached at appendices E and F. CHI shared the summary with the 

Fareham Et Gosport PCT in May 2002 
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2 Background to the 
investigation 

Events surrounding the CHI investigation 

Police investigations 

GMC100942-0202 

2.1 A relative of a 91 year old patient who died in August 1998 on Daedalus ward made 

a complaint to the trust about her care and treatment. The police were contacted in 

September 1998 with allegations that this patient had been unlawfully killed. A range of 

issues were identified by the police in support of the allegation and expert advice sought. 

Following an investigation, documents were referred to the Crown Prosecution Service 

in November 1998 and again in February 1999. The Crown Prosecution Service 

responded formally in March 1999 indicating that, in their view, there was insufficient 

evidence to prosecute any staff for manslaughter or any other offence. 

2.2 Following further police investigation, in August 2001, the Crown Prosecution 

Service advised that there was insufficient evidence to provide a realistic prospect of a 

conviction against any member of staff. 

2.3 Local media coverage in March 2001 resulted in 11 other families raising concerns 

about the circumstances of their relatives' deaths in 1997 and 1998. The police decided 

to refer four of these deaths for expert opinion to determine whether or not a further, 

more extensive investigation was appropriate. Two expert reports were received in 

December 2001 which were made available to CHI. These reports raised very serious 

clinical concerns regarding prescribing practices in the trust in 1998. 

2.4 In February 2002, the police decided that a more intensive police investigation was 

not an appropriate course of action. In addition to CHI, the police have referred the 

expert reports to the General Medical Council, the United Kingdom Central Council 

(after 1 April 2002, the Nursing and Midwifery Council), the trust, the Isle of Wight, 

Portsmouth and East Hampshire Health Authority and the NHS south east regional 

office. 

2.5 The police made the trust aware of potential issues around diamorphine usage in 

December 1998, and were sent the expert witness reports in February 2002. 
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Action taken by professional regulatory bodies 

2.6 The General Medical Council is currently reviewing whether any action against 

any individual doctor is warranted under its fitness to practice procedures. 

2. 7 The Nursing and Midwifery Council are considering whether there are any issues 

of professional misconduct in relation to any of the nurses referred to in police 

documentation. 

Complaints to the trust 

2.8 There have been 10 complaints to the trust concerning patients treated on 

Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards since 1998. Three complaints between August and 

December 1998 raised concerns which included pain management, the use of 

diamorphine and levels of sedation on Daedalus and Dryad wards, including the 

complaint which triggered the initial police investigation. This complaint was not 

pursued through the NHS complaints procedure. 

Action taken by the health authority 

2.9 In the context of this investigation, the Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and East 

Hampshire Health Authority had two responsibilities. Firstly, as the statutory body 

responsible for commissioning NHS services for local people in 1998 and, secondly, as 

the body through which GPs were permitted to practice. Some of the care provided to 

patients at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital, as in community hospitals throughout 

the NHS, is delivered by GPs on hospital premises. 

2.10 In June 2001, the health authority voluntary local procedure for the identification 

and support of primary care medical practitioners whose practice is giving cause for 

concern reviewed the prescribing practice of one local GP. No concerns were found. 

This was communicated to the trust. 

2.11 In July 2001, the chief executive of the health authority asked CHI for advice in 

obtaining a source of expertise in order to reestablish public confidence in the services 

for older people in Gosport. This was at the same time as the police contacted CHI. 

2.12 Following receipt of the police expert witness reports in February 2002, the 

health authority sought local changes in relation to the prescription of certain 

painkillers and sedatives (opiates and benzodiazepines) in general practice. 
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Action taken by the NHS south east regional office 

2.13 For the period of the investigation, the NHS regional offices were responsible for 

the strategic and performance management of the NHS, including trusts and health 

authorities. The NHS south east regional office had information available expressing 

concerns around prescribing levels at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Information 

included a report by the Health Service Ombudsman and serious untoward incident 

reports forwarded by the trust in April and July 2001 in response to media articles 

about the death of a patient at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

The health authority and NHS south east regional office met to discuss these issues on 

6 April 2001. 
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3 National and local context 

Nationa I context 

3.1 The standard of NHS care for older people has long caused concern. A number of 

national reports, including the NHS Plan and the Standing Nursing and Midwifery 

Committee's 2001 annual report found aspects of care to be deficient. National concerns 

raised include: an inadequate and demoralised workforce, poor care environments, lack 

of seamless care within the NHS and ageism. The NHS Plan's section Dignity, security 

and independence in old age, published in July 2000, outlined the government's plans 

for the care of older people, detailed in the national service framework. 

3.2 The national service framework for older people was published in March 2001 and 

sets standards of care for older people in all care settings. It aims to ensure high 

quality of care and treatment, regardless of age. Older people are to be treated as 

individuals with dignity and respect. The framework places special emphasis on the 

involvement of older patients and their relatives in the care process, including care 

planning. 

3.3 National standards called Essence of Care, published by the Department of Health 

in 2001, provide standards for assessing nursing practice against fundamental aspects 

of care such as nutrition, preventing pressure sores and privacy and dignity. These are 

designed to act as an audit tool to ensure good practice and have been widely 

disseminated across the NHS. 

Trust background 

3.4 Gosport War Memorial Hospital was part of Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

between April 1994 and April 2002. The hospital is situated on the Gosport peninsula 

and has 113 beds. Together with outpatient services and a day hospital, there are beds 

for older people and maternity services. The hospital does not admit patients who are 

acutely ill and it has neither an ARE nor intensive. care facilities. Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust provided a range of community and hospital based services for 

the people of Portsmouth, Fareham, Gosport and surrounding areas. These services 

included mental health (adult and elderly), community paediatrics, elderly medicine, 

learning disabilities and psychology. 

3.5 The trust was one of the largest community trusts in the south of England and 

employed almost 5,000 staff. In 2001/2002 the trust had a budget in excess of £100 

million and over 200/o of income spent on its largest service, elderly medicine. All the 

trust's financial targets were met in 2000/2001. 
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Move towards the primary care trust 

3.6 Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust was dissolved on 31 March 2002. Services have 

been transferred to local primary care trusts (PCTs), including Fareham and Gosport 

PCT, which became operational as a level four PCT in April 2002. Arrangements have 

been made for each PCT to host provider services on a district wide basis but each PCT 

retains responsibility for commissioning its share of district wide services from the 

host PCT. Fareham and Gosport PCT will manage many of the staff, premises and 

facilities of a number of sites, including the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Medical 

staff involved in the care of older people, including those working at the Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital, are now employed by the East Hampshire PCT. 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust strategic management 

3.7 The trust board consisted of a chair, five non executive directors, the chief 

executive, the executive directors of operations, medicine, nursing and finance and the 

personnel director. The trust was organised into six divisions, two of which are 

relevant to this investigation. The Fareham and Gosport division, which managed the 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital, and the department of medicine for elderly people. 

3.8 CHI heard that the trust was well regarded in the local health community and had 

developed constructive links with the health authority and local primary care groups 

(PCGs). For example, in the lead up to the formation of the new PCT, Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust's director of operations worked for two days each week for the 

East Hampshire PCT. Other examples included the joint work of the PCG and the trust 

on the development of intermediate care and clinical governance. High regard and 

respect for trust staff was also commented on by the local medical committee, Unison 

and the Royal College of Nursing. 

Local services for older people 

3.9 Before April 2002, access to medical beds for older people in Portsmouth (which 

included acute care, rehabilitation and continuing care) was managed through the 

department of medicine for elderly people which was managed by the Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust. Some of the beds were located in community hospitals such as 

the Gosport War Memorial Hospital, where the day to day general management of the 

hospital was the responsibility of the locality divisions of Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 

Trust. The Fareham and Gosport division of the trust fulfilled this role at the Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital. 

3.10 The department of medicine for elderly people has now transferred to East Hampshire 

PCT. The nursing staff of the wards caring for older people at the Gosport War Memorial 

Hospital are now employed by the Fareham and Gosport PCT. Management of all services 

for older people has now transferred to the East Hampshire PCT. 

3.11 General acute services were, and remain, based at Queen Alexandra and St Mary's 

hospitals, part of the Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, the local acute trust. Though an 

unusual arrangement, a precedent for this model of care existed, for example in 

Southampton Community NHS Trust. 
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3.12 Until August 2001, the Royal Hospital Haslar, a Ministry of Defence military 

hospital on the Gosport peninsula, also provided acute medical care to civilians, many 

of whom were older people, as well as military staff. 

Service perform a nee management 

3.13 Divisional management at Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust was well defined, 

with clear systems for reporting and monitoring. The quarterly divisional review was 

the principal tool for the performance management of the Fareham and Gosport 

division. The review considered regular reports on clinical governance, complaints and 

risk. Fareham and Gosport division was led by a general manager, who reported to the 

operational director. Leadership at Fareham and Gosport divisional level was strong 

with clear accounting structures to corporate and board level. 

Inpatient services for older people at the Gosport 
War Memorial Hospital1998-2002 

3.14 Gosport War Memorial Hospital provides continuing care, rehabilitation, day 

hospital and outpatient services for older people and was managed by the Fareham 

and Gosport division. In November 2000, as a result of local developments to develop 

intermediate and rehabilitation services in the community, there was a change in the 

use of beds at the hospital to provide additional rehabilitation beds. 

3.15 In 1998, three wards at Gosport War Memorial Hospital admitted older patients 

for general medical care: Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan. This is still the case in 2002. 

Figure 3.1 Inpatient provision at Gosport War Memorial Hospital by ward 

Ward 

Dryad 

Daedalus 

Sultan 

1998 

20 continuing care beds. Patients admitted 

under the care of a consultant, with some 

day to day care provided by a clinical 

assistant. 

16 continuing care beds and 8 for slow 

stream rehabilitation. Patients admitted 

under the care of a consultant. some day 

to day care provided by a clinical assistant. 

24 GP beds with care managed by patients' 

own GPs. Patients were not exclusively older 

patients; care could include rehabilitation 

and respite care. A ward manager (or sister) 

managed the ward, which was staffed by 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust staff. 

2002 

20 continuing care beds for frail 

elderly patients and slow stream 

rehabilitation. Patients admitted under 

the care of a consultant. Day to day 

care is provided by a staff grade doctor. 

24 rehabilitation beds: 8 general, 8 fast 

and 8 slow stream (since November 

2000). Patients admitted under the 

care of a consultant. Day to day care 

provided by a staff grade doctor. 

The situation is the same as in 1998, 

except that the nursing staff are now 

employed by Fareham and Gosport PCT. 
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Admission criteria 

3.13 The current criteria for admission to both Dryad and Daedalus wards are that the 

patient must be over 65 and be registered with a GP within the Gosport PCG (now a 

part ofFareham and Gosport PCT). In addition, Dryad patients must have a Barthel 

score of under 4/20 and require specialist medical and nursing intervention. The 

Barthel score is a validated tool used to measure physical disability. Daedalus patients 

must need multidisciplinary rehabilitation, for example following a stroke. 

3.14 There was, and still is, a comprehensive list of admission criteria for Sultan ward 

developed in 1999, all of which must be met prior to admission. The criteria state that 

patients must not be medically unstable and no intravenous lines must be in situ. 

Elderly mental health 

3.15 Although not part of the CHI investigation, older patients are also cared for on 

Mulberry ward, a 40 bed assessment unit comprising Collingwood and Ark Royal 

wards. Patients admitted to this ward are under the care of a consultant in elderly 

mental health. 

Terminology 

3.16 CHI found considerable confusion about the terminology describing the various 

levels of care for older people in written information and in interviews with staff. For 

example, the terms stroke rehab, slow stream rehab, very slow stream rehab, 

intermediate and continuing care were all used. CHI was not aware of any common 

local definition for these terms in use at the trust or of any national definitions. CHI 

stakeholder work confirmed that this confusion extended to patients and relatives in 

terms of their expectations of the type of care received. 

1. Throughout the timeframe covered by the CHI investigation, CHI received evidence of 
strong leadership, with a shared set of values at corporate and divisional level in Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust. The senior management team was well established and, together with 
the trust board, functioned as a cohesive team. The chief executive was accessible to and well 
regarded by staff both within the trust and in the local health economy. Good links had been 
developed with local PCGs. 

2. The case note review undertaken by CHI confirmed that the admission criteria for both 
Dryad and Daedalus wards were being adhered to over recent months and that patients were 
being appropriately admitted. However, CHI found examples of some recent patients who had 
been admitted to Sultan ward with more complex needs than stipulated in the admission 
criteria that may have compromised patient care. 

3. There was lack of clarity amongst all groups of staff and stakeholders about the focus of 
care for older people and therefore the aim of the care provided. This confusion had been 
communicated to patients and relatives, which had led to expectations of rehabilitation that 
had not been fulfilled. 
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1. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should work together to build on the 
many positive aspects of leadership developed by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust in order 
to develop the provision of care for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. The 
PCTs should ensure an appropriate performance monitoring tool is in place to ensure that any 
quality of care and performance shortfalls are identified and addressed swiftly. 

2. Hampshire and Isle of Wight strategic health authority should use the findings of this 
investigation to influence the nature of local monitoring of the national service framework 
for older people. 

3. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should, in consultation with local GPs, 
review the admission criteria for Sultan ward. 

4. The Department of Health should assist in the promotion of an NHS wide shared 
understanding of the various terms used to describe levels of care for older people. 
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4 Arrangements for the 
prescription, administration, 
review and recording of 
medicines 

Police inquiry and expert witness reports 
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4.1 CHI's terms of reference for its investigation in part reflected those of the earlier 

preliminary inquiry by the police, whose reports were made available to CHI. 

4.2 Police expert witnesses reviewed the care of five patients who died in 1998 and 

made general comments in the reports about the systems in place at the trust to ensure 

effective clinical leadership and patient management on the wards. The experts' 

examination of the use of medicines in Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards led to 

significant concern about three medicines, the amounts which had been prescribed, the 

combinations in which they were used and the method of their delivery. In summary: 

I! there was no evidence of trust policy to ensure the appropriate prescription and 

dose escalation of strong opiate analgesia as the initial response to pain. It was the 

view of the police expert witnesses that a more reasonable response would have 

been the prescription of mild to moderate medicine initially with appropriate 

review in the event of further pain followed up 

I! there was inappropriate combined subcutaneous administration of diamorphine, 

midazolam and haloperidol, which could carry a risk of excessive sedation and 

respiratory depression in older patients, leading to death 

I! there were no clear guidelines available to staff to prevent assumptions being made 

by clinical staff that patients had been admitted for palliative, rather than 

rehabilitative care 

I! there was a failure to recognise potential adverse effects of prescribed medicines by 

clinical staff 

m clinical managers failed to routinely monitor and supervise care on the ward 

It is important to emphasise that these reports were not produced for this CHI 

investigation and CHI cannot take any responsibility for their accuracy. Whilst the 

reports provided CHI with very useful information, CHI has relied on its own 

independent scrutiny of data and information gathered during the investigation to 

reach the conclusions in this chapter. 
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Medicine usage 

4.3 In order to determine the levels of prescribing at the trust between 1998 and 

2001, CHI requested a breakdown from the trust of usage of diamorphine, haloperidol 

and midazolam for Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards. Data was also requested on 

the method of drug delivery. The data relates to medicines issued from the pharmacy 

and does not include any wastage, nor can it verify the quantity of medicines 

administered to each patient. As the data does not offer any breakdown of casemix, it 

is not possible to determine how complex the needs of patients were in each year. 

Staff speaking to CHI described an increase in the numbers of sicker patients in 

recent years. A detailed breakdown of medicines issued to each ward is attached at 
appendix I. 

4.4 The experts commissioned by the police had serious concerns about the level of 

use of these three medicines (diamorphine, haloperidol and midazolam) and the 

apparent practice of anticipatory prescribing. CHI shares this view and believes the use 

and combination of medicines used in 1998 was excessive and outside normal 

practice. The following figures indicate the use of each medicine by ward and year, 

plotted alongside the number patients treated (finished consultant episodes). 

4.5 The trust's own data, provided to CHI during the site visit week, illustrates a 

marked decline in the usage of diamorphine, haloperidol and midazolam in recent 

years. This decline has been most pronounced on Dryad ward and is against a rise in 

FCEs during the same timeframe. The trust's data demonstrates that usage of each of 

these medicines peaked in 1998/99. On Sultan ward, the use of haloperidol and 

midazolam have also declined in recent years with a steady increase in FCEs. 

Diamorphine use, after declining dramatically in 1999/00, showed an increase in 

2000/01. 
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Assessment and management of pain 

4.6 Part of the individual total assessment of each patient includes an assessment of 

any pain they may be experiencing and how this is to be managed. In 1998, the trust 

did not have a policy for the assessment and management of pain. This was 

introduced in April 2001, in collaboration with Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, and is 

due for review in 2003. The stated purpose of the document was to identify 

mechanisms to ensure that all patients have early and effective management of pain 

or distress. The policy placed responsibility for ensuring that pain management 

standards are implemented in every clinical setting and sets out the following: 

Ern the prescription must be written by medical staff following diagnosis of type(s) of 

pain and be appropriate given the current circumstances of the patient 

Ern if the prescription states that medication is to be administered by continuous 

infusion (syringe driver), the rationale for this decision must be dearly documented 

!11 all prescriptions for drugs administered via a syringe driver must be written on a 

prescription sheet designed for this purpose 

4.7 CHI has also seen evidence of a pain management cycle chart and an 'analgesic 

ladder'. The analgesic ladder indicates the drug doses for different levels and types of 

pain, how to calculate opiate doses, gives advice on how to evaluate the effects of 

analgesia and how to observe for any side effects. Nurses interviewed by CHI 

demonstrated a good understanding of pain assessment tools and the use of the 

analgesic ladder. 

4.8 CHI was told by some nursing staff that following the introduction of the policy, it 

took longer for some patients to become pain free and that medical staff were 

apprehensive about prescribing diamorphine. Nurses also spoke of a reluctance of 

some patients to take pain relief. CHI's case note review concluded that two of the 

15 patients reviewed were not prescribed adequate pain relief for part of their 

stay in hospital. 

4.9 Many staff interviewed referred to the "Wessex guidelines". This is a booklet called 

Palliative care handbook guidelines on clinical management drawn up by Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust, the Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust and a local hospice, in 

association with the Wessex palliative care units. These guidelines were in place in 1998. 

Although the section on pain focuses on patients with cancer, there is a dear highlighted 

statement in the guidelines that states "all pains have a significant psychological 

component, and fear, anxiety and depression will all lower the pain threshold". 

4.10 The Wessex guidelines are comprehensive and include detail, in line with British 

National Formulary recommendations, on the use, dosage, and side effects of 

medicines commonly used in palliative care. The guidelines are not designed for a 

rehabilitation environment. 

4.11 CHI's random case note review of 15 recent admissions concluded that the pain 

assistance and management policy is being adhered to. CHI was told by staff of the 

previous practice of anticipatory prescribing of palliative opiates. As a result of the 

pain and assessment policy, this practice has now stopped. 
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Prescription writing policy 

4.12 This policy was produced jointly with the Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust in 

March 1998. The policy covered the purpose, scope, responsibilities and requirements 

for prescription writing, medicines administered at nurses' discretion and controlled 

drugs. A separate policy covers the administration of intravenous medicines. 

4.13 The policy has a section on verbal prescription orders, including telephone orders, 

in line with UKCC guidelines. CHI understands that arrangements such as these are 

common practice in GP led wards and work well on the Sultan ward, with 

arrangements in place for GPs to sign the prescription within 12 hours. These 

arrangements were also confirmed by evidence found in CHI's case note review. 

Administration of medicines 

4.14 Medicines can be administered in a number of ways, for example, orally in tablet 

or liquid form, by injection and via a syringe driver. Some of the medicines used in 

the care of older people can be delivered by a syringe driver, which delivers a 

continuous subcutaneous infusion of medication. Syringe drivers can be an entirely 

appropriate method of medicine administration that provides good control of 

symptoms with little discomfort or inconvenience to the patient. Guidance for staff on 

prescribing via syringe drivers is contained within the trust's policy for assessment and 

management of pain. The policy states that all prescriptions for continuous infusion 

must be written on a prescription sheet designed for this purpose. 

4.15 Evidence from CHI's case note review demonstrated good documented examples 

of communication with both patients and relatives over medication and the use of 

syringe drivers and the application of the trust's policy. 

4.16 Information provided by the trust indicates that only two qualified nurses from 

Sultan ward had taken part in a syringe driver course in 1999. Five nurses had also 

completed a drugs competencies course. No qualified nurses from Dryad or Daedalus 

ward had taken part in either course between 1998 and 2001. Some nursing and 

healthcare support staff spoke of receiving syringe driver information and training 

from a local hospice. 

Role of nurses in medicines administration 

4.17 Registered nurses are regulated by the Nursing and Midwifery Council, a new 

statutory body which replaced the United Kingdom Central Council on 1 April 2002. 

Registered nurses must work within their code of professional conduct (UKCC, June 

1992). The scope of professional practice clarified the way in which registered nurses 

are personally accountable for their own clinical practice and for care they provide to 

patients. The standards for the administration of medicines (UKCC, October 1992) 

details what is expected of nurses carrying out this function. 
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4.18 Underpinning all of the regulations that govern nursing practice, is the 

requirement that nurses act in the best interest of their patients at all times. This could 

include challenging the prescribing of other clinical staff. 

Review of medicines 

4.19 The regular ward rounds and multidisciplinary meetings should include a review 

of medication by senior staff, which is recorded in the patient's case notes. CHI 

recognises the complexity of multidisciplinary meetings. Despite this, a process should 

be found to ensure that effective and regular reviews of patient medication take place 

by senior clinicians and pharmacy staff. 

Structure of pharmacy 

4.20 Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust has a service level agreement for pharmacy 

services with the local acute trust, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust. An E grade 

pharmacist manages the contract locally and the service provided by a second 

pharmacist, who is the lead for older peoples' services. Pharmacists speaking to CHI 

spoke of a remote relationship between the community hospitals and the main 

pharmacy department at Queen Alexandra Hospital, together with an increasing 

workload. Pharmacy staff were confident that ward pharmacists would now challenge 

large doses written up by junior doctors but stressed the need for a computerised 

system which would allow clinician specific records. There are some recent plans to 

put the trust's A compendium of drug therapy guidelines on the intranet, although this 

is not easily available to all staff. 

4.21 Pharmacy training for non pharmacy staff was described as "totally inadequate" 

and not taken seriously. Nobody knew of any training offered to clinical assistants. 

4.22 There were no systems in place in 1998 for the routine review of pharmacy data 

which could have alerted the trust to any unusual or excessive patterns of prescribing, 

although the prescribing data was available for analysis. 

1. CHI has serious concerns regarding the quantity, combination, lack of review and 
anticipatory prescribing of medicines prescribed to older people on Dryad and Daedalus wards 
in 1998. A protocol existed in 1998 for palliative care prescribing (the "Wessex guidelines") 
but this was inappropriately applied to patients admitted for rehabilitation. 

2. Though CHI is unable to determine whether these levels of prescribing contributed to the 
deaths of any patients, it is clear that had adequate checking mechanisms existed in the 
trust, this level of prescribing would have been questioned. 

3. The usage of diamorphine, midazolam and haloperidol has declined in recent years, 
reinforced by trust staff interviewed by CHI and by CHI's own review of recent case notes. 
Nursing staff interviewed confirmed the decreased use of both diamorphine and the use of 
syringe drivers since 1998. 
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4. CHI found some evidence to suggest a recent reluctance amongst clinicians to prescribe 
sufficient pain relieving medication. Despite this, diamorphine usage on Sultan ward 
2000/2001 showed a marked increase. 

5. CHI welcomes the introduction and adherence to policies regarding the prescription, 
administration, review and recording of medicines. Anticipatory prescribing is no longer 
evident on these wards. Although the palliative care Wessex guidelines refer to non physical 
symptoms of pain, the trust's policies do not include methods of non verbal pain assessment 
and rely on the patient articulating when they are in pain. 

6. CHI found little evidence to suggest that thorough individual total patient assessments 
were being made by multidisciplinary teams in 1998. CHI's case note review concluded that 
this approach to care had been developed in recent years. 

7. Pharmacy support to the wards in 1998 was inadequate. The trust was able to produce 
pharmacy data in 2002 relating to 1998. A system should have been in place to review and 
monitor prescribing at ward level, using data such as this as a basis. 

fitl I fillWl rllli 111 JDiij!fll lfi llllli® , 
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1. As a priority, the Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that a system is in place to 
routinely review and monitor prescribing of all medicines on wards caring for older people. 
This should include a review of recent diamorphine prescribing on Sultan ward. Consideration 
must be given to the adequacy of IT support available to facilitate this. 

2. The East Hampshire PCT and Fareham and Gosport PCT should review all local prescribing 
guidelines to ensure their appropriateness for the current levels of dependency of the 
patients on the wards. 

3. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should review the provision of pharmacy services to Dryad, 
Daedalus and Sultan wards, taking into account the change in casemix and use of these 
wards in recent years. Consideration should be given to including pharmacy input into regular 
ward rounds. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT, in conjunction with the pharmacy 
department, must ensure that all relevant staff including GPs are trained in the prescription, 
administration, review and recording of medicines for older people. 
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5.1 This chapter details CHI's findings following contact with patients and relatives. 

This needs to be put into the context of the 1,725 finished consultant episodes for 

older patients admitted to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital between April 1998 and 

March 2001. Details of the methods used to gain an insight into the patient experience 

and of the issues raised with CHI are contained in appendix B. 

Patient expeience 

5.2 As with all patients being cared for when they are sick and vulnerable, it is 

important to treat each person as a whole. For this reason, the total holistic assessment 

of patients is critical to high quality individual care tailored to each patient's specific 

needs. The following sections are key elements (though not an exhaustive list) of total 

assessments which were reported to CHI by stakeholders. 

5.3 CHI examined in detail the experience of older patients admitted to the Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital between 1998 and 2001 and that of their relatives and carers. 

This was carried out in two ways. Firstly, stakeholders were invited, through local 

publicity, to make contact with CHI. The police also wrote to relatives who had 

expressed concern to them informing them of CHI's investigation. Views were invited 

in person, in writing, over the telephone and by questionnaire. A total of 36 patients 

and relatives contacted CHI during the investigation. 

5.4 Secondly, CHI made a number of observation visits, including at night, to 

Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards during the site visit week in January 2002. Some of 

the visits were unannounced. Mealtimes, staff handovers, ward rounds and medicine 

rounds were observed. 

Stakeholder views 

5.5 The term stakeholder is used by CHI to define a range of people that are affected 

by, or have an interest in, the services offered by an organisation. CHI heard of a 

range of both positive and less positive experiences, of the care of older people. The 

most frequently raised concerns with CHI were: the use of medicines, the attitude of 

staff, continence management, the use of patients' own clothing, transfer 

arrangements between hospitals and nutrition and fluids. More detail on each of these 

areas is given below. 
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5.6 Relatives expressed concern around a perceived lack of nutrition and fluids as 

patients neared the end of their lives: "no water and fluids for last four days of life': 

Comments were also raised about unsuitable, unappetising food and patients being left 

to eat without assistance. A number of stakeholders commented on untouched food 

being cleared away without patients being given assistance to eat. 

5.7 Following comments by stakeholders, CHI reviewed the trust policy for nutrition 

and fluids. The trust conducted a trust wide audit of minimum nutritional standards 

between October 1997 and March 1998, as part of the five year national strategy 

Feeding People. The trust policy, Prevention and management of malnutrition (2000), 

included the designation of an appropriately trained lead person in each clinical area, 

who would organise training programmes for staff and improve documentation to 

ensure full compliance. The standards state: 

11 all patients must have a nutritional risk assessment on admission 

W& registered nurses must plan, implement and oversee nutritional care and refer to an 

appropriate professional as necessary 

M% all staff must ensure that documented evidence supports the continuity of patient 

care and clinical practice 

11 all clinical areas should have a nominated nutritional representative who attends 

training/updates and is a resource for colleagues 

11 systems should be in place to ensure that staff have the required training to 

implement and monitor the Feeding People standards 

5.8 A second trust audit in 2000 concluded that, overall, the implementation of the 

Feeding People standards had been "very encouraging". However, there were concerns 

about the lack of documentation and a sense of complacency as locally written 

protocols had not been produced throughout the service. 

5.9 CHI's review of recent case notes concluded that appropriate recording of patient 

intake and output was taking place. CHI was concerned that nurses appeared unable to 

make swallowing assessments out of hours; this could lead to delays in receiving 

nutrition over weekends, for example, when speech and language therapy staff were 

not available. 

5.10 Continence management is an important aspect of the care of older people, the 

underlying objective is to promote or sustain continence as part of the holistic 

management of care, this includes maintaining skin integrity (prevention of pressure 

sores). Where this is not possible, a range of options including catheterisation are 

available and it is imperative that these are discussed with patients, relatives and 

carers. Some stakeholders raised concerns regarding the 'automatic' catheterisation of 

patients on admission to the War Memorial. "They seem to catheterise everyone. My 

husband was not incontinent; the nurse said it was done mostly to save time': 

Relatives also spoke of patients waiting for long periods of time to be helped to the 

toilet or for help in using the commode. 

5.11 CHI's review of recent case notes found no evidence of inappropriate 

catheterisation of patients in recent months. 
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5.12 The use of pain relieving medicines and the use of syringe drivers to administer 

them was commented on by a number of relatives. One relative commented that her 

mother "certainly was not in pain prior to transfer to the War Memorial". Although a 

number of relatives confirmed that staff did speak to them before medication was 

delivered by a syringe driver, CHI also received comments that families would have 

liked more information: "Doctors should disclose all drugs, why [they are being used] 

and what the side effects are. There should be more honesty". 

5.13 Many relatives were distressed about patients who were not dressed in their own 

clothes, even when labelled clothes had been provided by their families. "They were 

never in their own clothes". Relatives also thought patients being dressed in other 

patients' clothes was a potential cross infection risk. The trust did apologise to families 

who had raised this as a complaint and explained the steps taken by wards to ensure 

patients were dressed in their own clothes. This is an important means by which 

patients' dignity can be maintained. 

5.14 Concern was expressed regarding the physical transfer of patients from one 

hospital to another. Amongst concerns were lengthy waits prior to transfer, inadequate 

clothing and covering during the journey and the methods used to transfer patients. 

One person described their relative as being "carried on nothing more than a sheet". 

CHI learnt that this instance was acknowledged by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 

who sought an apology from the referring hospital, which did not have the 

appropriate equipment available. 

5.15 Though there were obvious concerns regarding the transfer of patients, during the 

period of the investigation, the Hampshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust, who were 

responsible for patient transfers between hospitals, received no complaints relating to 

the transfer of patients to and from the Go sport War Memorial Hospital. 

5.16 Comments about the attitude of staff ranged from the very positive "Everyone 

was so kind and caring towards him in both Daedalus and Dryad wards" and 

"I received such kindness and help from all the staff at all times" to the less positive 

"I was made to feel an inconvenience because we asked questions" and "I got the 

feeling she had dementia and her feelings didn't count". 

Outcome of CH I observation work 

5.17 CHI spent time on Dryad, Sultan and Daedalus wards throughout the week of 

7 January 2002 to observe the environment in which care was given, the interactions 

between staff and patients and between staff. Ward staff were welcoming, friendly and 

open. Although CHI observed a range of good patient experiences this only provides a 

'snap shot' during the site visit and may not be fully representative. However, many of 

the positive aspects of patient care observed were confirmed by CHI's review of recent 

patient notes. 
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Ward environment 

5.18 All wards were built during the 1991 expansion of the hospital and are modem, 

welcoming and bright. This view was echoed by stakeholders, who were 

complimentary about the decor and patient surroundings. Wards were tidy, clean and 

fresh smelling. 

5.19 Day rooms are pleasant and Daedalus ward has direct access to a well designed 

garden suitable for wheelchair users. The garden is paved with a variety of different 

textures to enable patients to practice mobility. There is limited storage space in 

Daedalus and Dryad wards and, as a result, the corridors had become cluttered with 

equipment. This can be problematic for patients using walking aids. Daedalus ward 

has an attractive, separate single room for independent living assessment with its own 

sink and wardrobe. 

5.20 CHI saw staff address patients by name in a respectful and encouraging way and 

saw examples of staff helping patients with dressing and holding friendly 

conversations. The staff handovers observed were well conducted, held away from the 

main wards areas and relevant information about patient care was exchanged 

appropriately. 

5.21 Mealtimes were well organised with patients given a choice of menu options and 

portion size. Patients who needed help to eat and drink were given assistance. There 

appeared to be sufficient staff to serve meals, and to note when meals were not eaten. 

CHI did not observe any meals returned untouched. Healthcare support workers told 

CHI that they were responsible for making a note when meals were not eaten. 

5.22 There are day rooms where patients are able to watch the television and large 

print books, puzzles and current newspapers are provided. CHI saw little evidence of 

social activities taking place, although some patients did eat together in the day room. 

Bells to call assistance are situated by patients' beds, but are less accessible to patients 

in the day rooms. The wards have an activities coordinator, although the impact of 

this post has been limited. 

5.23 Daedalus ward has a communication book by each bed for patients and relatives 

to make comments about day to day care. This is a two way communication process 

which, for example, allows therapy staff to ask relatives for feedback on progress and 

enables relatives to ask for an appointment with the consultant. 

5.24 CHI observed two medicine rounds, both of which were conducted in an 

appropriate way with two members of staff jointly identifying the patient and 

checking the prescription sheet. One member of staff handed out the medicines while 

the other oversaw the patients as medicines are taken. Medicines are safely stored on 

the wards in locked cupboards. 
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Communication with patients, relatives and carers 

The trust had an undated user involvement service development framework, which sets 

out the principles behind effective user involvement within the national policy 

framework described in the NHS Plan. It is unclear from the framework who was 

responsible for taking the work forward and within what time frame. Given the 

dissolution of the trust, a decision was taken not to establish a trust wide Patient Advice 

and Liaison Service (PALS), a requirement ofthe NHS Plan. However, work was started 

by the trust to look at a possible future PALS structure for the Fareham and Gosport PCT. 

The Health Advisory Service Standards for health and social care services for older 
people (2000) states that "each service should have a written information leaflet or 

guide for older people who use the service. There should be good information facilities 

in inpatient services for older people, their relatives and carers". CHI saw a number of 

separate information leaflets provided for patients and relatives during the site visit. 

The trust used patient surveys, given to patients on discharge, as part of its patient 

involvement framework, although the response rate was unknown. Issues raised by 

patients in completed surveys were addressed by action plans discussed at clinical 

managers meetings. Ward specific action plans were distributed to ward staff. CHI 

noted, for example, that as a result of patient comments regarding unacceptable ward 

temperatures, thermometers were purchased to address the problem. CHI could find no 

evidence to suggest that the findings from patient surveys were shared across the trust. 

Support towards the end of life 

Staff referred to the Wessex palliative care guidelines, which are used on the wards 

and address breaking bad news and communicating with the bereaved. Many clinical 

staff, at all levels spoke of the difficulty in managing patient and relative expectations 

following discharge from the acute sector. "They often painted a rosier picture than 

justified". Staff spoke of the closure of the Royal Haslar acute beds leading to increased 

pressure on Queen Alexandra and St Mary's hospitals to "discharge patients too 

quickly to Go sport War Memorial Hospital". Staff were aware of increased numbers of 

medically unstable patients being transferred in recent years. 

Both patients and relatives have access to a hospital chaplain, who has links to 

representatives of other faiths. The trust had a leaflet for relatives Because we care 
which talks about registering the death, bereavement and grieving. The hospital 

has a designated manager to assist relatives through the practical necessities 

following a death. 
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1. Relatives speaking to CHI had some serious concerns about the care their relatives received 
on Daedalus and Dryad wards between 1998 and 2001. The instances of concern expressed to 
CHI were at their highest in 1998. Fewer concerns were expressed regarding the quality of 
care received on Sultan ward. 

2. Based on CHI's observation work and review of recent case notes, CHI has no significant 
concerns regarding the standard of nursing care provided to the patients of Daedalus, Dryad 
and Sultan ward now. 

3. The ward environments and patient surroundings are good. 

4. Some notable steps had been taken on Daedalus ward to facilitate communication between 
patients and their relatives with ward staff. 

5. CHI was concerned, following the case note review, of the inability of any ward staff to 
undertake swallowing assessments as required. This is an area of potential risk for patients 
whose swallowing reflex may have been affected, for example, by a stroke. 

6. Opportunities for patients to engage in daytime activities in order to encourage 
orientation and promote confidence are limited. 

7. The trust had a strong theoretical commitment to patient and user involvement. 

8. There are systems in place to support patients and relatives towards the end of the 
patient's life and following bereavement. 

1. All patient complaints and comments, both informal and formal, should be used at ward 
level to improve patient care. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT must 
ensure a mechanism is in place to ensure that shared learning is disseminated amongst all 
staff caring for older people. 

2. Fareham and Gosport PCT should lead an initiative to ensure that relevant staff are 
appropriately trained to undertake swallowing assessments to ensure that there are no delays 
out of hours. 

3. Daytime activities for patients should be increased. The role of the activities coordinator 
should be revised and clarified, with input from patients, relatives and all therapists in order 
that activities complement therapy goals. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that all local continence management, nutrition 
and hydration practices are in line with the national standards set out in the Essence of Care 

guidelines. 

5. Within the framework of the new PAlS, the Fareham and Gosport PCT should, as a priority, 
consult with user groups and consider reviewing specialist advice from national support and 
patient groups, to determine the best way to improve communication with older patients and 
their relatives and carers. 
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6 Staffing arrangements and 
responsibility for patient 
care 

Responsibility for patient care 

6.1 Patient care on Daedalus and Dryad wards at Gosport War Memorial Hospital for 

the period of the CHI investigation was provided by consultant led teams. A 

multidisciplinary, multiprofessional team of appropriately trained staff best meets the 

complex needs of these vulnerable patients. This ensures that the total needs of the 

patient are considered and are reflected in a care plan, which is discussed with the 

patient and their relatives and is understood by every member of the team. 

Medical responsibility 

6.2 For the period covered by the CHI investigation, medical responsibility for the care 

of older people in Daedalus and Dryad wards lay with the named consultant of each 

patient. This is still the case today. All patients on both wards are admitted under the 

care of a consultant. Since 1995, there has been a lead consultant for the department 

of medicine for elderly people who held a two session contract (one session equates to 

half a day per week) for undertaking lead consultant responsibilities. These 

responsibilities included overall management of the department and the development 

of departmental objectives. The lead consultant is not responsible for the clinical 

practice of individual doctors. The post holder does not undertake any clinical sessions 

on the War Memorial site. The job description for the post, outlines 12 functions and 

states that the post is a major challenge for "a very part time role". 

6.3 Since 2000, two department of elderly medicine consultants provide a total of 10 

sessions of consultant cover on Dryad and Daedalus wards per week. Since September 

2000, day to day medical support has been provided by a staff grade physician who 

was supervised by both consultants. Until July 2000, a clinical assistant provided 

additional medical support. Both consultants currently undertake a weekly ward round 

with the staff grade doctor. In 1998, there was a fortnightly ward round on Daedalus 

ward. On Dryad, ward rounds were scheduled fortnightly, though occurred less 

frequently. 

6.4 CHI feels that the staff grade post is a pivotal, potentially isolated post, due to the 

distance of Gosport War Memorial Hospital from the main department of medicine for 

elderly people based at Queen Alexandra Hospital, no full time support from medical 

colleagues on the wards and a difficulty in attending departmental meetings. In 2001, 

the trust identified the risk of professional isolation and lack of support at Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital as a reason not to appoint a locum consultant. 
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Figure 6.1 Line management accountabilities 

I Trust medical director I 

Lead consultant, medicine for 
elderly people 

Dryad, Consultant Daedalus, Consultant 
medicine for medicine for Sultan, GP led 

elderly people elderly people 

I I 
Until July 2000 clinical assistant with five sessions 

Since September 2000 full time staff grade doctor 

Out of hours 5pm - 11 pm - local GP 
practice 11 pm - 8.30am Health call 

(* ---------------- this line indicates managerial accountability and not clinical accountability) 

General practice role and accountability 
6.5 Local GPs worked at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital in three capacities during 

the period under investigation: as clinical assistants employed by the trust, as the 

clinicians admitting and caring for patients on the GP ward (Sultan) and as providers 

of out of hours medical support to all patients on each of the three wards. 

Clinical assistant role 
6.6 Clinical assistants are usually GPs employed and paid by trusts, largely on a part 

time basis, to provide medical support on hospital wards. Clinical assistants have been 

a feature of community hospitals within the NHS for a number of years. Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust employed a number of such GPs in this capacity in each of their 

community hospitals. Clinical assistants work as part of a consultant led team and 

have the same responsibilities as hospital doctors to prescribe medication, write in the 

medical record and complete death certificates. Clinical assistants should be 

accountable to a named consultant. 
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6. 7 From 1994 until the resignation of the post holder in July 2000, a clinical assistant 

was employed for five sessions at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. The fees for this 

post were in line with national rates. The job description dearly states that the clinical 

assistant was accountable to "named consultant physicians in geriatric medicine". The 

post holder was responsible for arranging cover for annual leave and any sickness 

absence with practice partners. The trust and the practice partners did not have a 

contract for this work. The job description does state that the post is subject to the 

terms and conditions of hospital medical and dental staff. Therefore, any concerns 

over the performance of any relevant staff could be pursued through the trust's 

disciplinary processes. CHI could find no evidence to suggest that this option was 

considered at the time of the initial police investigation in 1998. 

Appraisal and supervision of clinical assistants 

6.8 CHI is not aware of any trust systems in place to monitor or appraise the 

performance of clinical assistants in 1998. This lack of monitoring is still common 

practice within the NHS. The consultants admitting patients to Dryad and Daedalus 

wards, to whom the clinical assistant was accountable, had no system for supervising 

the practice of the clinical assistant, including any review of prescribing. CHI found no 

evidence of any formal lines of communication regarding policy development, 

guidelines and workload. Staff interviewed commented on the long working hours of 

the clinical assistant, in excess of the five contracted sessions. 

6.9 CHI is aware of work by the Department of Health on GP appraisal which will 

cover GPs working as clinical assistants and further work to develop guidance on 

disciplinary procedures. 

Sultan ward 

6.10 Medical responsibility for patients on Sultan ward lay with the admitting GP 

throughout the period of the CHI investigation. The trust issued admitting GPs with a 

contract for working on trust premises, which clearly states "you will take full clinical 

responsibility for the patients under your care". CHI was told that GPs visit their 

patients regularly as well as when requested by nursing staff. This is a common 

arrangement in community hospitals throughout the NHS. GPs had no medical 

accountablity framework within the trust. 

6.11 GPs managing their own patients on Sultan ward could be subject to the health 

authority's voluntary process for dealing with doctors whose performance is giving 

cause for concern. However, this procedure can only be used in regard to their work as 

a GP, and not any contracted work performed in the trust as a clinical assistant. Again, 

this arrangement is common throughout the NHS. 
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Out of hours cover provided by GPs 
6.12 Between the hours of 8.30am and 5.00pm on weekdays, hospital doctors employed 

by the trust manage the care of all patients on Dryad and Daedalus wards. Out of hours 

medical cover, including weekends and bank holidays, is provided by a local GP 

practice from 5.00pm to 11.00pm, after which, between 11.00pm and 8.30am, nursing 

staff call on either the patient's practice or Healthcall, a local deputising service for 

medical input. If an urgent situation occurs out of hours, staff call 999 for assistance. 

6.13 Some staff interviewed by CHI expressed concern about long waits for the 

deputising service, CHI heard that waiting times for Healthcall to attend a patient 

could sometimes take between three and five hours. However, evidence provided by 

Healthcall contradicts this. Nurses expressed concern over Healthcall GPs' reluctance 

to 'interfere' with the prescribing of admitting GPs on Sultan and Dryad wards. The 

contract with Healthcall is managed by a local practice. 

Appra isa I of hospita I medica I staff 

6.14 Since April 2000, all NHS employers have been contractually required to carry out 

annual appraisals, covering both clinical and non clinical aspects of their jobs. All 

doctors interviewed by CHI who currently work for the trust, including the medical 

director, who works five sessions in the department of medicine for elderly people, have 

regular appraisals. Those appraising the work of other doctors have been trained to do so. 

Nursing responsibility 

6.15 All qualified nurses are personally accountable for their own clinical practice. 

Their managers are responsible for implementing systems and environments that 

promote high quality nursing care. 

6.16 On each ward, a G grade clinical manager, who reports to a senior H grade nurse, 

manages the ward nurses. The H grade nurse covers all wards caring for older people and 

was managed by the general manager for the Fareham and Gosport division. The general 

manager reported to both the director of nursing and the operations director. An 

accountability structure such as this is not unusual in a community hospital. The director of 

nursing was ultimately accountable for the standard of nursing practice within the hospital. 

Nursing supervision 

6.17 Clinical supervision for nurses was recommended by the United Kingdom Central 

Council in 1996 and again in the national nursing strategy, Making a difference, in 

1999. It is a system through which qualified nurses can maintain lifelong development 

and enhancement of their professional skills through reflection, exploration of practice 

and identification of issues that need to be addressed. Clinical supervision is not a 
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managerial activity, but provides an opportunity to reflect and improve on practice in 

a non judgemental environment. Clinical supervision is a key factor in professional 

self regulation. 

6.18 The trust has been working to adopt a model of clinical supervision for nurses for 

a number of years and received initial assistance from the Royal College of Nursing to 

develop the processes. As part of the trust's clinical nursing development programme, 

which ran between January 1999 and December 2000, nurses caring for older people 

were identified to lead the development of clinical supervision on the wards. 

6.19 Many of the nurses interviewed valued the principles of reflective practice as a 

way in which to improve their own skills and care of patients. The H grade senior 

nurse coordinator post, appointed in November 2000, was a specific trust response to 

an acknowledged lack of nursing leadership at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

Teamworking 

6.20 Caring for older people involves input from many professionals who must 

coordinate their work around the needs of the patient. Good teamwork provides the 

cornerstone of high quality care for those with complex needs. Staff interviewed by CHI 

spoke of teamwork, although in several instances this was uniprofessional, for example 

a nursing team. CHI observed a multidisciplinary team meeting on Daedalus ward, 

which was attended by a consultant, a senior ward nurse, a physiotherapist and an 

occupational therapist. No junior staff were present. Hospital staff described input from 

social services as good when available, though this was not always the case. 

6.21 Regular ward meetings are held on Sultan and Daedalus wards. Arrangements are 

less dear on Dryad ward, possibly due to the long term sickness of senior ward staff. 

6.22 Arrangements for multidisciplinary team meetings on Dryad and Sultan wards 

are less well established. Occupational therapy staff reported some progress towards 

multidisciplinary goal setting for patients, but were hopeful of further development. 

Allied health professional structures 
6.23 Allied health professionals are a group of staff which include occupational therapists, 

dieticians, speech and language therapists and physiotherapists. The occupational therapy 

structure is in transition from a traditional site based service to a defined clinical specialty 

service (such as stroke rehabilitation) in the locality. Staff explained that this system 

enables the use of specialist clinical skills and ensures continuity of care of patients, as 

one occupational therapist follows the patient throughout hospital admission(s) and at 

home. Occupational therapists talking to CHI described a good supervision structure, with 

supervision contracts and performance development plans in place. 

6.24 Physiotherapy services are based within the hospital. The physiotherapy team sees 

patients from admission right through to home treatment. Physiotherapists described 

good levels of training and supervision and involvement in Daedalus ward's 

multidisciplinary team meetings. 
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6.25 Speech and language therapists also reported participation in multidisciplinary 

team meetings on Daedalus ward. Examples were given to CHI of well developed in 

service training opportunities and professional development, such as discussion groups 

and clinical observation groups. 

6.26 The staffing structure in dietetics consists of one full time dietitian based at 

St James Hospital. Each ward has a nurse with lead nutrition responsibilities able to 

advise colleagues. 

Workforce and service planning 

6.27 In November 2000, in preparation for the change of use of beds in Dryad and 

Daedalus wards from continuing care to intermediate care, the trust undertook an 

undated resource requirement analysis and identified three risk issues: 

m consultant cover 

lliill medical risk with a change in patient group and the likelihood of more patients 

requiring specialist intervention. The trust believed that the introduction of 

automated defibrillators would go some way to resolve this. The paper also spoke 

of "the need for clear protocols ... within which medical cover can be obtained out of 

hours" 

@l!! the trust identified a course for qualified nursing staff, ALERT, which demonstrates 

a technique for quickly assessing any changes in a patients condition in order to 

provide an early warning of any deterioration 

6.28 Despite this preparation, several members of staff expressed concern to CHI 

regarding the complex needs of many patients cared for at the Gosport War Memorial 

Hospital and spoke of a system under pressure due to nurse shortages and high sickness 

levels. Concerns were raised formally with the trust in early 2000 around the increased 

workload and complexity of patients. This was acknowledged in a letter by the medical 

director. CHI found no evidence of a systematic attempt to review or seek solutions to 

the evolving casemix, though a full time staff grade doctor was in post by September 

2002 to replace and increase the previous five sessions of clinical assistant cover. 

Access to specialist advice 

6.29 Older patients are admitted to Gosport War Memorial Hospital with a wide variety 

of physical and mental health conditions, such as strokes, cancers and dementia. Staff 

demonstrated good examples of systems in place to access expert opinion and 

assistance. 

6.30 There are supportive links with palliative care consultants, consultant 

psychiatrists and oncologists. The lead consultant for elderly mental health reported 

close links with the three wards, with patients either given support on the ward or 

transfer to an elderly mental health bed. There are plans for a nursing rotation 
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programme between the elderly medicine and elderly mental health wards. Staff spoke 

of strong links with the local hospice and Macmillan nurses. Nurses gave recent 

examples of joint training events with the hospice. 

6.31 CHI's audit of recent case notes indicated that robust systems are in place for both 

specialist medical advice and therapeutic support. 

Staff welfare 
6.32 Since its creation in 1994, the trust developed as a caring employer, demonstrated 

by support for further education, flexible working hours and a ground breaking 

domestic violence policy that has won national recognition. The hospital was awarded 

Investors in People status in 1998. Both trust management and staff side 

representatives talking to CHI spoke of a constructive and supportive relationship. 

6.33 However, many staff, at all levels in the organisation, spoke of the stress and low 

morale caused by the series of police investigations and the referrals to the General 

Medical Council, the United Kingdom Central Council and the CHI investigation. Trust 

managers told CHI they encouraged staff to use the trust's counselling service and 

support sessions for staff were organised. Not all staff speaking to CHI considered that 

they had been supported by the trust, particularly those working at a junior level, 

"I don't feel I've had the support I should have had before and during the police 

investigation - others feel the same". 

Staff communication 
6.34 Most staff interviewed by CHI spoke of good internal communications, and were 

well informed about the transfer of services to PCTs. The trust used newsletters to 

inform staff of key developments. An intranet is being developed by the Fareham and 

Gosport PCT to facilitate communication with staff. 

'" ,'Eil!i' rnt-IM!mn'rJim's " - , , - _ '"_ ,- < 
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1. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did not have any systems in place to monitor and 
appraise the performance of clinical assistants. There were no arrangements in place for the 
adequate supervision of the clinical assistant working on Daedalus and Dryad wards. lt was 
not made clear to CHI how GPs working as clinical assistants and admitting patients to Sultan 
wards are included in the development of trust procedures and clinical governance 
arrangements. 

2. There are now clear accountability and supervisory arrangements in place for trust doctors, 
nurses and allied health professional staff. Currently, there is effective nursing leadership on 
Daedalus and Sultan wards, this is less evident on Dryad ward. CHI was concerned regarding 
the potential for professional isolation of the staff grade doctor. 

3. Systems are now in place to ensure that appropriate specialist medical and therapeutic 
advice is available for patients. Some good progress has been made towards multidisciplinary 
team working which should be developed. 
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4. There was a planned approach to the service development in advance of the change in use 
of beds in 2000. The increasing dependency of patients and resulting pressure on the service, 
whilst recognised by the trust, was neither monitored nor reviewed as the changes were 
implemented and the service developed. 

5. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust should be congratulated for its progress towards a 
culture of reflective nursing practice. 

6. The trust has a strong staff focus, with some notable examples of good practice. Despite 
this, CHI found evidence to suggest that not all staff felt adequately supported during the 
police and other recent investigations. 

7. Out of hours medical cover for the three wards out of hours is problematic and does not 
reflect current levels of patient dependency. 

B. There are systems in place to support patients and relatives towards the end of the 
patient's life and following bereavement. 

1. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should develop local guidance for GPs working as clinical 
assistants. This should address supervision and appraisal arrangemnts, clinical governance 
responsibilities and trianing needs. 

2. The provision of out of hours medical cover to Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards should be 
reviewed. The deputising service and PCTs must work towards an out of hours contract which 
sets out a shared philosophy of care, waiting time standards, adequate payment and a 
disciplinary framework. 

3. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should ensure that appropriate patients 
are being admitted to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital with appropriate levels of support. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should ensure that arrangements are in place to ensure 
strong, long term nursing leadership on all wards. 

5. Both PCTs must find ways to continue the staff communication developments made by the 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. 
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7.1 A total of 129 complaints were made regarding the provision of elderly medicine 

since 1 April 1997. These complaints include care provided in other community 

hospitals as well as that received on the acute wards of St Mary's and Queen 

Alexandra hospitals. CHI was told that the three wards at Gosport War Memorial 

Hospital had received over 400 letters of thanks during the same period. 

7.2 Ten complaints were made surrounding the care and treatment of patients on 

Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards between 1998 and 2002. A number raised concerns 

regarding the use of medicines, especially the levels of sedation administered prior to 

death, the use of syringe drivers and communication with relatives. Three complaints in 

the last five months of 1998 expressed concern regarding pain management, the use of 

diamorphine and levels of sedation. The clinical care, including a review of prescription 

charts, of two of these three patients, was considered by the police expert witnesses. 

External review of complaints 

7.3 One complaint was referred to the Health Services Commissioner (Ombudsman) in 

May 2000. The medical adviser found that the choice of pain relieving drugs was 

appropriate in terms of medicines, doses and administration. A complaint in January 

2000 was referred to an independent review panel, which found that drug doses, 

though high, were appropriate, as was the clinical management of the patient. 

Although the external assessment of these two complaints revealed no serious clinical 

concerns, both the Health Services Commissioner and the review panel commented on 

the need for the trust to improve its communication with relatives towards the end of 

a patient's life. 

Complaint handling 

7.4 The trust had a policy for handling patient related complaints produced in 1997 

and reviewed in 2000, based on national guidance Complaints: guidance on the 

implementation of the NHS complaints procedure. A leaflet for patients detailing the 

various stages of the complaints procedure was produced, which indicated the right to 

request an independent review if matters were not satisfactorily resolved together with 

the address of the Health Service Commissioner. This leaflet was not freely available 

on the wards during CHI's visit. 
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7.5 Both the trust and the local community health council (CHC) described a good 

working relationship. The CHC regretted, however, that their resources since November 

2000 had prevented them from offering the level of advice and active support to trust 

complainants they would have wished. The CHC did continue to support complainants 

who had contacted them before November 2000. New contacts were provided with a 

"self help" pack. 

7.6 CHI found that letters to complainants in response to their complaints did not always 

include an explanation of the independent review stage, although this is outlined in the 

leaflet mentioned above, which is sent to complainants earlier in the process. The 2000 

update of the complaints policy stated that audit standards for complaints handling were 

good with at least 800/o of complainants satisfied with complaint handling and 1000/o of 

complaints resolved within national performance targets. The chief executive responded 

to all written complaints. Staff interviewed by CHI valued the chief executive's personal 

involvement in complaint resolution and correspondence. Letters to patients and relatives 

sent by the trust reviewed by CHI were thorough and sensitive. The trust adopted an open 

response to complaints and apologised for any shortcomings in its services. 

7.7 Once the police became involved in the initial complaint in 1998, the trust ceased 

its internal investigation processes. CHI found no evidence in agendas and minutes 

that the trust board were formally made aware of police involvement. Senior trust 

managers told CHI that the trust would have commissioned a full internal 

investigation without question if the police investigation had not begun. In CHI's view, 

police involvement did not preclude full internal clinical investigation. CHI was told 

that neither the doctor nor portering staff involved in the care and transfer of the 

patient whose care was the subject of the initial police investigation were asked for 

statements during the initial complaint investigation. 

Trust learning regarding prescribing 

7.8 Action was taken to develop and improve trust policies around prescribing and 

pain management (as detailed in chapter 4). In addition, CHI learnt that external 

clinical advice sought by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust in September 1999, during 

the course of a complaint resolution, suggested that the prescribing of diamorphine 

with dose ranges from 20mg to 200mg a day was poor practice and "could indeed lead 

to a serious problem". This comment was made by the external clinical assessor in 

regard to a patient given doses ranging from 20mg to 40mg per day. 

7.9 Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust correspondence states that there was an agreed 

protocol for the prescription of diamorphine for a syringe driver with doses ranging 

between 20mg and 200mg a day. CHI understands this protocol to be the Wessex 

guidelines. Further correspondence in October 1999, indicated that a doctor working on 

the wards requested a trust policy on the prescribing of opiates in community hospitals. 
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7.10 A draft protocol for the prescription and administration of diamorphine by 

subcutaneous infusion was piloted on Dryad ward in 1999 and discussed at the trust's 

Medicines and Prescribing Committee in February and April 2000 following consultation 

with palliative care consultants. This guidance was eventually incorporated into the joint 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust and Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust policy for the 

assessment and management of pain which was introduced in April 2001. 

Other trust lessons 

7.11 Lessons ar:ound issues other than prescribing have been learnt by the trust, 

though the workshop to draw together this learning was not held until early 2001 

when the themes discussed were communication with relatives, staff attitudes and 

fluids and nutrition. Action taken by the trust since the series of complaints in 1998 

are as follows: 

11 an increase in the frequency of consultant ward rounds on Daedalus ward, from 

fortnightly to weekly from February 1999 

11 the appointment of a full time staff grade doctor in September 2000 which 

increased medical cover following the resignation of the clinical assistant 

!tll piloting pain management charts and prescribing guidance approved in April 2001. 

Nursing documentation is currently under review, with nurse input 

m one additional consultant session began in 2000, following a district wide initiative 

with local PCGs around intermediate care 

m nursing documentation now dearly identifies prime family contacts and next of 

kin information to ensure appropriate communication with relatives 

11 all conversations with families are now documented in the medical record. CHI's 

review of recent anonymised case notes demonstrated frequent and dear 

communication between relatives and clinical staff 

7.12 Comments recorded in this workshop were echoed by staff interviewed by CHI, 

such as the difficultly in building a rapport with relatives when patients die a few days 

after transfer, the rising expectations of relatives and the lack of control Gosport War 

Memorial staff have over information provided to patients and relatives prior to 

transfer regarding longer term prognosis. 

Monitoring and trend identification 

7.13 A key action identified in the 2000/2001 clinical governance action plan was a 

strengthening of trust systems to ensure that actions following complaints were 

implemented. Until the dissolution of Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, actions were 

monitored through the divisional review process, the clinical governance panel and 

trust board. A trust database was introduced in 1999 to record and track complaint 

trends. An investigations officer was also appointed in order to improve factfinding 

behind complaints. This has improved the quality of complaint responses. 
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7.14 Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust offered specific training in complaints 

handling, customer care and loss, death and bereavement, which many staff 

interviewed by CHI were aware of and had attended. 
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1. The police investigation, the review of the Health Service Commissioner, the independent 
review panel and the trust's own pharmacy data did not provide the trigger for the trust to 
undertake an review of prescribing practices. The trust should have responded earlier to 
concerns expressed around levels of sedation which it was aware of in late 1998. 

2. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did effect changes in patient care over time as a result 
of patient complaints, including increased medical staffing levels and improved processes for 
communication with relatives, though this learning was not consolidated until 2001. CHI saw 
no evidence to suggest that the impact of these changes had been robustly monitored and 
reviewed. 

3. Though Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did begin to develop a protocol for the 
prescription and administration of diamorphine by syringe driver in 1999, the delay in 
finalising this protocol in April 2001, as part of the policy for the assessment and 
management of pain, was unacceptable. 

4. There has been some, but not comprehensive, training of all staff in handling patient 
complaints and communicating with patients and carers. 

1. The Department of Health should work with the Association of Chief Police Officers and 
CHI to develop a protocol for sharing information regarding patient safety and potential 
systems failures within the NHS as early as possible. 

2. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should ensure that the learning and 
monitoring of action arising from complaints undertaken through the Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust quarterly divisional performance management system is maintained under the new 
PCT management arrangements. 

3. Both PCTs involved in the provision of care for older people should ensure that all staff 
working on Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards who have not attended customer care and 
complaints training events do so. Any new training programmes should be developed with 
patients, relatives and staff to ensure that current concerns and the particular needs of the 
bereaved are addressed. 
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8 Clinical governance 

Introduction 

8.1 Clinical governance is about making sure that health services have systems in 

place to provide patients with high standards of care. The Department of Health 

document A First Class Service defines clinical governance as "a framework through 

which NHS organisations are accountable for continuously improving the quality of 

their services and safeguarding high standards of care by creating an environment in 

which excellence in clinical care will flourish". 

8.2 CHI has not conducted a clinical governance review of the Portsmouth Healthcare 

NHS Trust but has looked at how trust clinical governance systems supported the 

delivery of continuing and rehabilitative inpatient care for older people at the Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital. This chapter sets out the framework and structure adopted by 

the trust between 1998 and 2002 to deliver the clinical governance agenda and details 

those areas most relevant to the terms of reference for this investigation: risk 

management and the systems in place to enable staff to raise concerns. 

Clinical governance structures 

8.3 The trust reacted swiftly to the principles of clinical governance outlined by the 

Department of Health in A First Class Service by devising an appropriate management 

framework. In September 1998, a paper outlining how the trust planned to develop a 

system for clinical governance was shared widely across the trust and aimed to 

include as many staff as possible. Most staff interviewed by CHI were aware of the 

principles of clinical governance and were able to demonstrate how it related to them 

in their individual roles. Understanding of some specific aspects, particularly risk 

management and audit, was patchy. 

8.4 The medical director took lead responsibility for clinical governance and chaired 

the clinical governance panel, a sub committee of the trust board. A clinical 

governance reference group, whose membership included representatives from each 

clinical service, professional group, non executive directors and the chair of the 

community health council, supported the clinical governance panel. Each clinical 

service also had its own clinical governance committee. This structure had been 

designed to enable each service to take clinical governance forward into whichever 

PCT it found itself in after April 2002. Since February 2000, the trust used the 

divisional review process to monitor clinical governance developments. 
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8.5 The service specific clinical governance committees were led by a designated 

clinician and included wide clinical and professional representation. Baseline 

assessments were carried out in each specialty and responsive action plans produced. 

The medical director and clinical governance manager attended divisional review 

meetings and reported key issues back to the clinical governance panel. 

8.6 District Audit carried out an audit of the trust's clinical governance arrangements 

in 1998/1999. The report, dated December 1999, states that the trust had fully 

complied with requirements to establish a framework for clinical governance. The 

report also referred to the trust's document, Improving quality - steps towards a first 

class service, which was described as "of a high standard and reflected a sound 

understanding of clinical governance and quality assurance". 

8. 7 Whilst commenting favourably on the framework, the District Audit review also 

noted the following: 

11. the process for gathering user views should be more focused and the process 

strengthened 

!!fi the trust needed to ensure that in some areas, strategy, policy and procedure is fed 

back to staff and results in changed/improved practice. Published protocols were 

not always implemented by staff; results of clinical audit were not always 

implemented and reaudited; lessons learnt from complaints and incidents not 

always used to change practice and that research and development did not always 

lead to change in practice 

w£ more work needed to be done with clinical staff on openness and the support of 

staff alerting senior management of poor performance 

8.8 Following the review, the trust drew up a trust wide action plan (December 1999) 

which focused on widening the involvement and feedback from nursing, clinical and 

support staff regarding trust protocols and procedures, and on making greater use of 

research and development, clinical audit, complaints, incidents and user views to lead 

to changes in practice. CHI was told of a link nurse programme to take elements of 

this work forward. 

Risk management 

8.9 A trust risk management group was established in 1995 to develop and oversee the 

implementation of the trust's risk management strategy, to provide a forum in which . 

risks could be evaluated and prioritised and to monitor the effectiveness of actions 

taken to manage risks. The group had links with other trust groups such as the clinical 

and service audit group, the board and the nursing clinical governance committee. 

Originally the finance director had joint responsibility for strategic risk with the 

quality manager; this was changed in the 2000/2003 strategy when the medical 

director became the designated lead for clinical risk. The trust achieved the clinical 

negligence scheme for trusts (CNST) level one in 1999. A decision was taken not to 

pursue the level two standard assessment due to dissolution of the trust in 2002. 
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8.10 The trust introduced an operational policy for recording and reviewing risk events 

in 1994. New reporting forms were introduced in April 2000 following a review of the 

assessment systems for clinical and non clinical risk. The same trust policy was used to 

report clinical and non clinical risks and accidents. All events were recorded in the 

trust's risk event database (CAREKEY). This reporting system was also used for near 

misses and medication errors. Nursing and support staff interviewed demonstrated a 

good knowledge of the risk reporting system, although CHI was less confident that 

medical staff regularly identified and reported risks. CHI was told that risk forms were 

regularly submitted by wards in the event of staff shortages. Staff shortage was not 

one of the trust's risk event definitions. 

8.11 The clinical governance development plan for 2001/2002 stated that the focus for 

risk management in 2000/2001 was the safe transfer of services to successor 

organisations, with the active involvement of PCTs and PCGs in the trust's risk 

management group. Meetings were held with each successor organisation to agree 

future arrangements for areas such as risk event reporting, health and safety, infection 

control and medicines management. 

Raising concerns 

8.12 The trust had a whistle blowing policy dated February 2001. The Public Interest 

Disclosure Act became law in July 1999. The policy sets out the process staff should 

follow if they wished to raise a concern about the care or safety of a patient "that 

cannot be resolved by the appropriate procedure". NHS guidance requires systems to 

enable concerns to be raised outside the usual management chain. Most staff 

interviewed were clear about how to raise concerns within their own line management 

structure and were largely confident of receiving support and an appropriate response. 

Fewer staff were aware of the trust's whistle blowing policy. 

Clinical audit 

8.13 CHI was given no positive examples of changes in patient care or prescribing as a 

result of clinical audit outcomes. Despite a great deal of work on revising and creating 

policies to support good prescribing and pain management, there was no planned audit of 

outcome. 

8.14 CHI was made aware of two trust audits of medicines since 1998. In 1999, a 

review of the use of neuroleptic medicines, which includes tranquillisers such as 

haloperidol, within all trust elderly care continuing care wards concluded that 

neuroleptic medicines were not being over prescribed. The same review revealed "the 

weekly medical review of medication was not necessarily recorded in the medical 

notes". The findings of this audit and the accompanying action plan, which included 

guidance on completing the prescription chart correctly, was circulated to all staff on 

Daedalus and Dryad wards. A copy was not sent to Sultan ward. There was a reaudit 

in late 2001 which concluded that overall use of neuroleptic medicines in continuing 

care wards remained appropriate. 
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8.15 More recently, the Fareham and Gosport PCT has undertaken a basic audit based 

on the prescription sheets and medical records of patients cared for on Sultan, Dryad 

and Daedalus wards during two weeks in June 2002. The trust concluded "that the 

current prescriping of opiates, major tranquilisers and hyocine was within British 

National Formulary guidelines." No patients were prescribed midazolam during the 

audit timeframe. 

1. The trust responded proactively to the clinical governance agenda and had a robust 
framework in place with strong corporate leadership. 

2. Although a system was in place to record risk events, understanding of clinical risk was not 
universal. The trust had a whistle blowing policy, but not all staff were aware of it. The policy 
did not make it sufficiently clear that staff could raise concerns outside of the usual 
management channels if they wished. 

1. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT must fully embrace the clinical 
governance developments made and direction set by the trust. 

2. All staff must be made aware that the completion of risk and incident reports is a 
requirement for all staff. Training must be put in place to reinforce the need for rigorous risk 
management. 

3. Clinical governance systems must be put in place to regularly identify and monitor trends 
revealed by risk reports and to ensure that appropriate action is taken. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should consider a revision of their 
whistle blowing policies to make it clear that concerns may be raised outside of normal 
management channels. 
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APPENDIX A 

Documents reviewed by CHI and/or 
referred to in the report 
A) NATIONAL DOCUMENTS 

1. Modern Standards and Service Models, Older People, National Service Framework for 
Older People, Department of Health, March 2001 

2. 'Measuring disability a critical analysis of the Barthel Index', British Journal of Therapy 
and Rehabilitation, April 2000, Vol 7, No 4 

3. The Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998 - whistleblowing in the NHS, NHS Executive, 
August 1999 

4. Guidelines for the administration of medicines, (including press statement) United 
Kingdom Central Council for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting, October 2000 

5. Extension of independent nursing prescribing, items prescribable by nurses under the 
extended scheme, Department of Health, February 2002 

6. Essence of Care: patient-focused benchmarking for healthcare practitioners, Department 
of Health, February 2001 

7. Caring for older people: A nursing priority, integrated knowledge, practice and values, 
The nursing and midwifery advisory committee, March 2001 

8. British National Formulary 41, British Medical Association, Royal Pharmaceutical Society 
of Great Britiain, 2001 

9. Consent - What you have a right to expect: a guide for relatives and carers, 
Department of Health, July 2001 

10. Making a Difference, strengthening the nursing, midwifery and health visiting 
contribution to health and healthcare, Summary, The Department for Health, July 1999 

11. Improving Working Lives Standard, NHS employers commited to improving the 
working lives of people who work in the NHS, Department of Health, September 2000 

12. The NHS plan, a plan for investment, a plan for reform, Chapter 15, dignity, security and 
independence in old age, The Department of Health, July 2000 

13. Standards for health and social care services for older people, The Health Advisory 
Service 2000, May 2000 

14. Reforming the NHS Complaints Procedure: a listening document, The Department of 
Health, September 2001 

B) DOCUMENTS RELATING TO PORTSMOUTH HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST 

1. Our work, our values - a guide to Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

2. Annual reports, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 2000-2001, 2000, 1998-1999 

3. Local health, local decisions - proposals for the transfer of management responsibility 
for local health services in Portsmouth and south east Hampshire from Portsmouth 
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Healthcare NHS Trust to local Primary Care Trusts and West Hampshire NHS Trust, 
South East regional office, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health 
Authority and Southampton and South West Hampshire Health Authority, September 2001 

4. Dissolution project proposal, Portsmouth Healthcare Trust, undated 

5. Trust dissolution: summary of meeting to agree the future management arrangements 
for risk and clinical governance systems and groups, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
1 November 2001 

6. Looking forward ... the next five years 1995-2000, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
September 1994 

7. Business plans 2000-2001, 1999-2000, 1998-1999, 1997-1998, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust 

8. Health improvement programme 2000-2003, Portsmouth and south east Hampshire, Isle 
of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire, April 2000 

9. Fareham health improvement programme 2000-2002, Fareham and Gosport Primary 
Care Groups, undated 

10. A report on a future Patient Advice Liaison Service for Fareham Et Gosport Primary 
Care Trust, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, November 2001 

11. Gosport War Memorial Patient Survey results, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
November 2001, October 2001, July 2001. 

12. 2001/2002 Services and Financial Framework (SAFF) cost and service pressures, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

13. Gosport War Memorial Hospital outpatient clinics rota, 9 July 2001 

14. User involvement in service development: A framework, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

15. Isle of Wight, Portsmouth Et South East Hampshire Health Authority joint investment 
plan for older people 2001-2002, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth Et South East Hampshire 
Health Authority, undated 

16. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, trust board agendas and strategic briefing documents: 

Trust board strategic briefing 18 October 2001, 19 July 2001, 21 June 2001,18 January 
2001, 19 October 2000, 20 July 2000, 15 June 2000, 20 April 2000, 20 January 2000, 
21 October 1999, 15 July 1999, 17 June 1999, 15 April 1999, 21 January 1999, 
22 October 1998, 24 September 1998 

Public meeting of the trust board 20 September 2001, 17 May 2001,15 February 2001, 
16 November 2000, 21 September 2000, 18 May 2000, 17 February 2000, 18 November 
1999, 16 September 1999, 20 May 1999, 18 February 1999, 19 November 1998 

Agenda for part two of meeting of trust board 20 September 2001, 17 May 2001, 
15 February 2001, 16 November 2000,21 September 2000, 18 May 2000, 17 February 
2000, 18 November 1999, 16 September 1999, 20 May 1999, 18 February 1999, 
19 November 1998, 24 September 1998 

17. Divisional review 2000 Gosport and Fareham division, Portsmouth Health care NHS 
Trust, 8 February 2000, 10 August 2000, 16 May 2000, 11 November 1999 

18. National service framework: older people steering group (district wide implementation 
team) documents, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire health authority, 
undated 

19. Correspondence: re Healthcall data 2001 analysis, Knapman practice, 22 June 2002 
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20. Correspondence: re Healthcall regarding contract for 2002, Healthcall business manager, 
March 2002 

21. Patient environment assessment and action plan, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
August and September 2000 

22. Combined five year capital programme 2001/2002-2005/2006, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, Portsmouth City Primary Care Trust, East Hampshire NHS Primary Care Trust, 
8 November 2001 

23. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust: Investors in People report, Western Training and 
Enterprise Council, July 1999 

24. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Quality report - governance indicators, 
quarter ending 30 June 2001, 31 March 2001, 31 December 2000, 30 September 2000, 
30 June 2000, 31 March 2000, 31 December 1999, 30 September 1999, 30 June 1999, 
31 March 1999, 31 December 1998, 30 September 1998, 30 June 1998, 31 March 1998, 
31 December 1997, 30 September 1997, 30 June 1997 

25. Annual quality report to Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority 
(quarter 3 2000/2001), Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 27 February 2001 

26. Improving quality - steps towards a First class service, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 
September 1998 

27. Infection control services, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust and Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, Nursing practice audit, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 9 May 2001 

28. Emergency incidents originating at Gosport War Memorial Hospital, Hampshire 
Ambulance Service NHS Trust, April 2000-February 2002 

29. Staff handbook, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

30. Junior doctors' accreditation information, pack supplied by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

31. GP contracts for trust working, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, December 1979-May 
2001 

32. GP contracts for trust working, Out of hours GP contract, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, April 1999-March 2000, June 2001-March 2002 

33. Strategy for employing locum medical staff, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

34. The development of clinical supervision for nurses, nurse consultant, adult mental 
health services, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust undated 

35. Correspondence/memorandum re: staff opinion survey results, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, 18 December 2001 

36. Staff opinion survey 2000, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust undated 

37. Common actions arising from staff opinion survey results, personnel department, 
19 October 2001 

38. Memorandum re: senior managers on call, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
29 September 2000 

39. Personnel and human resources/management strategy and action plan, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, personnel director, October 2001 

40. Strategy for human resource management and important human resource issues, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, personnel director, October 1996 
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41. Human resource management, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority 
Community Health Care Services, November 1991 

42. Audit of standards of oral hygiene within the stroke service, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust November 1999-April 2000 

43. Clinical Stroke service guidelines, Department of medicine for elderly people, undated 

44. Re audit evaluation of compliance with revised handling assessment guidelines, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, June 1998-November 1998 

45. Feeding people, trust wide reaudit of nutritional standards, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, November 2001 

46. Trust records strategy, records project manager, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust March 
2001 

47. A guide to medical records, a pocket guide to all medical staff, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, June 2000 

48. Health records all specialities core standards and procedures, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust (incorporating East Hants Primary Care Trust and Portsmouth City Primary Care 
Trust), December 1998 updated February 2000 and May 2001 

49. Referral to old age psychiatry form, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

50. Patients affairs procedure - death certification and post mortems, department of 
medicine for elderly people, Queen Alexandra Hospital, (undated) 

51. Audit of compliance with bed rails guidelines in community hospitals, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, August 2001 

52. Patient flows, organisational chart, 24 October 2001 

53. Portsmouth Hospitals and Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trusts Joint Generic Transfer 
Document: Protocol for the transfer to GP step down beds, Portsmouth Hospitals and 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trusts, November 2000 

54. Discharge summary form, guidance notes for completion, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 21 November 2001 

55. Audit of patient records, December 1997-July 1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

56. Audit of nutritional standards, October 1997-April 1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

57. Falls policy development- strategy to reduce the number of falls in community 
hospitals, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

58. Minutes of falls meetings held on 26 July 2001,13 June 2001, 26 February 2001, 
18 January 2001, 23 November 2000, 5 October 2000, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

59. Stepping stones: how the need for stepping stones came about, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

60. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust Policies: Resuscitation status policy, April 2000; 
Whistle blowing policy, February 2001; Risk management policy, January 2001; Recording 
and reviewing risk events policy, May 2001; Control and administration of medicines by 
nursing staff policy, January 1997; Prescription writing policy, July 2000; Policy for 
assessment and management of pain, May 2001; Training and education policy, April 
2001; Bleep holder policy review, 15 May 2001; Prevention and management of pressure 
ulcers policy, May 2001; Prevention and management of malnutrition within trust 
residential and hospital services, November 2000; Client records and record keeping policy, 
December 2000; Trust corporate policies, guidance for staff, revised August 2000; 
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Psychiatric involvement policy, November 2001; Induction training policy, October 1999 
Handling patient related complaints policy, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 
2000; Domestic abuse in the workplace policy, July 2000 

61. Medicines policy incorporating the IV policy, final draft - version 3.5, Portsmouth 
Hospitals NHS Trust, Royal Hospital Haslar, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, August 2001 

62. Non emergency patient transport request form, Portsmouth Hospitals and Healthcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

63. Patient transport - standards of service, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Development 
Directorate, March 2001 

64. Booking criteria and standards of service - criteria for use of non emergency patient 
transport, Portsmouth Hospitals and Healthcare NHS Trust and Hampshire Ambulance 
Trust, undated 

65. Prescribing formulary, Portsmouth District October 2001, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, General Medical Practitioners, Portsmouth and South 
East Hampshire Health Authorities and Royal Hospital Haslar (not complete) 

66. Wessex palliative care handbook: guidelines on clinical management, fourth edition, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, The Rowans 
(Portsmouth Area Hospice), undated 

67. National sentinel clinical audit, evidence based prescribing for older people: Report of 
national and local results, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

68. Compendium of drug therapy guidelines 1998 (for adult patients only), Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, 1998 

69. Draft protocol for prescription and administration of diamorphine by subcutaneous 
infusion, medical director, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 15 December 1999 

70. Medicines and prescribing committee meeting: agendas 3 February 2000, 4 May 2001, 
6 April 2000, 6 July 2000, 3 November 2000 

71. Medicines and prescribing committee meeting: minutes 3 November 2000, 5 January 
2001 

72. Correspondence: protocol for prescription administration of diamorphine by subcutaneous 
infusion, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 7 February 2000, 11 February 2000 

73. Correspondence: Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust syringe driver control, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 21 February 2000 

74. Correspondence: diamorphine guidelines, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 21 February 
2000 

75. Audit of prescribing charts: questionnaire Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

76. Administration of controlled drugs - the checking role for support workers: guidance 
note for ward/clinical managers, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, February 1997 

77. Scoresheet- medicines management standard 2001/2002, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

78. Organisational controls standards, action plan 2000/2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, November 2001 

79. Diagram of Medicines Management Structure, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
16 October 2000 

80. Summary medicines use 1997/1998 to 2000/2001 for wards Dryad, Daedalus and 
Sultan, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust pharmacy service, April 2002 

J 
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81. Training on demand: working in partnership, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

82. Programme of training events 2001-2002, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

83. Sultan ward leaflet, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

84. Post mortem information for relatives and hospital post mortem consent form, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 2000 

85. Proposal for Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust: the provision of an employee assistance 
programme for Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Corecare, 16 March 2000 

86. Gosport War Memorial Hospital chaplains' leaflet, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
undated 

87. Gosport War Memorial Hospital, chaplains and Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust: 
because we care, community health services - leaflets, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
undated 

88. Talking with dying patients, loss death and bereavement, staff handout, no author, 
undated 

89. Multidisciplinary post registration development programme, 2001 

90. Gerontological nursing programme: proposal for an integrated work based learning and 
practice development project between the RCN's gerontological nursing programme, 
Portsmouth Health Care NHS Trust, PCTs and Portsmouth University: COMMUNITY 
HOSPITALS, Royal College of Nursing, version 2.0 2001 

91. Multidisciplinary post registration year 2000-2001: lecture programme, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, November 2001 

92. Training programme 2002 and in service training: list of lectures, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

93. Occupational therapy service - supervision manual, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
Portsmouth City Council, Hampshire County Council Social Service department, undated 

94. Acute life threatening events recognition and treatment (ALERT): A multiprofessional 
University of Portsmouth course in care of the acutely ill patient, October 2000 

95. Training and development for nursing staff in Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 
community hospitals relating to intermediate care: Progress report, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 12 February 2001 

96. E-learning at St lames's: catalogue of interactive training programmes, November 2001 

97. Valuing diversity pamphlet: diversity matters, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
undated 

98. Procedural statement - individual performance review: recommended documentation 
and guidance notes, personnel director, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, April 2001 

99. IPR audit results 2000, community hospitals service lead group, 22 March 2001 

100. Clinical nursing development, promoting the best practice in Portsmouth Healthcare, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 1998 

101. An evaluation of clinical supervision activity in nursing throughout Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, December 1999 

102. Your views matter: making comments or complaints about our services, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 
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103. Anonymised correspondence on complaints relating to Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
since 1998 

104. Learning from experience: action from complaints and patient based incidents, 1998-
2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

105. Handling complaints course facilitators notes, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 21 May 
1999 

106. Community hospitals governance framework, January 2001 

107. Community hospitals and Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust clinical governance 
development plan, 2001- 2002 

108. General rehabilitation clinical governance group, minutes of meeting 6 September 2001 

109. Stroke service clinical governance meeting, minutes of meeting 12 October 2001 

110. Continuing care clinical governance group, minutes of meeting 7 November 2001, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

111. Community hospitals clinical leadership programme update, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 19 November 2001 

112. Practice development programme: community hospitals clinical governance, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, March 1999 

113. Third quarter quality/clinical governance report, community hospitals service lead group, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 2000 

114. Community hospitals clinical governance baseline assessment action plan, September 
1999 

115. Clinical governance: minimum expectations of NHS trusts and primary care trusts from 
April 2000. Action plan - review March 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

116. Clinical governance annual report 2000/2001 and 1999/2000, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust 

117. Risk event forms and instructions, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

118. Clinical governance baseline assessment trust wide report, 1999, Portsmouth Heah:hcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

119. Trust clinical governance panel meeting minutes on 16 May 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust 

120. Memorandum re: implementation of clinical governance, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 11 June 1999 

121. Risk management strategy 2000/2003, 1999/2002 and 1998/2001, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust 

122. Gosport War Memorial Hospital patient survey action plan, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, (undated) 
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1. Dryad ward away day notes, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 22 January 2001, 18 May 
1998 

2. Community hospital service plan 2001/2002, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

3. Community hospitals GP bed service plan 2000/2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
30 November 1999 

4. Intermediate care and rehabilitation services proposal, Fareham and Gosport primary 
care groups, May 2000. 

5. Team objectives 1999/2000- Sultan ward, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
21 November 2001 

6. Gosport War Memorial Hospital key objectives 2000/2001, 1998/1999, 1997/1998 and 
1996/1997, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

7. Gosport War Memorial Hospital leaflet and general information, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

8. Gosport health improvement programme (HIMP) 2000-2002, Fareham and Gosport 
primary care groups, undated 

9. Fareham and Gosport primary care groups intermediate care and rehabilitation 
services, Fareham and Gosport primary care groups, undated 

10. Patient throughput data from Sultan, Dryad and Daedalus wards 1997/1998-
2000/2001, Fareham and Gosport primary care groups, April 2002 

11. Fareham and Gosport staff management structure, community hospitals, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 25 October 2001 

13. Fareham and Gosport locality division structure diagram, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 25 October 2001 

14. Fareham and Gosport older persons' locality implementation group progress report. Isle 
ofWight, Portsmouth and South East Rants Health Authority, Fareham and Gosport 
primary care groups, undated 

15. Development of intermediate care and rehabilitation services within the Gosport 
locality, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

16. Correspondence from department of medicine for elderly people re: national sentinel 
audit of stroke 1999, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 8 March 2000 

17. Job description: Lead consultant department of medicine for elderly people (draft 4), 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, February 1999 

18. Job description: clinical assistant position to the geriatric division in Gosport, Portsmouth 
and South East Hampshire Health Authority, April 1988 

19. Job description: service manager (H Grade) department of medicine for elderly people, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 29 August 2000 

20. Job description: Service manager, community hospitals Fareham and Gosport, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, February 2000 

21. University of Portsmouth, Clinical nursing governance in a department of elderly 
medicine: an exploration of key issues and proposals for future development, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust and Portsmouth University, May 2000 
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22. One year on: aspects of clinical nursing governance in the department of elderly 
medicine, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, September 2001 
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23. Operational policy, bank/overtime/agency, Fareham and Gosport community hospitals 
and elderly mental health, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 1 May 2001 

24. Job description: full time staff grade physician, Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
department of medicine for elderly people, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 5 July 2000 

25. Correspondence re: staff grade physician contract - Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 26 September 2001 

26. Correspondence re: consultant in medicine for the elderly contract, Wessex Regional 
Health Authority, 28 January 1992 

27. Essential information for medical staff department of medicine for elderly people, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

28. Department of medicine for elderly people, consultant timetables August 1997-
November 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

29. Development of intermediate care and rehabilitation services within the Gosport 
locality, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

30. Information for supervision arrangements for Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, November 2001 

31. Clinical managers meeting minutes, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 12 November 
2001 

32. Notes of action learning meeting, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 11 June 2001 

33. Notes from team leader meetings for the Daedalus ward, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 5 April 2001 

34. Notes of Daedalus ward meeting, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 6 August 2001 

35. Fareham Et Gosport locality division, nursing accountability pathway, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 25 October 2001 

36. Medical accountability structure for Gosport War Memorial Hospital, undated 

37. Supervision arrangement consultant timetable at Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
1998-2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

38. Night skill mix review Gosport War Memorial Hospital, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 28 March 2001 

39. Vacancy levels 1998-2001 for Sultan, Daedalus and Dryad, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 21 November 2001 

40. Sickness absence statistics for Daedalus Ward, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 2000-
2001, undated 

41. Sickness absence statistics for Sultan Ward, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 1998-2001, 
undated 

42. Wastage for qualified nurses - Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan Ward, undated 

43. Winter escalation plans elderly medicine and community hospitals, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

44. Audit of detection of depression in elderly rehabilitation patients, January-November 
1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 
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45. District audit review of rehabilitation service for older people 2000/2001, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, January 2001 

46. Memorandum to all medical staff re: rapid tranquillisation and attached protocol -
department of medicine for elderly people, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
23 February 2001 

47. Correspondence re: guidelines on management of acute confusion from general 
manager - department of medicine for elderly people, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
18 October 2001 

48. Memorandum to all consultants from consultant geriatrician re: management of acute 
confusion elderly medicine, Queen Alexandra Hospital Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
30 April 2001 

49. Community hospitals: guidelines for confirmation of death, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, policy date May 1998, review date May 1999 

50. Memorandum: Guidelines for admission to Daedalus and Dryad ward, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 4 October 2000 

51. Clinical policy, admission and discharge policy, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
September 2000 

52. Urgent notice for all medical and nursing staff in the event of a suspected fracture 
and/or dislocation of a patient on the above ward, Daedalus and Dryad wards, Gosport 
War Memorial Hospital, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 16 November 2001 

53. Procedure for the initial management of medical emergencies in Gosport War Memorial 
Hospital, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 15 January 2001 

54. Audit of neuroleptic prescribing in elderly medicine, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
January-November 1999, November 1998-July 1999, September-December 2001 

55. Administration of medicines, community hospitals - programme for updating qualified 
staff, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 13 March 1997 

56. Memorandum re: seminar- osteoporosis and falls, 14 November 2001, clinical assistant 
teaching elderly medicine, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 19 October 2001 

57. Introduction to Gosport War Memorial Hospital for staff, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

58. Competence record and development for qualified nurses 1998-2001, Sultan, Dryad and 
Daedalus wards 

59. Fareham and Gosport induction programme, 9 November 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

60. Training and development in community hospitals workshops - practice development 
facilitators (Gosport War Memorial Hospital, St Christophers Hospital, Emsworth Victoria 
Cottage Hospital, Petersfield Community Hospital, Havant War Memorial Hospital), East 
Hampshire Primary Care Trust, undated 

61. Occupational therapy service- continuous professional development and training, 
Fareham and Gosport locality, occupational therapy professional advisor, 23 November 
2001 

62. Analysis of complaints at Gosport War Memorial Hospital, workshop notes and action 
plans, February 2001 

63. Fareham and Gosport Primary Care Groups: Proposal to establish a primary care trust 
for Fareham and Gosport, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health 
Authority, July 2001 
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64. March 2001 Final monitoring report intermediate care, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, May 2001 

D) DOCUMENTS RELATING TO HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY INVESTIGATIONS 

1. Police expert witness report, Professor B Livesley, MD, FRCP, 9 November 2000 

2. Police expert witness report, Professor G Ford, MA, FRCP, 12 December 2001 

3. Police expert witness report, Dr K Mundy, FRCP, 18 October 2001 

E) OTHER DOCUMENTS RELATING TO GOSPORT WAR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

1. A local procedure for the identification and support of primary care medical 
practitioners whose performance is giving cause for concern, Isle ofWight, Portsmouth 
and South East Hampshire Health Authority and local medical committee, undated 

2. Clinical governance and clinical quality assurance, the baseline assessment framework, 
NHS Executive south east region, 1999 

3. Clinical Governance, Audit 1998/1999 Et Summary report, District Audit, December 
1999 
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i. The investigation sought to establish the views of people who had experience of services 
for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital since 1998. 

ii. CHI sought to obtain views about the service through a range of methods. People were 
invited to: 

lilli meet with members of the investigation team 

%1 fill in a short questionnaire 

!m write to the investigation team 

!m contact by telephone or email 

iii. In November 2001, information was distributed about the CHI investigation at Gosport 
War Memorial Hospital to stakeholders, voluntary organisations and statutory 
stakeholders. This information included posters advertising stakeholder events, 
information leaflets about the investigation, questionnaires and general CHI information 
leaflets. Press releases were issued in local newspapers and radio stations. The Hampshire 
Constabulary agreed to forward CHI contact details to families who had previously 
expressed their concerns to them. 

iv. The written information was distributed to a large group of potential stakeholders. In total 
36 stakeholders and 59 voluntary organisations will have received the above information. 
These people included: 

lilli Motor Neurone Disease Association, Alzheimer's Society, League of Friends and other 
community groups such as the Gosport Stroke Club and Age Concern 

mill Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Community Health Council, Isle of Wight, 
Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority, local medical committee, 
members of parliament, nursing homes, Portsmouth social services and Fareham and 
Gosport primary care groups 

STAKEHOLDER RESPONSES 

i. CHI received the following responses from patients, relatives, carers, friends and voluntary 
organisations. 

Letters Questionnaires Telephone interviews *Stakeholder interviews 

7 2 10 17 

(*stakeholders were counted according to the number of attendees and not based on number of 
interviews) 

ii. A number of people who contacted CHI did so using more than one method. In these cases 
any other form of submitted evidence, was incorporated as part of the stakeholders 
contact. 
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Figure 8.1 Concerns about care raised by stakeholders by ward and date 

Dryad Daedalus Sultan GWMH TOTAL 

1998 8 2 10 

1999 5 6 

2000 3 3 7 

2001 2 

GWMH 2 2 

TOTAL 17 3 6 27 

GWMH - Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

ANALYSIS OF VIEWS RECEIVED 

i. During the CHI investigation stakeholder views highlighted both positive and less positive 
experiences of patient care. 

Positive experiences 

ii. CHI received nine letters from stakeholders commenting on the satisfaction of the care 
that the patients received and highlighting the excellent level of care and kindness 
demonstrated by the staff. This was also supported by 400 letters of thanks and donations 
received by the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. The most frequently recurring positive 
comments from stakeholders were about staff attitude (five responses) and the 
environment (five responses). Other positive feedback was received about access to 
services, transfer, prescribing, end of life arrangements, communication and complaints. 

iii. The overall analysis of the stake holder comments indicated that staff attitude and the 
environment were most highly commended. Examples of staff attitude included 
comments such as, "one lovely nurse on Dryad went to say hello to every patient even 
before she got her coat off' and "as a whole the ward was lovely and there was no 
complaints against the staff'. The environment was described as being tidy and clean with 
good decor. Another comment recognised the ward's attention to maintaining patient 
dignity with curtains been drawn reducing attention to the patient. One stakeholder 
commented on the positive experience they had when dealing with the trust concerning a 
complaint they had made. 

Less positive experiences 

iv. A number of less positive experiences of patients/friends and relatives were shared with 
CHI by stakeholders. The following table outlines the most frequently recurring negative 
comments that corresponded with CHI's terms of reference. 

Figure 8.2 Less positive views of patient and relative/friend experiences 

View Frequency of responses 

Communication with relatives/carers/friends 14 

Patient transfer 10 

Nutrition and fluids 11 

Prescription of medicines 9 

Continence management, catheritisation 8 

Staff attitude 8 

End of life communication with: 

patients 4 

relatives/carers/friends 6 

Humanity of care ie access to buzzer, clothing 8 
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v. Patient transfer. Contacts commented on the state of the patient's health before and during 
the transfer. Other stakeholders mentioned the time that it took to transfer the patient and 
also highlighted the inappropriate method of transporting the patient. 

vi. Nutrition and fluids. Stakeholders highlighted a lack of help in feeding patients. They 
commented on how dehydrated the patients appeared and the lack of positive 
communication between the relative/carer and the staff to overcome the relative/carer's 
concern about the level of nutrition and fluids. 

vii. Humanity of care. 

m incontinence management - stakeholders felt that-there was limited help with patients 
that needed to use the toilet 

m attitude of staff - stakeholders commented on staff attitude, mentioning the length of 
time it took for staff to respond. Other comments related to the basic lack of care for 
patients in their last few days 

lli!l provision of bells - stakeholders observed that the bells were often out of the patients 
reach 

ffii management of clothing - stakeholders commented that the patients were never in their 
own clothes 

viii. Arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines. 
The majority of concerns were around the prescribing of diamorphine. Others centred on 
those authorised to prescribe the medication to the patient and how this was 
communicated to the relatives/carer. 

ix. Communication and collaboration between the trust and patients, their relatives and 
carers and with partner organisations. Interviewees indicated a lack of staff contact with 
the relatives/carers about the condition of the patient and the patient's care plan. Other 
interviewees commented on how some of the staff were not approachable. One 
interviewee referred to the absence of lay terms to describe a patient's condition, making 
it difficult to understand the patient's status of health. 

x. Arrangements to support patients and their relatives and carers towards the end of the 
patient's life. Stakeholders mainly thought that there was a lack of communication from 
the staff after their relative had died. 

xi. Three of the contacts had made complaints to the trust through the NHS complaints 
procedure. All were dissatisfied about the trust response. 
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APPENDIX C 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 
staff and non executive directors 
interviewed by CHI 
m Baldacchino, L, Health Care Support Worker 

m Banks, Dr V, Lead Consultant 

NM Barker, D, Staff Nurse 

Mm Barker, M, Enrolled Nurse 

llll! Barrett, L, Staff Nurse 

!111 Beed, P, Clinical Manager 

1¥ Brind, S, Occupational Therapist 

lllill Cameron, F, General Manager 

Ut Carroll, P, Occupational Therapist 

Nlll Clasby, J, Senior Nurse 

Mu Crane, R, Senior Dietician 

tU Day, G, Senior Staff Nurse 

m Douglas, T, Staff Nurse 

m Dunleavy, J, Staff Nurse 

Mm Dunleavy, S, Physiotherapist 

m Goode, P, Health Care Support Worker 

m Hair, Revd J, Chaplain 

m Hallman, S, Senior Staff Nurse (until 11 September 2000) 

!M Hamblin, G, Senior Staff Nurse 

m Haste, A, Clinical Manager 

HN Hooper, B, Project Director 

mil Humphrey, L, Quality Manager 

m Hunt, D, Staff Nurse (until 6 January 2002) 

!ii~ Jarrett, Dr D, Lead Consultant 

!M Joice, C, Staff Nurse (until 4 October 1999) 

ill1 Jones, J, Corporate Risk Advisor 

Mm Jones, T, Ward Clerk 

@I King, P, Personnel Director 

m King, S, Clinical Risk Advisor 

ill1 Landy, S, Senior Staff Nurse 

m Langdale, H, Health Care Support Worker 

fill Law, D, Patient Affairs Manager 
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mm Lee, D, Complaints Convenor Et Non Executive Director 

m Lock, J, Sister (retired 1999) 

m Loney, M, Porter 

iM Lord, Dr A, Lead Consultant 

mm Mann, K, Senior Staff Nurse 

mm Melrose, B, Project Manager - Complaints 

mm Millett, M, Chief Executive (until 31 March 2002) 

iM Monk, A, Chairman 

iM Nelson, S, Staff Nurse 

iM Neville, J, Staff Nurse (until 1 January 2001) 

mm O'Dell, J, Practice Development Facilitator 

mm Parvin, J, Senior Personnel Manager 

lliM Peach, J, Service Manager 

llOO Peagram, L, Physiotherapy Assistant 

i1!t Pease, Y, Staff Nurse 

iM Phillips, C, Speech Et Language Therapist 

illl Piper, I, Operational Director 

mm Qureshi, Dr L, Consultant 

!llll Ravindrance, Dr A, Consultant 

llOO Reid, Dr I, Medical Director 

iM Robinson, B, Deputy General Manager 

iM Scammel, T, Senior Nurse Coordinator 

mm Taylor, J, Senior Nurse 

!llll Thomas, Dr E, Nursing Director 

!llll Thorpe, M, Health Care Support WDrker 

lll!l Tubbitt, A, Senior Staff Nurse 

lll!l Walker, F, Senior Staff Nurse 

i1!t Wells, P, District Nurse 

mm Wigfall, M, Enrolled Nurse 

!llll Wilkins, P, Senior Staff Nurse 

m Williams, J, Nurse Consultant 

lll!l Wilson, A, Senior Staff Nurse 

iM Wood, A, Finance Director 

iM Woods, L, Staff Nurse 

m Yikona, Dr J, Staff Grade Physician 

CHI is grateful to Caroline Harrington for scheduling interviews. 
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APPENDIX 0 

Meetings or telephone interviews with 
external agencies with an involvement 
in elderly care at Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital 
illi Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust 

Jill Angus, Clinical Discharge Coordinator 

Wendy Peckham, Discharge Planner for Medicine 

Clare Bownass, Ward Sister 

Sonia Baryschpolec, Staff Nurse 

Sam Page, Bed Manager, Royal Haslar Hospital 

Sally Clark, Patient Transport Manager 

Julie Sprack, Senior Nurse 

Jeff Wading, Chief Pharmacist 

Vanessa Lawrence, Pharmacist 

illi Hampshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Alan Lyford, Patient Transport Service Manager 

!11 Isle of Wight, Portsmouth 8: South East Hampshire Health Authority 

Penny Humphris, Chief Executive 

Dr Peter Old, Director of Public Health 

Nicky Pendleton, Progamme Lead for Elderly Care Services 

I!M NHS Executive south east regional office 

Dr Mike Gill, Regional Director of Public Health 

Dr David Percy, Director of Education and Training 

Harriet Boereboom, Performance Manager 

001 Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Community Health Council 

Joyce Knight, Chairman 

Christine Wilkes, Vice Chair 

Margaret Lovell, Chief Officer 

!11 Hampshire Constabulary 

Detective Superintendent John James 
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m Portsmouth Social Services 

Sarah Mitchell, Assistant Director (Older People) 

Helen Loten, Commissioning and Development Manager 

m Hampshire Social Services 

Tony Warns, Service Manager for Adults 

m Alverstoke House Nursing and Residential Care Home 

Sister Rose Cook, Manager 

®!! Glen Heathers Nursing and Residential Care Home 

John Perkins, Manager 

Other 

m League of Friends 

Mary Tyrell, Chair 

Geoff Rushton, Former Treasurer 

m Motor Neurone Disease Association 

Mrs Fitzpatrick 

®!! Members of Parliament 

Peter Viggers, MP for Gosport 

Sydney Rapson, MP for Portsmouth North 

m Primary Care Groups 

John Kirtley, Chief Executive, Fareham and Gosport Primary Care Groups 

Dr Pennells, Chairperson, Gosport Primary Care Groups 

m Portsmouth Local Medical Committee 

Dr Stephen McKenning, Chairman 

m Gosport War Memorial Hospital medical committee 

Dr Warner, Chairman 

®!! Local representative for the Royal College of Nursing 

Betty Woodland, Steward 

Steve Bames, RCN Officer 
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lW Local representative for Unison 

Patrick Carron, Branch Chair 

lm Local general practitioners 

Dr J Barton, Knapman Practice 

Dr P Beasley, Knapman Practice 

Dr S Brook, Knapman Practice 
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APPENDIX E 

Medical case note review team: 
terms of reference and membership 
Terms of reference for the medical notes review group to support the CHI investigation at 
Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

PURPOSE 

The group has been established to review the clinical notes of a random selection of recently 
deceased older patients at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital in order to inform the CHI 
investigation. With reference to CHI's investigation terms of reference and the expert witness 
reports prepared for the police by Dr Munday and Professor Ford, this review will address the 
following: 

(i) the prescription, administration, review and recording of drugs 

(ii) the use and application of the trust's policies on the assessment and management of pain, 
prescription writing and administration of IV drugs 

(iii) the quality of nursing care towards the end of life 

(iv) the recorded cause of death 

METHOD 

The group will review 15 anonymised clinical notes supplied by the trust, followed by a one 
day meeting at CHI in order to produce a written report to inform the CHI investigation. The 
group will reach its conclusions by 31 March 2002 at the latest. 

MEMBERSHIP 

m Dr Tony Luxton, Geriatrician 

Cambridge City PCT 

(CHI doctor team member and chair of the group) 

m Maureen Morgan, Independent Management Consultant 

(CHI nurse member) 

mil Professor Gary Ford, Professor of Pharmacology of Old Age 

University of Newcastle and Freeman Hospital 

m Dr Keith Munday, Consultant Geriatrician 

Frimley Park Hospital 

M Annette Goulden, Deputy Director of Nursing 

NHS Trent regional office and formerly 

Department of Health Nursing Officer for elderly care 
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FINDINGS OF GROUP 

The findings of the group will be shared with: 

(i) the CHI Gosport investigation team 

(ii) CHI's Nurse Director and Medical Director and other CHI staff as appropriate 

(iii) the trust 

(iv) relatives of the deceased (facilitated by the trust) if requested, on an individual basis 

The final report of the group will be subject to the rules of disclosure applying to CHI 
investigation reports. 
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APPENDIX F 

Report of the Gosport investigation 
medical notes review group 
PURPOSE 

CHI undertook a review of the anonymised medical notes of a random selection of 15 patients 
who had died between 1 August 2001 and 31 January 2002 on Daedalus, Dryad or Sultan wards 
at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

CHI's intention for this piece of work was to determine whether the policies and systems put in 
place by the Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust since the events of 1998, to address prescribing 
practices are being implemented and are impacting on the quality of care patients are now 
receiving. CHI's review also considered the nursing notes for each patient and looked at the 
quality of nursing care as documented in the notes. Finally, the review considered whether the 
cause of death recorded in the notes was appropriate. 

METHODOLOGY 

The group received 15 sets -of anonymised medical notes from the trust, which related to the 
last admission of 15 patients. Five patients were randomly selected from each of the following 
wards: Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan. A total of 49 patients had died whilst on these wards 
during the sample timeframe. 

FINDINGS 

(i) Use of medicines 

Prescription 

The group considered that the volume and combination of medicines used was appropriate for 
this group of patients and was in line with accepted good practice and British National 
Formulary guidelines. Single prescription, PRN and syringe driver prescribing was acceptable. 
There was no evidence of anticipatory prescribing. 

The case notes suggested that the use of the trust's 'analgesic ladder' to incrementally increase 
and decrease pain relief in accordance to need was being followed. The group saw no evidence 
to suggest that patients had been prescribed large amounts of pain relief, such as diamorphine 
on admission where this was not necessary. Co-codamol had been prescribed in a number of 
cases as an initial analgesic, with progression to alternative medicines as and when more pain 
relief was needed. The use of the analgesic ladder was less evident in Sultan ward. 

However, in two cases, the group saw evidence of unacceptable breakthrough pain, and six 
hourly rather than four hourly prescriptions, which could have allowed this to happen. There 
was also some evidence of the simultaneous prescribing of co-codamol and fentanyl, which was 
not thought by the group to be the most effective combination of medicines. 

Administration 

Syringe drivers had been used to deliver medication to six of the patients reviewed. Appropriate 
use of syringe drivers as a method of medicine administration was observed, with documented 
discussions with families before use. 
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Appropriate administration of medicines by nursing staff was evident. Prescriptions issued over 
the telephone by GPs on Sultan ward were appropriately completed in accordance with trust 
policy. 

Review and recording of medicines 

Evidence of consistent review of medication was seen, with evidence to suggest that patients 
and relatives were involved in helping to determine levels of pain. Nursing staff had 
appropriately administered medicines in line with medical staff prescriptions. Prescription 
sheets had been completed adequately on all three wards. Generally, record keeping around 
prescribing was clear and consistent, though this was not as clear on Sultan ward. 

Based on the medical notes reviewed, the group agreed that the trust's policies on the 
assessment and management of pain, prescription writing and administration of N drugs were 
being adhered to. 

(ii) Quality of nursing care towards the end of life 

The team found a consistently reasonable standard of care given to all patients they reviewed. 
The quality of nursing notes was generally adequate, although not always of consistent quality. 
There was some evidence to suggest a task oriented approach to care with an over emphasis on 
the completion of paperwork. This left an impression of a sometimes disjointed rather than 
integrated individual holistic assessment of the patient. The team saw some very good, detailed 
care plans and as well as a number of incidences where no clear agreed care plan was evident. 

The team was concerned that swallowing assessments for patients with dysphagia had been 
delayed over a weekend because of the lack of availability of suitably trained nursing staff. 
Nurses could be trained to undertake this role in order not to compromise patient nutrition. 
Despite this, the trust's policies regarding fluid and nutrition were generally being adhered to. 
Though based on the nursing notes, a number of patients had only been weighed once, on 
admission. 

There was evidence of therapy input, but this had not always been incorporated into care plans 
and did not always appear comprehensive. There was some concern that despite patients being 
assessed as at risk of pressure sores, it was not clear how this had been managed for some 
patients. 

There was thorough, documented evidence to suggest that comprehensive discussions were held 
with relatives and patients towards the end of the patient's life. Do not attempt resuscitation 
decisions were clearly stated in the medical records. 

Recorded cause of death 

The group found no cause for concerns regarding any of the stated causes of death. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Admission criteria 

The team considered that the admission criteria for Daedalus and Dryad wards was being 
adhered to. However there were examples of patients admitted to Sultan ward who were more 
dependent than the admission criteria stipulates. There is also an issue regarding patients who 
initially meet the admission criteria for Sultan ward who then develop complications and 
become more acutely sick. 
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Elderly medicine consultant input and access to specialist advice 

Patients on Daedalus and Dryad wards received regular, documented review by consultant staff. 
There was clear evidence of specialist input, from mental health physicians, therapists and 
medical staff from the acute sector. 

Out of hours cover 

There was little evidence of out of hours input into the care of patients reviewed by CHI, though 
the team formed the view that this had been appropriate and would indicate that the general 
management of patients during regular hours was therefore of a good standard. 
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APPENDIX G 

An explanation of the dissolution of 
services into the new primary care 
trusts 
Figure G.l Arrangements for hosting clinical services 

Department Portsmouth East Hampshire Fareham a Gosport West Hampshire 
City PCT PCT PCT NHS Trust 

Elderly medicine • 
Elderly mental health • 
Community paediatrics • 
Adult mental health • • 
services For Portsmouth For Hampshire 

patients patients 

Learning disability 

services • 
Substance misuse • 
Clinical pyschology • 
Primary care counselling • 
Specialist family planning • 
Palliative care • 
(Source: Local health, local decisions, consultation document, September 2001, NHS Executive South 

East Regional Office, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority and 

Southampton and South West Health Authority) 
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APPENDIX H 

Patient throughput data 1997 I 1998 
- 2000/2001 

Figure H.1 Throughput data 1997/1998 - 2000/2001 

Financial year Ward 

1997/1998 Daedalus 

1997/1998 Dryad 

1997/1998 Sultan 

Total 

1998/1999 Daedalus 

1998/1999 Dryad 

1998/1999 Sultan 

Total 

1999/2000 Daedalus 

1999/2000 Dryad 

1999/2000 Sultan 

Total 

2000/2001 Daedalus 

2000/2001 Dryad 

2000/2001 Sultan 

Total 

Finished consultant 
episodes 

97 

72 

287 

456 

121 

76 

306 

503 

110 

131 

402 

643 

113 

86 

380 

579 

(Source: 1997/1998 - trust ward based discharge data, 1998/1999, 1999/2000 and 2000/2001 - trust 

patient administration system (PAS) data). 
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APPENDIX I 

Breakdown of medication in Dryad, 
Sultan and Daedalus wards at 
Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
Figure 1.1 Summary of medicine usage 1997/1998-2000/2001 (Mar 2002) 

Drug Ward Dose Pack 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 

Daedalus 5mg 5 0 5 0 3 

Dryad 5mg 5 0 0 0 6 
Diamorphine injection 

Sultan 5mg 5 6 5 0 10 

Total 6 10 0 19 

Sultan 5mg 1 0 10 0 0 
Diamorphine via 
syringe driver Total 0 10 0 0 

Daedalus 10mg 5 21 34 27 19 

Dryad 10mg 5 40 57 56 20 
Diamorphine injection 

Sultan 10mg 5 67 36 24 35 

Total 128 127 107 74 

Dryad 10mg 1 0 17 0 0 

Diamorphine via Sultan 10mg 1 0 20 0 0 
syringe driver 

Total 0 37 0 0 

Daed'alus 30mg 5 16 27 15 7 

Dryad 30mg 5 34 51 40 4 
Diamorphine injection 

Sultan 30mg 5 67 43 14 31 

Total 117 121 69 42 

Dryad 30mg 1 0 5 0 0 
Diamorphine via 
syringe driver Total 0 5 0 0 

Daedalus 100mg 5 2 11 1 2 

Dryad 100mg 5 12 13 2 0 
Diamorphine injection 

Sultan 100mg 5 20 27 0 31 

Total 34 51 3 33 
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Drug Ward Dose Pack 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 

Daedalus 500mg 5 0 1 0 0 

Dryad 
Diamorphine injection 

500mg 5 0 2 0 0 

Sultan 500mg 5 1 1 0 4 

Total 1 4 0 4 

Daedalus 5mg/5ml 10 0 3 0 0 

Dryad 5mg/5ml 10 1 1 0 0 
Haloperidol injection 

Sultan 5mg/5ml 10 43 15 6 0 

Total 44 19 6 0 

Daedalus 5mg/5ml 5 0 0 0 4 

Haloperidol injection 
Dryad 5mg/5ml 5 0 0 0 1 

Sultan 5mg/5ml 5 0 0 0 16 

Total 0 0 0 21 

Daedalus 10mg/2ml 10 37 51 39 17 

Dryad 
Midazolam 

10mg/2ml 10 75 108 75 19 

Sultan 10mg/2ml 10 21 9 2 11 

Total 133 168 116 47 

(Source: Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust) 

Dose: a single measured quantity of medicine 

Pack: a collection of single doses, the packaging in which medicines are dispatched 
from the pharmacy 
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Glossary 

accountability responsibility, in the 
sense of being called to account for 
something. 

action plan an agreed plan of action 
and timetable that makes improvements 
to services. 

acute care/ trust/hospital short term (as 
opposed to chronic, which means long 
term). 
Acute care refers to medical and 
surgical treatment involving doctors 
and other medical staff in a hospital 
setting. 
Acute hospital refers to a hospital that 
provides surgery, investigations, 
operations, serious and other 
treatments, usually in a hospital setting. 

allied health professionals professionals 
regulated by the Council for Professions 
Supplementary to Medicine (new Health 
Professions Council). This includes 
professions working in health, social 
care, education, housing and other 
sectors. The professions are art 
therapists, music therapists and drama 
therapists, prosthetists and orthotists, 
dieticians, orthoptists, occupational 
therapists, physiotherapists, biomedical 
scientists, speech and language 
therapists, radiographers, chiropodists 
and podiatrists, ambulance workers and 
clinical scientists. Also called 
professionals allied to or supplementary 
to medicine. 

analgesia medicines prescribed to reduce 
pain. 

anticipatory prescribing to prescribe a 
drug or other remedy in advance. 

antipsychotics A group of medicines 
used to treat psychosis (conditions such 
as schizophrenia) and sometimes used 
to calm agitation. Examples include 
haloperidol. Also called major 
tranquillisers or neuroleptics. 

appraisal an assessment or estimate of 
the worth, value or quality of a person 
or service or thing. 
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Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) 
an association whose members hold the 
rank of Chief Constable, deputy Chief 
Constable or Assistant Chief Constable or 
their equivalents. They provide a 
professional opinion to the Government 
and appropriate organisations. 

audit, clinical audit an examination of 
records to check their accuracy. Often 
used to describe an examination of 
financial accounts in a business. 
In clinical audit those involved in 
providing services assess the quality of 
care. Results of a process or 
intervention are assessed, compared 
with a preexisting standard, changed 
where necessary, and then reassessed. 

Barthel score a validated tool used to 
measure physical disability. 

benzodiazepines a diverse group of 
medicines used for a range of purposes. 
Some reduce anxiety, others are used as 
sleeping tablets. Some, such as 
midazolam, act as strong sedatives and 
can be accompanied by memory loss 
whilst the medicine is active. 

British National Formulary publication 
that provides information on the 
selection and use of medicines for 
healthcare professionals. 

carers people who look after their 
relatives and friends on an unpaid, 
voluntary basis often in place of paid 
care workers. 

casemix the variety and range of 
different types of patients treated by a 
given health professional or team. 

catheter a hollow tube passed into the 
bladder to remove urine. 

catheterisation use of a catheter. 

CHI see Commission for Health 
Improvement. 

clinical any treatment provided by a 
healthcare professional. This will 
include, doctors, nurses, AHPs etc. 
Non clinical relates to management, 
administration, catering, portering etc. 
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clinical assistant usually GPs, employed 
and paid by a trust, largely on a part 
time basis, to provide medical support 
on hospital wards and other 
departments. 

clinical governance refers to the quality 
of health care offered within an 
organisation. 
The Department of Health document 
A First Class Service defines clinical 
governance as "a framework through 
which NHS organisations are 
accountable for continuously improving 
the quality of their services and 
safeguarding high standards of care by 
creating an environment in which 
excellence in clinical care will flourish." 
It's about making sure that health 
services have systems in place to provide 
patients with high standards of care. 

clinical governance review a review of 
the policies, systems and processes used 
by an organisation to deliver high 
quality health care to patients. The 
review looks at the way these policies 
work in practice (a health check for a 
health organisation). 

clinical oncologist a doctor who 
specialises in the treatment of cancer 
patients, particularly through the use of 
radiotherapy, but who may also use 
chemotherapy. 

clinical risk management understanding 
the various levels of risk attached to 
each form of treatment and 
systematically taking steps to ensure 
that the risks are minimised. 

clinician/clinical staff a fully trained 
health professional - doctor, nurse, 
therapist, technician etc. 

clinical negligence scheme for trusts 
(CNST) an 'insurance' scheme for 
assessing a trust's arrangements to 
minimise clinical risk which can offset 
costs of insurance against claims of 
negligence. Successfully gaining CNST 
'standards' (to level one, two, three) 
reduces the premium that the trust must 
pay. 

Commission for Health Improvement 
(CHI) independent national body 
(covering England and Wales) to 
support and oversee the quality of 
clinical governance in NHS clinical 
services. 
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co-codamol a medicine consisting of 
paracetamol and codeine phosphate, 
used for the relief of mild to moderate 
pain. 

community care health and social care 
provided by health care professionals, 
usually outside hospital and often in the 
patient's own homes. 

community health council (CHC) a 
statutory body sometimes referred to as 
the patients' friend. CHCs represent the 
public interest in the NHS and have a 
statutory right to be consulted on health 
service changes in their area. 

consultant a fully trained specialist in a 
branch of medicine who accepts total 
responsibility for specialist patient care. 
(For training posts in medicine see 
specialist registrar, senior house officer 
and preregistration house officer.) 

continence management The practice of 
promoting or sustaning the ability to 
control urination and defecation. 

continuing care a long period of 
treatment for patients whose recovery 
will be limited. 

defibrillator a piece of equipment which 
sends an electric current through the 
heart to restore the heart beat. 

diamorphine A medicine used to relieve 
severe pain. 

do not attempt resuscitation (DNAR) or 
do not resuscitate (DNR) an instruction, 
which says that if a patient's health 
suddenly deteriorates to near death, no 
special measures will be taken to revive 
their heart. This instruction should be 
agreed between the patient and doctor 
or if a patient is not conscious, then 
with their closest relative. 

dysphagia difficulty swallowing. 

fentanyl a medicine prescribed to 
patients who require control of existing 
pain. 

finished consultant episode (FCE) a 
period of continuous consultant 
treatment under a specific consultant. 
If a patient is transferred from one 
consultant to another it will be counted 
as two FCEs. 

formulary a list of preferred medicinal 
drugs which are routinely available in a 
hospital or GP surgery. 
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General Medical Council (GMC) the 
professional body for medical doctors 
which licenses them to practice. 

general practitioner (GP) a family 
doctor, usually patients' first point of 
contact with the health service. 

geriatrician a doctor who specialises in 
diagnosis and treatment of diseases 
affecting older people. 

haloperidol see antipsychotics. 

health authority (HA) statutory NHS body 
responsible for assessing the health needs 
of the local population, commissioning 
health services to meet those needs and 
working with other organisations to build 
healthy local communities. 

health community or health economy all 
organisations with an interest in health 
in one area including the community 
health councils, and voluntary and 
statutory organisations. 

Health Service Ombudsman investigates 
complaints about failures in NHS 
hospitals or community health services, 
about care and treatment, and about 
local NHS family doctor, dental, 
pharmacy or optical services. 
Anyone may refer a complaint but 
normally only if a full investigation 
through the NHS complaints system has 
been carried out first. 

holistic a method of medical care in 
which patients are treated as a whole 
and which takes into account their 
physical and mental state as well as 
social background rather than just 
treating the disease alone. 

hyocine a medicine to relieve nausea 
and sickness. 

Improving Working Lives a Department 
of Health initiative launched in 1999. It 
includes standards for developing 
modern employment services, putting in 
place work/life balance schemes and 
involving and developing staff. 

incident reporting system a system 
which requires clinical staff to report all 
matters relating to patient care where 
there has been a special problem. 

independent review stage two of the 
formal NHS complaints procedure, it 
consists of a panel, usually three 
members, who look at the issues 
surrounding a complaint. 
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intermediate care a short period 
(normally no longer than six weeks) of 
intensive rehabilitation and treatment 
to enable patients to return home 
following hospitalisation, or to prevent 
admission to long term residential care; 
or intensive care at home to prevent 
unnecessary hospital admission. 

intranet an organisation's own internal 
internet which is usually private. 

investigation- by CHI an in depth 
examination of an organisation where a 
serious problem has been identified. 

Investors in People a national quality 
standard which sets a level of good 
practice for improving an organisation's 
performance through its people. 

lay member a person from outside the 
NHS who brings an independent voice 
to CHI's work. 

local medical committee (LMC) a group 
of local GPs, elected by the entire local 
GP population who meet with the 
health authority to help plan resources 
and inform decisions. 

locum a temporary practitioner who 
stands in for the permanent one. 

medical the branches of medicine 
concerned with treatment through 
careful use of medicines as opposed to 
(surgical) operations. 

medical director the term usually used 
for a doctor at trust board level (a 
statutory post) responsible for all issues 
relating to doctors and medical and 
surgical issues throughout the trust. 

midazolam see benzodiazepines. 

multidisciplinary from different 
professional backgrounds within 
healthcare (e.g. nurse, consultant, 
physiotherapist) concerned with the 
treatment and care of patients. 

multidisciplinary meetings meetings 
involving people from different 
professional backgrounds. 

multiprofessional from different 
professional backgrounds, within and 
outside of healthcare (e.g. nurse, 
consultant, social worker) concerned 
with the care or welfare of people. 
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National Service Framework (NSF) 
guidelines for the health service from 
the Department of Health on how to 
manage and treat specific conditions, or 
specific groups of patients e.g. Coronary 
Heart Disease, Mental Health, NSF for 
older people. Their implementation 
across the NHS is monitored by CHI. 

neuroleptic see antipsychotics. 

neurology a branch of medicine 
concerned with medical treatment of 
disorders of the nervous system. 

NHS regional office 

NHS trust a self governing body in the 
NHS, which provides health care 
services. They employ a full range of 
health care professionals including 
doctors, nurses, dieticians, 
physiotherapists etc. 

Nursing and Midwifery Council The 
Nursing Midwifery Council (NMC) is an 
organisation set up by Parliament to 
ensure nurses, midwives and health 
visitors provide appropriate standards 
of care to their patients and clients. All 
qualified nurses, midwives and health 
visitors are required to be members of 
the NMC in order to practice. 

nursing director the term usually used 
for a nurse at trust board level 
responsible for the professional lead on 
all issues relating to nurses and nursing 
throughout the trust. 

occupational therapist a trained 
professional (an allied health 
professional) who works with patients 
to assess and develop daily living skills 
and social skills. 

ombudsman see national health service 
ombudsman above. 

opiates a group of medicines containing 
or derived from opium, that act to 
relieve severe pain or induce sleep. 

opioid a description applied to 
medicines that cause similar effects in 
the body to opiates. 

outpatient services provided for patients 
who do not stay overnight in hospital. 

pain management a particular type of 
treatment that concentrates on 
managing a patient's pain - rather than 
seeking to cure their underlying 
condition - and complements their 
treatment plan. 
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palliative a term applied to the 
treatment of incurable diseases, in 
which the aim is to mitigate the 
sufferings of the patient, not to effect a 
cure. 

palliative care care for people with 
chronic or life threatening conditions 
from which they will not recover. It 
concentrates on symptom control and 
family support to help people have as 
much independence and quality of life 
as is possible. 

patient administration system (PAS) a 
networked information system used in 
NHS trusts to record information and 
inpatient and outpatient activity. 

patient advice and liaison service (PALS) 
a new service proposed in the July 2000 
NHS plan due to be in place by 2002, 
that will offer patients an avenue to 
seek advice or complain about their 
hospital care. 

patient centred care a system of care or 
treatment is organised around the needs 
of the patient. 

patient involvement the amount of 
participation that a patient (or patients) 
can have in their care or treatment. It is 
often used to describe how patients can 
change, or have a say in the way that a 
service is provided or planned. 

primary care family health services 
provided by GPs, dentists, pharmacists, 
opticians, and others such as 
community nurses, physiotherapists and 
some social workers. 

PCG Organisations now almost 
completely replaced by primary care 
trusts. Set up in 1997, PCGs were new 
organisations (technically Health 
Authority committees) that brought 
together all primary care practices in a 
particular area. PCGs were led by 
primary care professionals but with lay 
and social services representation. PCGs 
were expected to develop local primary 
health care services and work to 
improve the health of their populations. 
Some PCGs additionally took 
responsibility for commissioning 
secondary care services. 

PCT Organisations that bring together 
all primary care practices in an area. 
PCTs are diverse and complex 
organisations. Unlike PCGs, which came 
before them, they are independent NHS 
bodies with greater responsibilities and 
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powers. They were set up in response to 
the Department of Health's Shifting the 
Balance of Power and took over many 
health authority functions. PCTs are 
responsible for 
• improving the health of their 

population 

• integrating and developing primary 
care services 

• directly providing community health 
services 

• commissioning secondary care 
services 

PCTs are increasingly working with other 
PCTs, local government partners, the 
voluntary sector, within clinical 
networks and with 'shared service 
organisations' in order to fulfil their 
roles. 

level four PCT brings together 
commissioning of secondary care 
services and primary care development 
with the provision of community health 
services. They are able to commission 
and provide services, run community 
health services, employ the necessary 
staff, and own property. 

PRN (Pro re nata) prescribing 
medication as and when required. 

protocol a policy or strategy which 
defines appropriate action. 

psychiatrist a doctor who specialises in 
the diagnosis and treatment of mental 
health problems. 

regional office see NHS regional office 
above. 

rehabilitation the treatment of residual 
illness or disability which includes a 
whole range of exercise and therapies 
with the aim of increasing a patient's 
independence. 

resuscitation a range of procedures used 
when someone has suddenly become 
seriously ill in a way that threatens 
their life. 

risk assessment an examination of the 
risks associated with a particular service 
or procedure. 

risk management understanding the 
various risks involved and 
systematically taking steps to ensure 
that the risks are minimized. 

Royal College of Nursing (RCN) the 
world's largest professional union of 
nurses. Run by nurses, it campaigns on 

J' 
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the part of the profession, provides 
higher education and promotes 
research, quality and practice 
development through the RCN institute. 

sensory disabilities people who have 
problems hearing, seeing, smelling or 
with touch. 

specialist a clinician most able to 
progress a patient's diagnosis and 
treatment or to refer a patient when 
appropriate. 

speech and language therapist 
professionally trained person who 
assists, diagnoses and treats the whole 
spectrum of acquired or developmental 
communication disorders. 

staff grade a full qualified doctor who 
is neither a General Practitioner nor a 
consultant. 

staff grade doctors doctors who have 
completed their training but do not 
have the qualifications to enable them 
to progress to consultant level. Also 
called trust grade doctors. 

stake holders a range of people and 
organisations that are affected by, or 
have an interest in, the services offered 
by an organisation. In the case of 
hospital trusts, it includes patients, 
carers, staff, unions, voluntary 
organisations, community health 
councils, social services, health 
authorities, GPs, primary care groups 
and trusts in England, local health 
groups in Wales. 

statutory/statute refers to legislation 
passed by Parliament. 

strategic health authority organisations 
that will replace health authorities and 
some functions of Department of Health 
regional offices in 2002. Unlike current 
health authorities, they will not be 
involved in commissioning services 
from the NHS. Instead they will 
performance manage PCTs and NHS 
trusts and lead strategic developments 
in the NHS. Full details of the planned 
changes are in the Department of 
Health document, Shifting the Balance 
of Power, July 2001. 

strategy a long term plan for success. 

subcutaneous beneath the skin. 

swallowing assessments the technique to 
access the ability of the patient to 
swallow safely. 
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syringe driver a device to ensure that a 
syringe releases medicine over a defined 
length of time into the body. 

terminal care care given in the last weeks 
of life. 

terms of reference the rules by which a 
committee or group does its work. 

trust board a group of about 12 people 
who are responsible for major strategy and 
policy decisions in each NHS trust. 
Typically comprises a lay chairman, five 
lay members, the trust chief executive and 
directors. 

Unison Britain's biggest trade union. 
Members are people working in the public 
services. 

United Kingdom Central Council (UKCC) on 
1 April 2002 the UKCC ceased to exist. Its 
successor body is The Nursing and 
Midwifery Council (NMC). Its purpose was 
to protect the public through establishing 
and monitoring professional standards. 

ward round A regular review of each 
patient conducted by a consultant, often 
accompanied by nursing, pharmacy and 
therapy staff. 
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Wessex palliative care guidelines local 
guidance to help GPs, community nurses 
and hospital staff as well as specialist 
palliative care teams. It provides a checklist 
for management of common problems in 
palliative care, with some information on 
medical treatment. It is not a 
comprehensive textbook. 

whistle blowing the act of informing a 
designated person in an organisation that 
patients are at risk (in the eyes of the 
person blowing the whistle). This also 
includes systems and processes that 
indirectly affect patient care. 

whistle blowing policy a plan of action for 
a person to inform on someone or to put a 
stop to something. 
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Executive summary 

CHI has undertaken this investigation as a result of concerns expressed by the police 

and others around the care and treatment of frail older people provided by Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. This follows police 

investigations between 1998 and 2001 into the potential unlawful killing of a patient in 

1998. As part of their investigations, the police commissioned expert medical opinion, 

which was made available to CHI, relating to a total of five patient deaths in 1998. 

In February 2002, the police decided not to proceed with further investigations. 

Based on information gathered during their investigations, the police were sufficiently 

concerned about the care of older people at Gosport War Memorial Hospital to share 

their concerns with CHI in August 2001. CHI is grateful to the Hampshire Constabulary 

for sharing information with us which contributed towards the local and national 

recommendations CHI makes to improve the care of this vulnerable group of NHS 

patients. 

CHI has conducted a detailed review of the systems in place to ensure good quality 

patient care. CHI does not have a statutory remit to investigate either the 

circumstances around any particular death or the conduct of any individual. 

Key conclusions 

CHI concludes that a number of factors, detailed in the report, contributed to a failure 

of trust systems to ensure good quality patient care: 

Ill there were insufficient local prescribing guidelines in place governing the 

prescription of powerful pain relieving and sedative medicines 

Ill the lack of a rigorous, routine review of pharmacy data led to high levels of 

prescribing on wards caring for older people not being questioned 

1!1 the absence of adequate trust wide supervision and appraisal systems meant that 

poor prescribing practice was not identified 

!J!ill there was a lack of thorough multidisciplinary total patient assessment to 

determine care needs on admission 

CHI also concludes that the trust now has adequate policies and guidelines in place 

which are being adhered to governing the prescription and administration of pain 

relieving medicines to older patients. 
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Key findings 
National and local context (Chapter 3) 

m Throughout the timeframe covered by the CHI investigation, CHI received evidence 

of strong leadership, with a shared set of values at corporate and divisional level in 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. The senior management team was well 

established and, together with the trust board, functioned as a cohesive team. 

rum There was lack of clarity amongst all groups of staff and stakeholders about the 

focus of care for older people and therefore the aim of the care provided. This 

confusion had been communicated to patients and relatives, which had led to 

expectations of rehabilitation which had not been fulfilled. 

Arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines 

(Chapter 4) 

!I CHI has serious concerns regarding the quantity, combination, lack of review and 

anticipatory prescribing of medicines prescribed to older people on Dryad and 

Daedalus wards in 1998. A protocol existed in 1998 for palliative care prescribing 

referred to as the "Wessex guidelines", this was inappropriately applied to patients 

admitted for rehabilitation. 

m Though CHI is unable to determine whether these levels of prescribing contributed to 

the deaths of any patients, it is clear that had adequate checking mechanisms existed 

in the trust, this level of prescribing would have been questioned. 

mm CHI welcomes the introduction and adherence to policies regarding the 

prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines. Although the 

palliative care Wessex guidelines refer to non physical symptoms of pain, the 

trust's policies do not include methods of non verbal pain assessment and rely on 

the patient articulating when they are in pain. 

Quality of care and the patient experience (Chapter 5) 

!I Relatives speaking to CHI had some serious concerns about the care their relatives 

received on Daedalus and Dryad wards between 1998 and 2001. The instances of 

concern expressed to CHI were at their highest in 1998. Fewer concerns were 

expressed regarding the quality of care received on Sultan ward. 

m Based on CHI's observation work and review of recent case notes, CHI has no 

significant concerns regarding the standard of nursing care provided to the patients 

of Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan ward now. 

Staffing arrangements and responsibility for patient care (Chapter 6) 

m Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did not have any systems in place to monitor 

and appraise the performance of clinical assistants. There were no arrangements in 

place for the adequate supervision of the clinical assistant working on Daedalus 

and Dryad wards. 

mill There are now clear accountability and supervisory arrangements in place for trust 

doctors, nurses and allied health professional staff. 
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Lessons learnt from complaints (Chapter 7) 

%!! The police investigation, the review of the Health Service Commissioner, the 

independent review panel and the trust's own pharmacy data did not provide the 

trigger for the trust to undertake a review of prescribing practices. The trust should 

have responded earlier to concerns expressed around levels of sedation, which it 

was aware of in late 1998. 

100! Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did effect changes in patient care over time as a 

result of patient complaints, including increased medical staffing levels and 

improved processes for communication with relatives, though this learning was not 

consolidated until 2001. CHI saw no evidence to suggest that the impact of these 

changes had been robustly monitored and reviewed. 

Clinical governance (Chapter 8) 

100! The trust responded proactively to the clinical governance agenda and had a robust 

framework in place with strong corporate leadership. 

Recommendations 

It is clear from a number of CHI recommendations to the Fareham and Gosport 

Primary Care Trust (PCT) and the East Hampshire PCT, that continued close and 

effective working relationships between both PCTs will be essential in order to 

implement the recommendations in this report. CHI is aware of the high level of 

interdependence that already exists between these two organisations and urges that 

this continues. 

CHI is aware that many of these recommendations will be relevant to emerging PCTs 

and urges all PCTs to take action where appropriate. 

Fareham and Gosport/ East Hampshire Primary Care Trust 

1. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should work together to build 

on the many positive aspects of leadership developed by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 

Trust in order to develop the provision of care for older people at the Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital. The PCTs should ensure an appropriate performance monitoring 

tool is in place to ensure that any quality of care and performance shortfalls are 

identified and addressed swiftly. 

2. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should, in consultation with 

local GPs, review the admission criteria for Sultan ward. 

3. The East Hampshire PCT and Fareham and Gosport PCT should review all local 

prescribing guidelines to ensure their appropriateness for the current levels of 

dependency of the patients on the wards. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should review the provision of pharmacy services to 

Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards, taking into account the change in casemix and use 

of these wards in recent years. Consideration should be given to including pharmacy 

input into regular ward rounds. 
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5. As a priority, the Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that a system is in place to 

routinely review and monitor prescribing of all medicines on wards caring for older 

people. This should include a review of recent diamorphine prescribing on Sultan 

ward. Consideration must be given to the adequacy of IT support available to facilitate 

this. 

6. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT, in conjunction with the 

pharmacy department, must ensure that all relevant staff including GPs are trained in 

the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines for older people. 

7. All patient complaints and comments, both informal and formal, should be used at 

ward level to improve patient care. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire 

PCT must ensure a mechanism is in place to ensure that shared learning is 

disseminated amongst all staff caring for older people. 

8. Fareham and Gosport PCT should lead an initiative to ensure that relevant staff are 

appropriately trained to undertake swallowing assessments to ensure that there are no 

delays out of hours. 

9. Daytime activities for patients should be increased. The role of the activities 

coordinator should be revised and clarified, with input from patients, relatives and all 

therapists in order that activities complement therapy goals. 

10. The Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that all local continence management, 

nutrition and hydration practices are in line with the national standards set out in the 

Essence of Care guidelines. 

11. Both PCTs must find ways to continue the staff communication developments 

made by the Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. 

12. Within the framework of the new PALS, the Fareham and Gosport PCT should, as a 

priority, consult with user groups and consider reviewing specialist advice from 

national support and patient groups, to determine the best way to improve 

communication with older patients and their relatives and carers. 

13. The provision of out of hours medical cover to Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards 

should be reviewed. The deputising service and PCTs must work towards an out of 

hours contract which sets out a shared philosophy of care, waiting time standards, 

adequate payment and a disciplinary framework. 

14. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and the East Hampshire PCT should ensure that 

appropriate patients are being admitted to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital with 

appropriate levels of support. 

15. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should ensure that arrangements are in place to 

ensure strong, long term nursing leadership on all wards. 

16. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should develop local guidance for GPs working as 

clinical assistants. This should address supervision and appraisal arrangements, clinical 

governance responsibilities and training needs. 
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17. Fare ham and Go sport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should ensure that the learning 

and monitoring of action arising from complaints undertaken through the Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust quarterly divisional performance management system is 

maintained under the new PCT management arrangements. 

18. Both PCTs involved in the provision of care for older people should ensure that all 

staff working on Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards who have not attended customer 

care and complaints training events do so. Any new training programmes should be 

developed with patients, relatives and staff to ensure that current concerns and the 

particular needs of the bereaved are addressed. 

19. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT must fully embrace the 

clinical governance developments made and direction set by the trust. 

20. All staff must be made aware that the completion of risk and incident reports is a 

requirement for all staff. Training must be put in place to reinforce the need for 

rigorous risk management. 

21. Clinical governance systems must be put in place to regularly identifY and monitor 

trends revealed by risk reports and to ensure that appropriate action is taken. 

22. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should consider a revision 

of their whistle blowing policies to make it dear that concerns may be raised outside 

of normal management channels. 

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Strategic Health Authority 

23. Hampshire and Isle of Wight Strategic Health Authority should use the findings of 

this investigation to influence the nature of local monitoring of the national service 

framework for older people. 

Department of Health 

24. The Department of Health should assist in the promotion of an NHS wide 

understanding of the various terms used to describe levels of care for older people. 

25. The Department of Health should work with the Association of Chief Police 

Officers and CHI to develop a protocol for sharing information regarding patient safety 

and potential systems failures within the NHS as early as possible. 
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1 Terms of reference and 
process of investigation 
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1.1 During the summer of 2001, concerns were raised with CHI about the use of some 

medicines, particularly analgesia and levels of sedation, and the culture in which care 

was provided for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. These concerns 

were also about the responsibility for clinical care and transfer arrangements with 

other hospitals. 

1.2 On 22 October 2001, CHI launched an investigation into the management, 

provision and quality of healthcare for which Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust was 

responsible at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. CHI's decision was based on 

evidence of high risk activity and the likelihood that the possible findings of a CHI 

investigation would result in lessons for the whole of the NHS. 

Terms of reference 

1.3 The investigation terms of reference were informed by a chronology of events 

provided by the trust surrounding the death of one patient. Discussions were also 

held with the trust, the Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health 

Authority and the NHS south east regional office to ensure maximum learning locally 

and for the NHS. 

1.4 The terms of reference agreed on 9 October 2001 are as follows: 

The investigation will look at whether, since 1998, there had been a failure of trust 

systems to ensure good quality patient care. The investigation will focus on the 

following elements within services for older people (inpatient, continuing and 

rehabilitative care) at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

i) staffing and accountability arrangements, including out of hours 

ii) the guidelines and practices in place at the trust to ensure good quality care and 

effective performance management 

iii) arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of 

drugs 

iv) communication and collaboration between the trust and patients, their relatives 

and carers and with partner organisations 

v) arrangements to support patients and their relatives and carers towards the end 

of the patient's life 

vi) supervision and training arrangements in place to enable staff to provide 

effective care 
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In addition, CHI will examine how lessons to improve patient care have been learnt 

across the trust from patient complaints. 

The investigation will also look at the adequacy of the trust's clinical governance 

arrangements to support inpatient continuing and rehabilitation care for older people. 

CHI's investigation team 

1.5 CHI's investigation team were: 

m Alan Carpenter, Chief Executive, Somerset Coast Primary Care Trust 

ill® Anne Grosskurth, CHI Support Investigations Manger 

11! Dr Tony Luxton, Consultant Geriatrician, Cambridge City Primary Care Trust 

m Julie Miller, CHI Lead Investigations Manager 

ill® Maureen Morgan, Independent Consultant and former Community Trust Nurse 

Director 

11 Mary Parkinson, lay member (Age Concern) 

m Jennifer Wen born, Independent Occupational Therapist 

1.6 The team was supported by: 

m Liz Fradd, CHI Director of Nursing, lead CHI director for the investigation 

m Nan Newberry, CHI Senior Analyst 

Mill Ian Horrigan, CHI Analyst 

m Kellie Rehill, CHI Investigations Coordinator 

m a medical notes review group established by CHI to review anonymised medical 

notes (see appendix E) 

m Dr Barry Tennison, CHI Public Health Adviser 

The investigation process 

1. 7 The investigation consisted of five interrelated parts: 

!I review and analysis of a range of documents specific to the care of older people at 

the trust, including clinical governance arrangements, expert witness reports 

forwarded by the police and relevant national documents (see appendix A for a list 

of documents reviewed) 

m analysis of views received from 36 patients, relatives and friends about care 

received at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Views were obtained through a range 

of methods, including meetings, correspondence, telephone calls and a short 

questionnaire (see appendix B for an analysis of views received) 
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llm a five day visit by CHI's investigation team to Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

when a total of 59 staff from all groups involved in the care and treatment of older 

people at the hospital and trust managers were interviewed. CHI also undertook 

periods of observation on Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards (see appendix C for a 

list of all staff interviewed) 

ID¥ interviews with relevant agencies and other NHS organisations, including those 

representing patients and relatives (see appendix D for a list of organisations 

interviewed) 

~ an independent review of anonymised clinical and nursing notes of a random 

sample of patients who had died on Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards between 

August 2001 and January 2002. The term of reference for this piece of work, the 

membership of the CHI team which undertook the work, and a summary of 

findings are attached at appendices E and F. CHI shared the summary with the 

Fareham Et Gosport PCT in May 2002 
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2 Background to the 
investigation 

Events surrounding the CHI investigation 

Police investigations 
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2.1 A relative of a 91 year old patient who died in August 1998 on Daedalus ward made 

a complaint to the trust about her care and treatment. The police were contacted in 

September 1998 with allegations that this patient had been unlawfully killed. A range of 

issues were identified by the police in support of the allegation and expert advice sought. 

Following an investigation, documents were referred to the Crown Prosecution Service 

in November 1998 and again in February 1999. The Crown Prosecution Service 

responded formally in March 1999 indicating that, in their view, there was insufficient 

evidence to prosecute any staff for manslaughter or any other offence. 

2.2 Following further police investigation, in August 2001, the Crown Prosecution 

Service advised that there was insufficient evidence to provide a realistic prospect of a 

conviction against any member of staff. 

2.3 Local media coverage in March 2001 resulted in 11 other families raising concerns 

about the circumstances of their relatives' deaths in 1997 and 1998. The police decided 

to refer four of these deaths for expert opinion to determine whether or not a further, 

more extensive investigation was appropriate. Two expert reports were received in 

December 2001 which were made available to CHI. These reports raised very serious 

clinical concerns regarding prescribing practices in the trust in 1998. 

2.4 In February 2002, the police decided that a more intensive police investigation was 

not an appropriate course of action. In addition to CHI, the police have referred the 

expert reports to the General Medical Council, the United Kingdom Central Council 

(after 1 April 2002, the Nursing and Midwifery Council), the trust, the Isle of Wight, 

Portsmouth and East Hampshire Health Authority and the NHS south east regional 

office. 

2.5 The police made the trust aware of potential issues around diamorphine usage in 

December 1998, and were sent the expert witness reports in February 2002. 
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Action taken by professional regulatory bodies 

2.6 The General Medical Council is currently reviewing whether any action against 

any individual doctor is warranted under its fitness to practice procedures. 

2. 7 The Nursing and Midwifery Council are considering whether there are any issues 

of professional misconduct in relation to any of the nurses referred to in police 

documentation. 

Complaints to the trust 

2.8 There have been 10 complaints to the trust concerning patients treated on 

Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards since 1998. Three complaints between August and 

December 1998 raised concerns which included pain management, the use of 

diamorphine and levels of sedation on Daedalus and Dryad wards, including the 

complaint which triggered the initial police investigation. This complaint was not 

pursued through the NHS complaints procedure. 

Action taken by the health authority 

2.9 In the context of this investigation, the Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and East 

Hampshire Health Authority had two responsibilities. Firstly, as the statutory body 

responsible for commissioning NHS services for local people in 1998 and, secondly, as 

the body through which GPs were permitted to practice. Some of the care provided to 

patients at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital, as in community hospitals throughout 

the NHS, is delivered by GPs on hospital premises. 

2.10 In June 2001, the health authority voluntary local procedure for the identification 

and support of primary care medical practitioners whose practice is giving cause for 

concern reviewed the prescribing practice of one local GP. No concerns were found. 

This was communicated to the trust. 

2.11 In July 2001, the chief executive of the health authority asked CHI for advice in 

obtaining a source of expertise in order to reestablish public confidence in the services 

for older people in Gosport. This was at the same time as the police contacted CHI. 

2.12 Following receipt of the police expert witness reports in February 2002, the 

health authority sought local changes in relation to the prescription of certain 

painkillers and sedatives (opiates and benzodiazepines) in general practice. 
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Action taken by the NHS south east regional office 

2.13 For the period of the investigation, the NHS regional offices were responsible for 

the strategic and performance management of the NHS, including trusts and health 

authorities. The NHS south east regional office had information available expressing 

concerns around prescribing levels at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Information 

included a report by the Health Service Ombudsman and serious untoward incident 

reports forwarded by the trust in April and July 2001 in response to media articles 

about the death of a patient at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

The health authority and NHS south east regional office met to discuss these issues on 

6 April 2001. 
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3 National and local context 

Nationa I context 

3.1 The standard of NHS care for older people has long caused concern. A number of 

national reports, including the NHS Plan and the Standing Nursing and Midwifery 

Committee's 2001 annual report found aspects of care to be deficient. National concerns 

raised include: an inadequate and demoralised workforce, poor care environments, lack 

of seamless care within the NHS and ageism. The NHS Plan's section Dignity, security 

and independence in old age, published in July 2000, outlined the government's plans 

for the care of older people, detailed in the national service framework. 

3.2 The national service framework for older people was published in March 2001 and 

sets standards of care for older people in all care settings. It aims to ensure high 

quality of care and treatment, regardless of age. Older people are to be treated as 

individuals with dignity and respect. The framework places special emphasis on the 

involvement of older patients and their relatives in the care process, including care 

planning. 

3.3 National standards called Essence of Care, published by the Department of Health 

in 2001, provide standards for assessing nursing practice against fundamental aspects 

of care such as nutrition, preventing pressure sores and privacy and dignity. These are 

designed to act as an audit tool to ensure good practice and have been widely 

disseminated across the NHS. 

Trust background 

3.4 Gosport War Memorial Hospital was part of Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

between April 1994 and April 2002. The hospital is situated on the Gosport peninsula 

and has 113 beds. Together with outpatient services and a day hospital, there are beds 

for older people and maternity services. The hospital does not admit patients who are 

acutely ill and it has neither an ARE nor intensive. care facilities. Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust provided a range of community and hospital based services for 

the people of Portsmouth, Fareham, Gosport and surrounding areas. These services 

included mental health (adult and elderly), community paediatrics, elderly medicine, 

learning disabilities and psychology. 

3.5 The trust was one of the largest community trusts in the south of England and 

employed almost 5,000 staff. In 2001/2002 the trust had a budget in excess of £100 

million and over 200/o of income spent on its largest service, elderly medicine. All the 

trust's financial targets were met in 2000/2001. 
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Move towards the primary care trust 

3.6 Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust was dissolved on 31 March 2002. Services have 

been transferred to local primary care trusts (PCTs), including Fareham and Gosport 

PCT, which became operational as a level four PCT in April 2002. Arrangements have 

been made for each PCT to host provider services on a district wide basis but each PCT 

retains responsibility for commissioning its share of district wide services from the 

host PCT. Fareham and Gosport PCT will manage many of the staff, premises and 

facilities of a number of sites, including the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Medical 

staff involved in the care of older people, including those working at the Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital, are now employed by the East Hampshire PCT. 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust strategic management 

3.7 The trust board consisted of a chair, five non executive directors, the chief 

executive, the executive directors of operations, medicine, nursing and finance and the 

personnel director. The trust was organised into six divisions, two of which are 

relevant to this investigation. The Fareham and Gosport division, which managed the 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital, and the department of medicine for elderly people. 

3.8 CHI heard that the trust was well regarded in the local health community and had 

developed constructive links with the health authority and local primary care groups 

(PCGs). For example, in the lead up to the formation of the new PCT, Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust's director of operations worked for two days each week for the 

East Hampshire PCT. Other examples included the joint work of the PCG and the trust 

on the development of intermediate care and clinical governance. High regard and 

respect for trust staff was also commented on by the local medical committee, Unison 

and the Royal College of Nursing. 

Local services for older people 

3.9 Before April 2002, access to medical beds for older people in Portsmouth (which 

included acute care, rehabilitation and continuing care) was managed through the 

department of medicine for elderly people which was managed by the Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust. Some of the beds were located in community hospitals such as 

the Gosport War Memorial Hospital, where the day to day general management of the 

hospital was the responsibility of the locality divisions of Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 

Trust. The Fareham and Gosport division of the trust fulfilled this role at the Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital. 

3.10 The department of medicine for elderly people has now transferred to East Hampshire 

PCT. The nursing staff of the wards caring for older people at the Gosport War Memorial 

Hospital are now employed by the Fareham and Gosport PCT. Management of all services 

for older people has now transferred to the East Hampshire PCT. 

3.11 General acute services were, and remain, based at Queen Alexandra and St Mary's 

hospitals, part of the Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, the local acute trust. Though an 

unusual arrangement, a precedent for this model of care existed, for example in 

Southampton Community NHS Trust. 
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3.12 Until August 2001, the Royal Hospital Haslar, a Ministry of Defence military 

hospital on the Gosport peninsula, also provided acute medical care to civilians, many 

of whom were older people, as well as military staff. 

Service perform a nee management 

3.13 Divisional management at Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust was well defined, 

with clear systems for reporting and monitoring. The quarterly divisional review was 

the principal tool for the performance management of the Fareham and Gosport 

division. The review considered regular reports on clinical governance, complaints and 

risk. Fareham and Gosport division was led by a general manager, who reported to the 

operational director. Leadership at Fareham and Gosport divisional level was strong 

with clear accounting structures to corporate and board level. 

Inpatient services for older people at the Gosport 
War Memorial Hospital1998-2002 

3.14 Gosport War Memorial Hospital provides continuing care, rehabilitation, day 

hospital and outpatient services for older people and was managed by the Fareham 

and Gosport division. In November 2000, as a result of local developments to develop 

intermediate and rehabilitation services in the community, there was a change in the 

use of beds at the hospital to provide additional rehabilitation beds. 

3.15 In 1998, three wards at Gosport War Memorial Hospital admitted older patients 

for general medical care: Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan. This is still the case in 2002. 

Figure 3.1 Inpatient provision at Gosport War Memorial Hospital by ward 

Ward 

Dryad 

Daedalus 

Sultan 

1998 

20 continuing care beds. Patients admitted 

under the care of a consultant, with some 

day to day care provided by a clinical 

assistant. 

16 continuing care beds and 8 for slow 

stream rehabilitation. Patients admitted 

under the care of a consultant. some day 

to day care provided by a clinical assistant. 

24 GP beds with care managed by patients' 

own GPs. Patients were not exclusively older 

patients; care could include rehabilitation 

and respite care. A ward manager (or sister) 

managed the ward, which was staffed by 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust staff. 

2002 

20 continuing care beds for frail 

elderly patients and slow stream 

rehabilitation. Patients admitted under 

the care of a consultant. Day to day 

care is provided by a staff grade doctor. 

24 rehabilitation beds: 8 general, 8 fast 

and 8 slow stream (since November 

2000). Patients admitted under the 

care of a consultant. Day to day care 

provided by a staff grade doctor. 

The situation is the same as in 1998, 

except that the nursing staff are now 

employed by Fareham and Gosport PCT. 
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Admission criteria 

3.13 The current criteria for admission to both Dryad and Daedalus wards are that the 

patient must be over 65 and be registered with a GP within the Gosport PCG (now a 

part ofFareham and Gosport PCT). In addition, Dryad patients must have a Barthel 

score of under 4/20 and require specialist medical and nursing intervention. The 

Barthel score is a validated tool used to measure physical disability. Daedalus patients 

must need multidisciplinary rehabilitation, for example following a stroke. 

3.14 There was, and still is, a comprehensive list of admission criteria for Sultan ward 

developed in 1999, all of which must be met prior to admission. The criteria state that 

patients must not be medically unstable and no intravenous lines must be in situ. 

Elderly mental health 

3.15 Although not part of the CHI investigation, older patients are also cared for on 

Mulberry ward, a 40 bed assessment unit comprising Collingwood and Ark Royal 

wards. Patients admitted to this ward are under the care of a consultant in elderly 

mental health. 

Terminology 

3.16 CHI found considerable confusion about the terminology describing the various 

levels of care for older people in written information and in interviews with staff. For 

example, the terms stroke rehab, slow stream rehab, very slow stream rehab, 

intermediate and continuing care were all used. CHI was not aware of any common 

local definition for these terms in use at the trust or of any national definitions. CHI 

stakeholder work confirmed that this confusion extended to patients and relatives in 

terms of their expectations of the type of care received. 

1. Throughout the timeframe covered by the CHI investigation, CHI received evidence of 
strong leadership, with a shared set of values at corporate and divisional level in Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust. The senior management team was well established and, together with 
the trust board, functioned as a cohesive team. The chief executive was accessible to and well 
regarded by staff both within the trust and in the local health economy. Good links had been 
developed with local PCGs. 

2. The case note review undertaken by CHI confirmed that the admission criteria for both 
Dryad and Daedalus wards were being adhered to over recent months and that patients were 
being appropriately admitted. However, CHI found examples of some recent patients who had 
been admitted to Sultan ward with more complex needs than stipulated in the admission 
criteria that may have compromised patient care. 

3. There was lack of clarity amongst all groups of staff and stakeholders about the focus of 
care for older people and therefore the aim of the care provided. This confusion had been 
communicated to patients and relatives, which had led to expectations of rehabilitation that 
had not been fulfilled. 
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1. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should work together to build on the 
many positive aspects of leadership developed by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust in order 
to develop the provision of care for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. The 
PCTs should ensure an appropriate performance monitoring tool is in place to ensure that any 
quality of care and performance shortfalls are identified and addressed swiftly. 

2. Hampshire and Isle of Wight strategic health authority should use the findings of this 
investigation to influence the nature of local monitoring of the national service framework 
for older people. 

3. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should, in consultation with local GPs, 
review the admission criteria for Sultan ward. 

4. The Department of Health should assist in the promotion of an NHS wide shared 
understanding of the various terms used to describe levels of care for older people. 
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4 Arrangements for the 
prescription, administration, 
review and recording of 
medicines 

Police inquiry and expert witness reports 
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4.1 CHI's terms of reference for its investigation in part reflected those of the earlier 

preliminary inquiry by the police, whose reports were made available to CHI. 

4.2 Police expert witnesses reviewed the care of five patients who died in 1998 and 

made general comments in the reports about the systems in place at the trust to ensure 

effective clinical leadership and patient management on the wards. The experts' 

examination of the use of medicines in Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards led to 

significant concern about three medicines, the amounts which had been prescribed, the 

combinations in which they were used and the method of their delivery. In summary: 

I! there was no evidence of trust policy to ensure the appropriate prescription and 

dose escalation of strong opiate analgesia as the initial response to pain. It was the 

view of the police expert witnesses that a more reasonable response would have 

been the prescription of mild to moderate medicine initially with appropriate 

review in the event of further pain followed up 

I! there was inappropriate combined subcutaneous administration of diamorphine, 

midazolam and haloperidol, which could carry a risk of excessive sedation and 

respiratory depression in older patients, leading to death 

I! there were no clear guidelines available to staff to prevent assumptions being made 

by clinical staff that patients had been admitted for palliative, rather than 

rehabilitative care 

I! there was a failure to recognise potential adverse effects of prescribed medicines by 

clinical staff 

m clinical managers failed to routinely monitor and supervise care on the ward 

It is important to emphasise that these reports were not produced for this CHI 

investigation and CHI cannot take any responsibility for their accuracy. Whilst the 

reports provided CHI with very useful information, CHI has relied on its own 

independent scrutiny of data and information gathered during the investigation to 

reach the conclusions in this chapter. 
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Medicine usage 

4.3 In order to determine the levels of prescribing at the trust between 1998 and 

2001, CHI requested a breakdown from the trust of usage of diamorphine, haloperidol 

and midazolam for Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards. Data was also requested on 

the method of drug delivery. The data relates to medicines issued from the pharmacy 

and does not include any wastage, nor can it verify the quantity of medicines 

administered to each patient. As the data does not offer any breakdown of casemix, it 

is not possible to determine how complex the needs of patients were in each year. 

Staff speaking to CHI described an increase in the numbers of sicker patients in 

recent years. A detailed breakdown of medicines issued to each ward is attached at 
appendix I. 

4.4 The experts commissioned by the police had serious concerns about the level of 

use of these three medicines (diamorphine, haloperidol and midazolam) and the 

apparent practice of anticipatory prescribing. CHI shares this view and believes the use 

and combination of medicines used in 1998 was excessive and outside normal 

practice. The following figures indicate the use of each medicine by ward and year, 

plotted alongside the number patients treated (finished consultant episodes). 

4.5 The trust's own data, provided to CHI during the site visit week, illustrates a 

marked decline in the usage of diamorphine, haloperidol and midazolam in recent 

years. This decline has been most pronounced on Dryad ward and is against a rise in 

FCEs during the same timeframe. The trust's data demonstrates that usage of each of 

these medicines peaked in 1998/99. On Sultan ward, the use of haloperidol and 

midazolam have also declined in recent years with a steady increase in FCEs. 

Diamorphine use, after declining dramatically in 1999/00, showed an increase in 

2000/01. 
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Assessment and management of pain 

4.6 Part of the individual total assessment of each patient includes an assessment of 

any pain they may be experiencing and how this is to be managed. In 1998, the trust 

did not have a policy for the assessment and management of pain. This was 

introduced in April 2001, in collaboration with Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, and is 

due for review in 2003. The stated purpose of the document was to identify 

mechanisms to ensure that all patients have early and effective management of pain 

or distress. The policy placed responsibility for ensuring that pain management 

standards are implemented in every clinical setting and sets out the following: 

Ern the prescription must be written by medical staff following diagnosis of type(s) of 

pain and be appropriate given the current circumstances of the patient 

Ern if the prescription states that medication is to be administered by continuous 

infusion (syringe driver), the rationale for this decision must be dearly documented 

!11 all prescriptions for drugs administered via a syringe driver must be written on a 

prescription sheet designed for this purpose 

4.7 CHI has also seen evidence of a pain management cycle chart and an 'analgesic 

ladder'. The analgesic ladder indicates the drug doses for different levels and types of 

pain, how to calculate opiate doses, gives advice on how to evaluate the effects of 

analgesia and how to observe for any side effects. Nurses interviewed by CHI 

demonstrated a good understanding of pain assessment tools and the use of the 

analgesic ladder. 

4.8 CHI was told by some nursing staff that following the introduction of the policy, it 

took longer for some patients to become pain free and that medical staff were 

apprehensive about prescribing diamorphine. Nurses also spoke of a reluctance of 

some patients to take pain relief. CHI's case note review concluded that two of the 

15 patients reviewed were not prescribed adequate pain relief for part of their 

stay in hospital. 

4.9 Many staff interviewed referred to the "Wessex guidelines". This is a booklet called 

Palliative care handbook guidelines on clinical management drawn up by Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust, the Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust and a local hospice, in 

association with the Wessex palliative care units. These guidelines were in place in 1998. 

Although the section on pain focuses on patients with cancer, there is a dear highlighted 

statement in the guidelines that states "all pains have a significant psychological 

component, and fear, anxiety and depression will all lower the pain threshold". 

4.10 The Wessex guidelines are comprehensive and include detail, in line with British 

National Formulary recommendations, on the use, dosage, and side effects of 

medicines commonly used in palliative care. The guidelines are not designed for a 

rehabilitation environment. 

4.11 CHI's random case note review of 15 recent admissions concluded that the pain 

assistance and management policy is being adhered to. CHI was told by staff of the 

previous practice of anticipatory prescribing of palliative opiates. As a result of the 

pain and assessment policy, this practice has now stopped. 
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Prescription writing policy 

4.12 This policy was produced jointly with the Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust in 

March 1998. The policy covered the purpose, scope, responsibilities and requirements 

for prescription writing, medicines administered at nurses' discretion and controlled 

drugs. A separate policy covers the administration of intravenous medicines. 

4.13 The policy has a section on verbal prescription orders, including telephone orders, 

in line with UKCC guidelines. CHI understands that arrangements such as these are 

common practice in GP led wards and work well on the Sultan ward, with 

arrangements in place for GPs to sign the prescription within 12 hours. These 

arrangements were also confirmed by evidence found in CHI's case note review. 

Administration of medicines 

4.14 Medicines can be administered in a number of ways, for example, orally in tablet 

or liquid form, by injection and via a syringe driver. Some of the medicines used in 

the care of older people can be delivered by a syringe driver, which delivers a 

continuous subcutaneous infusion of medication. Syringe drivers can be an entirely 

appropriate method of medicine administration that provides good control of 

symptoms with little discomfort or inconvenience to the patient. Guidance for staff on 

prescribing via syringe drivers is contained within the trust's policy for assessment and 

management of pain. The policy states that all prescriptions for continuous infusion 

must be written on a prescription sheet designed for this purpose. 

4.15 Evidence from CHI's case note review demonstrated good documented examples 

of communication with both patients and relatives over medication and the use of 

syringe drivers and the application of the trust's policy. 

4.16 Information provided by the trust indicates that only two qualified nurses from 

Sultan ward had taken part in a syringe driver course in 1999. Five nurses had also 

completed a drugs competencies course. No qualified nurses from Dryad or Daedalus 

ward had taken part in either course between 1998 and 2001. Some nursing and 

healthcare support staff spoke of receiving syringe driver information and training 

from a local hospice. 

Role of nurses in medicines administration 

4.17 Registered nurses are regulated by the Nursing and Midwifery Council, a new 

statutory body which replaced the United Kingdom Central Council on 1 April 2002. 

Registered nurses must work within their code of professional conduct (UKCC, June 

1992). The scope of professional practice clarified the way in which registered nurses 

are personally accountable for their own clinical practice and for care they provide to 

patients. The standards for the administration of medicines (UKCC, October 1992) 

details what is expected of nurses carrying out this function. 
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4.18 Underpinning all of the regulations that govern nursing practice, is the 

requirement that nurses act in the best interest of their patients at all times. This could 

include challenging the prescribing of other clinical staff. 

Review of medicines 

4.19 The regular ward rounds and multidisciplinary meetings should include a review 

of medication by senior staff, which is recorded in the patient's case notes. CHI 

recognises the complexity of multidisciplinary meetings. Despite this, a process should 

be found to ensure that effective and regular reviews of patient medication take place 

by senior clinicians and pharmacy staff. 

Structure of pharmacy 

4.20 Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust has a service level agreement for pharmacy 

services with the local acute trust, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust. An E grade 

pharmacist manages the contract locally and the service provided by a second 

pharmacist, who is the lead for older peoples' services. Pharmacists speaking to CHI 

spoke of a remote relationship between the community hospitals and the main 

pharmacy department at Queen Alexandra Hospital, together with an increasing 

workload. Pharmacy staff were confident that ward pharmacists would now challenge 

large doses written up by junior doctors but stressed the need for a computerised 

system which would allow clinician specific records. There are some recent plans to 

put the trust's A compendium of drug therapy guidelines on the intranet, although this 

is not easily available to all staff. 

4.21 Pharmacy training for non pharmacy staff was described as "totally inadequate" 

and not taken seriously. Nobody knew of any training offered to clinical assistants. 

4.22 There were no systems in place in 1998 for the routine review of pharmacy data 

which could have alerted the trust to any unusual or excessive patterns of prescribing, 

although the prescribing data was available for analysis. 

1. CHI has serious concerns regarding the quantity, combination, lack of review and 
anticipatory prescribing of medicines prescribed to older people on Dryad and Daedalus wards 
in 1998. A protocol existed in 1998 for palliative care prescribing (the "Wessex guidelines") 
but this was inappropriately applied to patients admitted for rehabilitation. 

2. Though CHI is unable to determine whether these levels of prescribing contributed to the 
deaths of any patients, it is clear that had adequate checking mechanisms existed in the 
trust, this level of prescribing would have been questioned. 

3. The usage of diamorphine, midazolam and haloperidol has declined in recent years, 
reinforced by trust staff interviewed by CHI and by CHI's own review of recent case notes. 
Nursing staff interviewed confirmed the decreased use of both diamorphine and the use of 
syringe drivers since 1998. 
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4. CHI found some evidence to suggest a recent reluctance amongst clinicians to prescribe 
sufficient pain relieving medication. Despite this, diamorphine usage on Sultan ward 
2000/2001 showed a marked increase. 

5. CHI welcomes the introduction and adherence to policies regarding the prescription, 
administration, review and recording of medicines. Anticipatory prescribing is no longer 
evident on these wards. Although the palliative care Wessex guidelines refer to non physical 
symptoms of pain, the trust's policies do not include methods of non verbal pain assessment 
and rely on the patient articulating when they are in pain. 

6. CHI found little evidence to suggest that thorough individual total patient assessments 
were being made by multidisciplinary teams in 1998. CHI's case note review concluded that 
this approach to care had been developed in recent years. 

7. Pharmacy support to the wards in 1998 was inadequate. The trust was able to produce 
pharmacy data in 2002 relating to 1998. A system should have been in place to review and 
monitor prescribing at ward level, using data such as this as a basis. 

fitl I fillWl rllli 111 JDiij!fll lfi llllli® , 
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1. As a priority, the Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that a system is in place to 
routinely review and monitor prescribing of all medicines on wards caring for older people. 
This should include a review of recent diamorphine prescribing on Sultan ward. Consideration 
must be given to the adequacy of IT support available to facilitate this. 

2. The East Hampshire PCT and Fareham and Gosport PCT should review all local prescribing 
guidelines to ensure their appropriateness for the current levels of dependency of the 
patients on the wards. 

3. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should review the provision of pharmacy services to Dryad, 
Daedalus and Sultan wards, taking into account the change in casemix and use of these 
wards in recent years. Consideration should be given to including pharmacy input into regular 
ward rounds. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT, in conjunction with the pharmacy 
department, must ensure that all relevant staff including GPs are trained in the prescription, 
administration, review and recording of medicines for older people. 
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5.1 This chapter details CHI's findings following contact with patients and relatives. 

This needs to be put into the context of the 1,725 finished consultant episodes for 

older patients admitted to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital between April 1998 and 

March 2001. Details of the methods used to gain an insight into the patient experience 

and of the issues raised with CHI are contained in appendix B. 

Patient expeience 

5.2 As with all patients being cared for when they are sick and vulnerable, it is 

important to treat each person as a whole. For this reason, the total holistic assessment 

of patients is critical to high quality individual care tailored to each patient's specific 

needs. The following sections are key elements (though not an exhaustive list) of total 

assessments which were reported to CHI by stakeholders. 

5.3 CHI examined in detail the experience of older patients admitted to the Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital between 1998 and 2001 and that of their relatives and carers. 

This was carried out in two ways. Firstly, stakeholders were invited, through local 

publicity, to make contact with CHI. The police also wrote to relatives who had 

expressed concern to them informing them of CHI's investigation. Views were invited 

in person, in writing, over the telephone and by questionnaire. A total of 36 patients 

and relatives contacted CHI during the investigation. 

5.4 Secondly, CHI made a number of observation visits, including at night, to 

Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards during the site visit week in January 2002. Some of 

the visits were unannounced. Mealtimes, staff handovers, ward rounds and medicine 

rounds were observed. 

Stakeholder views 

5.5 The term stakeholder is used by CHI to define a range of people that are affected 

by, or have an interest in, the services offered by an organisation. CHI heard of a 

range of both positive and less positive experiences, of the care of older people. The 

most frequently raised concerns with CHI were: the use of medicines, the attitude of 

staff, continence management, the use of patients' own clothing, transfer 

arrangements between hospitals and nutrition and fluids. More detail on each of these 

areas is given below. 
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5.6 Relatives expressed concern around a perceived lack of nutrition and fluids as 

patients neared the end of their lives: "no water and fluids for last four days of life': 

Comments were also raised about unsuitable, unappetising food and patients being left 

to eat without assistance. A number of stakeholders commented on untouched food 

being cleared away without patients being given assistance to eat. 

5.7 Following comments by stakeholders, CHI reviewed the trust policy for nutrition 

and fluids. The trust conducted a trust wide audit of minimum nutritional standards 

between October 1997 and March 1998, as part of the five year national strategy 

Feeding People. The trust policy, Prevention and management of malnutrition (2000), 

included the designation of an appropriately trained lead person in each clinical area, 

who would organise training programmes for staff and improve documentation to 

ensure full compliance. The standards state: 

11 all patients must have a nutritional risk assessment on admission 

W& registered nurses must plan, implement and oversee nutritional care and refer to an 

appropriate professional as necessary 

M% all staff must ensure that documented evidence supports the continuity of patient 

care and clinical practice 

11 all clinical areas should have a nominated nutritional representative who attends 

training/updates and is a resource for colleagues 

11 systems should be in place to ensure that staff have the required training to 

implement and monitor the Feeding People standards 

5.8 A second trust audit in 2000 concluded that, overall, the implementation of the 

Feeding People standards had been "very encouraging". However, there were concerns 

about the lack of documentation and a sense of complacency as locally written 

protocols had not been produced throughout the service. 

5.9 CHI's review of recent case notes concluded that appropriate recording of patient 

intake and output was taking place. CHI was concerned that nurses appeared unable to 

make swallowing assessments out of hours; this could lead to delays in receiving 

nutrition over weekends, for example, when speech and language therapy staff were 

not available. 

5.10 Continence management is an important aspect of the care of older people, the 

underlying objective is to promote or sustain continence as part of the holistic 

management of care, this includes maintaining skin integrity (prevention of pressure 

sores). Where this is not possible, a range of options including catheterisation are 

available and it is imperative that these are discussed with patients, relatives and 

carers. Some stakeholders raised concerns regarding the 'automatic' catheterisation of 

patients on admission to the War Memorial. "They seem to catheterise everyone. My 

husband was not incontinent; the nurse said it was done mostly to save time': 

Relatives also spoke of patients waiting for long periods of time to be helped to the 

toilet or for help in using the commode. 

5.11 CHI's review of recent case notes found no evidence of inappropriate 

catheterisation of patients in recent months. 
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5.12 The use of pain relieving medicines and the use of syringe drivers to administer 

them was commented on by a number of relatives. One relative commented that her 

mother "certainly was not in pain prior to transfer to the War Memorial". Although a 

number of relatives confirmed that staff did speak to them before medication was 

delivered by a syringe driver, CHI also received comments that families would have 

liked more information: "Doctors should disclose all drugs, why [they are being used] 

and what the side effects are. There should be more honesty". 

5.13 Many relatives were distressed about patients who were not dressed in their own 

clothes, even when labelled clothes had been provided by their families. "They were 

never in their own clothes". Relatives also thought patients being dressed in other 

patients' clothes was a potential cross infection risk. The trust did apologise to families 

who had raised this as a complaint and explained the steps taken by wards to ensure 

patients were dressed in their own clothes. This is an important means by which 

patients' dignity can be maintained. 

5.14 Concern was expressed regarding the physical transfer of patients from one 

hospital to another. Amongst concerns were lengthy waits prior to transfer, inadequate 

clothing and covering during the journey and the methods used to transfer patients. 

One person described their relative as being "carried on nothing more than a sheet". 

CHI learnt that this instance was acknowledged by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 

who sought an apology from the referring hospital, which did not have the 

appropriate equipment available. 

5.15 Though there were obvious concerns regarding the transfer of patients, during the 

period of the investigation, the Hampshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust, who were 

responsible for patient transfers between hospitals, received no complaints relating to 

the transfer of patients to and from the Go sport War Memorial Hospital. 

5.16 Comments about the attitude of staff ranged from the very positive "Everyone 

was so kind and caring towards him in both Daedalus and Dryad wards" and 

"I received such kindness and help from all the staff at all times" to the less positive 

"I was made to feel an inconvenience because we asked questions" and "I got the 

feeling she had dementia and her feelings didn't count". 

Outcome of CH I observation work 

5.17 CHI spent time on Dryad, Sultan and Daedalus wards throughout the week of 

7 January 2002 to observe the environment in which care was given, the interactions 

between staff and patients and between staff. Ward staff were welcoming, friendly and 

open. Although CHI observed a range of good patient experiences this only provides a 

'snap shot' during the site visit and may not be fully representative. However, many of 

the positive aspects of patient care observed were confirmed by CHI's review of recent 

patient notes. 
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Ward environment 

5.18 All wards were built during the 1991 expansion of the hospital and are modem, 

welcoming and bright. This view was echoed by stakeholders, who were 

complimentary about the decor and patient surroundings. Wards were tidy, clean and 

fresh smelling. 

5.19 Day rooms are pleasant and Daedalus ward has direct access to a well designed 

garden suitable for wheelchair users. The garden is paved with a variety of different 

textures to enable patients to practice mobility. There is limited storage space in 

Daedalus and Dryad wards and, as a result, the corridors had become cluttered with 

equipment. This can be problematic for patients using walking aids. Daedalus ward 

has an attractive, separate single room for independent living assessment with its own 

sink and wardrobe. 

5.20 CHI saw staff address patients by name in a respectful and encouraging way and 

saw examples of staff helping patients with dressing and holding friendly 

conversations. The staff handovers observed were well conducted, held away from the 

main wards areas and relevant information about patient care was exchanged 

appropriately. 

5.21 Mealtimes were well organised with patients given a choice of menu options and 

portion size. Patients who needed help to eat and drink were given assistance. There 

appeared to be sufficient staff to serve meals, and to note when meals were not eaten. 

CHI did not observe any meals returned untouched. Healthcare support workers told 

CHI that they were responsible for making a note when meals were not eaten. 

5.22 There are day rooms where patients are able to watch the television and large 

print books, puzzles and current newspapers are provided. CHI saw little evidence of 

social activities taking place, although some patients did eat together in the day room. 

Bells to call assistance are situated by patients' beds, but are less accessible to patients 

in the day rooms. The wards have an activities coordinator, although the impact of 

this post has been limited. 

5.23 Daedalus ward has a communication book by each bed for patients and relatives 

to make comments about day to day care. This is a two way communication process 

which, for example, allows therapy staff to ask relatives for feedback on progress and 

enables relatives to ask for an appointment with the consultant. 

5.24 CHI observed two medicine rounds, both of which were conducted in an 

appropriate way with two members of staff jointly identifying the patient and 

checking the prescription sheet. One member of staff handed out the medicines while 

the other oversaw the patients as medicines are taken. Medicines are safely stored on 

the wards in locked cupboards. 
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Communication with patients, relatives and carers 

The trust had an undated user involvement service development framework, which sets 

out the principles behind effective user involvement within the national policy 

framework described in the NHS Plan. It is unclear from the framework who was 

responsible for taking the work forward and within what time frame. Given the 

dissolution of the trust, a decision was taken not to establish a trust wide Patient Advice 

and Liaison Service (PALS), a requirement ofthe NHS Plan. However, work was started 

by the trust to look at a possible future PALS structure for the Fareham and Gosport PCT. 

The Health Advisory Service Standards for health and social care services for older 
people (2000) states that "each service should have a written information leaflet or 

guide for older people who use the service. There should be good information facilities 

in inpatient services for older people, their relatives and carers". CHI saw a number of 

separate information leaflets provided for patients and relatives during the site visit. 

The trust used patient surveys, given to patients on discharge, as part of its patient 

involvement framework, although the response rate was unknown. Issues raised by 

patients in completed surveys were addressed by action plans discussed at clinical 

managers meetings. Ward specific action plans were distributed to ward staff. CHI 

noted, for example, that as a result of patient comments regarding unacceptable ward 

temperatures, thermometers were purchased to address the problem. CHI could find no 

evidence to suggest that the findings from patient surveys were shared across the trust. 

Support towards the end of life 

Staff referred to the Wessex palliative care guidelines, which are used on the wards 

and address breaking bad news and communicating with the bereaved. Many clinical 

staff, at all levels spoke of the difficulty in managing patient and relative expectations 

following discharge from the acute sector. "They often painted a rosier picture than 

justified". Staff spoke of the closure of the Royal Haslar acute beds leading to increased 

pressure on Queen Alexandra and St Mary's hospitals to "discharge patients too 

quickly to Go sport War Memorial Hospital". Staff were aware of increased numbers of 

medically unstable patients being transferred in recent years. 

Both patients and relatives have access to a hospital chaplain, who has links to 

representatives of other faiths. The trust had a leaflet for relatives Because we care 
which talks about registering the death, bereavement and grieving. The hospital 

has a designated manager to assist relatives through the practical necessities 

following a death. 
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1. Relatives speaking to CHI had some serious concerns about the care their relatives received 
on Daedalus and Dryad wards between 1998 and 2001. The instances of concern expressed to 
CHI were at their highest in 1998. Fewer concerns were expressed regarding the quality of 
care received on Sultan ward. 

2. Based on CHI's observation work and review of recent case notes, CHI has no significant 
concerns regarding the standard of nursing care provided to the patients of Daedalus, Dryad 
and Sultan ward now. 

3. The ward environments and patient surroundings are good. 

4. Some notable steps had been taken on Daedalus ward to facilitate communication between 
patients and their relatives with ward staff. 

5. CHI was concerned, following the case note review, of the inability of any ward staff to 
undertake swallowing assessments as required. This is an area of potential risk for patients 
whose swallowing reflex may have been affected, for example, by a stroke. 

6. Opportunities for patients to engage in daytime activities in order to encourage 
orientation and promote confidence are limited. 

7. The trust had a strong theoretical commitment to patient and user involvement. 

8. There are systems in place to support patients and relatives towards the end of the 
patient's life and following bereavement. 

1. All patient complaints and comments, both informal and formal, should be used at ward 
level to improve patient care. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT must 
ensure a mechanism is in place to ensure that shared learning is disseminated amongst all 
staff caring for older people. 

2. Fareham and Gosport PCT should lead an initiative to ensure that relevant staff are 
appropriately trained to undertake swallowing assessments to ensure that there are no delays 
out of hours. 

3. Daytime activities for patients should be increased. The role of the activities coordinator 
should be revised and clarified, with input from patients, relatives and all therapists in order 
that activities complement therapy goals. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that all local continence management, nutrition 
and hydration practices are in line with the national standards set out in the Essence of Care 

guidelines. 

5. Within the framework of the new PAlS, the Fareham and Gosport PCT should, as a priority, 
consult with user groups and consider reviewing specialist advice from national support and 
patient groups, to determine the best way to improve communication with older patients and 
their relatives and carers. 
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6 Staffing arrangements and 
responsibility for patient 
care 

Responsibility for patient care 

6.1 Patient care on Daedalus and Dryad wards at Gosport War Memorial Hospital for 

the period of the CHI investigation was provided by consultant led teams. A 

multidisciplinary, multiprofessional team of appropriately trained staff best meets the 

complex needs of these vulnerable patients. This ensures that the total needs of the 

patient are considered and are reflected in a care plan, which is discussed with the 

patient and their relatives and is understood by every member of the team. 

Medical responsibility 

6.2 For the period covered by the CHI investigation, medical responsibility for the care 

of older people in Daedalus and Dryad wards lay with the named consultant of each 

patient. This is still the case today. All patients on both wards are admitted under the 

care of a consultant. Since 1995, there has been a lead consultant for the department 

of medicine for elderly people who held a two session contract (one session equates to 

half a day per week) for undertaking lead consultant responsibilities. These 

responsibilities included overall management of the department and the development 

of departmental objectives. The lead consultant is not responsible for the clinical 

practice of individual doctors. The post holder does not undertake any clinical sessions 

on the War Memorial site. The job description for the post, outlines 12 functions and 

states that the post is a major challenge for "a very part time role". 

6.3 Since 2000, two department of elderly medicine consultants provide a total of 10 

sessions of consultant cover on Dryad and Daedalus wards per week. Since September 

2000, day to day medical support has been provided by a staff grade physician who 

was supervised by both consultants. Until July 2000, a clinical assistant provided 

additional medical support. Both consultants currently undertake a weekly ward round 

with the staff grade doctor. In 1998, there was a fortnightly ward round on Daedalus 

ward. On Dryad, ward rounds were scheduled fortnightly, though occurred less 

frequently. 

6.4 CHI feels that the staff grade post is a pivotal, potentially isolated post, due to the 

distance of Gosport War Memorial Hospital from the main department of medicine for 

elderly people based at Queen Alexandra Hospital, no full time support from medical 

colleagues on the wards and a difficulty in attending departmental meetings. In 2001, 

the trust identified the risk of professional isolation and lack of support at Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital as a reason not to appoint a locum consultant. 
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Figure 6.1 Line management accountabilities 

I Trust medical director I 

Lead consultant, medicine for 
elderly people 

Dryad, Consultant Daedalus, Consultant 
medicine for medicine for Sultan, GP led 

elderly people elderly people 

I I 
Until July 2000 clinical assistant with five sessions 

Since September 2000 full time staff grade doctor 

Out of hours 5pm - 11 pm - local GP 
practice 11 pm - 8.30am Health call 

(* ---------------- this line indicates managerial accountability and not clinical accountability) 

General practice role and accountability 
6.5 Local GPs worked at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital in three capacities during 

the period under investigation: as clinical assistants employed by the trust, as the 

clinicians admitting and caring for patients on the GP ward (Sultan) and as providers 

of out of hours medical support to all patients on each of the three wards. 

Clinical assistant role 
6.6 Clinical assistants are usually GPs employed and paid by trusts, largely on a part 

time basis, to provide medical support on hospital wards. Clinical assistants have been 

a feature of community hospitals within the NHS for a number of years. Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust employed a number of such GPs in this capacity in each of their 

community hospitals. Clinical assistants work as part of a consultant led team and 

have the same responsibilities as hospital doctors to prescribe medication, write in the 

medical record and complete death certificates. Clinical assistants should be 

accountable to a named consultant. 
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6. 7 From 1994 until the resignation of the post holder in July 2000, a clinical assistant 

was employed for five sessions at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. The fees for this 

post were in line with national rates. The job description dearly states that the clinical 

assistant was accountable to "named consultant physicians in geriatric medicine". The 

post holder was responsible for arranging cover for annual leave and any sickness 

absence with practice partners. The trust and the practice partners did not have a 

contract for this work. The job description does state that the post is subject to the 

terms and conditions of hospital medical and dental staff. Therefore, any concerns 

over the performance of any relevant staff could be pursued through the trust's 

disciplinary processes. CHI could find no evidence to suggest that this option was 

considered at the time of the initial police investigation in 1998. 

Appraisal and supervision of clinical assistants 

6.8 CHI is not aware of any trust systems in place to monitor or appraise the 

performance of clinical assistants in 1998. This lack of monitoring is still common 

practice within the NHS. The consultants admitting patients to Dryad and Daedalus 

wards, to whom the clinical assistant was accountable, had no system for supervising 

the practice of the clinical assistant, including any review of prescribing. CHI found no 

evidence of any formal lines of communication regarding policy development, 

guidelines and workload. Staff interviewed commented on the long working hours of 

the clinical assistant, in excess of the five contracted sessions. 

6.9 CHI is aware of work by the Department of Health on GP appraisal which will 

cover GPs working as clinical assistants and further work to develop guidance on 

disciplinary procedures. 

Sultan ward 

6.10 Medical responsibility for patients on Sultan ward lay with the admitting GP 

throughout the period of the CHI investigation. The trust issued admitting GPs with a 

contract for working on trust premises, which clearly states "you will take full clinical 

responsibility for the patients under your care". CHI was told that GPs visit their 

patients regularly as well as when requested by nursing staff. This is a common 

arrangement in community hospitals throughout the NHS. GPs had no medical 

accountablity framework within the trust. 

6.11 GPs managing their own patients on Sultan ward could be subject to the health 

authority's voluntary process for dealing with doctors whose performance is giving 

cause for concern. However, this procedure can only be used in regard to their work as 

a GP, and not any contracted work performed in the trust as a clinical assistant. Again, 

this arrangement is common throughout the NHS. 
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Out of hours cover provided by GPs 
6.12 Between the hours of 8.30am and 5.00pm on weekdays, hospital doctors employed 

by the trust manage the care of all patients on Dryad and Daedalus wards. Out of hours 

medical cover, including weekends and bank holidays, is provided by a local GP 

practice from 5.00pm to 11.00pm, after which, between 11.00pm and 8.30am, nursing 

staff call on either the patient's practice or Healthcall, a local deputising service for 

medical input. If an urgent situation occurs out of hours, staff call 999 for assistance. 

6.13 Some staff interviewed by CHI expressed concern about long waits for the 

deputising service, CHI heard that waiting times for Healthcall to attend a patient 

could sometimes take between three and five hours. However, evidence provided by 

Healthcall contradicts this. Nurses expressed concern over Healthcall GPs' reluctance 

to 'interfere' with the prescribing of admitting GPs on Sultan and Dryad wards. The 

contract with Healthcall is managed by a local practice. 

Appra isa I of hospita I medica I staff 

6.14 Since April 2000, all NHS employers have been contractually required to carry out 

annual appraisals, covering both clinical and non clinical aspects of their jobs. All 

doctors interviewed by CHI who currently work for the trust, including the medical 

director, who works five sessions in the department of medicine for elderly people, have 

regular appraisals. Those appraising the work of other doctors have been trained to do so. 

Nursing responsibility 

6.15 All qualified nurses are personally accountable for their own clinical practice. 

Their managers are responsible for implementing systems and environments that 

promote high quality nursing care. 

6.16 On each ward, a G grade clinical manager, who reports to a senior H grade nurse, 

manages the ward nurses. The H grade nurse covers all wards caring for older people and 

was managed by the general manager for the Fareham and Gosport division. The general 

manager reported to both the director of nursing and the operations director. An 

accountability structure such as this is not unusual in a community hospital. The director of 

nursing was ultimately accountable for the standard of nursing practice within the hospital. 

Nursing supervision 

6.17 Clinical supervision for nurses was recommended by the United Kingdom Central 

Council in 1996 and again in the national nursing strategy, Making a difference, in 

1999. It is a system through which qualified nurses can maintain lifelong development 

and enhancement of their professional skills through reflection, exploration of practice 

and identification of issues that need to be addressed. Clinical supervision is not a 
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managerial activity, but provides an opportunity to reflect and improve on practice in 

a non judgemental environment. Clinical supervision is a key factor in professional 

self regulation. 

6.18 The trust has been working to adopt a model of clinical supervision for nurses for 

a number of years and received initial assistance from the Royal College of Nursing to 

develop the processes. As part of the trust's clinical nursing development programme, 

which ran between January 1999 and December 2000, nurses caring for older people 

were identified to lead the development of clinical supervision on the wards. 

6.19 Many of the nurses interviewed valued the principles of reflective practice as a 

way in which to improve their own skills and care of patients. The H grade senior 

nurse coordinator post, appointed in November 2000, was a specific trust response to 

an acknowledged lack of nursing leadership at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

Teamworking 

6.20 Caring for older people involves input from many professionals who must 

coordinate their work around the needs of the patient. Good teamwork provides the 

cornerstone of high quality care for those with complex needs. Staff interviewed by CHI 

spoke of teamwork, although in several instances this was uniprofessional, for example 

a nursing team. CHI observed a multidisciplinary team meeting on Daedalus ward, 

which was attended by a consultant, a senior ward nurse, a physiotherapist and an 

occupational therapist. No junior staff were present. Hospital staff described input from 

social services as good when available, though this was not always the case. 

6.21 Regular ward meetings are held on Sultan and Daedalus wards. Arrangements are 

less dear on Dryad ward, possibly due to the long term sickness of senior ward staff. 

6.22 Arrangements for multidisciplinary team meetings on Dryad and Sultan wards 

are less well established. Occupational therapy staff reported some progress towards 

multidisciplinary goal setting for patients, but were hopeful of further development. 

Allied health professional structures 
6.23 Allied health professionals are a group of staff which include occupational therapists, 

dieticians, speech and language therapists and physiotherapists. The occupational therapy 

structure is in transition from a traditional site based service to a defined clinical specialty 

service (such as stroke rehabilitation) in the locality. Staff explained that this system 

enables the use of specialist clinical skills and ensures continuity of care of patients, as 

one occupational therapist follows the patient throughout hospital admission(s) and at 

home. Occupational therapists talking to CHI described a good supervision structure, with 

supervision contracts and performance development plans in place. 

6.24 Physiotherapy services are based within the hospital. The physiotherapy team sees 

patients from admission right through to home treatment. Physiotherapists described 

good levels of training and supervision and involvement in Daedalus ward's 

multidisciplinary team meetings. 
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6.25 Speech and language therapists also reported participation in multidisciplinary 

team meetings on Daedalus ward. Examples were given to CHI of well developed in 

service training opportunities and professional development, such as discussion groups 

and clinical observation groups. 

6.26 The staffing structure in dietetics consists of one full time dietitian based at 

St James Hospital. Each ward has a nurse with lead nutrition responsibilities able to 

advise colleagues. 

Workforce and service planning 

6.27 In November 2000, in preparation for the change of use of beds in Dryad and 

Daedalus wards from continuing care to intermediate care, the trust undertook an 

undated resource requirement analysis and identified three risk issues: 

m consultant cover 

lliill medical risk with a change in patient group and the likelihood of more patients 

requiring specialist intervention. The trust believed that the introduction of 

automated defibrillators would go some way to resolve this. The paper also spoke 

of "the need for clear protocols ... within which medical cover can be obtained out of 

hours" 

@l!! the trust identified a course for qualified nursing staff, ALERT, which demonstrates 

a technique for quickly assessing any changes in a patients condition in order to 

provide an early warning of any deterioration 

6.28 Despite this preparation, several members of staff expressed concern to CHI 

regarding the complex needs of many patients cared for at the Gosport War Memorial 

Hospital and spoke of a system under pressure due to nurse shortages and high sickness 

levels. Concerns were raised formally with the trust in early 2000 around the increased 

workload and complexity of patients. This was acknowledged in a letter by the medical 

director. CHI found no evidence of a systematic attempt to review or seek solutions to 

the evolving casemix, though a full time staff grade doctor was in post by September 

2002 to replace and increase the previous five sessions of clinical assistant cover. 

Access to specialist advice 

6.29 Older patients are admitted to Gosport War Memorial Hospital with a wide variety 

of physical and mental health conditions, such as strokes, cancers and dementia. Staff 

demonstrated good examples of systems in place to access expert opinion and 

assistance. 

6.30 There are supportive links with palliative care consultants, consultant 

psychiatrists and oncologists. The lead consultant for elderly mental health reported 

close links with the three wards, with patients either given support on the ward or 

transfer to an elderly mental health bed. There are plans for a nursing rotation 
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programme between the elderly medicine and elderly mental health wards. Staff spoke 

of strong links with the local hospice and Macmillan nurses. Nurses gave recent 

examples of joint training events with the hospice. 

6.31 CHI's audit of recent case notes indicated that robust systems are in place for both 

specialist medical advice and therapeutic support. 

Staff welfare 
6.32 Since its creation in 1994, the trust developed as a caring employer, demonstrated 

by support for further education, flexible working hours and a ground breaking 

domestic violence policy that has won national recognition. The hospital was awarded 

Investors in People status in 1998. Both trust management and staff side 

representatives talking to CHI spoke of a constructive and supportive relationship. 

6.33 However, many staff, at all levels in the organisation, spoke of the stress and low 

morale caused by the series of police investigations and the referrals to the General 

Medical Council, the United Kingdom Central Council and the CHI investigation. Trust 

managers told CHI they encouraged staff to use the trust's counselling service and 

support sessions for staff were organised. Not all staff speaking to CHI considered that 

they had been supported by the trust, particularly those working at a junior level, 

"I don't feel I've had the support I should have had before and during the police 

investigation - others feel the same". 

Staff communication 
6.34 Most staff interviewed by CHI spoke of good internal communications, and were 

well informed about the transfer of services to PCTs. The trust used newsletters to 

inform staff of key developments. An intranet is being developed by the Fareham and 

Gosport PCT to facilitate communication with staff. 

'" ,'Eil!i' rnt-IM!mn'rJim's " - , , - _ '"_ ,- < 
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1. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did not have any systems in place to monitor and 
appraise the performance of clinical assistants. There were no arrangements in place for the 
adequate supervision of the clinical assistant working on Daedalus and Dryad wards. lt was 
not made clear to CHI how GPs working as clinical assistants and admitting patients to Sultan 
wards are included in the development of trust procedures and clinical governance 
arrangements. 

2. There are now clear accountability and supervisory arrangements in place for trust doctors, 
nurses and allied health professional staff. Currently, there is effective nursing leadership on 
Daedalus and Sultan wards, this is less evident on Dryad ward. CHI was concerned regarding 
the potential for professional isolation of the staff grade doctor. 

3. Systems are now in place to ensure that appropriate specialist medical and therapeutic 
advice is available for patients. Some good progress has been made towards multidisciplinary 
team working which should be developed. 
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4. There was a planned approach to the service development in advance of the change in use 
of beds in 2000. The increasing dependency of patients and resulting pressure on the service, 
whilst recognised by the trust, was neither monitored nor reviewed as the changes were 
implemented and the service developed. 

5. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust should be congratulated for its progress towards a 
culture of reflective nursing practice. 

6. The trust has a strong staff focus, with some notable examples of good practice. Despite 
this, CHI found evidence to suggest that not all staff felt adequately supported during the 
police and other recent investigations. 

7. Out of hours medical cover for the three wards out of hours is problematic and does not 
reflect current levels of patient dependency. 

B. There are systems in place to support patients and relatives towards the end of the 
patient's life and following bereavement. 

1. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should develop local guidance for GPs working as clinical 
assistants. This should address supervision and appraisal arrangemnts, clinical governance 
responsibilities and trianing needs. 

2. The provision of out of hours medical cover to Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards should be 
reviewed. The deputising service and PCTs must work towards an out of hours contract which 
sets out a shared philosophy of care, waiting time standards, adequate payment and a 
disciplinary framework. 

3. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should ensure that appropriate patients 
are being admitted to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital with appropriate levels of support. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should ensure that arrangements are in place to ensure 
strong, long term nursing leadership on all wards. 

5. Both PCTs must find ways to continue the staff communication developments made by the 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. 
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7.1 A total of 129 complaints were made regarding the provision of elderly medicine 

since 1 April 1997. These complaints include care provided in other community 

hospitals as well as that received on the acute wards of St Mary's and Queen 

Alexandra hospitals. CHI was told that the three wards at Gosport War Memorial 

Hospital had received over 400 letters of thanks during the same period. 

7.2 Ten complaints were made surrounding the care and treatment of patients on 

Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards between 1998 and 2002. A number raised concerns 

regarding the use of medicines, especially the levels of sedation administered prior to 

death, the use of syringe drivers and communication with relatives. Three complaints in 

the last five months of 1998 expressed concern regarding pain management, the use of 

diamorphine and levels of sedation. The clinical care, including a review of prescription 

charts, of two of these three patients, was considered by the police expert witnesses. 

External review of complaints 

7.3 One complaint was referred to the Health Services Commissioner (Ombudsman) in 

May 2000. The medical adviser found that the choice of pain relieving drugs was 

appropriate in terms of medicines, doses and administration. A complaint in January 

2000 was referred to an independent review panel, which found that drug doses, 

though high, were appropriate, as was the clinical management of the patient. 

Although the external assessment of these two complaints revealed no serious clinical 

concerns, both the Health Services Commissioner and the review panel commented on 

the need for the trust to improve its communication with relatives towards the end of 

a patient's life. 

Complaint handling 

7.4 The trust had a policy for handling patient related complaints produced in 1997 

and reviewed in 2000, based on national guidance Complaints: guidance on the 

implementation of the NHS complaints procedure. A leaflet for patients detailing the 

various stages of the complaints procedure was produced, which indicated the right to 

request an independent review if matters were not satisfactorily resolved together with 

the address of the Health Service Commissioner. This leaflet was not freely available 

on the wards during CHI's visit. 
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7.5 Both the trust and the local community health council (CHC) described a good 

working relationship. The CHC regretted, however, that their resources since November 

2000 had prevented them from offering the level of advice and active support to trust 

complainants they would have wished. The CHC did continue to support complainants 

who had contacted them before November 2000. New contacts were provided with a 

"self help" pack. 

7.6 CHI found that letters to complainants in response to their complaints did not always 

include an explanation of the independent review stage, although this is outlined in the 

leaflet mentioned above, which is sent to complainants earlier in the process. The 2000 

update of the complaints policy stated that audit standards for complaints handling were 

good with at least 800/o of complainants satisfied with complaint handling and 1000/o of 

complaints resolved within national performance targets. The chief executive responded 

to all written complaints. Staff interviewed by CHI valued the chief executive's personal 

involvement in complaint resolution and correspondence. Letters to patients and relatives 

sent by the trust reviewed by CHI were thorough and sensitive. The trust adopted an open 

response to complaints and apologised for any shortcomings in its services. 

7.7 Once the police became involved in the initial complaint in 1998, the trust ceased 

its internal investigation processes. CHI found no evidence in agendas and minutes 

that the trust board were formally made aware of police involvement. Senior trust 

managers told CHI that the trust would have commissioned a full internal 

investigation without question if the police investigation had not begun. In CHI's view, 

police involvement did not preclude full internal clinical investigation. CHI was told 

that neither the doctor nor portering staff involved in the care and transfer of the 

patient whose care was the subject of the initial police investigation were asked for 

statements during the initial complaint investigation. 

Trust learning regarding prescribing 

7.8 Action was taken to develop and improve trust policies around prescribing and 

pain management (as detailed in chapter 4). In addition, CHI learnt that external 

clinical advice sought by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust in September 1999, during 

the course of a complaint resolution, suggested that the prescribing of diamorphine 

with dose ranges from 20mg to 200mg a day was poor practice and "could indeed lead 

to a serious problem". This comment was made by the external clinical assessor in 

regard to a patient given doses ranging from 20mg to 40mg per day. 

7.9 Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust correspondence states that there was an agreed 

protocol for the prescription of diamorphine for a syringe driver with doses ranging 

between 20mg and 200mg a day. CHI understands this protocol to be the Wessex 

guidelines. Further correspondence in October 1999, indicated that a doctor working on 

the wards requested a trust policy on the prescribing of opiates in community hospitals. 
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7.10 A draft protocol for the prescription and administration of diamorphine by 

subcutaneous infusion was piloted on Dryad ward in 1999 and discussed at the trust's 

Medicines and Prescribing Committee in February and April 2000 following consultation 

with palliative care consultants. This guidance was eventually incorporated into the joint 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust and Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust policy for the 

assessment and management of pain which was introduced in April 2001. 

Other trust lessons 

7.11 Lessons ar:ound issues other than prescribing have been learnt by the trust, 

though the workshop to draw together this learning was not held until early 2001 

when the themes discussed were communication with relatives, staff attitudes and 

fluids and nutrition. Action taken by the trust since the series of complaints in 1998 

are as follows: 

11 an increase in the frequency of consultant ward rounds on Daedalus ward, from 

fortnightly to weekly from February 1999 

11 the appointment of a full time staff grade doctor in September 2000 which 

increased medical cover following the resignation of the clinical assistant 

!tll piloting pain management charts and prescribing guidance approved in April 2001. 

Nursing documentation is currently under review, with nurse input 

m one additional consultant session began in 2000, following a district wide initiative 

with local PCGs around intermediate care 

m nursing documentation now dearly identifies prime family contacts and next of 

kin information to ensure appropriate communication with relatives 

11 all conversations with families are now documented in the medical record. CHI's 

review of recent anonymised case notes demonstrated frequent and dear 

communication between relatives and clinical staff 

7.12 Comments recorded in this workshop were echoed by staff interviewed by CHI, 

such as the difficultly in building a rapport with relatives when patients die a few days 

after transfer, the rising expectations of relatives and the lack of control Gosport War 

Memorial staff have over information provided to patients and relatives prior to 

transfer regarding longer term prognosis. 

Monitoring and trend identification 

7.13 A key action identified in the 2000/2001 clinical governance action plan was a 

strengthening of trust systems to ensure that actions following complaints were 

implemented. Until the dissolution of Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, actions were 

monitored through the divisional review process, the clinical governance panel and 

trust board. A trust database was introduced in 1999 to record and track complaint 

trends. An investigations officer was also appointed in order to improve factfinding 

behind complaints. This has improved the quality of complaint responses. 
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7.14 Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust offered specific training in complaints 

handling, customer care and loss, death and bereavement, which many staff 

interviewed by CHI were aware of and had attended. 
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1. The police investigation, the review of the Health Service Commissioner, the independent 
review panel and the trust's own pharmacy data did not provide the trigger for the trust to 
undertake an review of prescribing practices. The trust should have responded earlier to 
concerns expressed around levels of sedation which it was aware of in late 1998. 

2. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did effect changes in patient care over time as a result 
of patient complaints, including increased medical staffing levels and improved processes for 
communication with relatives, though this learning was not consolidated until 2001. CHI saw 
no evidence to suggest that the impact of these changes had been robustly monitored and 
reviewed. 

3. Though Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did begin to develop a protocol for the 
prescription and administration of diamorphine by syringe driver in 1999, the delay in 
finalising this protocol in April 2001, as part of the policy for the assessment and 
management of pain, was unacceptable. 

4. There has been some, but not comprehensive, training of all staff in handling patient 
complaints and communicating with patients and carers. 

1. The Department of Health should work with the Association of Chief Police Officers and 
CHI to develop a protocol for sharing information regarding patient safety and potential 
systems failures within the NHS as early as possible. 

2. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should ensure that the learning and 
monitoring of action arising from complaints undertaken through the Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust quarterly divisional performance management system is maintained under the new 
PCT management arrangements. 

3. Both PCTs involved in the provision of care for older people should ensure that all staff 
working on Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards who have not attended customer care and 
complaints training events do so. Any new training programmes should be developed with 
patients, relatives and staff to ensure that current concerns and the particular needs of the 
bereaved are addressed. 
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8 Clinical governance 

Introduction 

8.1 Clinical governance is about making sure that health services have systems in 

place to provide patients with high standards of care. The Department of Health 

document A First Class Service defines clinical governance as "a framework through 

which NHS organisations are accountable for continuously improving the quality of 

their services and safeguarding high standards of care by creating an environment in 

which excellence in clinical care will flourish". 

8.2 CHI has not conducted a clinical governance review of the Portsmouth Healthcare 

NHS Trust but has looked at how trust clinical governance systems supported the 

delivery of continuing and rehabilitative inpatient care for older people at the Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital. This chapter sets out the framework and structure adopted by 

the trust between 1998 and 2002 to deliver the clinical governance agenda and details 

those areas most relevant to the terms of reference for this investigation: risk 

management and the systems in place to enable staff to raise concerns. 

Clinical governance structures 

8.3 The trust reacted swiftly to the principles of clinical governance outlined by the 

Department of Health in A First Class Service by devising an appropriate management 

framework. In September 1998, a paper outlining how the trust planned to develop a 

system for clinical governance was shared widely across the trust and aimed to 

include as many staff as possible. Most staff interviewed by CHI were aware of the 

principles of clinical governance and were able to demonstrate how it related to them 

in their individual roles. Understanding of some specific aspects, particularly risk 

management and audit, was patchy. 

8.4 The medical director took lead responsibility for clinical governance and chaired 

the clinical governance panel, a sub committee of the trust board. A clinical 

governance reference group, whose membership included representatives from each 

clinical service, professional group, non executive directors and the chair of the 

community health council, supported the clinical governance panel. Each clinical 

service also had its own clinical governance committee. This structure had been 

designed to enable each service to take clinical governance forward into whichever 

PCT it found itself in after April 2002. Since February 2000, the trust used the 

divisional review process to monitor clinical governance developments. 
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8.5 The service specific clinical governance committees were led by a designated 

clinician and included wide clinical and professional representation. Baseline 

assessments were carried out in each specialty and responsive action plans produced. 

The medical director and clinical governance manager attended divisional review 

meetings and reported key issues back to the clinical governance panel. 

8.6 District Audit carried out an audit of the trust's clinical governance arrangements 

in 1998/1999. The report, dated December 1999, states that the trust had fully 

complied with requirements to establish a framework for clinical governance. The 

report also referred to the trust's document, Improving quality - steps towards a first 

class service, which was described as "of a high standard and reflected a sound 

understanding of clinical governance and quality assurance". 

8. 7 Whilst commenting favourably on the framework, the District Audit review also 

noted the following: 

11. the process for gathering user views should be more focused and the process 

strengthened 

!!fi the trust needed to ensure that in some areas, strategy, policy and procedure is fed 

back to staff and results in changed/improved practice. Published protocols were 

not always implemented by staff; results of clinical audit were not always 

implemented and reaudited; lessons learnt from complaints and incidents not 

always used to change practice and that research and development did not always 

lead to change in practice 

w£ more work needed to be done with clinical staff on openness and the support of 

staff alerting senior management of poor performance 

8.8 Following the review, the trust drew up a trust wide action plan (December 1999) 

which focused on widening the involvement and feedback from nursing, clinical and 

support staff regarding trust protocols and procedures, and on making greater use of 

research and development, clinical audit, complaints, incidents and user views to lead 

to changes in practice. CHI was told of a link nurse programme to take elements of 

this work forward. 

Risk management 

8.9 A trust risk management group was established in 1995 to develop and oversee the 

implementation of the trust's risk management strategy, to provide a forum in which . 

risks could be evaluated and prioritised and to monitor the effectiveness of actions 

taken to manage risks. The group had links with other trust groups such as the clinical 

and service audit group, the board and the nursing clinical governance committee. 

Originally the finance director had joint responsibility for strategic risk with the 

quality manager; this was changed in the 2000/2003 strategy when the medical 

director became the designated lead for clinical risk. The trust achieved the clinical 

negligence scheme for trusts (CNST) level one in 1999. A decision was taken not to 

pursue the level two standard assessment due to dissolution of the trust in 2002. 
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8.10 The trust introduced an operational policy for recording and reviewing risk events 

in 1994. New reporting forms were introduced in April 2000 following a review of the 

assessment systems for clinical and non clinical risk. The same trust policy was used to 

report clinical and non clinical risks and accidents. All events were recorded in the 

trust's risk event database (CAREKEY). This reporting system was also used for near 

misses and medication errors. Nursing and support staff interviewed demonstrated a 

good knowledge of the risk reporting system, although CHI was less confident that 

medical staff regularly identified and reported risks. CHI was told that risk forms were 

regularly submitted by wards in the event of staff shortages. Staff shortage was not 

one of the trust's risk event definitions. 

8.11 The clinical governance development plan for 2001/2002 stated that the focus for 

risk management in 2000/2001 was the safe transfer of services to successor 

organisations, with the active involvement of PCTs and PCGs in the trust's risk 

management group. Meetings were held with each successor organisation to agree 

future arrangements for areas such as risk event reporting, health and safety, infection 

control and medicines management. 

Raising concerns 

8.12 The trust had a whistle blowing policy dated February 2001. The Public Interest 

Disclosure Act became law in July 1999. The policy sets out the process staff should 

follow if they wished to raise a concern about the care or safety of a patient "that 

cannot be resolved by the appropriate procedure". NHS guidance requires systems to 

enable concerns to be raised outside the usual management chain. Most staff 

interviewed were clear about how to raise concerns within their own line management 

structure and were largely confident of receiving support and an appropriate response. 

Fewer staff were aware of the trust's whistle blowing policy. 

Clinical audit 

8.13 CHI was given no positive examples of changes in patient care or prescribing as a 

result of clinical audit outcomes. Despite a great deal of work on revising and creating 

policies to support good prescribing and pain management, there was no planned audit of 

outcome. 

8.14 CHI was made aware of two trust audits of medicines since 1998. In 1999, a 

review of the use of neuroleptic medicines, which includes tranquillisers such as 

haloperidol, within all trust elderly care continuing care wards concluded that 

neuroleptic medicines were not being over prescribed. The same review revealed "the 

weekly medical review of medication was not necessarily recorded in the medical 

notes". The findings of this audit and the accompanying action plan, which included 

guidance on completing the prescription chart correctly, was circulated to all staff on 

Daedalus and Dryad wards. A copy was not sent to Sultan ward. There was a reaudit 

in late 2001 which concluded that overall use of neuroleptic medicines in continuing 

care wards remained appropriate. 
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8.15 More recently, the Fareham and Gosport PCT has undertaken a basic audit based 

on the prescription sheets and medical records of patients cared for on Sultan, Dryad 

and Daedalus wards during two weeks in June 2002. The trust concluded "that the 

current prescriping of opiates, major tranquilisers and hyocine was within British 

National Formulary guidelines." No patients were prescribed midazolam during the 

audit timeframe. 

1. The trust responded proactively to the clinical governance agenda and had a robust 
framework in place with strong corporate leadership. 

2. Although a system was in place to record risk events, understanding of clinical risk was not 
universal. The trust had a whistle blowing policy, but not all staff were aware of it. The policy 
did not make it sufficiently clear that staff could raise concerns outside of the usual 
management channels if they wished. 

1. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT must fully embrace the clinical 
governance developments made and direction set by the trust. 

2. All staff must be made aware that the completion of risk and incident reports is a 
requirement for all staff. Training must be put in place to reinforce the need for rigorous risk 
management. 

3. Clinical governance systems must be put in place to regularly identify and monitor trends 
revealed by risk reports and to ensure that appropriate action is taken. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should consider a revision of their 
whistle blowing policies to make it clear that concerns may be raised outside of normal 
management channels. 
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APPENDIX A 

Documents reviewed by CHI and/or 
referred to in the report 
A) NATIONAL DOCUMENTS 

1. Modern Standards and Service Models, Older People, National Service Framework for 
Older People, Department of Health, March 2001 

2. 'Measuring disability a critical analysis of the Barthel Index', British Journal of Therapy 
and Rehabilitation, April 2000, Vol 7, No 4 

3. The Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998 - whistleblowing in the NHS, NHS Executive, 
August 1999 

4. Guidelines for the administration of medicines, (including press statement) United 
Kingdom Central Council for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting, October 2000 

5. Extension of independent nursing prescribing, items prescribable by nurses under the 
extended scheme, Department of Health, February 2002 

6. Essence of Care: patient-focused benchmarking for healthcare practitioners, Department 
of Health, February 2001 

7. Caring for older people: A nursing priority, integrated knowledge, practice and values, 
The nursing and midwifery advisory committee, March 2001 

8. British National Formulary 41, British Medical Association, Royal Pharmaceutical Society 
of Great Britiain, 2001 

9. Consent - What you have a right to expect: a guide for relatives and carers, 
Department of Health, July 2001 

10. Making a Difference, strengthening the nursing, midwifery and health visiting 
contribution to health and healthcare, Summary, The Department for Health, July 1999 

11. Improving Working Lives Standard, NHS employers commited to improving the 
working lives of people who work in the NHS, Department of Health, September 2000 

12. The NHS plan, a plan for investment, a plan for reform, Chapter 15, dignity, security and 
independence in old age, The Department of Health, July 2000 

13. Standards for health and social care services for older people, The Health Advisory 
Service 2000, May 2000 

14. Reforming the NHS Complaints Procedure: a listening document, The Department of 
Health, September 2001 

B) DOCUMENTS RELATING TO PORTSMOUTH HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST 

1. Our work, our values - a guide to Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

2. Annual reports, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 2000-2001, 2000, 1998-1999 

3. Local health, local decisions - proposals for the transfer of management responsibility 
for local health services in Portsmouth and south east Hampshire from Portsmouth 
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Healthcare NHS Trust to local Primary Care Trusts and West Hampshire NHS Trust, 
South East regional office, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health 
Authority and Southampton and South West Hampshire Health Authority, September 2001 

4. Dissolution project proposal, Portsmouth Healthcare Trust, undated 

5. Trust dissolution: summary of meeting to agree the future management arrangements 
for risk and clinical governance systems and groups, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
1 November 2001 

6. Looking forward ... the next five years 1995-2000, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
September 1994 

7. Business plans 2000-2001, 1999-2000, 1998-1999, 1997-1998, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust 

8. Health improvement programme 2000-2003, Portsmouth and south east Hampshire, Isle 
of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire, April 2000 

9. Fareham health improvement programme 2000-2002, Fareham and Gosport Primary 
Care Groups, undated 

10. A report on a future Patient Advice Liaison Service for Fareham Et Gosport Primary 
Care Trust, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, November 2001 

11. Gosport War Memorial Patient Survey results, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
November 2001, October 2001, July 2001. 

12. 2001/2002 Services and Financial Framework (SAFF) cost and service pressures, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

13. Gosport War Memorial Hospital outpatient clinics rota, 9 July 2001 

14. User involvement in service development: A framework, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

15. Isle of Wight, Portsmouth Et South East Hampshire Health Authority joint investment 
plan for older people 2001-2002, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth Et South East Hampshire 
Health Authority, undated 

16. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, trust board agendas and strategic briefing documents: 

Trust board strategic briefing 18 October 2001, 19 July 2001, 21 June 2001,18 January 
2001, 19 October 2000, 20 July 2000, 15 June 2000, 20 April 2000, 20 January 2000, 
21 October 1999, 15 July 1999, 17 June 1999, 15 April 1999, 21 January 1999, 
22 October 1998, 24 September 1998 

Public meeting of the trust board 20 September 2001, 17 May 2001,15 February 2001, 
16 November 2000, 21 September 2000, 18 May 2000, 17 February 2000, 18 November 
1999, 16 September 1999, 20 May 1999, 18 February 1999, 19 November 1998 

Agenda for part two of meeting of trust board 20 September 2001, 17 May 2001, 
15 February 2001, 16 November 2000,21 September 2000, 18 May 2000, 17 February 
2000, 18 November 1999, 16 September 1999, 20 May 1999, 18 February 1999, 
19 November 1998, 24 September 1998 

17. Divisional review 2000 Gosport and Fareham division, Portsmouth Health care NHS 
Trust, 8 February 2000, 10 August 2000, 16 May 2000, 11 November 1999 

18. National service framework: older people steering group (district wide implementation 
team) documents, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire health authority, 
undated 

19. Correspondence: re Healthcall data 2001 analysis, Knapman practice, 22 June 2002 
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20. Correspondence: re Healthcall regarding contract for 2002, Healthcall business manager, 
March 2002 

21. Patient environment assessment and action plan, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
August and September 2000 

22. Combined five year capital programme 2001/2002-2005/2006, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, Portsmouth City Primary Care Trust, East Hampshire NHS Primary Care Trust, 
8 November 2001 

23. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust: Investors in People report, Western Training and 
Enterprise Council, July 1999 

24. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Quality report - governance indicators, 
quarter ending 30 June 2001, 31 March 2001, 31 December 2000, 30 September 2000, 
30 June 2000, 31 March 2000, 31 December 1999, 30 September 1999, 30 June 1999, 
31 March 1999, 31 December 1998, 30 September 1998, 30 June 1998, 31 March 1998, 
31 December 1997, 30 September 1997, 30 June 1997 

25. Annual quality report to Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority 
(quarter 3 2000/2001), Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 27 February 2001 

26. Improving quality - steps towards a First class service, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 
September 1998 

27. Infection control services, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust and Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, Nursing practice audit, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 9 May 2001 

28. Emergency incidents originating at Gosport War Memorial Hospital, Hampshire 
Ambulance Service NHS Trust, April 2000-February 2002 

29. Staff handbook, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

30. Junior doctors' accreditation information, pack supplied by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

31. GP contracts for trust working, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, December 1979-May 
2001 

32. GP contracts for trust working, Out of hours GP contract, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, April 1999-March 2000, June 2001-March 2002 

33. Strategy for employing locum medical staff, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

34. The development of clinical supervision for nurses, nurse consultant, adult mental 
health services, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust undated 

35. Correspondence/memorandum re: staff opinion survey results, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, 18 December 2001 

36. Staff opinion survey 2000, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust undated 

37. Common actions arising from staff opinion survey results, personnel department, 
19 October 2001 

38. Memorandum re: senior managers on call, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
29 September 2000 

39. Personnel and human resources/management strategy and action plan, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, personnel director, October 2001 

40. Strategy for human resource management and important human resource issues, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, personnel director, October 1996 
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41. Human resource management, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority 
Community Health Care Services, November 1991 

42. Audit of standards of oral hygiene within the stroke service, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust November 1999-April 2000 

43. Clinical Stroke service guidelines, Department of medicine for elderly people, undated 

44. Re audit evaluation of compliance with revised handling assessment guidelines, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, June 1998-November 1998 

45. Feeding people, trust wide reaudit of nutritional standards, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, November 2001 

46. Trust records strategy, records project manager, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust March 
2001 

47. A guide to medical records, a pocket guide to all medical staff, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, June 2000 

48. Health records all specialities core standards and procedures, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust (incorporating East Hants Primary Care Trust and Portsmouth City Primary Care 
Trust), December 1998 updated February 2000 and May 2001 

49. Referral to old age psychiatry form, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

50. Patients affairs procedure - death certification and post mortems, department of 
medicine for elderly people, Queen Alexandra Hospital, (undated) 

51. Audit of compliance with bed rails guidelines in community hospitals, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, August 2001 

52. Patient flows, organisational chart, 24 October 2001 

53. Portsmouth Hospitals and Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trusts Joint Generic Transfer 
Document: Protocol for the transfer to GP step down beds, Portsmouth Hospitals and 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trusts, November 2000 

54. Discharge summary form, guidance notes for completion, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 21 November 2001 

55. Audit of patient records, December 1997-July 1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

56. Audit of nutritional standards, October 1997-April 1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

57. Falls policy development- strategy to reduce the number of falls in community 
hospitals, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

58. Minutes of falls meetings held on 26 July 2001,13 June 2001, 26 February 2001, 
18 January 2001, 23 November 2000, 5 October 2000, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

59. Stepping stones: how the need for stepping stones came about, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

60. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust Policies: Resuscitation status policy, April 2000; 
Whistle blowing policy, February 2001; Risk management policy, January 2001; Recording 
and reviewing risk events policy, May 2001; Control and administration of medicines by 
nursing staff policy, January 1997; Prescription writing policy, July 2000; Policy for 
assessment and management of pain, May 2001; Training and education policy, April 
2001; Bleep holder policy review, 15 May 2001; Prevention and management of pressure 
ulcers policy, May 2001; Prevention and management of malnutrition within trust 
residential and hospital services, November 2000; Client records and record keeping policy, 
December 2000; Trust corporate policies, guidance for staff, revised August 2000; 
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Psychiatric involvement policy, November 2001; Induction training policy, October 1999 
Handling patient related complaints policy, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 
2000; Domestic abuse in the workplace policy, July 2000 

61. Medicines policy incorporating the IV policy, final draft - version 3.5, Portsmouth 
Hospitals NHS Trust, Royal Hospital Haslar, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, August 2001 

62. Non emergency patient transport request form, Portsmouth Hospitals and Healthcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

63. Patient transport - standards of service, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Development 
Directorate, March 2001 

64. Booking criteria and standards of service - criteria for use of non emergency patient 
transport, Portsmouth Hospitals and Healthcare NHS Trust and Hampshire Ambulance 
Trust, undated 

65. Prescribing formulary, Portsmouth District October 2001, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, General Medical Practitioners, Portsmouth and South 
East Hampshire Health Authorities and Royal Hospital Haslar (not complete) 

66. Wessex palliative care handbook: guidelines on clinical management, fourth edition, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, The Rowans 
(Portsmouth Area Hospice), undated 

67. National sentinel clinical audit, evidence based prescribing for older people: Report of 
national and local results, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

68. Compendium of drug therapy guidelines 1998 (for adult patients only), Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, 1998 

69. Draft protocol for prescription and administration of diamorphine by subcutaneous 
infusion, medical director, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 15 December 1999 

70. Medicines and prescribing committee meeting: agendas 3 February 2000, 4 May 2001, 
6 April 2000, 6 July 2000, 3 November 2000 

71. Medicines and prescribing committee meeting: minutes 3 November 2000, 5 January 
2001 

72. Correspondence: protocol for prescription administration of diamorphine by subcutaneous 
infusion, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 7 February 2000, 11 February 2000 

73. Correspondence: Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust syringe driver control, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 21 February 2000 

74. Correspondence: diamorphine guidelines, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 21 February 
2000 

75. Audit of prescribing charts: questionnaire Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

76. Administration of controlled drugs - the checking role for support workers: guidance 
note for ward/clinical managers, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, February 1997 

77. Scoresheet- medicines management standard 2001/2002, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

78. Organisational controls standards, action plan 2000/2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, November 2001 

79. Diagram of Medicines Management Structure, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
16 October 2000 

80. Summary medicines use 1997/1998 to 2000/2001 for wards Dryad, Daedalus and 
Sultan, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust pharmacy service, April 2002 

J 
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81. Training on demand: working in partnership, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

82. Programme of training events 2001-2002, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

83. Sultan ward leaflet, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

84. Post mortem information for relatives and hospital post mortem consent form, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 2000 

85. Proposal for Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust: the provision of an employee assistance 
programme for Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Corecare, 16 March 2000 

86. Gosport War Memorial Hospital chaplains' leaflet, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
undated 

87. Gosport War Memorial Hospital, chaplains and Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust: 
because we care, community health services - leaflets, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
undated 

88. Talking with dying patients, loss death and bereavement, staff handout, no author, 
undated 

89. Multidisciplinary post registration development programme, 2001 

90. Gerontological nursing programme: proposal for an integrated work based learning and 
practice development project between the RCN's gerontological nursing programme, 
Portsmouth Health Care NHS Trust, PCTs and Portsmouth University: COMMUNITY 
HOSPITALS, Royal College of Nursing, version 2.0 2001 

91. Multidisciplinary post registration year 2000-2001: lecture programme, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, November 2001 

92. Training programme 2002 and in service training: list of lectures, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

93. Occupational therapy service - supervision manual, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
Portsmouth City Council, Hampshire County Council Social Service department, undated 

94. Acute life threatening events recognition and treatment (ALERT): A multiprofessional 
University of Portsmouth course in care of the acutely ill patient, October 2000 

95. Training and development for nursing staff in Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 
community hospitals relating to intermediate care: Progress report, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 12 February 2001 

96. E-learning at St lames's: catalogue of interactive training programmes, November 2001 

97. Valuing diversity pamphlet: diversity matters, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
undated 

98. Procedural statement - individual performance review: recommended documentation 
and guidance notes, personnel director, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, April 2001 

99. IPR audit results 2000, community hospitals service lead group, 22 March 2001 

100. Clinical nursing development, promoting the best practice in Portsmouth Healthcare, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 1998 

101. An evaluation of clinical supervision activity in nursing throughout Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, December 1999 

102. Your views matter: making comments or complaints about our services, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 
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103. Anonymised correspondence on complaints relating to Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
since 1998 

104. Learning from experience: action from complaints and patient based incidents, 1998-
2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

105. Handling complaints course facilitators notes, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 21 May 
1999 

106. Community hospitals governance framework, January 2001 

107. Community hospitals and Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust clinical governance 
development plan, 2001- 2002 

108. General rehabilitation clinical governance group, minutes of meeting 6 September 2001 

109. Stroke service clinical governance meeting, minutes of meeting 12 October 2001 

110. Continuing care clinical governance group, minutes of meeting 7 November 2001, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

111. Community hospitals clinical leadership programme update, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 19 November 2001 

112. Practice development programme: community hospitals clinical governance, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, March 1999 

113. Third quarter quality/clinical governance report, community hospitals service lead group, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 2000 

114. Community hospitals clinical governance baseline assessment action plan, September 
1999 

115. Clinical governance: minimum expectations of NHS trusts and primary care trusts from 
April 2000. Action plan - review March 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

116. Clinical governance annual report 2000/2001 and 1999/2000, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust 

117. Risk event forms and instructions, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

118. Clinical governance baseline assessment trust wide report, 1999, Portsmouth Heah:hcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

119. Trust clinical governance panel meeting minutes on 16 May 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust 

120. Memorandum re: implementation of clinical governance, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 11 June 1999 

121. Risk management strategy 2000/2003, 1999/2002 and 1998/2001, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust 

122. Gosport War Memorial Hospital patient survey action plan, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, (undated) 
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1. Dryad ward away day notes, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 22 January 2001, 18 May 
1998 

2. Community hospital service plan 2001/2002, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

3. Community hospitals GP bed service plan 2000/2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
30 November 1999 

4. Intermediate care and rehabilitation services proposal, Fareham and Gosport primary 
care groups, May 2000. 

5. Team objectives 1999/2000- Sultan ward, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
21 November 2001 

6. Gosport War Memorial Hospital key objectives 2000/2001, 1998/1999, 1997/1998 and 
1996/1997, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

7. Gosport War Memorial Hospital leaflet and general information, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

8. Gosport health improvement programme (HIMP) 2000-2002, Fareham and Gosport 
primary care groups, undated 

9. Fareham and Gosport primary care groups intermediate care and rehabilitation 
services, Fareham and Gosport primary care groups, undated 

10. Patient throughput data from Sultan, Dryad and Daedalus wards 1997/1998-
2000/2001, Fareham and Gosport primary care groups, April 2002 

11. Fareham and Gosport staff management structure, community hospitals, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 25 October 2001 

13. Fareham and Gosport locality division structure diagram, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 25 October 2001 

14. Fareham and Gosport older persons' locality implementation group progress report. Isle 
ofWight, Portsmouth and South East Rants Health Authority, Fareham and Gosport 
primary care groups, undated 

15. Development of intermediate care and rehabilitation services within the Gosport 
locality, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

16. Correspondence from department of medicine for elderly people re: national sentinel 
audit of stroke 1999, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 8 March 2000 

17. Job description: Lead consultant department of medicine for elderly people (draft 4), 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, February 1999 

18. Job description: clinical assistant position to the geriatric division in Gosport, Portsmouth 
and South East Hampshire Health Authority, April 1988 

19. Job description: service manager (H Grade) department of medicine for elderly people, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 29 August 2000 

20. Job description: Service manager, community hospitals Fareham and Gosport, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, February 2000 

21. University of Portsmouth, Clinical nursing governance in a department of elderly 
medicine: an exploration of key issues and proposals for future development, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust and Portsmouth University, May 2000 
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23. Operational policy, bank/overtime/agency, Fareham and Gosport community hospitals 
and elderly mental health, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 1 May 2001 

24. Job description: full time staff grade physician, Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
department of medicine for elderly people, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 5 July 2000 

25. Correspondence re: staff grade physician contract - Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 26 September 2001 

26. Correspondence re: consultant in medicine for the elderly contract, Wessex Regional 
Health Authority, 28 January 1992 

27. Essential information for medical staff department of medicine for elderly people, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

28. Department of medicine for elderly people, consultant timetables August 1997-
November 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

29. Development of intermediate care and rehabilitation services within the Gosport 
locality, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

30. Information for supervision arrangements for Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, November 2001 

31. Clinical managers meeting minutes, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 12 November 
2001 

32. Notes of action learning meeting, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 11 June 2001 

33. Notes from team leader meetings for the Daedalus ward, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 5 April 2001 

34. Notes of Daedalus ward meeting, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 6 August 2001 

35. Fareham Et Gosport locality division, nursing accountability pathway, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 25 October 2001 

36. Medical accountability structure for Gosport War Memorial Hospital, undated 

37. Supervision arrangement consultant timetable at Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
1998-2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

38. Night skill mix review Gosport War Memorial Hospital, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 28 March 2001 

39. Vacancy levels 1998-2001 for Sultan, Daedalus and Dryad, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, 21 November 2001 

40. Sickness absence statistics for Daedalus Ward, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 2000-
2001, undated 

41. Sickness absence statistics for Sultan Ward, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 1998-2001, 
undated 

42. Wastage for qualified nurses - Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan Ward, undated 

43. Winter escalation plans elderly medicine and community hospitals, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

44. Audit of detection of depression in elderly rehabilitation patients, January-November 
1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 
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45. District audit review of rehabilitation service for older people 2000/2001, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, January 2001 

46. Memorandum to all medical staff re: rapid tranquillisation and attached protocol -
department of medicine for elderly people, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
23 February 2001 

47. Correspondence re: guidelines on management of acute confusion from general 
manager - department of medicine for elderly people, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
18 October 2001 

48. Memorandum to all consultants from consultant geriatrician re: management of acute 
confusion elderly medicine, Queen Alexandra Hospital Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
30 April 2001 

49. Community hospitals: guidelines for confirmation of death, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, policy date May 1998, review date May 1999 

50. Memorandum: Guidelines for admission to Daedalus and Dryad ward, Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust, 4 October 2000 

51. Clinical policy, admission and discharge policy, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 
September 2000 

52. Urgent notice for all medical and nursing staff in the event of a suspected fracture 
and/or dislocation of a patient on the above ward, Daedalus and Dryad wards, Gosport 
War Memorial Hospital, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 16 November 2001 

53. Procedure for the initial management of medical emergencies in Gosport War Memorial 
Hospital, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 15 January 2001 

54. Audit of neuroleptic prescribing in elderly medicine, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, 
January-November 1999, November 1998-July 1999, September-December 2001 

55. Administration of medicines, community hospitals - programme for updating qualified 
staff, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 13 March 1997 

56. Memorandum re: seminar- osteoporosis and falls, 14 November 2001, clinical assistant 
teaching elderly medicine, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 19 October 2001 

57. Introduction to Gosport War Memorial Hospital for staff, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, undated 

58. Competence record and development for qualified nurses 1998-2001, Sultan, Dryad and 
Daedalus wards 

59. Fareham and Gosport induction programme, 9 November 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare 
NHS Trust, undated 

60. Training and development in community hospitals workshops - practice development 
facilitators (Gosport War Memorial Hospital, St Christophers Hospital, Emsworth Victoria 
Cottage Hospital, Petersfield Community Hospital, Havant War Memorial Hospital), East 
Hampshire Primary Care Trust, undated 

61. Occupational therapy service- continuous professional development and training, 
Fareham and Gosport locality, occupational therapy professional advisor, 23 November 
2001 

62. Analysis of complaints at Gosport War Memorial Hospital, workshop notes and action 
plans, February 2001 

63. Fareham and Gosport Primary Care Groups: Proposal to establish a primary care trust 
for Fareham and Gosport, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health 
Authority, July 2001 
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64. March 2001 Final monitoring report intermediate care, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 
Trust, May 2001 

D) DOCUMENTS RELATING TO HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY INVESTIGATIONS 

1. Police expert witness report, Professor B Livesley, MD, FRCP, 9 November 2000 

2. Police expert witness report, Professor G Ford, MA, FRCP, 12 December 2001 

3. Police expert witness report, Dr K Mundy, FRCP, 18 October 2001 

E) OTHER DOCUMENTS RELATING TO GOSPORT WAR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

1. A local procedure for the identification and support of primary care medical 
practitioners whose performance is giving cause for concern, Isle ofWight, Portsmouth 
and South East Hampshire Health Authority and local medical committee, undated 

2. Clinical governance and clinical quality assurance, the baseline assessment framework, 
NHS Executive south east region, 1999 

3. Clinical Governance, Audit 1998/1999 Et Summary report, District Audit, December 
1999 
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i. The investigation sought to establish the views of people who had experience of services 
for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital since 1998. 

ii. CHI sought to obtain views about the service through a range of methods. People were 
invited to: 

lilli meet with members of the investigation team 

%1 fill in a short questionnaire 

!m write to the investigation team 

!m contact by telephone or email 

iii. In November 2001, information was distributed about the CHI investigation at Gosport 
War Memorial Hospital to stakeholders, voluntary organisations and statutory 
stakeholders. This information included posters advertising stakeholder events, 
information leaflets about the investigation, questionnaires and general CHI information 
leaflets. Press releases were issued in local newspapers and radio stations. The Hampshire 
Constabulary agreed to forward CHI contact details to families who had previously 
expressed their concerns to them. 

iv. The written information was distributed to a large group of potential stakeholders. In total 
36 stakeholders and 59 voluntary organisations will have received the above information. 
These people included: 

lilli Motor Neurone Disease Association, Alzheimer's Society, League of Friends and other 
community groups such as the Gosport Stroke Club and Age Concern 

mill Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Community Health Council, Isle of Wight, 
Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority, local medical committee, 
members of parliament, nursing homes, Portsmouth social services and Fareham and 
Gosport primary care groups 

STAKEHOLDER RESPONSES 

i. CHI received the following responses from patients, relatives, carers, friends and voluntary 
organisations. 

Letters Questionnaires Telephone interviews *Stakeholder interviews 

7 2 10 17 

(*stakeholders were counted according to the number of attendees and not based on number of 
interviews) 

ii. A number of people who contacted CHI did so using more than one method. In these cases 
any other form of submitted evidence, was incorporated as part of the stakeholders 
contact. 
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Figure 8.1 Concerns about care raised by stakeholders by ward and date 

Dryad Daedalus Sultan GWMH TOTAL 

1998 8 2 10 

1999 5 6 

2000 3 3 7 

2001 2 

GWMH 2 2 

TOTAL 17 3 6 27 

GWMH - Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

ANALYSIS OF VIEWS RECEIVED 

i. During the CHI investigation stakeholder views highlighted both positive and less positive 
experiences of patient care. 

Positive experiences 

ii. CHI received nine letters from stakeholders commenting on the satisfaction of the care 
that the patients received and highlighting the excellent level of care and kindness 
demonstrated by the staff. This was also supported by 400 letters of thanks and donations 
received by the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. The most frequently recurring positive 
comments from stakeholders were about staff attitude (five responses) and the 
environment (five responses). Other positive feedback was received about access to 
services, transfer, prescribing, end of life arrangements, communication and complaints. 

iii. The overall analysis of the stake holder comments indicated that staff attitude and the 
environment were most highly commended. Examples of staff attitude included 
comments such as, "one lovely nurse on Dryad went to say hello to every patient even 
before she got her coat off' and "as a whole the ward was lovely and there was no 
complaints against the staff'. The environment was described as being tidy and clean with 
good decor. Another comment recognised the ward's attention to maintaining patient 
dignity with curtains been drawn reducing attention to the patient. One stakeholder 
commented on the positive experience they had when dealing with the trust concerning a 
complaint they had made. 

Less positive experiences 

iv. A number of less positive experiences of patients/friends and relatives were shared with 
CHI by stakeholders. The following table outlines the most frequently recurring negative 
comments that corresponded with CHI's terms of reference. 

Figure 8.2 Less positive views of patient and relative/friend experiences 

View Frequency of responses 

Communication with relatives/carers/friends 14 

Patient transfer 10 

Nutrition and fluids 11 

Prescription of medicines 9 

Continence management, catheritisation 8 

Staff attitude 8 

End of life communication with: 

patients 4 

relatives/carers/friends 6 

Humanity of care ie access to buzzer, clothing 8 
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v. Patient transfer. Contacts commented on the state of the patient's health before and during 
the transfer. Other stakeholders mentioned the time that it took to transfer the patient and 
also highlighted the inappropriate method of transporting the patient. 

vi. Nutrition and fluids. Stakeholders highlighted a lack of help in feeding patients. They 
commented on how dehydrated the patients appeared and the lack of positive 
communication between the relative/carer and the staff to overcome the relative/carer's 
concern about the level of nutrition and fluids. 

vii. Humanity of care. 

m incontinence management - stakeholders felt that-there was limited help with patients 
that needed to use the toilet 

m attitude of staff - stakeholders commented on staff attitude, mentioning the length of 
time it took for staff to respond. Other comments related to the basic lack of care for 
patients in their last few days 

lli!l provision of bells - stakeholders observed that the bells were often out of the patients 
reach 

ffii management of clothing - stakeholders commented that the patients were never in their 
own clothes 

viii. Arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines. 
The majority of concerns were around the prescribing of diamorphine. Others centred on 
those authorised to prescribe the medication to the patient and how this was 
communicated to the relatives/carer. 

ix. Communication and collaboration between the trust and patients, their relatives and 
carers and with partner organisations. Interviewees indicated a lack of staff contact with 
the relatives/carers about the condition of the patient and the patient's care plan. Other 
interviewees commented on how some of the staff were not approachable. One 
interviewee referred to the absence of lay terms to describe a patient's condition, making 
it difficult to understand the patient's status of health. 

x. Arrangements to support patients and their relatives and carers towards the end of the 
patient's life. Stakeholders mainly thought that there was a lack of communication from 
the staff after their relative had died. 

xi. Three of the contacts had made complaints to the trust through the NHS complaints 
procedure. All were dissatisfied about the trust response. 
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APPENDIX C 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 
staff and non executive directors 
interviewed by CHI 
m Baldacchino, L, Health Care Support Worker 

m Banks, Dr V, Lead Consultant 

NM Barker, D, Staff Nurse 

Mm Barker, M, Enrolled Nurse 

llll! Barrett, L, Staff Nurse 

!111 Beed, P, Clinical Manager 

1¥ Brind, S, Occupational Therapist 

lllill Cameron, F, General Manager 

Ut Carroll, P, Occupational Therapist 

Nlll Clasby, J, Senior Nurse 

Mu Crane, R, Senior Dietician 

tU Day, G, Senior Staff Nurse 

m Douglas, T, Staff Nurse 

m Dunleavy, J, Staff Nurse 

Mm Dunleavy, S, Physiotherapist 

m Goode, P, Health Care Support Worker 

m Hair, Revd J, Chaplain 

m Hallman, S, Senior Staff Nurse (until 11 September 2000) 

!M Hamblin, G, Senior Staff Nurse 

m Haste, A, Clinical Manager 

HN Hooper, B, Project Director 

mil Humphrey, L, Quality Manager 

m Hunt, D, Staff Nurse (until 6 January 2002) 

!ii~ Jarrett, Dr D, Lead Consultant 

!M Joice, C, Staff Nurse (until 4 October 1999) 

ill1 Jones, J, Corporate Risk Advisor 

Mm Jones, T, Ward Clerk 

@I King, P, Personnel Director 

m King, S, Clinical Risk Advisor 

ill1 Landy, S, Senior Staff Nurse 

m Langdale, H, Health Care Support Worker 

fill Law, D, Patient Affairs Manager 
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mm Lee, D, Complaints Convenor Et Non Executive Director 

m Lock, J, Sister (retired 1999) 

m Loney, M, Porter 

iM Lord, Dr A, Lead Consultant 

mm Mann, K, Senior Staff Nurse 

mm Melrose, B, Project Manager - Complaints 

mm Millett, M, Chief Executive (until 31 March 2002) 

iM Monk, A, Chairman 

iM Nelson, S, Staff Nurse 

iM Neville, J, Staff Nurse (until 1 January 2001) 

mm O'Dell, J, Practice Development Facilitator 

mm Parvin, J, Senior Personnel Manager 

lliM Peach, J, Service Manager 

llOO Peagram, L, Physiotherapy Assistant 

i1!t Pease, Y, Staff Nurse 

iM Phillips, C, Speech Et Language Therapist 

illl Piper, I, Operational Director 

mm Qureshi, Dr L, Consultant 

!llll Ravindrance, Dr A, Consultant 

llOO Reid, Dr I, Medical Director 

iM Robinson, B, Deputy General Manager 

iM Scammel, T, Senior Nurse Coordinator 

mm Taylor, J, Senior Nurse 

!llll Thomas, Dr E, Nursing Director 

!llll Thorpe, M, Health Care Support WDrker 

lll!l Tubbitt, A, Senior Staff Nurse 

lll!l Walker, F, Senior Staff Nurse 

i1!t Wells, P, District Nurse 

mm Wigfall, M, Enrolled Nurse 

!llll Wilkins, P, Senior Staff Nurse 

m Williams, J, Nurse Consultant 

lll!l Wilson, A, Senior Staff Nurse 

iM Wood, A, Finance Director 

iM Woods, L, Staff Nurse 

m Yikona, Dr J, Staff Grade Physician 

CHI is grateful to Caroline Harrington for scheduling interviews. 
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APPENDIX 0 

Meetings or telephone interviews with 
external agencies with an involvement 
in elderly care at Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital 
illi Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust 

Jill Angus, Clinical Discharge Coordinator 

Wendy Peckham, Discharge Planner for Medicine 

Clare Bownass, Ward Sister 

Sonia Baryschpolec, Staff Nurse 

Sam Page, Bed Manager, Royal Haslar Hospital 

Sally Clark, Patient Transport Manager 

Julie Sprack, Senior Nurse 

Jeff Wading, Chief Pharmacist 

Vanessa Lawrence, Pharmacist 

illi Hampshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Alan Lyford, Patient Transport Service Manager 

!11 Isle of Wight, Portsmouth 8: South East Hampshire Health Authority 

Penny Humphris, Chief Executive 

Dr Peter Old, Director of Public Health 

Nicky Pendleton, Progamme Lead for Elderly Care Services 

I!M NHS Executive south east regional office 

Dr Mike Gill, Regional Director of Public Health 

Dr David Percy, Director of Education and Training 

Harriet Boereboom, Performance Manager 

001 Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Community Health Council 

Joyce Knight, Chairman 

Christine Wilkes, Vice Chair 

Margaret Lovell, Chief Officer 

!11 Hampshire Constabulary 

Detective Superintendent John James 
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m Portsmouth Social Services 

Sarah Mitchell, Assistant Director (Older People) 

Helen Loten, Commissioning and Development Manager 

m Hampshire Social Services 

Tony Warns, Service Manager for Adults 

m Alverstoke House Nursing and Residential Care Home 

Sister Rose Cook, Manager 

®!! Glen Heathers Nursing and Residential Care Home 

John Perkins, Manager 

Other 

m League of Friends 

Mary Tyrell, Chair 

Geoff Rushton, Former Treasurer 

m Motor Neurone Disease Association 

Mrs Fitzpatrick 

®!! Members of Parliament 

Peter Viggers, MP for Gosport 

Sydney Rapson, MP for Portsmouth North 

m Primary Care Groups 

John Kirtley, Chief Executive, Fareham and Gosport Primary Care Groups 

Dr Pennells, Chairperson, Gosport Primary Care Groups 

m Portsmouth Local Medical Committee 

Dr Stephen McKenning, Chairman 

m Gosport War Memorial Hospital medical committee 

Dr Warner, Chairman 

®!! Local representative for the Royal College of Nursing 

Betty Woodland, Steward 

Steve Bames, RCN Officer 
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lW Local representative for Unison 

Patrick Carron, Branch Chair 

lm Local general practitioners 

Dr J Barton, Knapman Practice 

Dr P Beasley, Knapman Practice 

Dr S Brook, Knapman Practice 
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APPENDIX E 

Medical case note review team: 
terms of reference and membership 
Terms of reference for the medical notes review group to support the CHI investigation at 
Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

PURPOSE 

The group has been established to review the clinical notes of a random selection of recently 
deceased older patients at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital in order to inform the CHI 
investigation. With reference to CHI's investigation terms of reference and the expert witness 
reports prepared for the police by Dr Munday and Professor Ford, this review will address the 
following: 

(i) the prescription, administration, review and recording of drugs 

(ii) the use and application of the trust's policies on the assessment and management of pain, 
prescription writing and administration of IV drugs 

(iii) the quality of nursing care towards the end of life 

(iv) the recorded cause of death 

METHOD 

The group will review 15 anonymised clinical notes supplied by the trust, followed by a one 
day meeting at CHI in order to produce a written report to inform the CHI investigation. The 
group will reach its conclusions by 31 March 2002 at the latest. 

MEMBERSHIP 

m Dr Tony Luxton, Geriatrician 

Cambridge City PCT 

(CHI doctor team member and chair of the group) 

m Maureen Morgan, Independent Management Consultant 

(CHI nurse member) 

mil Professor Gary Ford, Professor of Pharmacology of Old Age 

University of Newcastle and Freeman Hospital 

m Dr Keith Munday, Consultant Geriatrician 

Frimley Park Hospital 

M Annette Goulden, Deputy Director of Nursing 

NHS Trent regional office and formerly 

Department of Health Nursing Officer for elderly care 
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FINDINGS OF GROUP 

The findings of the group will be shared with: 

(i) the CHI Gosport investigation team 

(ii) CHI's Nurse Director and Medical Director and other CHI staff as appropriate 

(iii) the trust 

(iv) relatives of the deceased (facilitated by the trust) if requested, on an individual basis 

The final report of the group will be subject to the rules of disclosure applying to CHI 
investigation reports. 
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APPENDIX F 

Report of the Gosport investigation 
medical notes review group 
PURPOSE 

CHI undertook a review of the anonymised medical notes of a random selection of 15 patients 
who had died between 1 August 2001 and 31 January 2002 on Daedalus, Dryad or Sultan wards 
at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

CHI's intention for this piece of work was to determine whether the policies and systems put in 
place by the Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust since the events of 1998, to address prescribing 
practices are being implemented and are impacting on the quality of care patients are now 
receiving. CHI's review also considered the nursing notes for each patient and looked at the 
quality of nursing care as documented in the notes. Finally, the review considered whether the 
cause of death recorded in the notes was appropriate. 

METHODOLOGY 

The group received 15 sets -of anonymised medical notes from the trust, which related to the 
last admission of 15 patients. Five patients were randomly selected from each of the following 
wards: Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan. A total of 49 patients had died whilst on these wards 
during the sample timeframe. 

FINDINGS 

(i) Use of medicines 

Prescription 

The group considered that the volume and combination of medicines used was appropriate for 
this group of patients and was in line with accepted good practice and British National 
Formulary guidelines. Single prescription, PRN and syringe driver prescribing was acceptable. 
There was no evidence of anticipatory prescribing. 

The case notes suggested that the use of the trust's 'analgesic ladder' to incrementally increase 
and decrease pain relief in accordance to need was being followed. The group saw no evidence 
to suggest that patients had been prescribed large amounts of pain relief, such as diamorphine 
on admission where this was not necessary. Co-codamol had been prescribed in a number of 
cases as an initial analgesic, with progression to alternative medicines as and when more pain 
relief was needed. The use of the analgesic ladder was less evident in Sultan ward. 

However, in two cases, the group saw evidence of unacceptable breakthrough pain, and six 
hourly rather than four hourly prescriptions, which could have allowed this to happen. There 
was also some evidence of the simultaneous prescribing of co-codamol and fentanyl, which was 
not thought by the group to be the most effective combination of medicines. 

Administration 

Syringe drivers had been used to deliver medication to six of the patients reviewed. Appropriate 
use of syringe drivers as a method of medicine administration was observed, with documented 
discussions with families before use. 
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Appropriate administration of medicines by nursing staff was evident. Prescriptions issued over 
the telephone by GPs on Sultan ward were appropriately completed in accordance with trust 
policy. 

Review and recording of medicines 

Evidence of consistent review of medication was seen, with evidence to suggest that patients 
and relatives were involved in helping to determine levels of pain. Nursing staff had 
appropriately administered medicines in line with medical staff prescriptions. Prescription 
sheets had been completed adequately on all three wards. Generally, record keeping around 
prescribing was clear and consistent, though this was not as clear on Sultan ward. 

Based on the medical notes reviewed, the group agreed that the trust's policies on the 
assessment and management of pain, prescription writing and administration of N drugs were 
being adhered to. 

(ii) Quality of nursing care towards the end of life 

The team found a consistently reasonable standard of care given to all patients they reviewed. 
The quality of nursing notes was generally adequate, although not always of consistent quality. 
There was some evidence to suggest a task oriented approach to care with an over emphasis on 
the completion of paperwork. This left an impression of a sometimes disjointed rather than 
integrated individual holistic assessment of the patient. The team saw some very good, detailed 
care plans and as well as a number of incidences where no clear agreed care plan was evident. 

The team was concerned that swallowing assessments for patients with dysphagia had been 
delayed over a weekend because of the lack of availability of suitably trained nursing staff. 
Nurses could be trained to undertake this role in order not to compromise patient nutrition. 
Despite this, the trust's policies regarding fluid and nutrition were generally being adhered to. 
Though based on the nursing notes, a number of patients had only been weighed once, on 
admission. 

There was evidence of therapy input, but this had not always been incorporated into care plans 
and did not always appear comprehensive. There was some concern that despite patients being 
assessed as at risk of pressure sores, it was not clear how this had been managed for some 
patients. 

There was thorough, documented evidence to suggest that comprehensive discussions were held 
with relatives and patients towards the end of the patient's life. Do not attempt resuscitation 
decisions were clearly stated in the medical records. 

Recorded cause of death 

The group found no cause for concerns regarding any of the stated causes of death. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Admission criteria 

The team considered that the admission criteria for Daedalus and Dryad wards was being 
adhered to. However there were examples of patients admitted to Sultan ward who were more 
dependent than the admission criteria stipulates. There is also an issue regarding patients who 
initially meet the admission criteria for Sultan ward who then develop complications and 
become more acutely sick. 
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Elderly medicine consultant input and access to specialist advice 

Patients on Daedalus and Dryad wards received regular, documented review by consultant staff. 
There was clear evidence of specialist input, from mental health physicians, therapists and 
medical staff from the acute sector. 

Out of hours cover 

There was little evidence of out of hours input into the care of patients reviewed by CHI, though 
the team formed the view that this had been appropriate and would indicate that the general 
management of patients during regular hours was therefore of a good standard. 
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APPENDIX G 

An explanation of the dissolution of 
services into the new primary care 
trusts 
Figure G.l Arrangements for hosting clinical services 

Department Portsmouth East Hampshire Fareham a Gosport West Hampshire 
City PCT PCT PCT NHS Trust 

Elderly medicine • 
Elderly mental health • 
Community paediatrics • 
Adult mental health • • 
services For Portsmouth For Hampshire 

patients patients 

Learning disability 

services • 
Substance misuse • 
Clinical pyschology • 
Primary care counselling • 
Specialist family planning • 
Palliative care • 
(Source: Local health, local decisions, consultation document, September 2001, NHS Executive South 

East Regional Office, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority and 

Southampton and South West Health Authority) 
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APPENDIX H 

Patient throughput data 1997 I 1998 
- 2000/2001 

Figure H.1 Throughput data 1997/1998 - 2000/2001 

Financial year Ward 

1997/1998 Daedalus 

1997/1998 Dryad 

1997/1998 Sultan 

Total 

1998/1999 Daedalus 

1998/1999 Dryad 

1998/1999 Sultan 

Total 

1999/2000 Daedalus 

1999/2000 Dryad 

1999/2000 Sultan 

Total 

2000/2001 Daedalus 

2000/2001 Dryad 

2000/2001 Sultan 

Total 

Finished consultant 
episodes 

97 

72 

287 

456 

121 

76 

306 

503 

110 

131 

402 

643 

113 

86 

380 

579 

(Source: 1997/1998 - trust ward based discharge data, 1998/1999, 1999/2000 and 2000/2001 - trust 

patient administration system (PAS) data). 
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APPENDIX I 

Breakdown of medication in Dryad, 
Sultan and Daedalus wards at 
Gosport War Memorial Hospital 
Figure 1.1 Summary of medicine usage 1997/1998-2000/2001 (Mar 2002) 

Drug Ward Dose Pack 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 

Daedalus 5mg 5 0 5 0 3 

Dryad 5mg 5 0 0 0 6 
Diamorphine injection 

Sultan 5mg 5 6 5 0 10 

Total 6 10 0 19 

Sultan 5mg 1 0 10 0 0 
Diamorphine via 
syringe driver Total 0 10 0 0 

Daedalus 10mg 5 21 34 27 19 

Dryad 10mg 5 40 57 56 20 
Diamorphine injection 

Sultan 10mg 5 67 36 24 35 

Total 128 127 107 74 

Dryad 10mg 1 0 17 0 0 

Diamorphine via Sultan 10mg 1 0 20 0 0 
syringe driver 

Total 0 37 0 0 

Daed'alus 30mg 5 16 27 15 7 

Dryad 30mg 5 34 51 40 4 
Diamorphine injection 

Sultan 30mg 5 67 43 14 31 

Total 117 121 69 42 

Dryad 30mg 1 0 5 0 0 
Diamorphine via 
syringe driver Total 0 5 0 0 

Daedalus 100mg 5 2 11 1 2 

Dryad 100mg 5 12 13 2 0 
Diamorphine injection 

Sultan 100mg 5 20 27 0 31 

Total 34 51 3 33 
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Drug Ward Dose Pack 97/98 98/99 99/00 00/01 

Daedalus 500mg 5 0 1 0 0 

Dryad 
Diamorphine injection 

500mg 5 0 2 0 0 

Sultan 500mg 5 1 1 0 4 

Total 1 4 0 4 

Daedalus 5mg/5ml 10 0 3 0 0 

Dryad 5mg/5ml 10 1 1 0 0 
Haloperidol injection 

Sultan 5mg/5ml 10 43 15 6 0 

Total 44 19 6 0 

Daedalus 5mg/5ml 5 0 0 0 4 

Haloperidol injection 
Dryad 5mg/5ml 5 0 0 0 1 

Sultan 5mg/5ml 5 0 0 0 16 

Total 0 0 0 21 

Daedalus 10mg/2ml 10 37 51 39 17 

Dryad 
Midazolam 

10mg/2ml 10 75 108 75 19 

Sultan 10mg/2ml 10 21 9 2 11 

Total 133 168 116 47 

(Source: Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust) 

Dose: a single measured quantity of medicine 

Pack: a collection of single doses, the packaging in which medicines are dispatched 
from the pharmacy 
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Glossary 

accountability responsibility, in the 
sense of being called to account for 
something. 

action plan an agreed plan of action 
and timetable that makes improvements 
to services. 

acute care/ trust/hospital short term (as 
opposed to chronic, which means long 
term). 
Acute care refers to medical and 
surgical treatment involving doctors 
and other medical staff in a hospital 
setting. 
Acute hospital refers to a hospital that 
provides surgery, investigations, 
operations, serious and other 
treatments, usually in a hospital setting. 

allied health professionals professionals 
regulated by the Council for Professions 
Supplementary to Medicine (new Health 
Professions Council). This includes 
professions working in health, social 
care, education, housing and other 
sectors. The professions are art 
therapists, music therapists and drama 
therapists, prosthetists and orthotists, 
dieticians, orthoptists, occupational 
therapists, physiotherapists, biomedical 
scientists, speech and language 
therapists, radiographers, chiropodists 
and podiatrists, ambulance workers and 
clinical scientists. Also called 
professionals allied to or supplementary 
to medicine. 

analgesia medicines prescribed to reduce 
pain. 

anticipatory prescribing to prescribe a 
drug or other remedy in advance. 

antipsychotics A group of medicines 
used to treat psychosis (conditions such 
as schizophrenia) and sometimes used 
to calm agitation. Examples include 
haloperidol. Also called major 
tranquillisers or neuroleptics. 

appraisal an assessment or estimate of 
the worth, value or quality of a person 
or service or thing. 
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Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) 
an association whose members hold the 
rank of Chief Constable, deputy Chief 
Constable or Assistant Chief Constable or 
their equivalents. They provide a 
professional opinion to the Government 
and appropriate organisations. 

audit, clinical audit an examination of 
records to check their accuracy. Often 
used to describe an examination of 
financial accounts in a business. 
In clinical audit those involved in 
providing services assess the quality of 
care. Results of a process or 
intervention are assessed, compared 
with a preexisting standard, changed 
where necessary, and then reassessed. 

Barthel score a validated tool used to 
measure physical disability. 

benzodiazepines a diverse group of 
medicines used for a range of purposes. 
Some reduce anxiety, others are used as 
sleeping tablets. Some, such as 
midazolam, act as strong sedatives and 
can be accompanied by memory loss 
whilst the medicine is active. 

British National Formulary publication 
that provides information on the 
selection and use of medicines for 
healthcare professionals. 

carers people who look after their 
relatives and friends on an unpaid, 
voluntary basis often in place of paid 
care workers. 

casemix the variety and range of 
different types of patients treated by a 
given health professional or team. 

catheter a hollow tube passed into the 
bladder to remove urine. 

catheterisation use of a catheter. 

CHI see Commission for Health 
Improvement. 

clinical any treatment provided by a 
healthcare professional. This will 
include, doctors, nurses, AHPs etc. 
Non clinical relates to management, 
administration, catering, portering etc. 
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clinical assistant usually GPs, employed 
and paid by a trust, largely on a part 
time basis, to provide medical support 
on hospital wards and other 
departments. 

clinical governance refers to the quality 
of health care offered within an 
organisation. 
The Department of Health document 
A First Class Service defines clinical 
governance as "a framework through 
which NHS organisations are 
accountable for continuously improving 
the quality of their services and 
safeguarding high standards of care by 
creating an environment in which 
excellence in clinical care will flourish." 
It's about making sure that health 
services have systems in place to provide 
patients with high standards of care. 

clinical governance review a review of 
the policies, systems and processes used 
by an organisation to deliver high 
quality health care to patients. The 
review looks at the way these policies 
work in practice (a health check for a 
health organisation). 

clinical oncologist a doctor who 
specialises in the treatment of cancer 
patients, particularly through the use of 
radiotherapy, but who may also use 
chemotherapy. 

clinical risk management understanding 
the various levels of risk attached to 
each form of treatment and 
systematically taking steps to ensure 
that the risks are minimised. 

clinician/clinical staff a fully trained 
health professional - doctor, nurse, 
therapist, technician etc. 

clinical negligence scheme for trusts 
(CNST) an 'insurance' scheme for 
assessing a trust's arrangements to 
minimise clinical risk which can offset 
costs of insurance against claims of 
negligence. Successfully gaining CNST 
'standards' (to level one, two, three) 
reduces the premium that the trust must 
pay. 

Commission for Health Improvement 
(CHI) independent national body 
(covering England and Wales) to 
support and oversee the quality of 
clinical governance in NHS clinical 
services. 
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co-codamol a medicine consisting of 
paracetamol and codeine phosphate, 
used for the relief of mild to moderate 
pain. 

community care health and social care 
provided by health care professionals, 
usually outside hospital and often in the 
patient's own homes. 

community health council (CHC) a 
statutory body sometimes referred to as 
the patients' friend. CHCs represent the 
public interest in the NHS and have a 
statutory right to be consulted on health 
service changes in their area. 

consultant a fully trained specialist in a 
branch of medicine who accepts total 
responsibility for specialist patient care. 
(For training posts in medicine see 
specialist registrar, senior house officer 
and preregistration house officer.) 

continence management The practice of 
promoting or sustaning the ability to 
control urination and defecation. 

continuing care a long period of 
treatment for patients whose recovery 
will be limited. 

defibrillator a piece of equipment which 
sends an electric current through the 
heart to restore the heart beat. 

diamorphine A medicine used to relieve 
severe pain. 

do not attempt resuscitation (DNAR) or 
do not resuscitate (DNR) an instruction, 
which says that if a patient's health 
suddenly deteriorates to near death, no 
special measures will be taken to revive 
their heart. This instruction should be 
agreed between the patient and doctor 
or if a patient is not conscious, then 
with their closest relative. 

dysphagia difficulty swallowing. 

fentanyl a medicine prescribed to 
patients who require control of existing 
pain. 

finished consultant episode (FCE) a 
period of continuous consultant 
treatment under a specific consultant. 
If a patient is transferred from one 
consultant to another it will be counted 
as two FCEs. 

formulary a list of preferred medicinal 
drugs which are routinely available in a 
hospital or GP surgery. 
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General Medical Council (GMC) the 
professional body for medical doctors 
which licenses them to practice. 

general practitioner (GP) a family 
doctor, usually patients' first point of 
contact with the health service. 

geriatrician a doctor who specialises in 
diagnosis and treatment of diseases 
affecting older people. 

haloperidol see antipsychotics. 

health authority (HA) statutory NHS body 
responsible for assessing the health needs 
of the local population, commissioning 
health services to meet those needs and 
working with other organisations to build 
healthy local communities. 

health community or health economy all 
organisations with an interest in health 
in one area including the community 
health councils, and voluntary and 
statutory organisations. 

Health Service Ombudsman investigates 
complaints about failures in NHS 
hospitals or community health services, 
about care and treatment, and about 
local NHS family doctor, dental, 
pharmacy or optical services. 
Anyone may refer a complaint but 
normally only if a full investigation 
through the NHS complaints system has 
been carried out first. 

holistic a method of medical care in 
which patients are treated as a whole 
and which takes into account their 
physical and mental state as well as 
social background rather than just 
treating the disease alone. 

hyocine a medicine to relieve nausea 
and sickness. 

Improving Working Lives a Department 
of Health initiative launched in 1999. It 
includes standards for developing 
modern employment services, putting in 
place work/life balance schemes and 
involving and developing staff. 

incident reporting system a system 
which requires clinical staff to report all 
matters relating to patient care where 
there has been a special problem. 

independent review stage two of the 
formal NHS complaints procedure, it 
consists of a panel, usually three 
members, who look at the issues 
surrounding a complaint. 
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intermediate care a short period 
(normally no longer than six weeks) of 
intensive rehabilitation and treatment 
to enable patients to return home 
following hospitalisation, or to prevent 
admission to long term residential care; 
or intensive care at home to prevent 
unnecessary hospital admission. 

intranet an organisation's own internal 
internet which is usually private. 

investigation- by CHI an in depth 
examination of an organisation where a 
serious problem has been identified. 

Investors in People a national quality 
standard which sets a level of good 
practice for improving an organisation's 
performance through its people. 

lay member a person from outside the 
NHS who brings an independent voice 
to CHI's work. 

local medical committee (LMC) a group 
of local GPs, elected by the entire local 
GP population who meet with the 
health authority to help plan resources 
and inform decisions. 

locum a temporary practitioner who 
stands in for the permanent one. 

medical the branches of medicine 
concerned with treatment through 
careful use of medicines as opposed to 
(surgical) operations. 

medical director the term usually used 
for a doctor at trust board level (a 
statutory post) responsible for all issues 
relating to doctors and medical and 
surgical issues throughout the trust. 

midazolam see benzodiazepines. 

multidisciplinary from different 
professional backgrounds within 
healthcare (e.g. nurse, consultant, 
physiotherapist) concerned with the 
treatment and care of patients. 

multidisciplinary meetings meetings 
involving people from different 
professional backgrounds. 

multiprofessional from different 
professional backgrounds, within and 
outside of healthcare (e.g. nurse, 
consultant, social worker) concerned 
with the care or welfare of people. 
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National Service Framework (NSF) 
guidelines for the health service from 
the Department of Health on how to 
manage and treat specific conditions, or 
specific groups of patients e.g. Coronary 
Heart Disease, Mental Health, NSF for 
older people. Their implementation 
across the NHS is monitored by CHI. 

neuroleptic see antipsychotics. 

neurology a branch of medicine 
concerned with medical treatment of 
disorders of the nervous system. 

NHS regional office 

NHS trust a self governing body in the 
NHS, which provides health care 
services. They employ a full range of 
health care professionals including 
doctors, nurses, dieticians, 
physiotherapists etc. 

Nursing and Midwifery Council The 
Nursing Midwifery Council (NMC) is an 
organisation set up by Parliament to 
ensure nurses, midwives and health 
visitors provide appropriate standards 
of care to their patients and clients. All 
qualified nurses, midwives and health 
visitors are required to be members of 
the NMC in order to practice. 

nursing director the term usually used 
for a nurse at trust board level 
responsible for the professional lead on 
all issues relating to nurses and nursing 
throughout the trust. 

occupational therapist a trained 
professional (an allied health 
professional) who works with patients 
to assess and develop daily living skills 
and social skills. 

ombudsman see national health service 
ombudsman above. 

opiates a group of medicines containing 
or derived from opium, that act to 
relieve severe pain or induce sleep. 

opioid a description applied to 
medicines that cause similar effects in 
the body to opiates. 

outpatient services provided for patients 
who do not stay overnight in hospital. 

pain management a particular type of 
treatment that concentrates on 
managing a patient's pain - rather than 
seeking to cure their underlying 
condition - and complements their 
treatment plan. 
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palliative a term applied to the 
treatment of incurable diseases, in 
which the aim is to mitigate the 
sufferings of the patient, not to effect a 
cure. 

palliative care care for people with 
chronic or life threatening conditions 
from which they will not recover. It 
concentrates on symptom control and 
family support to help people have as 
much independence and quality of life 
as is possible. 

patient administration system (PAS) a 
networked information system used in 
NHS trusts to record information and 
inpatient and outpatient activity. 

patient advice and liaison service (PALS) 
a new service proposed in the July 2000 
NHS plan due to be in place by 2002, 
that will offer patients an avenue to 
seek advice or complain about their 
hospital care. 

patient centred care a system of care or 
treatment is organised around the needs 
of the patient. 

patient involvement the amount of 
participation that a patient (or patients) 
can have in their care or treatment. It is 
often used to describe how patients can 
change, or have a say in the way that a 
service is provided or planned. 

primary care family health services 
provided by GPs, dentists, pharmacists, 
opticians, and others such as 
community nurses, physiotherapists and 
some social workers. 

PCG Organisations now almost 
completely replaced by primary care 
trusts. Set up in 1997, PCGs were new 
organisations (technically Health 
Authority committees) that brought 
together all primary care practices in a 
particular area. PCGs were led by 
primary care professionals but with lay 
and social services representation. PCGs 
were expected to develop local primary 
health care services and work to 
improve the health of their populations. 
Some PCGs additionally took 
responsibility for commissioning 
secondary care services. 

PCT Organisations that bring together 
all primary care practices in an area. 
PCTs are diverse and complex 
organisations. Unlike PCGs, which came 
before them, they are independent NHS 
bodies with greater responsibilities and 
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powers. They were set up in response to 
the Department of Health's Shifting the 
Balance of Power and took over many 
health authority functions. PCTs are 
responsible for 
• improving the health of their 

population 

• integrating and developing primary 
care services 

• directly providing community health 
services 

• commissioning secondary care 
services 

PCTs are increasingly working with other 
PCTs, local government partners, the 
voluntary sector, within clinical 
networks and with 'shared service 
organisations' in order to fulfil their 
roles. 

level four PCT brings together 
commissioning of secondary care 
services and primary care development 
with the provision of community health 
services. They are able to commission 
and provide services, run community 
health services, employ the necessary 
staff, and own property. 

PRN (Pro re nata) prescribing 
medication as and when required. 

protocol a policy or strategy which 
defines appropriate action. 

psychiatrist a doctor who specialises in 
the diagnosis and treatment of mental 
health problems. 

regional office see NHS regional office 
above. 

rehabilitation the treatment of residual 
illness or disability which includes a 
whole range of exercise and therapies 
with the aim of increasing a patient's 
independence. 

resuscitation a range of procedures used 
when someone has suddenly become 
seriously ill in a way that threatens 
their life. 

risk assessment an examination of the 
risks associated with a particular service 
or procedure. 

risk management understanding the 
various risks involved and 
systematically taking steps to ensure 
that the risks are minimized. 

Royal College of Nursing (RCN) the 
world's largest professional union of 
nurses. Run by nurses, it campaigns on 

J' 
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the part of the profession, provides 
higher education and promotes 
research, quality and practice 
development through the RCN institute. 

sensory disabilities people who have 
problems hearing, seeing, smelling or 
with touch. 

specialist a clinician most able to 
progress a patient's diagnosis and 
treatment or to refer a patient when 
appropriate. 

speech and language therapist 
professionally trained person who 
assists, diagnoses and treats the whole 
spectrum of acquired or developmental 
communication disorders. 

staff grade a full qualified doctor who 
is neither a General Practitioner nor a 
consultant. 

staff grade doctors doctors who have 
completed their training but do not 
have the qualifications to enable them 
to progress to consultant level. Also 
called trust grade doctors. 

stake holders a range of people and 
organisations that are affected by, or 
have an interest in, the services offered 
by an organisation. In the case of 
hospital trusts, it includes patients, 
carers, staff, unions, voluntary 
organisations, community health 
councils, social services, health 
authorities, GPs, primary care groups 
and trusts in England, local health 
groups in Wales. 

statutory/statute refers to legislation 
passed by Parliament. 

strategic health authority organisations 
that will replace health authorities and 
some functions of Department of Health 
regional offices in 2002. Unlike current 
health authorities, they will not be 
involved in commissioning services 
from the NHS. Instead they will 
performance manage PCTs and NHS 
trusts and lead strategic developments 
in the NHS. Full details of the planned 
changes are in the Department of 
Health document, Shifting the Balance 
of Power, July 2001. 

strategy a long term plan for success. 

subcutaneous beneath the skin. 

swallowing assessments the technique to 
access the ability of the patient to 
swallow safely. 
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syringe driver a device to ensure that a 
syringe releases medicine over a defined 
length of time into the body. 

terminal care care given in the last weeks 
of life. 

terms of reference the rules by which a 
committee or group does its work. 

trust board a group of about 12 people 
who are responsible for major strategy and 
policy decisions in each NHS trust. 
Typically comprises a lay chairman, five 
lay members, the trust chief executive and 
directors. 

Unison Britain's biggest trade union. 
Members are people working in the public 
services. 

United Kingdom Central Council (UKCC) on 
1 April 2002 the UKCC ceased to exist. Its 
successor body is The Nursing and 
Midwifery Council (NMC). Its purpose was 
to protect the public through establishing 
and monitoring professional standards. 

ward round A regular review of each 
patient conducted by a consultant, often 
accompanied by nursing, pharmacy and 
therapy staff. 
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Wessex palliative care guidelines local 
guidance to help GPs, community nurses 
and hospital staff as well as specialist 
palliative care teams. It provides a checklist 
for management of common problems in 
palliative care, with some information on 
medical treatment. It is not a 
comprehensive textbook. 

whistle blowing the act of informing a 
designated person in an organisation that 
patients are at risk (in the eyes of the 
person blowing the whistle). This also 
includes systems and processes that 
indirectly affect patient care. 

whistle blowing policy a plan of action for 
a person to inform on someone or to put a 
stop to something. 
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Executive summary 

CHI has undertaken this investigation as a result of concerns expressed by the police 

and others around the care and treatment of frail older people provided by Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. This follows police 

investigations between 1998 and 2001 into the potential unlawful killing of a patient in 

1998. As part of their investigations, the police commissioned expert medical opinion, 

which was made available to CHI, relating to a total of five patient deaths in 1998. 

In February 2002, the police decided not to proceed with further investigations. 

Based on information gathered during their investigations, the police were sufficiently 

concerned about the care of older people at Gosport War Memorial Hospital to share 

their concerns with CHI in August 2001. CHI is grateful to the Hampshire Constabulary 

for sharing information with us which contributed towards the local and national 

recommendations CHI makes to improve the care of this vulnerable group of NHS 

patients. 

CHI has conducted a detailed review of the systems in place to ensure good quality 

patient care. CHI does not have a statutory remit to investigate either the 

circumstances around any particular death or the conduct of any individual. 

Key conclusions 

CHI concludes that a number of factors, detailed in the report, contributed to a failure 

of trust systems to ensure good quality patient care: 

~ there were insufficient local prescribing guidelines in place governing the 

prescription of powerful pain relieving and sedative medicines 

~ the lack of a rigorous, routine review of pharmacy data led to high levels of 

prescribing on wards caring for older people not being questioned 

~ the absence of adequate trust wide supervision and appraisal systems meant that 

poor prescribing practice was not identified 

~ there was a lack of thorough multidisciplinary total patient assessment to 

determine care needs on admission 

CHI also concludes that the trust now has adequate policies and guidelines in place 

which are being adhered to governing the prescription and administration of pain 

relieving medicines to older patients. 
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Key findings 
National and local context (Chapter 3) 

~ Throughout the timeframe covered by the CHI investigation, CHI received evidence 

of strong leadership, with a shared set of values at corporate and divisional level in 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. The senior management team was well 

established and, together with the trust board, functioned as a cohesive team. 

~ There was lack of clarity amongst all groups of staff and stakeholders about the 

focus of care for older people and therefore the aim of the care provided. This 

confusion had been communicated to patients and relatives, which had led to 

expectations of rehabilitation which had not been fulfilled. 

Arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines 

(Chapter 4) 

I! CHI has serious concerns regarding the quantity, combination, lack of review and 

anticipatory prescribing of medicines prescribed to older people on Dryad and 

Daedalus wards in 1998. A protocol existed in 1998 for palliative care prescribing 

referred to as the "Wessex guidelines", this was inappropriately applied to patients 

admitted for rehabilitation. 

I! Though CHI is unable to determine whether these levels of prescribing contributed to 

the deaths of any patients, it is clear that had adequate checking mechanisms existed 

in the trust, this level of prescribing would have been questioned. 

~ CHI welcomes the introduction and adherence to policies regarding the 

prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines. Although the 

palliative care Wessex guidelines refer to non physical symptoms of pain, the 

trust's policies do not include methods of non verbal pain assessment and rely on 

the patient articulating when they are in pain. 

Quality of care and the patient experience (Chapter 5) 

11 Relatives speaking to CHI had some serious concerns about the care their relatives 

received on Daedalus and Dryad wards between 1998 and 2001. The instances of 

concern expressed to CHI were at their highest in 1998. Fewer concerns were 

expressed regarding the quality of care received on Sultan ward. 

i! Based on CHI's observation work and review of recent case notes, CHI has no 

significant concerns regarding the standard of nursing care provided to the patients 

of Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan ward now. 

Staffing arrangements and responsibility for patient care (Chapter 6) 

il!i Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did not have any systems in place to monitor 

and appraise the performance of clinical assistants. There were no arrangements in 

place for the adequate supervision of the clinical assistant working on Daedalus 

and Dryad wards. 

~ There are now clear accountability and supervisory arrangements in place for trust 

doctors, nurses and allied health professional staff. 
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Lessons learnt from complaints (Chapter 7) 

11'1 The police investigation, the review of the Health Service Commissioner, the 

independent review panel and the trust's own pharmacy data did not provide the 

trigger for the trust to undertake a review of prescribing practices. The trust should 

have responded earlier to concerns expressed around levels of sedation, which it 

was aware of in late 1998. 

I!! Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust did effect changes in patient care over time as a 

result of patient complaints, including increased medical staffing levels and 

improved processes for communication with relatives, though this learning was not 

consolidated until 2001. CHI saw no evidence to suggest that the impact of these 

changes had been robustly monitored and reviewed. 

Clinical governance (Chapter 8) 

:iil The trust responded proactively to the clinical governance agenda and had a robust 

framework in place with strong corporate leadership. 

Recommendations 

It is clear from a number of CHI recommendations to the Fareham and Gosport 

Primary Care Trust (PCT) and the East Hampshire PCT, that continued close and 

effective working relationships between both PCTs will be essential in order to 

implement the recommendations in this report. CHI is aware of the high level of 

interdependence that already exists between these two organisations and urges that 

this continues. 

CHI is aware that many of these recommendations will be relevant to emerging PCTs 

and urges all PCTs to take action where appropriate. 

Fareham and Gosport/ East Hampshire Primary Care Trust 

1. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should work together to build 

on the many positive aspects of leadership developed by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 

Trust in order to develop the provision of care for older people at the Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital. The PCTs should ensure an appropriate performance monitoring 

tool is in place to ensure that any quality of care and performance shortfalls are 

identified and addressed swiftly. 

2. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should, in consultation with 

local GPs, review the admission criteria for Sultan ward. 

3. The East Hampshire PCT and Fareham and Gosport PCT should review all local 

prescribing guidelines to ensure their appropriateness for the current levels of 

dependency of the patients on the wards. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should review the provision of pharmacy services to 

Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards, taking into account the change in casemix and use 

of these wards in recent years. Consideration should be given to including pharmacy 

input into regular ward rounds. 
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5. As a priority, the Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that a system is in place to 

routinely review and monitor prescribing of all medicines on wards caring for older 

people. This should include a review of recent diamorphine prescribing on Sultan 

ward. Consideration must be given to the adequacy of IT support available to facilitate 

this. 

6. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT, in conjunction with the 

pharmacy department, must ensure that all relevant staff including GPs are trained in 

the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines for older people. 

7. All patient complaints and comments, both informal and formal, should be used at 

ward level to improve patient care. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire 

PCT must ensure a mechanism is in place to ensure that shared learning is 

disseminated amongst all staff caring for older people. 

8. Fareham and Gosport PCT should lead an initiative to ensure that relevant staff are 

appropriately trained to undertake swallowing assessments to ensure that there are no 

delays out of hours. 

9. Daytime activities for patients should be increased. The role of the activities 

coordinator should be revised and clarified, with input from patients, relatives and all 

therapists in order that activities complement therapy goals. 

10. The Fareham and Gosport PCT must ensure that all local continence management, 

nutrition and hydration practices are in line with the national standards set out in the 

Essence of Care guidelines. 

11. Both PCTs must find ways to continue the staff communication developments 

made by the Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. 

12. Within the framework of the new PALS, the Fareham and Gosport PCT should, as a 

priority, consult with user groups and consider reviewing specialist advice from 

national support and patient groups, to determine the best way to improve 

communication with older patients and their relatives and carers. 

13. The provision of out of hours medical cover to Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards 

should be reviewed. The deputising service and PCTs must work towards an out of 

hours contract which sets out a shared philosophy of care, waiting time standards, 

adequate payment and a disciplinary framework. 

14. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and the East Hampshire PCT should ensure that 

appropriate patients are being admitted to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital with 

appropriate levels of support. 

15. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should ensure that arrangements are in place to 

ensure strong, long term nursing leadership on all wards. 

16. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should develop local guidance for GPs working as 

clinical assistants. This should address supervision and appraisal arrangements, clinical 

governance responsibilities and training nee<;l.s. 
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17. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should ensure that the learning 

and monitoring of action arising from complaints undertaken through the Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust quarterly divisional performance management system is 

maintained under the new Per management arrangements. 

18. Both PCTs involved in the provision of care for older people should ensure that all 

staff working on Dryad, Daedalus and Sultan wards who have not attended customer 

care and complaints training events do so. Any new training programmes should be 

developed with patients, relatives and staff to ensure that current concerns and the 

particular needs of the bereaved are addressed. 

19. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT must fully embrace the 

clinical governance developments made and direction set by the trust. 

20. All staff must be made aware that the completion of risk and incident reports is a 

requirement for all staff. Training must be put in place to reinforce the need for 

rigorous risk management. 

21. Clinical governance systems must be put in place to regularly identify and monitor 

trends revealed by risk reports and to ensure that appropriate action is taken. 

22. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire Per should consider a revision 

of their whistle blowing policies to make it clear that concerns may be raised outside 

of normal management channels. 

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Strategic Health Authority 

23. Hampshire and Isle of Wight Strategic Health Authority should use the findings of 

this investigation to influence the nature of local monitoring of the national service 

framework for older people. 

Department of Health 

24. The Department of Health should assist in the promotion of an NHS wide 

understanding of the various terms used to describe levels of care for older people. 

25. The Department of Health should work with the Association of Chief Police 

Officers and CHI to develop a protocol for sharing information regarding patient safety 

and potential systems failures within the NHS as early as possible. 
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1.1 During the summer of 2001, concerns were raised with CHI about the use of some 

medicines, particularly analgesia and levels of sedation, and the culture in which care 

was provided for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. These concerns 

were also about the responsibility for clinical care and transfer arrangements with 

other hospitals. 

1.2 On 22 October 2001, CHI launched an investigation into the management, 

provision and quality of healthcare for which Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust was 

responsible at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. CHI's decision was based on 

evidence of high risk activity and the likelihood that the possible findings of a CHI 

investigation would result in lessons for the whole of the NHS. 

Terms of reference 

1.3 The investigation terms of reference were informed by a chronology of events 

provided by the trust surrounding the death of one patient. Discussions were also 

held with the trust, the Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health 

Authority and the NHS south east regional office to ensure maximum learning locally 

and for the NHS. 

1.4 The terms of reference agreed on 9 October 2001 are as foi!ows: 

The investigation will look at whether, since 1998, there had been a failure of trust 

systems to ensure good quality patient care. The investigation will focus on the 

following elements within services for older people (inpatient, continuing and 

rehabilitative care) at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

i) staffing and accountability arrangements, including out of hours 

ii) the guidelines and practices in place at the trust to ensure good quality care and 

effective performance management 

iii) arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of 

drugs 

iv) communication and collaboration between the trust and patients, their relatives 

and carers and with partner organisations 

v) arrangements to support patients and their relatives and carers towards the end 

of the patient's life 

vi) supervision and training arrangements in place to enable staff to provide 

effective care 

CHAPTER 1 :TERMS OF REFERENCE AND PROCESS OF INVESTIGATION 



In addition, CHI will examine how lessons to improve patient care have been learnt 

across the trust from patient complaints. 
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The investigation will also look at the adequacy of the trust's clinical governance 

arrangements to support inpatient continuing and rehabilitation care for older people. 

CHI's investigation team 

1.5 CHI's investigation team were: 

l!!t Alan Carpenter, Chief Executive, Somerset Coast Primary Care Trust 

W! Anne Grosskurth, CHI Support Investigations Manger 

~ Dr Tony Luxton, Consultant Geriatrician, Cambridge City Primary Care Trust 

~ Julie Miller, CHI Lead Investigations Manager 

~ Maureen Morgan, Independent Consultant and former Community Trust Nurse 

Director 

~ Mary Parkinson, lay member (Age Concern) 

~ Jennifer Wenborn, Independent Occupational Therapist 

1.6 The team was supported by: 

W& Liz Fradd, CHI Director of Nursing, lead CHI director for the investigation 

!11.1 Nan Newberry, CHI Senior Analyst 

il Ian Horrigan, CHI Analyst 

~ Kellie Rehill, CHI Investigations Coordinator 

ffi!i a medical notes review group established by CHI to review anonymised medical 

notes (see appendix E) 

i'll Dr Barry Tennison, CHI Public Health Adviser 

The investigation process 

1.7 The investigation consisted of five interrelated parts: 

~ review and analysis of a range of documents specific to the care of older people at 

the trust, including clinical governance arrangements, expert witness reports 

forwarded by the police and relevant national documents (see appendix A for a list 

of documents reviewed) 

~ analysis ofviews received from 36 patients, relatives and friends about care 

received at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Views were obtained through a range 

of methods, including meetings, correspondence, telephone calls and a short 

questionnaire (see appendix B for an analysis of views received) 

/· 
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Ill a five day visit by CHI's investigation team to Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

when a total of 59 staff from all groups involved in the care and treatment of older 

people at the hospital and tmst managers were interviewed. CHI also undertook 

periods of observation on Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards (see appendix C for a 

list of all staff interviewed) 

Ill interviews with relevant agencies and other NHS organisations, including those 

representing patients and relatives (see appendix D for a list of organisations 

interviewed) 

!11 an independent review of anonymised clinical and nursing notes of a random 

sample of patients who had died on Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards between 

August 2001 and January 2002. The term of reference for this piece of work, the 

membership of the CHI team which undertook the work, and a summary of 

findings are attached at appendices E and F. CHI shared the summary with the 

Fareham 8 Gosport PCT in May 2002 
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Action taken by the NHS south east regional office 

2.13 For the period of the investigation, the NHS regional offices were responsible for 

the strategic and performance management of the NHS, including trusts and health 

authorities. The NHS south east regional office had information available expressing 

concerns around prescribing levels at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Information 

included a report by the Health Service Ombudsman and serious untoward incident 

reports forwarded by the trust in April and July 2001 in response to media articles 

about the death of a patient at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

The health authority and NHS south east regional office met to discuss these issues on 

6 April 2001. 
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3 National and local context 

Nationa I context 

3.1 The standard of NHS care for older people has long caused concern. A number of 

national reports, including the NHS Plan and the Standing Nursing and Midwifery 

Committee's 2001 annual report found aspects of care to be deficient. National concerns 

raised include: an inadequate and demoralised workforce, poor care environments, lack 

of seamless care within the NHS and ageism. The NHS Plan's section Dignity, security 

and independence in old age, published in July 2000, outlined the government's plans 

for the care of older people, detailed in the national service framework. 

3.2 The national service framework for older people was published in March 2001 and 

sets standards of care for older people in all care settings. It aims to ensure high 

quality of care and treatment, regardless of age. Older people are to be treated as 

individuals with dignity and respect. The framework places special emphasis on the 

involvement of older patients and their relatives in the care process, including care 

planning. 

3.3 National standards called Essence of Care, published by the Department of Health 

in 2001, provide standards for assessing nursing practice against fundamental aspects 

of care such as nutrition, preventing pressure sores and privacy and dignity. These are 

designed to act as an audit tool to ensure good practice and have been widely 

disseminated across the NHS. 

Trust background 

3.4 Gosport War Memorial Hospital was part of Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust 

between April 1994 and April 2002. The hospital is situated on the Gosport peninsula 

and has 113 beds. Together with outpatient services and a day hospital, there are beds 

for older people and maternity services. The hospital does not admit patients who are 

acutely ill and it has neither an ARE nor intensive care facilities. Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust provided a range of community and hospital based services for 

the people of Portsmouth, Fareham, Gosport and surrounding areas. These services 

included mental health (adult and elderly), community paediatrics, elderly medicine, 

learning disabilities and psychology. 

3.5 The trust was one of the largest community trusts in the south of England and 

employed almost 5,000 staff. In 2001/2002 the trust had a budget in excess of £100 

million and over 20% of income spent on its largest service, elderly medicine. All the 

trust's financial targets were met in 2ooq/2001. 
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Admission criteria 

3.13 The current criteria for admission to both Dryad and Daedalus wards are that the 

patient must be over 65 and be registered with a GP within the Gosport PCG (now a 

part of Fareham and Gosport PCT). In addition, Dryad patients must have a Barthel 

score of under 4/20 and require specialist medical and nursing intervention. The 

Barthel score is a validated tool used to measure physical disability. Daedalus patients 

must need multidisciplinary rehabilitation, for example following a stroke. 

3.14 There was, and still is, a comprehensive list of admission criteria for Sultan ward 

developed in 1999, all of which must be met prior to admission. The criteria state that 

patients must not be medically unstable and no intravenous lines must be in situ. 

Elderly mental health 

3.15 Although not part of the CHI investigation, older patients are also cared for on 

Mulberry ward, a 40 bed assessment unit comprising Collingwood and Ark Royal 

wards. Patients admitted to this ward are under the care of a consultant in elderly 

mental health. 

Terminology 

3.16 CHI found considerable confusion about the terminology describing the various 

levels of care for older people in written information and in interviews with staff. For 

example, the terms stroke rehab, slow stream rehab, very slow stream rehab, 

intermediate and continuing care were all used. CHI was not aware ·of any common 

local definition for these terms in use at the trust or of any national definitions. CHI 

stakeholder work confirmed that this confusion extended to patients and relatives in 

terms of their expectations of the type of care received. 

1. Throughout the timeframe covered by the CHI investigation, CHI received evidence of 
strong leadership, with a shared set of values at corporate and divisional level in Portsmouth 
Healthcare NHS Trust. The senior management team was well established and, together with 
the trust board, functioned as a cohesive team. The chief executive was accessible to and well 
regarded by staff both within the trust and in the local health economy. Good links had been 
developed with local PCGs. 

2. The case note review undertaken by CHI confirmed that the admission criteria for both 
Dryad and Daedalus wards were being adhered to over recent months and that patients were 
being appropriately admitted. However, CHI found examples of some recent patients who had 
been admitted to Sultan ward with more complex needs than stipulated in the admission 
criteria that may have compromised patient care. 

3. There was lack of clarity amongst all groups of staff and stakeholders about the focus of 
care for older people and therefore the aim of the care provided. This confusion had been 
communicated to patients and relatives, which had led to expectations of rehabilitation that 
had not been fulfilled. 
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1. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should work together to build on the 
many positive aspects of leadership developed by Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust in order 
to develop the provision of care for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. The 
PCTs should ensure an appropriate performance monitoring tool is in place to ensure that any 
quality of care and performance shortfalls are identified and addressed swiftly. 

2. Hampshire and Isle of Wight strategic health authority should use the findings of this 
investigation to influence the nature of local monitoring of the national service framework 
for older people. 

3. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should, in consultation with local GPs, 
review the admission criteria for Sultan ward. 

4. The Department of Health should assist in the promotion of an NHS wide shared 
understanding of the various terms used to describe levels of care for older people. 
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5.6 Relatives expressed concern around a perceived lack of nutrition and fluids as 

patients neared the end of their lives: "no water and fluids for last four days of life". 

Comments were also raised about unsuitable, unappetising food and patients being left 

to eat without assistance. A number of stakeholders commented on untouched food 

being cleared away without patients being given assistance to eat. 

5.7 Following comments by stakeholders, CHI reviewed the trust policy for nutrition 

and fluids. The trust conducted a trust wide audit of minimum nutritional standards 

between October 1997 and March 1998, as part of the five year national strategy 

Feeding People. The trust policy, Prevention and management of malnutrition (2000), 

included the designation of an appropriately trained lead person in each clinical area, 

who would organise training programmes for staff and improve documentation to 

ensure full compliance. The standards state: 

Rt all patients must have a nutritional risk assessment on admission 

l1k registered nurses must plan, implement and oversee nutritional care and refer to an 

appropriate professional as necessary 

®X all staff must ensure that documented evidence supports the continuity of patient 

care and clinical practice 

fM all clinical areas should have a nominated nutritional representative who attends 

training/updates and is a resource for colleagues 

~ systems should be in place to ensure that staff have the required training to 

implement and monitor the Feeding People standards 

5.8 A second trust audit in 2000 concluded that, overall, the implementation of the 

Feeding People standards had been "very encouraging". However, there were concerns 

about the lack of documentation and a sense of complacency as locally written 

protocols had not been produced throughout the service. 

5.9 CHI's review of recent case notes concluded that appropriate recording of patient 

intake and output was taking place. CHI was concerned that nurses appeared unable to 

make swallowing assessments out of hours; this could lead to delays in receiving 

nutrition over weekends, for example, when speech and language therapy staff were 

not available. 

5.10 Continence management is an important aspect of the care of older people, the 

underlying objective is to promote or sustain continence as part of the holistic 

management of care, this includes maintaining skin integrity (prevention of pressure 

sores). Where this is not possible, a range of options including catheterisation are 

available and it is imperative that these are discussed with patients, relatives and 

carers. Some stakeholders raised concerns regarding the 'automatic' catheterisation of 

patients on admission to the War Memorial. "They seem to catheterise everyone. My 

husband was not incontinent; the nurse said it was done mostly to save time': 

Relatives also spoke of patients waiting for long periods of time to be helped to the 

toilet or for help in using the commode. 

5.11 CHI's review of recent case notes found no evidence of inappropriate 

catheterisation of patients in recent months. 
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Ward environment 

5.18 All wards were built during the 1991 expansion ofthe hospital and are modem, 

welcoming and bright. This view was echoed by stakeholders, who were 

complimentary about the decor and patient surroundings. Wards were tidy, clean and 

fresh smelling. 

5.19 Day rooms are pleasant and Daedalus ward has direct access to a well designed 

garden suitable for wheelchair users. The garden is paved with a variety of different 

textures to enable patients to practice mobility. There is limited storage space in 

Daedalus and Dryad wards and, as a result, the corridors had become cluttered with 

equipment. This can be problematic for patients using walking aids. Daedalus ward 

has an attractive, separate single room for independent living assessment with its own 

sink and wardrobe. 

5.20 CHI saw staff address patients by name in a respectful and encouraging way and 

saw examples of staff helping patients with dressing and holding friendly 

conversations. The staff handovers observed were well conducted, held away from the 

main wards areas and relevant information about patient care was exchanged 

appropriately. 

5.21 Mealtimes were well organised with patients given a choice of menu options and 

portion size. Patients who needed help to eat and drink were given assistance. There 

appeared to be sufficient staff to serve meals, and to note when meals were not eaten. 

CHI did not observe any meals returned untouched. Healthcare support workers told 

CHI that they were responsible for making a note when meals were not eaten. 

5.22 There are day rooms where patients are able to watch the television and large 

print books, puzzles and current newspapers are provided. CHI saw little evidence of 

social activities taking place, although some patients did eat together in the day room. 

Bells to call assistance are situated by patients' beds, but are less accessible to patients 

in the day rooms. The wards have an activities coordinator, although the impact of 

this post has been limited. 

5.23 Daedalus ward has a communication book by each bed for patients and relatives 

to make comments about day to day care. This is a two way communication process 

which, for example, allows therapy staff to ask relatives for feedback on progress and 

enables relatives to ask for an appointment with the consultant. 

5.24 CHI observed two medicine rounds, both of which were conducted in an 

appropriate way with two members of staff jointly identifying the patient and 

checking the prescription sheet. One member of staff handed out the medicines while 

the other oversaw the patients as medicines are taken. Medicines are safely stored on 

the wards in locked cupboards. 
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Communication with patients, relatives and carers 

The trust had an undated user involvement service development framework, which sets 

out the principles behind effective user involvement within the national policy 

framework described in the NHS Plan. It is unclear from the framework who was 

responsible for taking the work forward and within what time frame. Given the 

dissolution of the trust, a decision was taken not to establish a trust wide Patient Advice 

and Liaison Service (PALS), a requirement of the NHS Plan. However, work was started 

by the trust to look at a possible future PALS structure for the Fareham and Gosport PCT. 

The Health Advisory Service Standards for health and social care services for older 

people (2000) states that "each service should have a written information leaflet or 

guide for older people who use the service. There should be good information facilities 

in inpatient services for older people, their relatives and carers". CHI saw a number of 

separate information leaflets provided for patients and relatives during the site visit. 

The trust used patient surveys, given to patients on discharge, as part of its patient 

involvement framework, although the response rate was unknown. Issues raised by 

patients in completed surveys were addressed by action plans discussed at clinical 

managers meetings. Ward specific action plans were distributed to ward staff. CHI 

noted, for example, that as a result of patient comments regarding unacceptable ward 

temperatures, thermometers were purchased to address the problem. CHI could find no 

evidence to suggest that the findings from patient surveys were shared across the trust. 

Support towards the end of life 

Staff referred to the Wessex palliative care guidelines, which are used on the wards 

and address breaking bad news and communicating with the bereaved. Many clinical 

staff, at all levels spoke of the difficulty in managing patient and relative expectations 

following discharge from the acute sector. "They often painted a rosier picture than 

justified". Staff spoke of the closure of the Royal Haslar acute beds leading to increased 

pressure on Queen Alexandra and St Mary's hospitals to "discharge patients too 

quickly to Gosport War Memorial Hospital". Staff were aware of increased numbers of 

medically unstable patients being transferred in recent years. 

Both patients and relatives have access to a hospital chaplain, who has links to 

representatives of other faiths. The trust had a leaflet for relatives Because we care 

which talks about registering the death, bereavement and grieving. The hospital 

has a designated manager to assist relatives through the practical necessities 

following a death. 
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Out of hours cover provided by GPs 
6.12 Between the hours of 8.30am and 5.00pm on weekdays, hospital doctors employed 

by the trust manage the care of all patients on Dryad and Daedalus wards. Out of hours 

medical cover, including weekends and bank holidays, is provided by a local GP 

practice from 5.00pm to 11.00pm, after which, between 11.00pm and 8.30am, nursing 

staff call on either the patient's practice or Healthcall, a local deputising service for 

medical input. If an urgent situation occurs out of hours, staff call 999 for assistance. 

6.13 Some staff interviewed by CHI expressed concern about long waits for the 

deputising service, CHI heard that waiting times for Healthcall to attend a patient 

could sometimes take between three and five hours. However, evidence provided by 

Healthcall contradicts this. Nurses expressed concern over Healthcall GPs' reluctance 

to 'interfere' with the prescribing of admitting GPs on Sultan and Dryad wards. The 

contract with Healthcall is managed by a local practice. 

Appraisal of hospital medical staff 

6.14 Since April 2000, all NHS employers have been contractually required to carry out 

annual appraisals, covering both clinical and non clinical aspects of their jobs. All 

doctors interviewed by CHI who currently work for the trust, including the medical 

director, who works five sessions in the department of medicine for elderly people, have 

regular appraisals. Those appraising the work of other doctors have been trained to do so. 

Nursing responsibility 

6.15 All qualified nurses are personally accountable for their own clinical practice. 

Their managers are responsible for implementing systems and environments that 

promote high quality nursing care. 

6.16 On each ward, a G grade clinical manager, who reports to a senior H grade nurse, 

manages the ward nurses. The H grade nurse covers all wards caring for older people and 

was managed by the general manager for the Fareham and Gosport division. The general 

manager reported to both the director of nursing and the operations director. An 

accountability structure such as this is not unusual in a community hospital. The director of 

nursing was ultimately accountable for the standard of nursing practice within the hospital. 

Nursing supervision 

6.17 Clinical supervision for nurses was recommended by the United Kingdom Central 

Council in 1996 and again in the national nursing strategy, Making a difference, in 

1999. It is a system through which qualified nurses can maintain lifelong development 

and enhancement of their professional skills through reflection, exploration of practice 

and identification of issues that need to be addressed. Clinical supervision is not a 
I 
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managerial activity, but provides an opportunity to reflect and improve on practice in 

a non judgemental environment. Clinical supervision is a key factor in professional 

self regulation. 

6.18 The trust has been working to adopt a model of clinical supervision for nurses for 

a number of years and received initial assistance from the Royal College of Nursing to 

develop the processes. As part of the trust's clinical nursing development programme, 

which ran between January 1999 and December 2000, nurses caring for older people 

were identified to lead the development of clinical supervision on the wards. 

6.19 Many of the nurses interviewed valued the principles of reflective practice as a 

way in which to improve their own skills and care of patients. The 1-1 grade senior 

nurse coordinator post, appointed in November 2000, was a specific trust response to 

an acknowledged lack of nursing leadership at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

Teamworking 

6.20 Caring for older people involves input from many professionals who must 

coordinate their work around the needs of the patient. Good teamwork provides the 

cornerstone of high quality care for those with complex needs. Staff interviewed by CHI 

spoke of teamwork, although in several instances this was uniprofessional, for example 

a nursing team. CHI observed a multidisciplinary team meeting on Daedalus ward, 

which was attended by a consultant, a senior ward nurse, a physiotherapist and an 

occupational therapist. No junior staff were present. Hospital staff described input from 

social services as good when available, though this was not always the case. 

6.21 Regular ward meetings are held on Sultan and Daedalus wards. Arrangements are 

less clear on Dryad ward, possibly due to the long term sickness of senior ward staff. 

6.22 Arrangements for multidisciplinary team meetings on Dryad and Sultan wards 

are less well established. Occupational therapy staff reported some progress towards 

multidisciplinary goal setting for patients, but were hopeful of further development. 

Allied health professional structures 
6.23 Allied health professionals are a group of staff which include occupational therapists, 

dieticians, speech and language therapists and physiotherapists. The occupational therapy 

structure is in transition from a traditional site based service to a defined clinical specialty 

service (such as stroke rehabilitation) in the locality. Staff explained that this system 

enables the use of specialist clinical skills and ensures continuity of care of patients, as 

one occupational therapist follows the patient throughout hospital admission(s) and at 

home. Occupational therapists talking to CHI described a good supervision structure, with 

supervision contracts and performance development plans in place. 

6.24 Physiotherapy services are based within the hospital. The physiotherapy team sees 

patients from admission right through to home treatment. Physiotherapists described 

good levels of training and supervision and involvement in Daedalus ward's 

multidisciplinary team meetings. 
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6.25 Speech and language therapists also reported participation in multidisciplinary 

team meetings on Daedalus ward. Examples were given to CHI of well developed in 

service training opportunities and professional development, such as discussion groups 

and clinical observation groups. 

6.26 The staffing structure in dietetics consists of one full time dietitian based at 

St James Hospital. Each ward has a nurse with lead nutrition responsibilities able to 

advise colleagues. 

Workforce and service planning 

6.27 In November 2000, in preparation for the change of use of beds in Dryad and 

Daedalus wards from continuing care to intermediate care, the trust undertook an 

undated resource requirement analysis and identified three risk issues: 

~ consultant cover 

WE medical risk with a change in patient group and the likelihood of more patients 

requiring specialist intervention. The trust believed that the introduction of 

automated defibrillators would go some way to resolve this. The paper also spoke 

of "the need for clear protocols ... within which medical cover can be obtained out of 

hours" 

fi the trust identified a course for qualified nursing staff, ALERT, which demonstrates 

a technique for quickly assessing any changes in a patients condition in order to 

provide an early warning of any deterioration 

6.28 Despite this preparation, several members of staff expressed concern to CHI 

regarding the complex needs of many patients cared for at the Gosport War Memorial 

Hospital and spoke of a system under pressure due to nurse shortages and high sickness 

levels. Concerns were raised formally with the trust in early 2000 around the increased 

workload and complexity of patients. This was acknowledged in a letter by the medical 

director. CHI found no evidence of a systematic attempt to review or seek solutions to 

the evolving casemix, though a full time staff grade doctor was in post by September 

2002 to replace and increase the previous five sessions of clinical assistant cover. 

Access to specialist advice 

6.29 Older patients are admitted to Gosport War Memorial Hospital with a wide variety 

of physical and mental health conditions, such as strokes, cancers and dementia. Staff 

demonstrated good examples of systems in place to access expert opinion and 

assistance. 

6.30 There are supportive links with palliative care consultants, consultant 

psychiatrists and oncologists. The lead consultant for elderly mental health reported 

close links with the three wards, with patients either given support on the ward or 

transfer to an elderly mental health bed. There are plans for a nursing rotation 
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4. There was a planned approach to the service development in advance of the change in use 

of beds in 2000. The increasing dependency of patients and resulting pressure on the service, 

whilst recognised by the trust, was neither monitored nor reviewed as the changes were 

implemented and the service developed. 

5. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust should be congratulated for its progress towards a 

culture of reflective nursing practice. 

6. The trust has a strong staff focus, with some notable examples of good practice. Despite 

this, CHI found evidence to suggest that not all staff felt adequately supported during the 

police and other recent investigations. 

7. Out of hours medical cover for the three wards out of hours is problematic and does not 

reflect current levels of patient dependency. 

8. There are systems in place to support patients and relatives towards the end of the 

patient's life and following bereavement. 

1. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should develop local guidance for GPs working as clinical 

assistants. This should address supervision and appraisal arrangemnts, clinical governance 

responsibilities and trianing needs. 

2. The provision of out of hours medical cover to Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan wards should be 

reviewed. The deputising service and PCTs must work towards an out of hours contract which 

sets out a shared philosophy of care, waiting time standards, adequate payment and a 

disciplinary framework. 

3. Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should ensure that appropriate patients 

are being admitted to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital with appropriate levels of support. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT should ensure that arrangements are in place to ensure 

strong, long term nursing leadership on all wards. 

5. Both PCTs must find ways to continue the staff communication developments made by the 
Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust. · 
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7.5 Both the trust and the local community health council (CHC) described a good 

working relationship. The CHC regretted, however, that their resources since November 

2000 had prevented them from offering the level of advice and active support to trust 

complainants they would have wished. The CHC did continue to support complainants 

who had contacted them before November 2000. New contacts were provided with a 

"selfhelp" pack. 

7.6 CHI found that letters to complainants in response to their complaints did not always 

include an explanation of the independent review stage, although this is outlined in the 

leaflet mentioned above, which is sent to complainants earlier in the process. The 2000 

update of the complaints policy stated that audit standards for complaints handling were 

good with at least 80% of complainants satisfied with complaint handling and 100% of 

complaints resolved within national performance targets. The chief executive responded 

to all written complaints. Staff interviewed by CHI valued the chief executive's personal 

involvement in complaint resolution and correspondence. Letters to patients and relatives 

sent by the trust reviewed by CHI were thorough and sensitive. The trust adopted an open 

response to complaints and apologised for any shortcomings in its services. 

7.7 Once the police became involved in the initial complaint in 1998, the trust ceased 

its internal investigation processes. CHI found no evidence in agendas and minutes 

that the trust board were formally made aware of police involvement. Senior trust 

managers told CHI that the trust would have commissioned a full internal 

investigation without question if the police investigation had not begun. In CHI's view, 

police involvement did not preclude full internal clinical investigation. CHI was told 

that neither the doctor nor portering staff involved in the care and transfer of the 

patient whose care was the subject of the initial police investigation were asked for 

statements during the initial complaint investigation. 

Trust learning regarding prescribing 

7.8 Action was taken to develop and improve trust policies around prescribing and 

pain management (as detailed in chapter 4). In addition, CHI learnt that external 

clinical advice sought by Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust in September 1999, during 

the course of a complaint resolution, suggested that the prescribing of diamorphine 

with dose ranges from 20mg to 200mg a day was poor practice and "could indeed lead 

to a serious problem". This comment was made by the external clinical assessor in 

regard to a patient given doses ranging from 20mg to 40mg per day. 

7.9 Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust correspondence states that there was an agreed 

protocol for the prescription of diamorphine for a syringe driver with doses ranging 

between 20mg and 200mg a day. CHI understands this protocol to be the Wessex 

guidelines. Further correspondence in October 1999, indicated that a doctor working on 

the wards requested a trust policy on the prescribing of opiates in community hospitals. 
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8 Clinical governance 

Introduction 

8.1 Clinical governance is about making sure that health services have systems in 

place to provide patients with high standards of care. The Department of Health 

document A First Class Service defines clinical governance as "a framework through 

which NHS organisations are accountable for continuously improving the quality of 

their services and safeguarding high standards of care by creating an environment in 

which excellence in clinical care will flourish". 

8.2 CHI has not conducted a clinical governance review of the Portsmouth Healthcare 

NHS Trust but has looked at how trust clinical governance systems supported the 

delivery of continuing and rehabilitative inpatient care for older people at the Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital. This chapter sets out the framework and structure adopted by 

the trust between 1998 and 2002 to deliver the clinical governance agenda and details 

those areas most relevant to the terms of reference for this investigation: risk 

management and the systems in place to enable staff to raise concerns. 

Clinical governance structures 

8.3 The trust reacted swiftly to the principles of clinical governance outlined by the 

Department of Health in A First Class Service by devising an appropriate management 

framework. In September 1998, a paper outlining how the trust planned to develop a 

system for clinical governance was shared widely across the trust and aimed to 

include as many staff as possible. Most staff interviewed by CHI were aware of the 

principles of clinical governance and were able to demonstrate how it related to them 

in their individual roles. Understanding of some specifte aspects, particularly risk 

management and audit, was patchy. 

8.4 The medical director took lead responsibility for clinical governance and chaired 

the clinical governance panel, a sub committee of the trust board. A clinical 

governance reference group, whose membership included representatives from each 

clinical service, professional group, non executive directors and the chair of the 

community health council, supported the clinical governance panel. Each clinical 

service also had its own clinical governance committee. This structure had been 

designed to enable each service to take clinical governance forward into whichever 

PCT it found itself in after April 2002. Since February 2000, the trust used the 

divisional review process to monitor clinical governance developments. 
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8.5 The service specific clinical governance committe were led by a designated 

clinician and included wide clinical and professional presentation. Baseline 

assessments were carried out in each specialty and re onsive action plans produced. 

The medical director and clinical governance manage attended divisional review 

meetings and reported key issues back to the clinical , wernance panel. 

8.6 District Audit carried out an audit of the trust's cli 'ea! governance arrangements 

in 1998/1999. The report, dated December 1999, state.c ·hat the trust had fully 

complied with requirements to establish a framework f 'r clinical governance. The 

report also referred to the trust's document, Improving Iua/ity - steps towards a first 

class service, which was described as "of a high standa d and reflected a sound 

understanding of clinical governance and quality assur 'nee·: 

8.7 Whilst commenting favourably on the framework, t e District Audit review also 

noted the following: 

(1~ the process for gathering user views should be more :ocused and the process 

strengthened 

We the trust needed to ensure that in some areas, strateg~·, policy and procedure is fed 

back to staff and results in changed/improved practic<:. Published protocols were 

not always implemented by staff; results of clinical audit were not always 

implemented and reaudited; lessons learnt from complaints and incidents not 

always used to change practice and that research and development did not always 

lead to change in practice 

llllli more work needed to be done with clinical staff on openness and the support of 

staff alerting senior management of poor performance 

8.8 Following the review, the trust drew up a trust wide action plan (December 1999) 

which focused on widening the involvement and feedback from nursing, clinical and 

support staff regarding trust protocols and procedures, and on making greater use of 

research and development, clinical audit, complaints, incidents and user views to lead 

to changes in practice. CHI was told of a link nurse programme to take elements of 

this work forward. 

Risk management 

8.9 A trust risk management group was established in 1995 to develop and oversee the 

implementation of the trust's risk management strategy, to provide a forum in which . 

risks could be evaluated and prioritised and to monitor the effectiveness of actions 

taken to manage risks. The group had links with other trust groups such as the clinical 

and service audit group, the board and the nursing clinical governance committee. 

Originally the finance director had joint responsibility for strategic risk with the 

quality manager; this was changed in the 2000/2003 strategy when the medical 

director became the designated lead for clinical risk. The trust achieved the clinical 

negligence scheme for trusts (CNST) level one in 1999. A decision was taken not to 

pursue the level two standard assessment due to dissolution of the trust in 2002. 
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8. 10 The trust introduced an operational policy for recording and reviewing risk events 

in 1994. New reporting fonns were introduced in April 2000 following a review of the 

assessment systems for clinical and non clinical risk. The same trust policy was used to 

report clinical and non clinical risks and accidents. All events were recorded in the 

trust's risk event database (CAREKEY). This reporting system was also used for near 

misses and medication errors. Nursing and support staff interviewed demonstrated a 

good knowledge of the risk reporting system, although CHI was less confident that 

medical staff regularly identified and reported risks. CHI was told that risk forms were 

regularly submitted by wards in the event of staff shortages. Staff shortage was not 

one of the trust's risk event definitions. 

8. 11 The clinical governance development plan for 2001/2002 stated that the focus for 

risk management in 2000/2001 was the safe transfer of services to successor 

organisations, with the active involvement of PCTs and PCGs in the trust's risk 

management group. Meetings were held with each successor organisation to agree 

future arrangements for areas such as risk event reporting, health and safety, infection 

control and medicines management. 

Raising concerns 

8.12 The trust had a whistle blowing policy dated February 2001. The Public Interest 

Disclosure Act became law in July 1999. The policy sets out the process staff should 

follow if they wished to raise a concern about the care or safety of a patient "that 

cannot be resolved by the appropriate procedure". NHS guidance requires systems to 

enable concerns to be raised outside the usual management chain. Most staff 

interviewed were clear about how to raise concerns within their own line management 

structure and were largely confident of receiving support and an appropriate response. 

Fewer staff were aware of the trust's whistle blowing policy. 

Clinical audit 

8.13 CHI was given no positive examples of changes in patient care or prescribing as a 

result of clinical audit outcomes. Despite a great deal of work on revising and creating 

policies to support good prescribing and pain management, there was no planned audit of 

outcome. 

8.14 CHI was made aware of two trust audits of medicines since 1998. In 1999, a 

review of the use of neuroleptic medicines, which includes tranquillisers such as 

haloperidol, within all trust elderly care continuing care wards concluded that 

neuroleptic medicines were not being over prescribed. The same review revealed "the 

weekly medical review of medication was not necessarily recorded in the medical 

notes". The findings of this audit and the accompanying action plan, which included 

guidance on completing the prescription chart correctly, was circulated to all staff on 

Daedalus and Dryad wards. A copy was not sent to Sultan ward. There was a reaudit 

in late 2001 which concluded that overall use of neuroleptic medicines in continuing 

care wards remained appropriate. 
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8.15 More recently, the Fareham and Gosport PCT has undertaken a basic audit based 

on the prescription sheets and medical records of patients cared for on Sultan, Dryad 

and Daedalus wards during two weeks in June 2002. The trust concluded "that the 

current prescriping of opiates, major tranquilisers and hyocine was within British 

National Formulary guidelines." No patients were prescribed midazolam during the 

audit timeframe. 

1. The trust responded proactively to the clinical governance agenda and had a robust 

framework in place with strong corporate leadership. 

2. Although a system was in place to record risk events, understanding of clinical risk was not 

universal. The trust had a whistle blowing policy, but not all staff were aware of it. The policy 

did not make it sufficiently dear that staff could raise concerns outside of the usual 

management channels if they wished. 

1. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT must fully embrace the clinical 

governance developments made and direction set by the trust. 

2. All staff must be made aware that the completion of risk and incident reports is a 

requirement for all staff. Training must be put in place to reinforce the need for rigorous risk 

management. 

3. Clinical governance systems must be put in place to regularly identify and monitor trends 

revealed by risk reports and to ensure that appropriate action is taken. 

4. The Fareham and Gosport PCT and East Hampshire PCT should consider a revision of their 
whistle blowing policies to make it dear that concerns may be raised outside of normal 

management channels. 

!• 
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Views from patients and 
relatives/friends 
METHODS OF OBTAINING VIEWS 
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i. The investigation sought to establish the views of people who had experience of services 
for older people at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital since 1998. 

ii. CHI sought to obtain views about the service through a range of methods. People were 

invited to: 

al meet with members of the investigation team 

\$1 fill in a short questionnaire 

100 write to the investigation team 

ifii contact by telephone or email 

iii. In November 2001, information was distributed about the CHI investigation at Gosport 
War Memorial Hospital to stakeholders, voluntary organisations and statutory 
stakeholders. This information included posters advertising stakeholder events, 
information leaflets about the investigation, questionnaires and general CHI information 
leaflets. Press releases were issued in local newspapers and radio stations. The Hampshire 
Constabulary agreed to forward CHI contact details to families who had previously 
expressed their concerns to them. 

iv. The written information was distributed to a large group of potential stakeholders. In total 
36 stakeholders and 59 voluntary organisations will have received the above information. 

These people included: 

~ Motor Neurone Disease Association, Alzheimer's Society, League of Friends and other 
community groups such as the Gosport Stroke Club and Age Concern 

\\M Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Community Health Council, Isle of Wight, 
Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority, local medical committee, 
members of parliament, nursing homes, Portsmouth social services and Fareham and 
Gosport primary care groups 

STAKEHOLDER RESPONSES 

i. CHI received the following responses from patients, relatives, carers, friends and voluntary 

organisations. 

Letters Questionnaires Telephone interviews *Stakeholder interviews 

7 2 10 17 

(*stakeholders were counted according to the number of attendees and not based on number of 

interviews) 

ii. A number of people who contacted CHI did so using more than one method. In these cases 
any other form of sub mined evidence, was incorporated as part of the stakeholders 

contact. 
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v. Patient transfer. Contacts commented on the state of the patient's health before and during 
the transfer. Other stakeholders mentioned the time that it took to transfer the patient and 
also highlighted the inappropriate method of transporting the patient. 

vi. Nutrition and fluids. Stakeholders highlighted a lack of help in feeding patients. They 
commented on how dehydrated the patients appeared and the lack of positive 
communication between the relative/carer and the staff to overcome the relative/carer's 
concern about the level of nutrition and fluids. 

vii. Humanity of care. 

~ incontinence management- stakeholders felt that there was limited help with patients 
that needed to use the toilet 

IS attitude of staff- stake holders commented on staff attitude, mentioning the length of 
time it took for staff to respond. Other comments related to the basic lack of care for 
patients in their last few days 

~ provision of bells - stakeholders observed that the bells were often out of the patients 
reach 

® management of clothing- stakeholders commented that the patients were never in their 

own clothes 

viii. Arrangements for the prescription, administration, review and recording of medicines. 

The majority of concerns were around the prescribing of diamorphine. Others centred on 
those authorised to prescribe the medication to the patient and how this was 

communicated to the relatives/carer. 

ix. Communication and collaboration between the trust and patients, their relatives and 
carers and with partner organisations. Interviewees indicated a lack of staff contact with 
the relatives/carers about the condition of the patient and the patient's care plan. Other 
interviewees commented on how some of the staff were not approachable. One 
interviewee referred to the absence of lay terms to describe a patient's condition, making 
it difficult to understand the patient's status of health. 

x. Arrangements to support patients and their relatives and carers towards the end of the 
patient's life. Stakeholders mainly thought that there was a lack of communication from 

the staff after their relative had died. 

xi. Three of the contacts had made complaints to the trust through the NHS complaints 
procedure. All were dissatisfied about the trust response. 
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APPENDIX C 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 
staff and non executive directors 
interviewed by CHI 

@~ B<lldacchino, L, Health Care Support Worker 

@¥Banks, Or V, Lead Consultant 

~g Barker, D, Staff Nurse 

'lit Barker, M, Enrolled Nurse 

·m Barrett, L, Staff Nurse 

h7."). / / ').[' li(1<1 0 :V'Beed, P, Clinical Manager v ·~ v\J/ 

\\:l Brind, S, Occupational Therapist 

@ ~Cameron, F, General Manager / ~ I~:J') 

tWl Carroll, P, Occupational Therapist 

~ Clasby, J, Senior Nurse 

&'l:l Crane, R, Senior Dietician 

~ Day, G, Senior Staff Nurse 

~ Douglas, T, Staff Nurse 

~ Dunleavy, J, Staff Nurse V/8'~ 

~ Dunleavy, S, Physiotherapist 

\\.% Goode, P, Health Care Support Worker 

~ Hair, Revd J, Chaplain 

Jt''59 ~ Hallman, S, Senior Staff Nurse (until 11 September 2000) V v 

@.,tHamblin, G, Senior Staff Nurse .fWJJ (iUtj - wtr/Lid at:~ ::-iti.t) 
~ Haste, A, Clinical Manager {t0U0 

{j) v(' Hooper, B, Project Director 

@ \)!('Humphrey, L, Quality Manager 

Q_ ~Hunt, 0, Staff Nurse (until 6 January 2002) 

~ ~arrett, Or 0, Lead Consultant \[!8:i) litLto.L.rd fvru·'l1.eo.~..;vt:) 
tW Joice, C, Staff Nurse (until 4 October 1 999) ViJJ) 

@ ·v{ Jones, J, Corporate Risk Advisor 

~ Jones, T, Ward Clerk 

~_King, P, Personnel Director 

@~King, S, Clinical Risk Advisor 

~ Landy, S, Senior Staff Nurse 

@~ Langdale, H, Health Care Support Worker 

~ Law, D, Patient Affairs Manager 
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@""Lee, D, Complaints Convenor Et Non. Executive Director 

11 Lock, J, Sister (retired 1999) VIE93 
11 Loney, M, Porter 

@~Lord, Dr A, Lead Consultant /19,99 
11 Mann, K, Senior Staff Nurse 

Ill Melrose, B, Project Manager- Complaints 

{f)"' Millett, M, Chief Executive (until J I March 2002) vi:J').j 

@ ~Monk, A, Chairman 

~~elson, S, Staff Nurse 

~ ~eville, J, Staff Nurse (until I January 2001) 

B O'Dell, J, Practice Development Facilitator 

!I Parvin, J, Senior Personnel Manager 

~Peach, J, Service Manager VI'J~U 
Ill Peagram, L, Physiotherapy Assistant 

Bl Pease, Y, Staff Nurse 

Ill Phillips, C, Speech Et Language Therapist 

~Piper, I, Operational Director 

!ill Qureshi, Dr L, Consultant 1/'l'<JJ,-3 

!ill Ravindrance, Dr A, Consultant !19::19 

~Reid, Dr I, Medical Director 119:19 {[jwtLW~ti.<i-0 

@ ·~Robinson, B, Deputy General Manager 

if Scammel, T, Senior Nurse Coordinator '/"lf19J 

IlB Taylor, J, Senior Nurse 

@~Thomas, Dr E, Nursing Director 

Ill Thorpe, M, Health Care Support Worker 

Ill! Tubbitt, A, Senior Staff Nurse /l5 · 

Ill! Walker, F, Senior Staff Nurse 

~Wells, P, District Nurse 

lE Wigfall, M, Enrolled Nurse 

J.(, ""'Wilkins, P, Senior Staff Nurse 

""'Williams, J, Nurse Consultant 

~Wilson, A, Senior Staff Nurse 

~('wood, A, Finance Director 

eJ lf'Woods, L, Staff Nurse 

lE Yikona, Dr J, Staff Grade Physician .,( (1-octt oiJCif) 

CHI is grateful to Caroline Harrington for scheduling interviews. 
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APPENDIX 0 

Meetings or telephone interviews with 
external agencies with an involvement 
in elderly care at Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital 
U Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust 

@ yii1 Angus, Clinical Discharge Coordinator 

Wendy Peckham, Discharge Planner for Medicine 

Clare Bownass, Ward Sister 

Sonia Baryschpolec, Staff Nurse 

Sam Page, Bed Manager, Royal Haslar Hospital 

6YJ. ¥IIy Clark, Patient Transport Manager 

~\A'Glie Sprack, Senior Nurse 

(J)v Jeff Watling, Chief Pharmacist / - _9.•/e iJ.; fl.... yi1t-....rwr.:.<(l..._hu-l ol.iA'Jli;J.. 

Vanessa Lawrence, Pharmacist / 

!!a Hampshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Alan Lyford, Patient Transport Service Manager 

!ill Isle of Wight, Portsmouth Et South East Hampshire Health Authority 

Penny Humphris, Chief Executive 

Dr Peter Old, Director of Public Health 

@ Nicky Pendleton, Progamme Lead for Elderly Care Services ../ 

~ NHS Executive south east regional office 

Dr Mike Gill, Regional Director of Public Health 

11::;,\ (' Dr David Percy, Director of Education and Training 

e'A 
L Harriet Boereboom, Performance Manager 

ll!i Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Community Health Council 

Joyce Knight, Chairman 

Christine Wilkes, Vice Chair 

Margaret Lovell, Chief Officer 

lD Hampshire Constabulary 

Detective Superintendent John James 
I• 
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11 Portsmouth Social Services 

@arah Mitchell, Assistant Director (Older People) 

@ Helen Loten, Commissioning and Development Manager 

1111 Hampshire Social Services 

@any Warns, Service Manager for Adults 

Ill Alverstoke House Nursing and Residential Care Home 

@ Sister Rose Cook, Manager 

im Glen Heathers Nursing and Residential Care Home 

John Perkins, Manager 

Other 

11 League of Friends 

Mary Tyrell, Chair 

f!!}) Geoff Rush ton, Fanner Treasurer 

iR Motor Neurone Disease Association 

Mrs Fitzpatrick 

l!!!l Members of Parliament 

Peter Viggers, MP for Gosport 

Sydney Rapson, MP for Portsmouth North 

~ Primary Care Groups 

@ John Kirtley, Chief Executive, Fareham and Gosport Primary Care Groups 

@ Dr Pennells, Chairperson, Gosport Primary Care Groups 

~ Portsmouth Local Medical Committee 

@J Dr Stephen McKenning, Chainnan 

t\!1 Gosport War Memorial Hospital medical committee 

@ Dr Warner, Chairman 

1il Local representative for the Royal College of Nursing 

@Betty Woodland, Steward 

@steve Barnes, RCN Officer 
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11 Local representative for Unison 

@ Patrick Carroll, Branch Chair 

11 Local general practitioners 

® -.Jfr J Barton, Knapman Practice 

Or P Beasley, Knapman Practice 

Or S Brook, Knapman Practice 
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APPENDIX E 

Medical case note review team: 
terms of reference and membership 
Terms of reference for the medical notes review group to support the CHI investigation at 
Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

PURPOSE 

The group has been established to review the clinical notes of a random selection of recently 
deceased older patients at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital in order to inform the CHI 
investigation. With reference to CHI's investigation terms of reference and the expert witness 
reports prepared for the police by Dr Munday and Professor Ford, this review will address the 
following: 

(i) the prescription, administration, review and recording of drugs 

(ii) the use and application of the trust's policies on the assessment and management of pain, 
prescription writing and administration of IV drugs 

(iii) the quality of nursing care towards the end of life 

(iv) the recorded cause of death 

METHOD 

The group will review I 5 anonymised clinical notes supplied by the trust, followed by a one 
day meeting at CHI in order to produce a written report to inform the CHI investigation. The 
group will reach its conclusions by 31 March 2002 at the latest. 

MEMBERSHIP 

!!ill Dr Tony Luxton, Geriatrician 

Cambridge City PCT 

(CHI doctor team member and chair of the group) 

!m Maureen Morgan, Independent Management Consultant 

(CHI nurse member) 

lliW Professor Gary Ford, Professor of Pharmacology of Old Age 

University of Newcastle and Freeman Hospital 

fi Dr Keith Munday, Consultant Geriatrician 

Frimley Park Hospital 

!m Annette Goulden, Deputy Director of Nursing 

NHS Trent regional office and formerly 

Department of Health Nursing Officer for elderly care 
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FINDINGS OF GROUP 

The findings of the group will be shared with: 

(i) the CHI Gosport investigation team 

(ii) CHI's Nurse Director and Medical Director and other CHI staff as appropriate 

(iii) the trust 

(iv) relatives of the deceased (facilitated by the trust) if requested, on an individual basis 

The final report of the group will be subject to the rules of disclosure applying to CHI 

investigation reports. 
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Appropriate administration of medicines by nursing staff was evident. Prescriptions issued over 
the telephone by GPs on Sultan ward were appropriately completed in accordance with trust 

policy. 

Review and recording of medicines 

Evidence of consistent review of medication was seen, with evidence to suggest that patients 

and relatives were involved in helping to determine levels of pain. Nursing staff had 

appropriately administered medicines in line with medical staff prescriptions. Prescription 

sheets had been completed adequately on all three wards. Generally, record keeping around 

prescribing was clear and consistent, though this was not as clear on Sultan ward. 

Based on the medical notes reviewed, the group agreed that the trust's policies on the 

assessment and management of pain, prescription writing and administration of IV drugs wne 

being adhered to. 

(ii) Quality of nursing care towards the end of life 

The team found a consistently reasonable standard of care given to all patients they reviewed. 

The quality of nursing notes was generally adequate, although not always of consistent quality. 

There was some evidence to suggest a task oriented approach to care with an over emphasis on 

the completion of paperwork. This left an impression of a sometimes disjointed rather than 

integrated individual holistic assessment of the patient. The team saw some very good, detailed 

care plans and as well as a number of incidences where no clear agreed care plan was evident. 

The team was concerned that swallowing assessments for patients with dysphagia had been 

delayed over a weekend because of the lack of availability of suitably trained nursing staff. 

Nurses could be trained to undertake this role in order not to compromise patient nutrition. 

Despite this, the trust's policies regarding fluid and nutrition were generally being adhered to. 

Though based on the nursing notes, a number of patients had only been weighed once, on 

admission. 

There was evidence of therapy input, but this had not always been incorporated into care plans 

and did not always appear comprehensive. There was some concern that despite patients being 

assessed as at risk of pressure sores, it was not clear how this had been managed for some 

patients. 

There was thorough, documented evidence to suggest that comprehensive discussions were held 

with relatives and patients towards the end of the patient's life. Do not attempt resuscitation 

decisions were clearly stated in the medical records. 

Recorded cause of death 

The group found no cause for concerns regarding any of the stated causes of death. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Admission criteria 

The team considered that the admission criteria for Daedalus and Dryad wards was being 

adhered to. However there were examples of patients admitted to Sultan ward who were more 

dependent than the admission criteria stipulates. There is also an issue regarding patients who 

initially meet the admission criteria for Sultan ward who then develop complications and 

become more acutely sick. 
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Elderly medicine consultant input and access to specialist advice 

Patients on Daedalus and Dryad wards received regular, documented review by consultant staff. 
There was clear evidence of specialist input, from mental health physicians, therapists and 

medical staff from the acute sector. 

Out of hours cover 

There was little evidence of out of hours input into the care of patients reviewed by CHI, though 

the team formed the view that this had been appropriate and would indicate thatthe general 

management of patients during regular hours was therefore of a good standard. 
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APPENDIX G 

An explanation of the dissolution of 
services into the new primazy care 
trusts 
Figure G.1 Arrangements for hosting clinical services 

Department Portsmouth East Hampshire Fareham Et Gosport West Hampshire 
City PCT PCT PCT NHS Trust 

Elderly medicine • 
Elderly mental health • 
Community paediatrics • 
Adult mental health • • 
services For Portsmouth For Hampshire 

patients patients 

Learning disability 

services • 
Substance misuse • 
Clinical pyschology • 
Primary care counselling • 
Specialist family planning • 
Palliative care • 
(Source: Local health, local decisions, consultation document, September 2001, NHS Executive South 

East Regional Office, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority and 

Southampton and South West Health Authority) 
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APPENDIX H 

Patient throughput data 1997/1998 
- 2000/2001 

Figure H.1 Throughput data 1997/1998 - 2000/2001 

Financial year Ward 

1997/1998 Daedalus 

1997/1998 Dryad 

1997/1998 Sultan 

Total 

1998/1999 Daedalus 

1998/1999 Dryad 

1998/1999 Sultan 

Total 

1999/2000 Daedalus 

1999/2000 Dryad 

1999/2000 Sultan 

Total 

2000/2001 Daedalus 

2000/2001 Dryad 

2000/2001 Sultan 

Total 

Finished consultant 

episodes 

97 

72 

287 

456 

121 

76 

306 

503 

110 

131 

402 

643 

113 

86 

380 

579 

(Source: 1997/1998- trust ward based discharge data, 1998/1999, 1999/2000 and 2000/2001 -trust 

patient administration system (PAS) data). 
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APPENDIXJ 

Glossary 

accountability responsibility, in the 
sense of being called to account for 
something. 

action plan an agreed plan of action 
and timetable that makes improvements 
to services. 

acute care/ trust/hospital short term (as 
opposed to chronic, which means long 
term). 
Acute care refers to medical and 
surgical treatment involving doctors 
and other medical staff in a hospital 
setting. 
Acute hospital refers to a hospital that 
provides surgery, investigations, 
operations, serious and other 
treatments, usually in a hospital setting. 

allied health professionals professionals 
regulated by the Council for Professions 
Supplementary to Medicine (new Health 
Professions Council). This includes 
professions working in health, social 
care, education, housing and other 
sectors. The professions are art 
therapists, music therapists and drama 
therapists, prosthetists and orthotists, 
dieticians, orthoptists, occupational 
therapists, physiotherapists, biomedical 
scientists, speech and language 
therapists, radiographers, chiropodists 
and podiatrists, ambulance workers and 
clinical scientists. Also called 
professionals allied to or supplementary 
to medicine. 

analgesia medicines prescribed to reduce 
pain. 

anticipatory prescribing to prescribe a 
drug or other remedy in advance. 

antipsychotics A group of medicines 
used to treat psychosis (conditions such 
as schizophrenia) and sometimes used 
to calm agitation. Examples include 
haloperidol. Also called major 
tranquillisers or neuroleptics. 

appraisal an assessment or estimate of 
the worth, value or quality of a person 
or service or thing. 
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Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) 
an association whose members hold the 
rank of Chief Constable, deputy Chief 
Constable or Assistant Chief Constable or 
their equivalents. They provide a 
professional opinion to the Government 
and appropriate organisations. 

audit, clinical audit an examination of 
records to check their accuracy. Often 
used to describe an examination of 
financial accounts in a business. 
In clinical audit those involved in 
providing services assess the quality of 
care. Results of a process or 
intervention are assessed, compared 
with a preexisting standard, changed 
where necessary, and then reassessed. 

Barthel score a validated tool used to 
measure physical disability. 

benzodiazepines a diverse group of 
medicines used for a range of purposes. 
Some reduce anxiety, others are used as 
sleeping tablets. Some, such as 
midazolam, act as strong sedatives and 
can be accompanied by memory loss 
whilst the medicine is active. 

British National Formulary publication 
that provides information on the 
selection and use of medicines for 
healthcare professionals. 

carers people who look after their 
relatives and friends on an unpaid, 
voluntary basis often in place of paid 
care workers. 

casemix the variety and range of 
different types of patients treated by a 
given health professional or team. 

catheter a hollow tube passed into the 
bladder to remove urine. 

catheterisation use of a catheter. 

CHI see Commission for Health 
Improvement. 

clinical any treatment provided by a 
healthcare professional. This will 
include, doctors, nurses, AHPs etc. 
Non clinical relates to management, 
administration, catering, portering etc. 
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clinical assistant usually GPs, employed 
and paid by a trust, largely on a part 
time basis, to provide medical support 
on hospital wards and other 
departments. 

clinical governance refers to the quality 
of health care offered within an 
organisation. 
The Department of Health document 
A First Class Service defines clinical 
governance as "a framework through 
which NHS organisations are 
accountable for continuously improving 
the quality of their services and 
safeguarding high standards of care by 
creating an environment in which 
excellence in clinical care will flourish." 
It's about making sure that health 
services have systems in place to provide 
patients with high standards of care. 

clinical governance review a review of 
the policies, systems and processes used 
by an organisation to deliver high 
quality health care to patients. The 
review looks at the way these policies 
work in practice (a health check for a 
health organisation). 

clinical oncologist a doctor who 
specialises in the treatment of cancer 
patients, particularly through the use of 
radiotherapy, but who may also use 
chemotherapy. 

clinical risk management understanding 
the various levels of risk attached to 
each form of treatment and 
systematically taking steps to ensure 
that the risks are minimised. 

clinician/clinical staff a fully trained 
health professional - doctor, nurse, 
therapist, technician etc. 

clinical negligence scheme for trusts 
(CNST) an 'insurance' scheme for 
assessing a trust's arrangements to 
minimise clinical risk which can offset 
costs of insurance against claims of 
negligence. Successfully gaining CNST 
'standards' (to level one, two, three) 
reduces the premium that the trust must 
pay. 

Commission for Health Improvement 
(CHI) independent national body 
(covering England and Wales) to 
support and oversee the quality of 
clinical governance in NHS clinical 
services. 
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co-codamol a medicine consisting of 
paracetamol and codeine phosphate, 
used for the relief of mild to moderate 
pain. 

community care health and social care 
provided by health care professionals, 
usually outside hospital and often in the 
patient's own homes. 

community health council (CHC) a 
statutory body sometimes referred to as 
the patients' friend. CHCs represent the 
public interest in the NHS and have a 
statutory right to be consulted on health 
service changes in their area. 

consultant a fully trained specialist in a 
branch of medicine who accepts total 
responsibility for specialist patient care. 
(For training posts in medicine see 
specialist registrar, senior house officer 
and preregistration house officer.) 

continence management The practice of 
promoting or sustaning the ability to 
control urination and defecation. 

continuing care a long period of 
treatment for patients whose recovery 
will be limited. 

defibrillator a piece of equipment which 
sends an electric current through the 
heart to restore the heart beat. 

diamorphine A medic_ine used to relieve 
severe pain. 

do not attempt resuscitation (DNAR) or 
do not resuscitate (DNR) an instruction, 
which says that if a patient's health 
suddenly deteriorates to near death, no 
special measures will be taken to revive 
their heart. This instruction should be 
agreed between the patient and doctor 
or if a patient is not conscious, then 
with their closest relative. 

dysphagia difficulty swallowing. 

fentanyl a medicine prescribed to 
patients who require control of existing 
pain. 

finished consultant episode (FCE) a 
period of continuous consultant 
treatment under a specific consultant. 
If a patient is transferred from one 
consultant to another it will be counted 
as two FCEs. 

formulary a list of preferred medicinal 
drugs which are routinely available in a 
hospital or GP surgery. 
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General Medical Council (GMC) the 
professional body for medical doctors 
which licenses them to practice. 

general practitioner (GP) a family 
doctor, usually patients' first point of 
contact with the health service. 

geriatrician a doctor who specialises in 
diagnosis and treatment of diseases 
affecting older people. 

haloperidol see antipsychotics. 

health authority (HA) statutory NHS body 
responsible for assessing the health needs 
of the local population, commissioning 
health services to meet those needs and 
working with other organisations to build 
healthy local communities. 

health community or health economy all 
organisations with an interest in health 
in one area including the community 
health councils, and voluntary and 
statutory organisations. 

Health Service Ombudsman investigates 
complaints about failures in NHS 
hospitals or community health services, 
about care and treatment, and about 
local NHS family doctor, dental, 
pharmacy or optical services. 
Anyone may refer a complaint but 
normally only if a full investigation 
through the NHS complaints system has 
been carried out first. 

holistic a method of medical care in 
which patients are treated as a whole 
and which takes into account their 
physical and mental state as well as 
social background rather than just 
treating the disease alone. 

hyocine a medicine to relieve nausea 
and sickness. 

Improving Working Lives a Department 
of Health initiative launched in 1999. It 
includes standards for developing 
modem employment services, putting in 
place work/life balance schemes and 
involving and developing staff. 

incident reporting system a system 
which requires clinical staff to report all 
matters relating to patient care where 
there has been a special problem. 

independent review stage two of the 
formal NHS complaints procedure, it 
consists of a panel, usually three 
members, who look at the issues 
surrounding a complaint. 
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intermediate care a short period 
(normally no longer than six weeks) of 
intensive rehabilitation and treatment 
to enable patients to return home 
following hospitalisation, or to prevent 
admission to long term residential care; 
or intensive care at home to prevent 
unnecessary hospital admission. 

intranet an organisation's own internal 
intemet which is usually private. 

investigation - by CHI an in depth 
examination of an organisation where a 
serious problem has been identified. 

Investors in People a national quality 
standard which sets a level of good 
practice for improving an organisation's 
performance through its people. 

lay member a person from outside the 
NHS who brings an independent voice 
to CHI's work. 

local medical committee (LMC) a group 
of local GPs, elected by the entire local 
GP population who meet with the 
health authority to help plan resources 
and inform decisions. 

locum a temporary practitioner who 
stands in for the permanent one. 

medical the branches of medicine 
concerned with treatment through 
careful use of medicines as opposed to 
(surgical) operations. 

medical director the term usually used 
for a doctor at trust board level (a 
statutory post) responsible for all issues 
relating to doctors and medical and 
surgical issues throughout the trust. 

midazolam see benzodiazepines. 

multidisciplinary from different 
professional backgrounds within 
healthcare (e.g. nurse, consultant, 
physiotherapist) concerned with the 
treatment and care of patients. 

multidisciplinary meetings meetings 
involving people from different 
professional backgrounds. 

multiprofessional from different 
professional backgrounds, within and 
outside of healthcare (e.g. nurse, 
consultant, social worker) concerned 
with the care or welfare of people. 
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National Service Framework (NSF) 
guidelines for the health service from 
the Department of Health on how to 
manage and treat specific conditions, or 
specific groups of patients e.g. Coronary 
Heart Disease, Mental Health, NSF for 
older people. Their implementation 
across the NHS is monitored by CHI. 

neuroleptic see antipsychotics. 

neurology a branch of medicine 
concerned with medical treatment of 
disorders of the nervous system. 

NHS regional office 

NHS trust a self governing body in the 
NHS, which provides health care 
services. They employ a full range of 
health care professionals including 
doctors, nurses, dieticians, 
physiotherapists etc. 

Nursing and Midwifery Council The 
Nursing Midwifery Council (NMC) is an 
organisation set up by Parliament to 
ensure nurses, midwives and health 
visitors provide appropriate standards 
of care to their patients and clients. All 
qualified nurses, midwives and health 
visitors are required to be members of 
the NMC in order to practice. 

nursing director the term usually used 
for a nurse at trust board level 
responsible for the professional lead on 
all issues relating to nurses and nursing 
throughout the trust. 

occupational therapist a trained 
professional (an allied health 
professional) who works with patients 
to assess and develop daily living skills 
and social skills. 

ombudsman see national health service 
ombudsman above. 

opiates a group of medicines containing 
or derived from opium, that act to 
relieve severe pain or induce sleep. 

opioid a description applied to 
medicines that cause similar effects in 
the body to opiates. 

outpatient services provided for patients 
who do not stay overnight in hospital. 

pain management a particular type of 
treatment that concentrates on 
managing a patient's pain - rather than 
seeking to cure their underlying 
condition - and complements their 
treatment plan. 
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palliative a term applied to the 
treatment of incurable diseases, in 
which the aim is to mitigate the 
sufferings of the patient, not to effect a 
cure. 

palliative care care for people with 
chronic or life threatening conditions 
from which they will not recover. It 
concentrates on symptom control and 
family support to help people have as 
much independence and quality of life 
as is possible. 

patient administration system (PAS) a 
networked information system used in 
NHS trusts to record information and 
inpatient and outpatient activity. 

patient advice and liaison service (PALS) 
a new service proposed in the July 2000 
NHS plan due to be in place by 2002, 
that will offer patients an avenue to 
seek advice or complain about their 
hospital care. 

patient centred care a system of care or 
treatment is organised around the needs 
of the patient. 

patient involvement the amount of 
participation that a patient (or patients) 
can have in their care or treatment. It is· 
often used to describe how patients can 
change, or have a say in the way that a 
service is provided or planned. 

primary care family health services 
provided by GPs, dentists, pharmacists, 
opticians, and others such as 
community nurses, physiotherapists and 
some social workers. 

PCG Organisations now almost 
completely replaced by primary care 
trusts. Set up in 1997, PCGs were new 
organisations (technically Health 
Authority committees) that brought 
together all primary care practices in a 
particular area. PCGs were led by 
primary care professionals but with lay 
and social services representation. PCGs 
were expected to develop local primary 
health care services and work to 
improve the health of their populations. 
Some PCGs additionally took 
responsibility for commissioning 
secondary care services. 

PCT Organisations that bring together 
all primary care practices in an area. 
PCTs are diverse and complex 
organisations. Unlike PCGs, which came 
before them, they are independent NHS 
bodies with greater responsibilities and 
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powers. They were set up in response to 
the Department of Health's Shifting the 
Balance of Power and took over many 
health authority functions. PCTs are 
responsible for 
• improving the health of their 

population 

• integrating and developing primary 
care services 

• directly providing community health 
services 

• commissioning secondary care 
services 

PCTs are increasingly working with other 
PCTs, local government partners, the 
voluntary sector, within clinical 
networks and with 'shared service 
organisations' in order to fulfil their 
roles. 

level four PCT brings together 
commissioning of secondary care 
services and primary care development 
with the provision of community health 
services. They are able to commission 
and provide services, run community 
health services, employ the necessary 
staff, and own property. 

PRN (Pro re nata) prescribing 
medication as and when required. 

protocol a policy or strategy which 
defines appropriate action. 

psychiatrist a doctor who specialises in 
the diagnosis and treatment of mental 
health problems. 

regional office see NHS regional office 
above. 

rehabilitation the treatment of residual 
illness or disability which includes a 
whole range of exercise and therapies 
with the aim of increasing a patient's 
independence. 

resuscitation a range of procedures used 
when someone has suddenly become 
seriously ill in a way that threatens 
their life. 

risk assessment an examination of the 
risks associated with a particular service 
or procedure. 

risk management understanding the 
various risks involved and 
systematically taking steps to ensure 
that the risks are minimized. 

Royal College of Nursing (RCN) the 
world's largest professional union of 
nurses. Run by nurses, it campaigns on 
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the part of the profession, provides 
higher education and promotes 
research, quality and practice 
development through the RCN institute. 

sensory disabilities people who have 
problems hearing, seeing, smelling or 
with touch. 

specialist a clinician most able to 
progress a patient's diagnosis and 
treatment or to refer a patient when 
appropriate. 

speech and language therapist 
professionally trained person who 
assists, diagnoses and treats the whole 
spectrum of acquired or developmental 
communication disorders. 

staff grade a full qualified doctor who 
is neither a General Practitioner nor a 
consultant. 

staff grade doctors doctors who have 
completed their training but do not 
have the qualifications to enable them 
to progress to consultant level. Also 
called trust grade doctors. 

stake holders a range of people and 
organisations that are affected by, or 
have an interest in, the services offered 
by an organisation. In the case of 
hospital trusts, it includes patients, 
carers, staff, unions, voluntary 
organisations, community health 
councils, social services, health 
authorities, GPs, primary care groups 
and trusts in England, local health 
groups in Wales. 

statutory/statute refers to legislation 
passed by Parliament. 

strategic health authority organisations 
that will replace health authorities and 
some functions of Department of Health 
regional offices in 2002. Unlike current 
health authorities, they will not be 
involved in commissioning services 
from the NHS. Instead they will 
performance manage PCTs and NHS · 
trusts and lead strategic developments 
in the NHS. Full details of the planned 
changes are in the Department of 
Health document, Shifting the Balance 
of Power, July 2001. 

strategy a long term plan for success. 

subcutaneous beneath the skin. 

swallowing assessments the technique to 
access the ability of the patient to 
swallow safely. 
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syringe driver a device to ensure that a 
syringe releases medicine over a defined 
length of time into the body. 

terminal care care given in the last weeks 
of life. 

terms of reference the rules by which a 
committee or group does its work. 

trust board a group of about 12 people 
who are responsible for major strategy and 
policy decisions in each NHS trust. 
Typically comprises a lay chairman, five 
lay members, the trust chief executive and 
directors. 

Unison Britain's biggest trade union. 
Members are people working in the public 
services. 

United Kingdom Central Council (UKCC) on 
1 April 2002 the UKCC ceased to exist. Its 
successor body is The Nursing and 
Midwifery Council (NMC). Its purpose was 
to protect the public through establishing 
and monitoring professional standards. 

ward round A regular review of each 
patient conducted by a consultant, often 
accompanied by nursing, pharmacy and 
therapy staff. 
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Wessex palliative care guidelines local 
guidance to help GPs, community nurses 
and hospital staff as well as specialist 
palliative care teams. It provides a checklist 
for management of common problems in 
palliative care, with some information on 
medical treatment. It is not a 
comprehensive textbook. 

whistle blowing the act of informing a 
designated person in an organisation that 
patients are at risk (in the eyes of the 
person blowing the whistle). This also 
includes systems and processes that 
indirectly affect patient care. 

whistle blowing policy a plan of action for 
a person to inform on someone or to put a 
stop to something. 

Printed in the United Kingdom by The Stationery Office 
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Field Fisher Waterhouse Green File 

Document Relates to 

FFW monthly updates 

Barton response to PPC Various 

PPC Minutes 

Investigation Report 

Documents Rec'd from GMC re previous concerns, 
including:-
- Letter of complaint from Mrs Batson re Velma Gilbertson 
with response 
- Letter of complaint from R Carby re Stanley Carby to 
GMC with response • - FFW Correspondence file . 
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Linda Quinn 
Cl)nduct Case Presentation Section 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
G~neral Medical Council 
118 Great Portland Street 
L(lndon Wl W 5JE 

25 May 2004 

01~ar Linda 

Or J A Barton 
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TilE EIJHOPI'AN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

TI ank you for your letter of 18 May 2004 enclosing correspondence with the police in connection 

with Dr Bmion's case. 

With reference to your final paragraph, and the disclosure of the IOC transcript to me, my 

understanding at present is that the police are not seeking disclosure of this document and therefore I 

am under no obligation to the police. 

I ltave spoken to Detective Superintendent Steve Watts, who is leading the investigation. He has 

enjorsed the GMCs initiative in taking advice in respect of disclosure as he believes it will be of 

as::istance to all parties to receive an independent opinion. 

I ll)ok forward to updating you once Leading Counsel has advised on this issue. 

,x.~_,_L~l~s._-~i-~1~-~~~l/.'. _____ .i 
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attendance note 
Name: Judith Chrystie I Call type: Telephone call 

Att: Linda Quinn From: 

Duration: I Date: 5 December 2003 

Hampshire Constabulary- Operation Rochester 

JZC receiving an urgent call from Linda Quinn. 

Linda advising that she was anxious to get hold of a report by Richard Baker which she 

understood was commissioned by the Chief Medical Officer. Linda needed the report urgently 

and was slightly panicked. Linda querying whether we (meaning the GMC) had access to the 

report. Linda appreciating that she understood that FFW were no longer acting for the GMC 

in this matter. 

JZC advising that, as a result of her meetings with Hampshire Police whilst her and Michael 

Keegan were working on the case and through to Spring 2003, she understood that Richard 

Baker had been commissioned by either the police or the Chief Medical Officer in respect of 

the whole situation. The report had not been commissioned by the GMC and FFW had not 

received a copy of the report whilst acting for the GMC. 

Linda advising that she had hoped to speak to Matthew in order to get hold of a copy of the 

report. Stating that, before she went on leave, she had received a letter from Steve Watts 

referring to the report. She had not taken action on this letter. Advising that Paul Phillip had 

now received a letter from the CMO indicating that he wished to discuss the Barton case in 

light of the Baker report. Paul Phillip was anxious to obtain a copy of the report. 

JZC advising that, from a GMC perspective, she was unable to provide a copy of the report as 

this had never been passed through to her whilst GMC solicitors. JZC advising that she was 

not working on the Hampshire Constabulary file with MSL. MSL was currently absent from 

the office. She would check the file, if Linda wished her to do so, to see if we had a copy of 
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attendance note 
Name: Judith Chrystie I Call type: Telephone call (received) 

Att: Linda Quinn !From: 

Duration: I Date: 30 September 2003 

Dr. Barton 

JZC receiving a call from Linda Quinn of the GMC. Linda advising that she was advising that JZC 

had come back into the office after two weeks break. Stating that she wished to, however, discuss the 

Barton case as she had received a call from Hampshire Constabulary on Monday requesting a 

meeting and that the meeting had taken place that morning .. 

Linda Quinn querying what the regular updates from the police JZC was receiving refen·ed to and 

whether JZC had obtained these in writing or over the phone. JZC advising that initially the updates 

had been in the form of a meeting and that, subsequently, JZC had telephoned the police. Advising 

that in latter months updates had been provided by Matthew Lohn who was acting for Hampshire 

Constabulary. 

Linda Quinn stated that she had not recognised that Matthew was actually acting for the police. 

Linda indicating that although Matthew had phoned her to request the IOC transcript, he had not 

indicated that he was acting for Hampshire Constabulary. JZC querying this proposition as she had 

specifically indicated to MSL the GMC's position regarding the IOC hearing transcript. Linda Quinn 

stating that it may be that she had not recognised the situation properly and advising that she had been 

advised by Jackie Smith that Matthew was involved in discussions with the police. She had not, 

however, appreciated the extend to which FFW were liaising with Hampshire Constabulary. 

JZC advising that there was no conflict situation in the position. Linda Quinn agreeing and indicating 

that the GMC would not wish to hinder the police investigation in any way. 

Miss Quinn stating that she had indicated to the police that she required a written request before the 

IOC hearing transcript could be released so that a paper trail was evident on the file. JZC advising 

that she had e-mailed MSL to confirm this point and, therefore, she was content that, as the GMC's 
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solicitor in this matter, there was a paper trail on our file. Linda indicating that one of the matters that 

concerned her was a request by the police that the GMC did not advise Dr. Barton that the transcript 

had been passed through to them. Linda Quinn stating that this appeared unusual and she was 

concerned that she would not be able to tell Dr. Barton. JZC advising that the key would be public 

interest. Stating that if a written request was made by the police for the IOC transcript and this was 

accompanied by a request for the transcript not to be passed to Dr. Barton then, provided reasons 

were given by the police, such as advising Dr. Barton could prejudice their investigation, she would 

have no difficulty in advising the GMC that it was in the public interest for them to both pass the 

transcript and not indicate to Dr. Barton that this had been disclosed. 

Linda Quinn indicating that she did not anticipate a written request being made by the police. 

JZC indicating that the last update she received from Matthew Lohn was that a meeting of the expe11s 

had been held over a weekend approximately two weeks ago. JZC advising that she did not, 

however, know the position following the meeting. Linda advising that she had been updated in this 

regard- although commenting that the police had necessarily been circumspect with the information 

they supplied. Linda advising that five different experts had report to the police and that concern had 

been raised in 25 of the 65 cases considered by the expert (this amounted to approximately 15 cases). 

The police now intended to concentrate on the 15 cases and would appoint further experts to look at 

these mattes in greater detail. JZC advising that Steve Watts (from Hampshire Constabulary) had 

described the 15 cases as raising "grave cause for concern". It appeared that the experts would report 

that there may be negligence and that there was concern as to the cause of death. 

Linda indicating that, apparently, the police would be unlikely to be in a position to interview Dr. 

Barton until January 2004. They were, however, continuing to liaise with Dr. Barton's solicitors and 

were keeping communication with Alexander Harris (the solicitors acting for the family). 

Linda indicating that there may be a possibility of information being provided to allow the GMC to 

refer the matter back through to the IOC. JZC stating that she had flagged this issue up with the 

police previously and one of the difficulties would be regarding disclosure. Linda indicating that it 

may be possible for the police to provide a summary but that Hampshire Constabulary were 

conscious of the disclosure issues and the GMC's requirement to pass any documents considered by 

the IOC panel through to the doctor in advance. 

Linda confirming that the GMC did not wish to block a police investigation and reiterating that she 

was concerned that she was unaware of the relationship between Matthew and Hampshire 

Constabulary. JZC indicating that as solicitor for the GMC she was content that there was no conflict 

at present but suggesting to Linda that it may be appropriate for her to formalise the position over e

mail or in a letter. JZC advising that she would discuss this matter with MSL in the next few days 

and revert to Linda on this point. Linda indicating that she would appreciate the matter being 

formalised so that a record could me made on the file of the position. Linda noting that the matter 

may not come through for, say, three years or so at which point it would be valuable to have the 

position formalised on file. 
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the report but it would be necessary for us to obtain Hampshire Constabulary's instructions 

before releasing a copy of the report to the GM C. 

JZC suggesting that, as the CMO had emailed Paul Phi11ip directly and, moreover, as Steve 

Watts (of Hampshire Constabulary) had written to Linda Quinn directly, it would be entirely 

appropriate Ln· Linda Quinn to contact Sean Watts directly to request a copy of the report. 

Linda indicating that she was reassured that the GMC had never received a copy of the report 

and querying when the report may have been completed. JZC advising that she considered 

that the report would only have been prepared recently. It had been commissioned towards the 

beginning of last year and, her understanding was that it would only have been in the last few 

months that the report had been completed. 

Linda stating that she was happy to approach Steve Watts directly. 

JZC 
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File note 

2000/204 7 - Or J A Barton 

Meeting with police on 30 September 2003 

Present: Detective Chief Superintendent Steve Watts 
Detective Constable Nigel Niven 
Linda Quinn 

GMC100942-0470 

1. I was contacted by DCS Steve Watts of Hampshire Constabulary on 
Monday afternoon, 29 September 2003. He said that he and a colleague 
wished to meet with me to give me some information about Or Barton. We 
agreed to meet Tuesday morning, 30 September 2003. 

2. The meeting commenced with DCS Watts outlining the background to the 
police investigation of the case and saying that, following the disclosure by 
Hampshire and Isle of Wight HA of the 1991 file of correspondence in 
September 2002, the police decided to investigate all the deaths on 
patients under Dr Barton's care at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

3. A team of five medical experts was appointed - experts in the fields of 
toxicology, geriatric medicine, palliative care, general practice and nursing. 
The experts have now reported on the basis of whether the treatment 
provided to each of the 62 patients was optimal, sub-optimal, or negligent; 
and whether the reason for death/harm was natural causes, unclear, or 
unexplained by natural cause/disease. 

4. The medical experts' findings are: 

Optimal 25% (approximately) 

Sub-optimal but causation unclear 50% 11 

Negligent, cause of death unclear 25% " 
(DCS Watts said these give grave cause for concern) 

5. Matthew Lohn has been appointed by the police to run a quality control 
check on these findings. I understand that they will not become final 
conclusions until that check is complete. 

6. The police will then appoint further experts to examine in detail the 25% of 
cases (some 15 or 16) which fall into the category of "negligent, cause of 
death unclear". 



7. The police will not interview Dr Barton until the second team of experts 
have reported, and they expect this to be January 2004 at the earliest. 

8. The police have informed Dr Barton's solicitor (I an Barker of MDU) that 
they are concerned about a significant number of cases, but have not 
conveyed actual numbers. 

GMC100942-0471 

9. They also keep the families informed, through Alexander Harris, and on 
Friday, 3 October 2003 they are meeting with someone from the strategic 
health authority to update them on the investigation. 

10. The police asked LQ the case would be reconsidered by the lOG on the 
basis of the information they were supplying. They fully understood that 
any papers which were to be seen by lOG would also be disclosed to 
Dr Barton and her solicitor. They emphasised that they were not able to 
provide full details of their investigations because this could jeopardise 
their further investigations and their eventual interview of Dr Barton. 
However, DCS Watts said they would be able to provide a brief written 
summary of the current position if we so required. We would have to 
request it in writing, explaining they reasons for it and why it was in the 
public interest for the police to supply it, and what action we envisaged 
taking. 

Linda Quinn 
30 September 2003 
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· DrBarton Page 1 of 1 

Chrystie, Judith 

From: Chrystie, Judith 

Sent: 01 October 2003 19:27 

To: GMC - Linda Quinn (7344 3760) 

Subject: RE: Dr Barton 

Hilinda 

Many thanks for the email and the attachments. lt is extremely helpful to have your notes for the file. 

Perhaps we can further discuss the matter next week? 

Thanks again! 

Kind regards 
Judith 

-----0 rig i na I Message----- !·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 
From: Linda Quinn (7344 4700) [mailtd Code A i 
Sent: Wednesda October 01 2003 ld!TTAN·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

c·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-y_'-·-·-. I 

To:! CodeA i 
'·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-' 

Subject: Dr Barton 

Hi Judith 

Further to our conversation yesterday, I attach a copy of my note of my meeting with the police, the 
memo I sent to Paul Philip, and a copy of the emaill sent to Peter Steel (one of our Principal Legal 
Advisers) after my conversation with Matthew. The latter two are to keep you in the picture really, but if 
you have any comments, please let me know. As I said yesterday, following discussion with Peter Steel 
I informed Matthew that we could agreee the police request not to tell Dr Barton if we released the 
transcript, but that, as already stated by us, we required the request for the transcript in writing, direct 
from the police. 

«mtg-police-30sep03.doc>> <<pp&js memo30sep03.doc» «Dr Barton» 

Linda 

01/10/2003 
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Memorandum To Paul Philip 

From Linda Quinn 

Date 30 September 2003 

Copy Jackie Smith 

Or J A Barton (2000/2047) 

1. I have today met with two officers from Hampshire Constabulary who sought the 
meeting in order to update the GMC on the progress of their investigations. 

2. I attach my note of the meeting at flag A, and for background, I attach a copy of a 
memo dated 13 September 2002 at flag B. 

3. Consideration needs to be given to whether the information supplied by the 
police this morning (plus the written summary they could provide if asked) is 
sufficient fresh information for the matter to be referred to IOC. 

4. I note from the casefile that when we initially received the 1991 information in 
September 2002, it was not considered sufficient to go back to IOC with 
(Peter Swain's email of 24 September 2002 - flag C). 

5. However, the police have now had 62 cases involving Or Barton analysed by a 
team of experts, and the finding in some 15 or 16 cases are "negligence, cause 
of death unclear". 

6. As can be seen from paragraph 5 of my note, the results are to be quality 
checked. 

7. If the case is to be reconsidered by IOC in the light of new information, it will be 
necessary to decide whether this should be done after the quality check on the 
first set of experts' findings, or whether it should be done after the second set of 
experts report to the police (possibly January 2004 ). 

8. Or Barton's case has been considered by IOC three times so far, and in each 
case no order was made. 

9. The police are updating Alexander Harris (for the families) this afternoon, and the 
strategic health authority on Friday 3 October 2003. These updates may 
generate inquiries to the GMC. 



· DrBarton 

Chrystie, Judith 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

GMC - Linda Quinn (7344 3760) 

19 September 2003 12:55 

Peter Steel (7915 3589) 

Subject: Dr Barton 

Peter 

GMC100942-0474 

Page 1 of 1 

I expect you are aware of this case. Very briefly, there is a police investigation into her prescribing of 
opiate/sedative drugs to elderly patients in hospital. A number of allegations were referred to PCC by PPC on 
29/30 August 2002, but GMC investigation is on hold because of police inquiries. 

The case was originally Michael Keegan's, and in January 2003 there was some email discussion about 
disclosure of documents to the police. Some were disclosed, but they wanted a copy of the IOC transcript 
from September 2002 (no order was made). Michael asked that the Police make a formal, reasoned request 
for this document, and the request would then be considered at a senior level in the GMC. 

lt seems that nothing further happened at the time. I have now been asked by FFW to let the police have the 
transcript. I said I would need the request in writing, and FFW told the police this. The police have now 
asked FFW to ask the GMC to confirm that it would not tell Dr Barton of their request. 

I discussed this with Matthew, who is dealing with the police. He said that because Dr Barton was at the IOC 
hearing, it is OK to disclose the transcript to the police because she knows what happened at the hearing. 
But this didn't fit with the police request as far as I could see - the police were asking that the doctor not be 
told that we were disclosing the document. Matthew said there was no inequality to Dr B in terms of the 
GMC's function as a regulator in disclosing the transcript. 

The reason for the police request not to tell Dr B is that the investigations are at a very sensitive stage. 

I assured him that neither I nor the GMC wished to obstruct the police in ther investigation, and said I would 
get back to him. 

Could you possibly advise me. I assume that we would disclose at the police's request, but is it OK not to tell 
Dr Barton that we are disclosing the transcript? 

Linda 

01/10/2003 
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To: Linda Quinn I Fax: 020 7915 3696 

At: General Medical Council j Pages including this one: 5 

From; Judith Chrystie I Date: 10 September 2003 

Copy: I Fax; 

Our ref: JZC/00492-1474212486013 v1 I Your ref: Barton 
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14!001 

THE ~UR.DPE.ANJI.~GA.L 

ALLIANCE 

1 

The inrormatlon contained in tni~ raK Is confidential and rnGY !le legally privileged. lt is intended only Forth!!: addressee. Rights to eonfldentlallty and pfhtilege 
'-'re not waived. If you afe not tile Intended recipient, ~leGse advise the Eender i~medilltely; any disclos!Jre, copying or diWibullon Is prohibited and 
m<~y be unlawful. 

DearLinda 

Or J Barton 

Following our telephone conversation today, please find attached: 

l. My letter to Michael Keegan dated 9 January 2003; 

2. Email from Michael to me dated 15 July 2003. 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

The information contained in this fax is confidential and may be legally privileged. lt is intended only for the addressee. Rights to confidentiality and privilege 
are not waived. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately; any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited and 
may be unlawful. 

DearLinda 

Or J Barton 

Following our telephone conversation today, please find attached: 

1. My letter to Michael Keegan dated 9 January 2003; 

2. Email from Michael to me dated 15 July 2003. 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 Vine Street London EC3N 2AA 

Tel +44 (0)20 7861 4000 Fax +44 (0)20 7488 0084 e-mail info@ffwlaw.com london@thealliancelaw.com 

www.ffwlaw.com www.thealliancelaw.com CDE 823 

London Berlin Dublin Dusseldorf Edinburgh Essen Frankfurt Glasgow Hamburg Munich Paris 

Regulated by the Law Society. A list of the names of the partners of FFW and their professional qualifications is open to inspection at the above office. 
The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers. 
The European Legal Alliance is an alliance of independent law firms 
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Dr Barton 

Chrystie, Judith 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Chrystie, Judith 

16 January 2003 13:46 

'Michael Keegan (7915 7 437)' 

Subject: RE: Dr Barton 

Dear Michael 

Many thanks for your email. Sorry for the delay in responding: I have been over at CHI. 

I will update you next week as to the documents and information CHI held and any information Dl 

GMC100942-0478 
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Niven passes to me on Tuesday. I will also ask him to make a formal request to us for the release of papers 
(I suggest that the request is comprehensive to include all the papers we hold - even those that you are 
content to release now - for the sake of consistency). 

See you at 2pm on Wednesday! 

Kind regards 
Judith 

-----Original Message----- .-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 
From: Michael Keegan (7915 7437) [mailtq Code A ~ 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2003 4:39 PM·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·" 

To: Judith Chrystie (E-mail) 
Subject: Or Barton 

Dear Judith, 

I have had a chance to speak about disclosure to the Police of the IOC transcript in this case 
and consequently advise that the Police should make a formal, reasoned request for the same. 
That request can then be considered at a senior level. This is, as you can imagine, in light of 
both the sensitivity of this case and the lack of precedent of which we are aware. 

I should be grateful if you would communicate this to Dl Niven. 

Regards 

Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 

~---co-ae--A---1 
1-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·g 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the 
use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
email in error please notify gmc@gmc-uk.org General Medical Council 178 Great 
Portland Street London W1 W 5JE Tel: +44 (0) 20 7580 7642 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7915 
3641 



FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Ourref: JZC/HJA/00492-14742/2180712 vi 
Your ref: MK/2000/2047 

Mr M Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London Wl W SJE 

e 9 January 2003 

Dear Michael 

Dr. Jane Barton 

I refer to the above matter. 

GMC100942-0479 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

Since my letter through to you dated 17 December 2002 I have attempted to forward the missing 

enclosures through e-mail. Each time I have done so a few days later I receive an indication that the 

documents have not been received with you! My last effort was on 24 December 2003 and l returned 

to the office yesterday - my first day back in the office since the Christmas break - to find another 

rejection advice. 

i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 

I have checked the e-mail carefully and am using the following address: \ Code A \. I 
i.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·.: 

wonder if the documentation I am supplying occupies too much 'space' to be allowed through the 

GMC's firewalls. As technology has failed me, I enclose hard copy versions and apologise for the 

earlier omission. 

As I indicated, a copy has been forwarded through to Detective Inspector Nigel Niven. Nigel has 

indicated that they wish to clarify certain aspects of the note. I await his amendments for inclusion in 

the note and for discussion with you. 

As you are aware, John and I are scheduled to attend at the offices of CHI next week and we shall 

update you at our meeting on 22 January 2003. Would a time of 2.00pm be suitable for you? Unless 

I hear from you to the contrary, I look forward to meeting with you again then at our offices. 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 

; ._, ~-\' .,:~:.' ; ·. :CUE. 

London ·. · ·: F· · .. ' .: ~ ;; , 



GMC100942-0480 

In your letter dated 18 December 2002 you request my thoughts on the inclusion of Mr Carby' s 

complaint under a Rule 11 (2) referral. I thought that I had addressed this issue with you at our pre

meeting on 20 November 2002 at which I indicated that the other matters received by the GMC did 

appear appropriate to be considered under Rule 11(2). 

I do not, however, consider that it would be appropriate for us to undertake any investigation at the 

moment as this may prejudice the enquiries being undertaken by Hampshire Constabulary. To 

determine definitively whether the complaint should go through to the PCC (if, indeed, we end up 

following a charge of serious professional misconduct as opposed to a criminal conviction), further 

enqui1ies will need to be undertaken and expert evidence obtained to determine the exact validity of 

the complaint. 

One of the issues mentioned at our meeting in November was whether the police should receive all 

documentation the GMC hold in relation to this matter. My initial advice to you was that it would be 

appropriate for the material, in particular the documents considered by the PPC, the letters received 

on behalf of Dr. Barton, the transcript of the IOC hearing and the additional papers received regarding 

the incident in 1991 to be disclosed. I confirm this advice. Within the Medical Act 1983 (as 

amended) the GMC made disclose "to any person any information relating to a practitioner's 

professional conduct, professional performance or fitness to practise which they consider it to be in 

the public interest to disclose" (Section 35B). 

Are you content that it is in the public interest to disclose the material I have identified above? 

Should you confirm that the GMC consider it to be in the public interest, I shall pass the relevant 

documentation through to Detective Inspector Niven. 

I hope that you had a restful Christmas and New Year break and that the move into your new home 

went smoothly. 

See you next week! 

Kind regards, 

Yours sincerely 

r·-·c-c;-cre·-·A-·1 
1l(l' 1 · H j ··-·J-u·aitfi·-ctifYsfle·-·-·-·-·-· 

r·-·-·-·-·-·coCie·-·A-·-·-·-·-·r 
t--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 
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Chrystie, Judith 

From: Chrystie, Judith 

Sent: 07 May 2003 15:24 
.--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-i 

To: GMC - Linda Quinn <l_~_C?_~-~--~j 
Subject: RE: Or J A Barton 

Dear Linda 

Thank you for your email. Sorry for the delay in responding - I am afraid I returned from holiday with the lurgy! 

You are right: the GMC have agreed to hold the professional conduct investigation in abeyance pending the 
completion of the criminal enquiries and any subsequent prosecution. 

I am in relatively regular contact with the police and let you know what information I glean from Hampshire 
Constabulary- particularly concerning timescales and progress. I am also -with the Constabulary's 
permission -liaising with CHI. 

Kind regards 
Judith 

;;~-~~i~i~~'a M;~~na;~;;~~ 47oo) [mantoi·-·-·-·c·o(ie·-A-·-·-~ 
Sent:..frjdaY~_Mav_0.2.. 2003 2: 19 PM L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-.; 

To: i Code A i John Offord 
subjea::-·r5r.T"A··saiton 

Hello 

Just to let you know that I have inherited this case now that Michael Keegan has joined the Committee 
Development Team. 

I have had a look at the latest correspondence and the PPC papers, and had a word with Michael. 
understand that nothing is happening on the GMC case because we await the outcome of police 
investigations. 

.. Please keep me updated! 

Linda 

07/05/2003 
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Dr J ABarton 

Chrystie, Judith 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Linda Quinn (7344 4700) [_-_-_-_-_----~~-~-~-~----_-_-_-_-] 
02 May 2003 14:19 

[~~~~-~~~-~~~~~]John Offord 
Subject: Dr J A Barton 

Hello 

GMC100942-0484 

Page 1 ofl 

Just to let you know that I have inherited this case now that Michael Keegan has joined the Committee 
Development Team. 

I have had a look at the latest correspondence and the PPC papers, and had a word with Michael. 
understand that nothing is happening on the GMC case because we await the outcome of police 
investigations. 

Please keep me updated! 

Linda 

07/05/2003 



Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Second note for your r 

Judith Chrystie 
,._.'?.!'?.f.~~~i9P:_a_l_l3.~g_u.lator· 

! Code A! 
;-·-·-·-·-·-~-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-; 

Docs_2223853 
_l.DOC 

• 

Ch:y ie, Judi!h 
15 A :12003 12:53 
r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-c:c;CiE;-p;-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-: 
Ane·n~·--:5n·c:e-·ri-ofe·~-2·no1' 

1 

GMC100942-0485 

---··--·-------------



Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Docs_2223570 
_l.DOC 

As prom: r 

Judith Chrystie 
··-·-·.Emf.eK<:io.ual.Re!.mlatory ( , 

!Code AI 
i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 

• 

GMC100942-0486 

·~·- .._......"'!" . ...-·------------

1 
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Dr Jane Barton 

.• ~ 
V--"" ~·-~--

Chrystie, Judith 

From: Chrystir·. ,Judith 

Sent: 15 Aprri 2003 12::' 

To: 'Michae' Keegan ( /915 7437)' 

Subject: RE: D: ,lane Bartr 

Hi Michael 

I have been out of office r other v:ork matters until :c·-' y st 

I have not had ar~J' 
weekend with thr:i 
new case worker < 

timescales. 

_:-ier SL( tant:\·r:: :lle;ctings \v:~h the po'icc. 
:-;rts o· '6 A;}:i: 2003 regarding tl.e cxper 

· that d< ·. T e :)o::se say t~.at thi:; rr:;ctin, 

In this regard, hov. · :·, I unc 
proceed towards t ud of t: 

I am conscious tr; cm~ a~c 

notwithstanding, .: :et tha~ 
the fact that these < ... iow pr 
Easter. 

I shall, in two ser: ; cmai:. 
with you in Febru;., \vhich I , 
difficulties we ha•: , · ,crient 

•tand : :c:t the poliCe'} hO;:''' tr iJe ! 
year . 

nurr'!nr of other non-urgcn: :::··d· " 

; nrt· :r' Jnnot rrcceed c ... ~·:r 
ty, I ar:l c;:raid thot I h<wc :···~ ::; f 

:enC: v ~~ : 1e meeti:ig no~e f:om r 
1't thir ; y .u have fcJr yoLr file:. I ~ 
'prc/:,us:y- pleasr; let r e ~110\'> 

r· 

I shall be out of th. ·:ice fron ater today until 1 fday on an:~ual 

Good luck in the ,
from you! 

Kind regards 
Judith 

· :st! P •se r;• 1 you let n-e know ·1 I;.; 

GMC100942-0490 
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--·~- -·---------

·s f· r the delay in responding. 

· 1e prc .:oss of arranging a 
;r ,, : will tr:· to get an update for the 
·: t:· '-'m a L lod indication about 

· li, to detc: mine whether and how to 

H"r1 '.).-::::end to on the file, 
· • :. : prc;ssures of other work and 

. . I sha! ~:ndeavour to do so after 

r1g :;ith UJ,_; police in January and 
:d t!•em scuarately owing to the 
:o rot arri'-'c:. 

:· '; 1 ,, .. k ,;; taking over the matter 

~;~~~;~;~~. 
1

-~ ~~,?9:- :.
0
9
3
15

1 
. ..,_-.~ ~-1

5
:,
5
· 7)PM[ m a i lt{_·~--~--~--~--~--~~~--~~.'2~~--~--~--~--~J 

Sent: Fridc;·, \pril 11, _ _ 
To: Judith c·rvstie (E-: ail) 
Subject: i 1nc Bar: 

Dear Judith 

I will be lem _; t~e Cc· 'luct :.~se Presentation Sec; Cll G C
0 

As part of ' ··)rt to· ss f::c:; over to colleagues in ;:; re 
write to u~ ~. · ;,:ives of clien\:3 whose cases we <1re i11Ve '" 

Harris on '' · : d1alf. 

I should b(;, ,:eful to ow, therefore, whether ycu ! ''"· e 1r' 
to our last rn ,,t'r:g on · Janu;-ry. Is there c;ny tirces<ae 
inquiries that I could in ·Jde :.1 my letters to relatives and · • 
case? 

Thanks fer,_ · 11elp i: 1is u '~- !'m stayir:g with ti1r c-;fvl ~ C1 

sooner or 

15/04/2003 

.· 

:1! 2C03 . 

. t:dJ fonT.< t I was going to 
·. or to Messrs Alexander 

, ccw'act witt1 the Police further 
~.c v complc:tion of Police 

"le cJilcagL:e who inherits this 

c' you'll prc~)CJbly see me again 
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Dr Jane Bm·ton 

Kind Reg~ '. · 

Michael Kc•_· : ,. 
Conduct C1~ , Presen· ·ion Scr:tion !·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-) 

! i 

I Code A I 
! i 
! i 
L-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

This em;;:!." i :mv • · 'S tr;•t :-:11itted with it an~ coni: 
ltse oftl1·. • :c!u:•.: :· enti'> ln whom they <tre :lt~I:J 

email in.··. · :1lc:1~·,· 1tif:-- ''!llc@gmc-ltk.ort: Gc'JL'J 

Portland:,, .· l.ntlt: 1 \V 1 .,\. ~.lE Tel: +44 ((') :2'' ··. 
3641 

15/04/2003 

I l ~ 

" 
:...:.l 
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tnd i ntcndcd solely for the 
.r ·,·n' 1 k: \'C received this 

\ ·:'ell ( 'ounci1178 Great 
' I . ~: 4·! (0) 20 7915 
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Our ref: JZC/KAB/00492-14742/2208078 vi 

Ms Julie Miller 
Commission for Health Improvement 
Finsbury Tower 
103-105 Bunhill Road 
London EC 1 Y 8TG 

29 January 2003 

Dear Julie 

General Medical Council - Dr J Barton 

GMC100942-0492 

I write to thank you and Kelly for your hospitality and assistance during the time John Offord and I 

spent with you examining the documents CHI holds in relation to Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

I was extremely impressed with the organised way in which your files were retained and this made 

the exercise in examining the documents much easier. 

As you are aware, I was due to meet with Hampshire Constabulary and the GMC last week in order to 

determine how best to proceed on the following issues: 

1. Request for copies of various witness statements held by CHI. 

2. Contacting Dr Barton regarding her interpretation of the fact that the GMC's Interim Order 

Committee (IOC) did not impose an interim order on her registration. 

In respect of the first issue I am aware that you wish to write to the witnesses in order to advise them 

that their statement have been transferred to the GMC. During my meeting with Hampshire 

Constabulary they indicated that they did not consider that passing the documents to Field Fisher 

Waterhouse or indicating to the individuals interviewed would interfere with police enquiries. I shall 

contact you further in this regard in the near future. 



GMC100942-0493 

Hampshire Constabulary are anxious that the GMC or Field Fisher Waterhouse do contact Dr Barton 

in order to advise her that the fact that the IOC did not made an interim order could not be interpreted 
as demonstrating that the GMC does not consider that there is avalid criticism ofDr Barton's practice 

- only the Professional Conduct Committee can make this determination having heard all the 

evidence in the matter. Unfortunately, I was unable to take instructions on whether or how to contact 

Dr Barton as my meeting with the GMC was cancelled. It has been re-scheduled for 5 February 2003 

following which I shall discus this matter further with the case worker on the matter, Michael 

Keegan. 

I understand from our discussions that you will have left the CHI by 5 February 2003. I have, 

therefore, written this letter to update you, and your successor, as to the current position and to wish 

you well in your new post. 

I shall contact Kelly in the near future to arrange for a courier to pick up the papers you have kindly 

copied for us. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish clarification of any point within this letter. 

Many thanks once again for your kind assistance on 14 and 15 January 2003. Please would you also 

pass on my gratitude to Kelly. 

Kind regards. 

Yours sincerely 

Judith Chrystie 
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-' ' 

! Code A ! i i 
i..·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 
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GMC100942-0494 

Meeting Note 

Judith Chrystie I Call type: Meeting 

Att: Michael Keegan I From: GMC 

Duration: I Date: 5 February 2003 

DrBarton 

JZC meeting with Michael Keegan (MK) of the GMC at FFW's offices. 

The meeting was arranged in order to update MK as to the investigation that JZC and JHO had 

undertaken at CHI and the meeting with Hampshire Constabulary on 21 January 2003. 

JZC advising that she had visited the office of CHI over two days and was assisted by JHO on one 

day. Advising that the documents JZC had requested in November in Appendix A of the CHI report 

had been copied for JZC. Explaining that JZC had only requested those documents which were in 

existence during the period 1998/1999. JZC advising that many of those documents were not relevant 

but that it was important that we had obtained copies of them. 

JZC advising that CHI had interviewed a number of witnesses she and JHO had moved through each 

of the witnesses identified in Appendix C and D of the report. A brief summary of the nature of the 

statement and whether it would be valuable to interview both individuals had been made. 

JZC advising that she had concerns that the CHI investig:1tion had not specifically questioned the 

prescribing habit of Dr Barton, therefore, the statements were not of assistance to the GMC as they 

stood. Stating that the CHI investigation did, however, allow the GMC and FFW to identifY those 

individuals who may be able to provide information of relevance and, indeed, those witnesses that 

had to be interviewed owing to their presence on the wards at the relevant time. 

JZC indicating that Hampshire Constabulary were happy for the individuals interviewed by CHI to be 

notified that their statements were being passed to the GMC but that no action would be taken. 



• 

• 

GMC100942-0495 

JZC advising that in addition to examining the statements she had had an opportunity to consider 

some of the correspondence held by CHI. Advising that one piece of correspondence was a letter 

from Dr Barton to the Personnel Director of Portsmouth Healthcarc Trust. The letter to the Trust 

referred to the IOC decision not to place an interim order upon Dr Barton's registration and, Dr 

Barton had concluded that if "in other words, in their [GMC] vie·w there was no case to answer". In 

addition, Dr Barton had suggested that she did not "consider that I lun·e done anything wrong, a view 

supported by the GMC ". 

JZC advising that she w~s anxious to write to Dr Barton in order to prevent her from interpreting the 

IOC's decision in this \\ay. Advising that she had spoken to Nigell\iven who had indicated that he 

would be happy for JZC to write to Dr Barton. JZC specifically n:qucsting MK's instructions to do 

so. MK indicating that it would be appropriate for JZC to write to Dr Barton. JZC would provide a 
draft to MK for comments . 

JZC stating that Nigell\iven had also suggested that he would be happy for the GMC to advise that 

the police were undertaking enquiries and, it was for this reason, that the GMC had placed their 

disciplinary hearing in :. :1eyance. 

JZC querying whether .\LK held any GP records. MK confirming that he did not have any medical 

records. JZC advising that the police were searching for these records and had asked JZC whether 
any were held by her or the GMC. 

JZC advising that the police were undertaking investigations into G2 deaths based on concerns that 

had been raised by fami: ies of deceased relatives. 

JZC commenting on the lirst issue for the police, in addition to ubtaining the medical records, was to 

establish a panel of experts. .IZC explaining that in addition Lo PrPkssor Robert Forest the police 
intended to have an cO<pert from Palliative Care, Care of the Uderly, General Practice and 

Epidemiology. JZC conlirming with MK that we would be happy to pass on any comments to the 
policy about the expert they chose ifwe had any concerns. 

JZC indicating that the :ask for the police was to determine causation, determine a mechanism for 

establishing the signific.:nce of the number of deaths and the cases causing concern and to determine 

whether there had been .::1y in:1ppropriate prescribing regime in place. 

JZC querying whetlLT .. e G.i\JC had any information to indicate that Dr Barton had undertaken a 
course in Palliative Care. MK stating that he had checked the specialist register and she was not 

registered on it. JZC e\llllirming with MK that attending a course would not be registerable matter. 

JZC advising that Har pshire Constabulary had requested a letter regarding formal disclosure of 

documents. JZC recci,·ing instructions from MK for her to draft a letter to Hampshire Constabulary 

formally asking them ttl tormally request documents. JZC nplaim·d that she had not passed on any 

of the documents th:1t \[K vvas happy that it was in the pu'1lic interest to do so as she felt it was 

appropriate l(Jr a form:'~ :cque:-:t to be made for the documents. MK agreeing. 
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GMC100942-0496 

JZC advising MK of tl1c suggested timescale for the police investigation and the fact that Nigel Niven 

hoped that his inves1 ig~n ion would be concluded and legal advice obtained by the end of2003. 

JZC suggesting that as 1here was no interim work that cm1: I be clone at present between meetings 

with FFW <md Hamp:o:~1;:·c Constabulary, it may be appropri~lte for \ [l( to attend the meetings with 

Nigel NiveJJ. This would avoid the need to have a separate u;)llating meeting with MK. MK agreeing 

that this would be an appropriate step . 



• 

GMC100942-0497 

FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THIHURQPEAN LEGAl. 

ALLIANCE 

attendance note 
Name: Judith Chrystie I Call type: Telephone call 

Att: !From: 

Duration: loate: 23 January 2003 

Dr Barton 

JZC receiving a call from Nigel Niven on (~~~~~j~~~~)~~~~~~J 

Detective Inspector Niven had attempted to get JZC earlier in the day and JZC apologising for being 
unable to speak with Nigel beforehand. 

Nigel explaining that he had sent JZC an e-mail which contained his suggested amendments to her 

minutes. Stating that the amendments contained clarification of one or two points. If JZIC had any 

issue regarding the amendments perhaps these could be raised as he was conscious that the document 

needed to be agreed by all parties in attendance . 

Nigel explaining that he was in London in the week commencing 20 January 2002 and wondered 

whether JZC had time on 21 January 2003 to meet with him for an update on the case. 

JZC advising that this would be excellent timing as she was meeting with CHI on 14 and 15 January 

and she had scheduled to update the GMC on 22 January 2002. 

Nigel Niven advising that, off the record, it appeared that he Strategic Health Authority and CHI 

would be undertaking a further enquiry. Nigel querying the benefit of such an enquiry as he felt that 

it may be relating to disciplinary matters. Nigel surmising that the enquiry may be in order to prevent 

public critisism. 

Nigel would telephone JZC or HJA in order to confirm a time for the meeting. 

JZC 

2201544 v1 
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Meeting Note 

Judith Chrystie I Call type: Meeting 

Att: Hampshire Constabulary jFrom: 

Duration: I Date: 21 January 2003 

Dr Barton- Meeting with Hampshire Constabulary (Meeting No.2) 

Attendees 

FFW: 
Police: 

Meeting 

Judith Chryste- JZC 
DI Nigel Niven- NN 
DC Chris Yates- CY 

GMC100942-0498 

JZC thanking NN and CY for attending FFW's office in order to provide an update as to the progress 

on the criminal inn~stigation since their meeting in November 2002. 

· NN advising that he was happy to do so and as he had re:1ssured JZC in November, he would 

continue to do so. He wished to liaise with all stakeholders in\ olved in the matter. 

NN stating that the police investigation had expanded through to 1998-1989. This was the period in 

which Dr Barton had started undertaking work at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital (GWMH). 

CHI Investigation 

JZC advising NN and CY that she and JHO had recently visited the offices of the Commission of 

Health Improvement (CHI) in order to examine the documents and statements that had been taken by 

CHI during their investigation last year. 

2223853 v.1 
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GMC100942-0499 

· JZC advising that there was only one statement in which concern was raised regarding the prescribing 

habits of Dr Barton. This was a nurse who had initiated a grievance. JZC apologising for the fact 
that she did not have the documentation with her at the meeting but indicating that she would send her 

file note of analysis to Hampshire Constabulary. 

JZC advising that there were a number of individuals that she wished to interview and she appreciated 

that she could not do this until the conclusion of the policy enquiry. Advising that she would, 

however, JZC indicating that she wished to obtain copies of the statements and documents relating to 

those interviews. JZC explaining that CHI did not want to r:a:-;~ on the statements without informing 

the witnesses that copies of the statements had been passed to tile G.MC. JZC commenting that CHI 

had, upon taking the statements, indicated that it might be necessary to pass those through to the 

GMC or the police and, consequently, CHI had already identified the possibility with each witness. 
JZC advising, however, that Julie Miller (of CHI), did wisl1 ro advise each individual that this had 

happened and JZC querying whether this would affect the police investigation. 

NN stating that he was entirely "neutral" as to whether the witnesses were notified that their 

statements had been passed to the G.MC. He felt that ti1 is \\'as an entirely reasonable request 
particularly as JI:C ,,·as coni\rming that she had no intention to approach the witnesses directly or 

take live evidence from any individual. JZC confirming that this was the position and advising that 

she would copy NN into any correspondence. 

IOC Decision- Or Barton's interpretation 

JZC advising that she had seen a letter from Dr Barton to tl1e Personnel Director of the Portsmouth 

Healthcare Trust. This letter contained comments regarding the IOe decision not to suspend or place 

conditions upon Dr Barton's registration prior to the PCe hc:tring. JZC advising that Dr Barton 

suggested that the roe decision meant that the GMe's view \\'as that there was no case to answer 
and, moreover, that tlic GMe did not consider that she has do1'e anything wrong . 

JZC stating that this was not the decision of the IOC hearing and she wished to obtain GMC 
instructions to write through to Dr Bmion advising her that she could not continue to make such 

statements as this \\':lS not t!1e position; the IOe had detel"!11i:lCd it was not in her interests nor the 

public interest tr' :1 ::lee an interim order but that the PCC '' uuld decide whether there was any 
criticism of her practice. 

JZC querying whether, if tile GMe provided her instruction. \1, contact Dr Barton, this would have 

any impact upon the police enquiry. NN confim1ing that 1 Ltmpshire Constabulary had made no 

efforts to conceal the fact that there was an investigation. The investigation ofDr Barton had been 
widely flagged up in the press. It was clear that the police were :;eeking to establish whether a crime 

had been commit:,·cl tnd, if ~o, by whom. NN indicating tb~1· t!,Jtn his perspective, he felt that it was 

only right and pmpc:· to notify her that it was inappropriate :u :l1:tkt: statements interpreting the roe 

decision in this" ay. 

NN commentin1:~ that it may be appropriate for the GMe to be :li'le to write to Dr Barton and indicate 

that a police im·csti:~ation was continuing and, therefore, the disciplinary action would not be 

2223853 v.l 
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advanced until tlw conclusion of the criminal enquiry. J/.C : n,l NN discussion the fact that this 

would show that •.h: r.rMC were not delaying matters unneccs:<lrily and avoid potential arguments of 

abuse of process. Iu summary, it was clear that the GMC \\"<..'rL' holding disciplinary proceedings in 

abeyance whilst the police \Yere undertaking their own enquiricc. 

Disclosure 

JZC advising that there were a number of documents that ~~~,, '' i:-;hed to pass through to the police. 

These documentc :·eLtcl tl) the papers that had been consi,:\.:,;t! i•y the PPC and the IOC. Advising 

that the GMC 11:!! t: c abi!:iy unJer Section 35A of the J\!L.:i~·!l Act !983 (as amended) to pass on 

documentation lll other parties in the public interest JZC in.:ic::1iing that the GMC were happy that it 

would be in the pubhc inte:cst to pass the documentation ti.· 't::;ll to the police but were concerned 

that passing on documents such as the transcript of a private iOC' hearing should be a document that 

was formally requested by J I amp shire Constabulary. 

JZC and NN di-;cussing the fact that Hampshire Constabt:'·::·: '\'Ottld be happy to make a formal 

request. NN aski ~g .lZC to ask him formally for those doclli · ..:ilh. 

Police Investigation 

NN advising that the police wen~ investigating approximak':.· <,2 deaths. In each ofthese deaths it 

would be necessary for experts to analyse and review the mc,:icd notes. NN advisingkhat in respect 

ofthe deaths, the families \Yere involved and had expressed coth·ern al1out the care their relatives had 

received. 

NN stating that h: \\'3S est:1hlishing a panel of experts to nh.:d 11 the next few weeks. The panel of 

experts would bL hea,:cclur by Professor Robert Forest. In :l• · lt:il'l1, he would be joined by an expert 

in palliative care, geriatric c1re, general practice and epide11 :1' :v . 

JZC was asked to check \\·ith the GMC as to whether Dr l3:ltlon had completed a palliative care 

course. JZC queried whetk'r the GMC would have :1ccess :.1 Lhi-; inf0rmation but indicating that she 

would ask the qu•.'sti0n. JZC adYising that such courses m:1:· !iOl be registerable matters. 

NN stating that \.:tell of tl1c cxpclis would have access to tk r:1tieut records. It may be that these 

were placed on lD to allO\' cac!t expert to work remotely. i 

could be arranged to allO\v ;lil e):pens to discuss the c;1se. ! • 

be completed in three/six nwnths. 

\ ;ts, however, hopeful that a meeting 

,: :ticipated that the experts report may 

NN stating that \he issue e!· causation was an issue whic~: iUc.lJ be considered specifically by the 

experts. In adclit·<ln, the exrcrts would be asked to ]Pok at :1 '11·,' banism for analysing the deaths on a 

medical and a sci,·ntillc basis. NN stating that he wished L<' · · 1 n~ider the statistical and mathematical 

basis for the si."' 'l,::ull Dl.ltnber of deaths and for the exp -~ ·u idc11lify those deaths which cause 

concern from those th:1t did not r:1ise any issues for im-csti~· 

2223853 v.l 
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NN indicating th~1t there wJs a question as to whether it ,, ' t: h: be necessary to exhume any of the 

bodies. His cun-'nt view was that exhumation was unlikc 1\ l·lnefit the investigation but he wished 

his team of exper::; to confirm this point. 

JZC querying wl.c:ther the e\pe1is would be considering tk· · :':opriateness ofthe treatment. Stating 

that if there was no criminal basis for an investigation thet', c ltarly, the GMC would be looking for 

the adequacy of the treatm\.·nt regime. NN confirming tkt if he received evidence regarding any 

medical practitioner he would be obliged to disclose the mJ~ .·:·ial. 

JZC advising th~11 ~111y expert report passed to the GMC : .~·: to the conclusion of the criminal 

enquiries would kal~ to disclosure issues. JZC discussing 1' ,. :'c'Cd to disclose evidence upon which 

the GMC wished · ' :.Jy am\ say, an IOC hearing. NN apr: · ! -:.I the disclosure issues and advising 

that he had to c .. ::,iJer the key points of risk to patient- , :1 acting in the public interest. NN 

advising that he ''as aware '1 fthese issues and to the need tu sc·c:ure patient safety. 

The police wou\1 then ha,·c to interview appropriate wit·• ;e . He did, however, anticipate that, 

using 'due diligc::l·:·e', be did not anticipate the investigatio. , 1, :1g 2-3 years as JZC had feared. NN 

advising that he l•1p,·d to h:1ve <1 clear idea about where t!,, ,,,,tee investigation would be going by 

the end of2003. · ', · .Jpecl LJ have completed his im·estig~1: 1. :1d sought legal advice on the points. 

He was anxious: , 'l , . ...: a:; quickly as possible. 

Family Solicitors 

NN advising th~1: he continued to have a good relationshir 'th Ann Alexander of Alexander Harris 

who was acting :, ·:· n~:my of the families of the deceased rl · ,',;. He hoped that he would continue 

with such a relat ·J: · ;l'· it appeared that Ann Alexander·· ::,cl the same view regarding rebuffed 

approached in .: ·J!iJ'"' \\'ith the media. Ann Ale• ltad indicated that she would not 
approach the me · · 

NN stating that he had a m~cting with a family group on 5 ! · · 1ruary 2003. Alexander Harris and the 

other patient grout~s would l>e attending this matter which"· • ck-;igned as an open forum. 

NN querying 'vl. ·~'- :· .lZC \\'ould be happy for NI\ to m. ' : that IJ<Impshire Constabulary were 

liaising with tk 

surrounding the 1 

ut~ ~: ;.::gular basis and kectJing ( i :illy inrormed of the circumstances 

;at· ·JL 

Conclusion 

All parties conti'''1i:··~ that 1he meeting had been useful J' 

intention to con: ':c :o ha\'c regular meetings throughout t. 

2223853 v.l 
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Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

:-·-·-·-·-·-·cc;Ci-e-·A·-·-·-·-·-·-: 
Lzr-Ja"i'ilfaiy-zoo:rd9:21 
Chrystie, Judith 
Message from Michael Keegan 

High 

GMC100942-0504 

He cannot make the meeting arranged for tomorrow as he has to attend a funeral. If you would like to talk to him 
about re-arranging, he is there today. 

He has tried to send you an e-mail but has been told that it is queuing in the system for some reason so thought he'd 
better call. 

r-·-·-·-·-·-·c-<>Cie-A·-·-·-·-·---~ 

'-sec·.-·to.Kaiiiy-'f"orma~Kate Smith!Judith Chrystie/Aidan McManus 
Professional Regulatory Group 

!:~:~:~:~~:~~~:~:~~:~] 

• 
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Dr Barton 

Chrystie, Judith 

From: Michael Keegan (7915 1 437)[·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-c·()"(ie--A-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-1 
L-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·..: 

Sent: 20 January 2003 12:08 

To: Judith Chrystie (E-mail) 

Subject: Dr Barton 

Dear Judith, 

GMC100942-0505 

Page 1 of 1 

I am sorry to have to cancel our meeting planned for Wednesday. I must attend a funeral in Lincolnshire and 
will be away all day Wednesday and Thursday. 

I am free for the rest of January, excluding 27, 28 and 31, and for all of the early part of February. Please let 
me know when you have an alternative gap in your diary and I will do my best to attend. 

Apologies for any inconvenience casued to either you or John .. 

Michael 

Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ i ! 

I CodeA I 
i ! 

~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify 
gmc@gmc-uk.org General Medical Council178 Great Portland Street London W1 W 5JE Tel: +44 
(0) 20 7580 7642 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7915 3641 

22/01/2003 
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Your reference: 
In reply please quote 

FR/PR/31243/1 /9516 
MK/2000/204 7 

GMC100942-0508 

Please address your reply to Conduct Case Presentation SectiontfPD 
Fax 020 7915 3696 G r: NE 1\_AL 

J\\EDICAL 
15 January2oo3 COUNCIL 

Mr Richard Follis 

Code A 

Dear Mr Follis 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

Thank you for your letter of 15 January 2003. 

Prc'tccting patients, 

guiding doctors 

This is an information case because we were first alerted to these matters by the 
Hampshire Constabulary in July 2000. This followed allegations made to them by the 
family of Gladys Richards. 

We subsequently received correspondence from Mrs Jackson, Mr Page, Mr Wilson, 
Mrs Carby, Mr Farthing and Mrs McKenzie between April and June 2002. As advised 
in our letter dated 21 November 2001, we responded to each setting out our powers 
and procedures and that we were considering a case against Or Barton in light of the 
information received from the Hampshire Constabulary. 

As you know, we are still considering whether to include the case of Stanley Carby 
under No. 11 of the GMC PPC and PCC (Procedure) Rules 1988; I should be 
grateful if you would let Mrs Carby know that, with Police inquiries ongoing and our 
investigations thereby stayed, we are unable to reach a decision on that question at 
the moment. 

lt may be of interest to note that, in complainant cases, we no longer fund 
complainants' choice of solicitors. I trust that clarifies the situation and that both you 
and your clients will continue to assist Messrs Field Fisher Waterhouse in the 
preparation of this case for hearing. 

178 Great Portland Street London WIW SJE Telephone o2o 7.18o 7642 Fax o2o 791r; 3641 

email gmc@gmc-uk.org www.gmc-uk.org 
Registered Charity No. I o 8 9 2 7 8 
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If you wish to discuss this matter please do not hesitate to contact me on the 
number below. 

Yours sincerely 
.. --·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-; 

I Code A 
; 
; 
; 
i..·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Michael Keegan 
,Cond.u.c.tC.as.e...P.re.sentation_.S~ction 

I CodeA I 
i i 
i i 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

c.c. Ms J Christie, Field Fisher Waterhouse 

Protecting patients, 

guiding doctors 

GMC100942-0509 
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Alex;an 
Harrls 
sollc:ttor~ 
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Mr M Keeg n • I 
Conduct Case Presentation Secllon 
General Me~ical Council i 
178 Great ~?_rtland Street · I . 
London W1W SJE i 

15 January l003 I 

I . 
. I 

Dear Mr Ke~gan • I 

CltJr rei: 

T0:020 7915 3641 

I 
! 

RF/EP/31243/119515 
MK2000J2047 
.RI~Ji~.RP..f.Q~~!$ 
i CodeA i 
i.·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

ALSO BY FAX 020 7915 l641 
' ,; 

i .. 

Re: Gospof War Momorla:l Hlpltal 

I thank you :Or your letter of 1 81~ Lcem er received shortly before the Chi'l:tma:~a:.-
1 

. I 

GMC1 00942-0510 

P.001 

I have to co~fess to some pkz!Jment ·. tq how lt Is that thls C.";! se proceeds as an information case, as 

opposed to ~ complainant dse, ~iven t ;3t the impetus has come, so f~r as I am aware, entirely from the 
complainlngirelatlves. ·1 . 

i 
. . I 
' I . 

Upon what information are ttje G~C pro ·eeding? 

' 

When and why was the matter ~etermi ed to be an Information as opposed to a complainant case and 
bywhom? . 1 

• i 
. I . 

There are a iseries of .compfcillnants who by teason of your categorisation are deprived of the right to be 

repmsented iby their solicitor 'Cif C~Oice. OUf further observations woul~ be appreciated. 
. i 

i 
c·-·-·-·-·-Y.cu.tm..~mc.c.ublu_. _____________ , I. 

I 
I \ CodeA \ I 

l_·-·-·-·-·R"icH'ARo-·Fol.ii!i"-·-·-·-·j 
PARTNER ! . . I 
ALEXANDER HARRIS ' : 

I ' I r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·! 1 
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Dr Barton 

Chrystie, Judith 

From: Chrystie, Judith 

Sent: 16 January 2003 13:46 

To: 'Michael Keegan C~-~C..O:.d..e~~-~-~.T 

Subject: RE: Dr Barton 

Dear Michael 

Many thanks for your email. Sorry for the delay in responding: I have been over at CHI. 

I will update you next week as to the documents and information CHI held and any information Dl 

GMC100942-0511 

Page 1 of 1 

Niven passes to me on Tuesday. I will also ask him to make a formal request to us for the release of papers 
(I suggest that the request is comprehensive to include all the papers we hold - even those that you are 
content to release now -for the sake of consistency). 

See you at 2pm on Wednesday! 

Kind regards 
Judith 

-----Original Message----- .--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 
From: Michael Keegan (7915 7437) [mailto:l Code A J 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2003 4:39 p~,-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 
To: Judith Chrystie (E-mail) 
Subject: Dr Barton 

Dear Judith, 

I have had a chance to speak about disclosure to the Police of the IOC transcript in this case 
and consequently advise that the Police should make a formal, reasoned request for the same. 
That request can then be considered at a senior level. This is, as you can imagine, in light of 
both the sensitivity of this case and the lack of precedent of which we are aware. 

I should be grateful if you would communicate this to Dl Niven. 

Regards 

Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
Direct r·-·-·-·-·-·~-----·--·-··-·-·-·-·: 

Dire~ti Code A i 
Ema1l:i ! 

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·..: 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the 
use ofthe individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this 
email in error please notify gmc@gmc-uk.org General Medical Council178 Great 
Portland Street London W1 W 5JE Tel: +44 (0) 20 7580 7642 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7915 
3641 
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Your rofen-:mce:: 
In reply please qtmte 

JZC/HJA/00492~'!4I42/2'14S525v·1 

{Vi f</2000/204/ 

Pk~asH ~~ddn]SS your rop!y tn Cnnd!.u~t Gas:o Pnn=.entatkm S€;eUnn~ FPn 
Fax 020 "/W15 3696 

M:·~ Judil:li Chrytic 

::Ei Vinr; Strent 
London EC~3l'·.l ?!\A 

GMC100942-0515 

/\t lwl Barker's n.;qunst ! haw} written if> hil"t! to confinn that the provisional datf~ l'l">r 
the flmfossional Conduct Cornnlittne, narne!y T April 2003, wm not now tm usnd, 
owinG to the onooino poHc.e imjtlirlos, HfJ l1a8 stood dovvn counsel accordin£:Jiy .. 

! have still not received the attendance notes of the rneetinns on 3 October or 20 
Novornbe:· 200~:. I also await cmrfirrnation of the tirne of our rnt.:eting scheduled lor 
22 January; may I su~mest 14 :00? ! arn happy to a !:tend your offices. 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-; 

Code AI 
; 
; 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~-·-·-·-·-·1 
~~~n~{>~i)<*(~)~ ~:(~:~·qJ~J;::*r~ · 

:·:-~: :~ ::{:~! :r-·c-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·d-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·A-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
1 

L .. H(;l ..... ~i 0 e ! 
FrnaiL i i 

i ! 
i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 



Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Docs_2137965 
_2.DOC 

Dear Nigel 

Chrystie, Judith 
08 January 2003 20:27 
'Niven, Nigel' 
RE: Minutes 

Many apologies for the delay in responding. I have been out of the 
office until today. 

I attach the draft minutes for your attention. Would it be possible to 
'track' your changes so that I can identify the amendments and additions 
that you have made. 

Many thanks and happy New Year. 

~nd regards 
... .ldith 

; ~~~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ;~~~ 1 N ~~: ~ a1 r~~~--~~~~--~-~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~-?.~~~-~~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~".1 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2002 11:54 AM 
To: Chrystie, Judith 
Subject: Minutes 

Judith, 

Thanks for the draft of the notes. We do have a number of clarifcations 
to do. Can you email me down a copy so I can make the changes. If this 
can not be done I will get them re-typed at this end to include our 
thoughts and send them to you. 

Have a good New Year. 

Best wishes 

Nigel -*********************************************************************** 
********************** 
This electronic message contains information from Hampshire Constabulary 

which may be legally privileged and confidential. Any opinions expressed 

may be those of the individual and not necessarily the Hampshire 
Constabulary. 
The information is intended to be for the use of the individual(s) or 
entity 
named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of the 
information is 
prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, 
please notify us by telephone +44 (0) 845 045 45 45 or email to 
postmaster@hampshire.pnn.police.uk immediately. 
Please then delete this email and destroy any copies of it. 
All communications, including telephone calls and electronic messages 
to and from the Hampshire Constabulary may be subject to monitoring. 
************************************************************************ 
********************* 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

fax 
To: Ms J Miller Fax: 020 7 448 9222 

At: Commission for Health Improvement Pages including this one: 

From: Judith Chrystie Date: 9 January 2003 

Our ref: JZC/HJA/00492-1474212180223 v1 Your ref: 

The information contained in this fax is confidential and may be legally privilegedo lt is intended only for the addresseeo Rights to confidentiality and privilege 
are not waivedo If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately; any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited and 
may be unlawfuL 

General Medical Council- Dr. J Barton 

Please see attached 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 Vine Street London EC3N 2AA 

Tel +44 (0)20 7861 4000 Fax +44 (0)20 7 488 0084 e-mail info@ffwlawocom london@thealliancelaw.com 

www.ffwlaw.com www.thealliancelaw.com CDE 823 

London Berlin Dublin DOsseldorf Edinburgh Essen Frankfurt Glasgow Hamburg Leipzig Munich Paris 

Regulated by the Law Society. A list of the names of the partners of FFW and their professional qualifications is open to inspection at the abcve office. 
The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers. 

The European Legal Alliance Is an alliance of Independent law firms 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our ref: JZCIHJA/00492-14742/2180723vl 

Strictly Private & Confidential 

Ms J Miller 
Commission for Health Improvement 
Fins bury Tower 
103-105 Bunhill Road 
London EC 1 Y STG 

9 January 2003 

Dear Ms Miller 

General Medical Council -Dr. J Barton 

I refer to my letter dated 28 November 2002 and to our conversation on 4 December 20020 

GMC100942-0520 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

During that conversation you indicated that you were happy to supply the documents listed in the 

schedule accompanying my correspondence but wished to check the position with the Trust before 

passing copies to me. Please could you indicate when you hope copies of the documents may be 

available for our consideration? 

In addition, I write to confirm that I, and my colleague, John Offord, will attend at your offices on 14 

and 15 January 2003 in order to examine the statements and other relevant documents you hold in 

relation to the CHI investigation into Gosport War Memorial Hospital. John and I look forward to 

meeting with you at 10.30am. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me on the direct dial number below should you wish to discuss any 

matter in advance of our meeting. 

Yours sincerely 
~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

i Code A i 
PPjm:mn·-c,-n·rysne·-·-·-·-·-; 

.--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
Dire~t! Code A i3 
Ema1l:i : 

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 

Field Fisher Water house 

Tel · 

·, CDE 

London -.- · ·' ' f'. :.._. ·,. 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our ref: JZC/HJA/00492-1474212180712 vi 
Your ref: MKi2000/2047 

MrMKeegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London WlW 5JE 

9 January 2003 

Dear Michael 

Dr. Jane Barton 

I refer to the above matter. 

GMC100942-0521 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

Since my letter through to you dated 17 December 2002 I have attempted to forward the missing 

enclosures through e-mail. Each time I have done so a few days later I receive an indication that the 

documents have not been received with you! My last effort was on 24 December 2003 and I returned 

to the office yesterday - my first day back in the office since the Christmas break - to find another 

rejection advice. 

I have checked the e-mail carefully and am using the following address:[~:~:~:~:~:~~:~:~:~:~~:~:~:~:~:~:~] I 
wonder if the documentation I am supplying occupies too much 'space' to be allowed through the 

GMC's firewalls. As technology has failed me, I enclose hard copy versions and apologise for the 

earlier omission. 

As I indicated, a copy has been forwarded through to Detective Inspector Nigel Niven. Nigel has 

indicated that they wish to clarify certain aspects of the note. I await his amendments for inclusion in 

the note and for discussion with you. 

As you are aware, John and I are scheduled to attend at the offices of CHI next week and we shall 

update you at our meeting on 22 January 2003. Would a time of2.00pm be suitable for you? Unless 

I hear from you to the contrary, I look forward to meeting with you again then at our offices. 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 

London 



• 

GMC100942-0522 

In your letter dated 18 December 2002 you request my thoughts on the inclusion of Mr Carby' s 

complaint under a Rule 11(2) referral. I thought that 1 had addressed this issue with you at our pre

meeting on 20 November 2002 at which I indicated that the other matters received by the GMC did 

appear appropriate to be considered under Rule 11(2). 

I do not, however, consider that it would be appropriate for us to undertake any investigation at the 

moment as this may prejudice the enquiries being undertaken by Hampshire Constabulary. To 

determine definitively whether the complaint should go through to the PCC (if, indeed, we end up 

following a charge of serious professional misconduct as opposed to a criminal conviction), further 

enqui1ies will need to be undertaken and expert evidence obtained to determine the exact validity of 

the complaint. 

One of the issues mentioned at our meeting in November was whether the police should receive all 

documentation the GMC hold in relation to this matter. My initial advice to you was that it would be 

appropriate for the material, in particular the documents considered by the PPC, the letters received 

on behalf of Dr. Barton, the transcript of the IOC hearing and the additional papers received regarding 

the incident in 1991 to be disclosed. I confirm this advice. Within the Medical Act 1983 (as 

amended) the GMC made disclose "to any person any information relating to a practitioner's 

professional conduct, professional performance or fitness to practise which they consider it to be in 

the public interest to disclose" (Section 35B). 

Are you content that it is in the public interest to disclose the material I have identified above? 

Should you confirm that the GMC consider it to be in the public interest, I shall pass the relevant 

documentation through to Detective Inspector Niven. 

I hope that you had a restful Christmas and New Year break and that the move into your new home 

went smoothly. 

See you next week! 

Kind regards, 

Yours sincerely 

i·-·-·-·-c-o-<ie-·-A-·-·-·-·i . 
w·-·-·Jtidith·-c-fl"rysfle·-·-·-·-' 

[:~:~:~:~:~~~~~~:~:~:~~:~:~:~:~] 
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Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I shall try to get these through to you again! The GMC would not accept them yesterday! 

Judith 

-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Michael 

Chrystie, Judith 
~_o_n_d_ay1 __ ~~~~f!l!J~~__2_3J._~~02 8:49AM 
! CodeA ! 
12n:on·-::-mrssrng·nmes-·-·" 

I attach the attendance notes omitted from my letter through to you last week! Apologies! 

Merry Christmas! 

elnd regards 
Judith 

~~~!!.!t_.~~!.Y~_t_i~---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Code A 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

1 
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Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Michael 

Chrystie, Judith 
?~1.De.r.embP.r2002_0.8A9 

! CodeA i 
;Ha·rtan·-~-·mrssili-~fnotes-·-·1 

I attach the attendance notes omitted from my letter through to you last week! Apologies! 

Merry Christmas! 

Kind regards 
Judith 

.!.~~~!.~--~~~y_s_t_i~---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-; 
; 
; 
; 

1 CodeA -; 
; 
; 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our ref: JZC/HJN00492-14742/2147222 vl 

Strictly Private & Confidential 

D.I. N Niven 
Major Crime Investigations Team 
Hampshire Constabulary 
Western Area Headquarters 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
Hampshire SO 15 2JS 

23 December 2002 

DearNigel 

General Medical Council - Dr. Jane Barton 
Operation Rochester - Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

GMC100942-0525 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

Thank you for your letter dated 2 December 2002 providing an update and formally requesting that 

the GMC's disciplinary proceedings are stayed pending the outcome of the police investigation and 

enqumes. 

I have received formal instructions from the GMC to confirm that the GMC proceedings regarding Dr 

Barton's fitness to practise will be stayed pending the conclusion of the police enquiry. 

I look forward to liaising with you in the future . 

. [~~,~~~::3:::::] 
i CodeA i 
i_·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 3:> 

Tel +4~ {0)2C! /(~61 tl()JO Fax +L.:;. (C;20 7~d8 UJ84 e-111ail infc@ffvvla\N.co:r: london@}li:ealliance:av· .. '.C'Oni 

vv·.rvvv . .:t . ..-.dJ',.\'.CC·IYI wwvv.1~iealliancelav.,.csrq CDE 823 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our Ref: JZC/00492-14742/2164803 vl 

Strictly Private & Confidential 

D.I. NNiven 
Major Crime Investigations Team 
Hampshire Constabulary 
W estem Area Headquarters 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
Hampshire SO 15 2JS 

23 December 2002 

Second letter 

Dear Nigel 

General Medical Council - Dr. Jane Barton 
Operation Rochester- Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

GMC100942-0526 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

I write separately to my formal letter confirming the GMC's formal instructions to me that 

disciplinary proceedings will be stayed. 

I enclose a copy of the meeting note I made following our productive meeting on 20 November 2002. 

Should you have any changes you wish incorporate into the note please do not hesitate to contact me 

following which I shall make the amendments and forward an updated set of minutes to you. 

In accordance with your agreement, I confirm that John Offord and I have arranged to review the 

documentation held by the Commission for Health Improvement on 14-15 January 2003. During our 

visit we shall analyse the material held by CHI but we do not propose to take any action on it other 

than requesting copies of relevant material and assessing whether, following the conclusion of the 

police enquiries, whom of the witnesses interviewed by CHI should be seen by this firm. 

Finally, many thanks for your Christmas card- absolutely magnificent! 
r·-·-·-·-·-·c~et-e-·-A-·-·-·-·-·-i 
' ' 

L.~:z~:~:f'·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-' 
r·-·-~~·-·-·--·-·-·----.~-·-···----·-·-·-
j CodeA i 
'-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·; 

Field FisherWaterhouse 35 ''lineS\: eet Le: cic1• EC:'N '}L.J-\ 

Tel +4.:1 (0)2~1 7861 ,_~OCG Fax +44 {Ci2~; 7188 CCJ8L e-rnail int·::~@fhvicb\ cul- london:g~:hsalliance;a\·\.C'~)n-\ 

www.fh··/IG.vv.CG!YJ VI/Ww.rhealliancelav..'.cor~-: CDE 2.~3 



Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lohn, Matthew 
23 December 2002 18:55 
Chrystie, Judith 
RE: Barton 

GMC100942-0527 

the GMC have a discretion under S35A of the Medical Act to disclose in the public interest - it would seem reasonable 
to exercise such a power in these circumstances but the decision must be made by the GMC not us 

-----Original Message-----
From: Chrystie, Judith 
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2002 8:46AM 
To: Lohn, Matthew 
Subject: Barton 

Do you foresee any difficulty supplying Hampshire Constabulary with the following: 

1 Papers considered by the PPC together with Jane Barton's response to the Rule 6 letter 
2 Details a new complaints received by the GMC 
3 Transcript of IOC hearing. 

e Would presume that this would all be permissible under s35 of DPA. ... 

Thanks! 
Judith 

Judith Chrystie 
Professional Regulatory Group 

[~:~:~~~:~~:~~:] 

1 
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Your reforence: 
In reply ploEmo quote 

JZC/~·UAJ004f>2··14l42/:? 145525v'l 
M 1<12000/2047 

Pk~asH addn:s$ your rup!y to Conduct Ca~w Prosentatkm Sectit:~k):t'f9f~ 
r:·a>~ f);!(} ··l91 s :jti9t} .::J:::_:· .. ! .:f~:.: ·:.:·~··.: ;·-: 

la DncorrdJ<::H 2002 

l\lL; ,Jud!th Chiylio 
!Vli')Ssr;,:; F;l<akl F:h:;hor VVe;terhou~;;e 
::l~S \/~n(~ ~:.>t:~\:~et 

i .. (>rl1:l(!tt r::(~3i'-l 2A/\ 

'i'Jy:.~r* \'')' l for 'yot rr lr,Hr;r r;f ·1 -, D•=,ct,rnbr<r '>nrv t lnf·wttlW'iz*J rwJthPr ('jf thn ,,,,>. '{ J'-· ~· •. ~.-. .._,.t • .~." .•.~ ~ 1 .. • . ._._J _.~ -.~ .. •. o,,!' {., o> • or o o!' t~ • ~-A • -/ •• _ .... C' , .•~, •-~• o o 

GMC100942-0528 

attendance notes of the meetinqG on 3 OGtobor or 20 Novernbor wore ondosect l 
acknowledf)e recnipt of Hw copy letter dotfKl 2 Deeernbm horn Dl Nigel Nivnn. 

1\s dh~ctm.f.:;(xl, i can instruct you to anreo Di N!vnn's request that we stay 
proceedinqs pendln9 the outcorrlH of the crhninal investigation, I arn also happy to 
aqr~:e to your visit l:o CH! on '14-·15 January f:Hld thn adjournrnent of our mootino to 
22 .Januaty 2CHK1, when ! am free all day. I arn happy to aUHnd at your ofncet> it you 
would like to confirm a time . 

l\ih'<.i l l·o,ikf·, <+,;,., f"""<r·;c;vh<n;h/ ·j,., \rill<.+·, l·,··,'t'·h k·1l·w·~ T''(.< .,'Cl'> :·.• •·nr.>n-\1 (·~}···:6<.=-ti-'>'\··><·- ._,.,, .. ,tl !.·,n···y .. ,,, .. ~·-.-~;. ~ _, ____ ..... ~-~-~~·---~ .- . .(-~ ... t··~'-·~ .-.... ~~~~') . .,.{ __ _, .-~-~----~~. --..'!~-... . -~~ -:._ ••• -•• __ .•• ~-.--f t .3 x·---~- .. '--~ ~.- .... ~.~~ ~.:. ...... -~{ .. ~~-.> ... ~ .<-{~-> , __ ... t ~---~ ~ {~--~~--~i-}~:i 

f\.k1\'\l Ye:::,u .. 

r-·---------------------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-i 

l Code A! 
! i 
! i 
! i 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~·7·-·-·-·~ 

M}cb-=.wl f{~;;Gqan 
Cow..iw:~t Ca~e Pmsontation S~1d.~on 

~[;l!_ ~~::~1t, ~~:;~~:~ r-·-'-·~·-·-c-o<ie~·A-·-·-·-·-·-·-i 
... .-.""V (:"~.~~ • i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 
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Your reference: 
In reply please quote 

FR/PR/31243/1 /9516 
M K/2000/204 7 

GMC100942-0530 

GENERAL 
M_EDICAL 

Please address your reply to Conduct Case Presentation SectiJO: €)bJ N C I l 
Fax 020 7915 3696 

18 December 2002 

Mr Richard Follis 
Alexander Harris 
Cheriton House 
51 Station Road 
Solihull 
West Midlands 819 3RT 

Dear Mr Follis 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

Thank you for your letters of 12 and 13 December 2002. 

Protecting patien-.ts. 

guiJing cloctors 

I acknowledge receipt of Mr Farthing's authority and that your clients wish for you to 
deal with the preparation of the cases for hearing and the presentation/advocacy at 
the hearing. 

This is an information case, as opposed to a complainant case; the relatives are not 
parties to the proceedings in the meaning given in paragraph 13 of Schedule 4 to 
the Medical Act 1983. We have, as you know, instructed Field Fisher Waterhouse to 
prepare this case for presentation for hearing by the Professional Conduct 
Committee and I trust that you and your clients will assist them with any further work 
necessary to prepare this matter. 

We cannot, as you know, proceed to public inquiry while police investigations are 
ongoing. I am advised that those investigations are not likely to be concluded in the 
immediate future. lt does not appear, therefore, that the PCC will be able to consider 
this case in the early part of next year, as we had hoped. We will, of course, advise 
you of developments at each stage, as appropriate. 

Yours sincerely 

r-c-otie--A--1 
i ! 

L.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·'CJ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 
Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
Dire et Line: r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·: 

Direct Fax: d Code A i 
Em a i I: ~-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·cocie·A·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·j 

1--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

c. c. Ms J Christie, Field Fisher Waterhouse 

I 78 Great Portland Street London WI W SJE Telephone o2o 718o 7642 Fax o2o 79 It; 364I 

email gmc@gmc-uk.org www.gmc-uk.org 

Registered Charity No .. Io89278 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE EUFUIPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

attendance note 
Name: Judith Chrystie I Call type: Telephone call 

Att: From: 

Duration: joate: 17 December 2002 

Barton 

JZC telephoning Michael Keegan to return his call. JZC had attempted to send an email through to 
MK earlier that day but had received a notice stating that the email was undelivered. 

JZC advising that the email had contained a letter through to MK providing him with an update of the 
case. The letter would be forwarded through to Michael by hard copy and, therefore, JZC did not 

propose to re-send the email. 

JZC and MK discussing the matter. MK confirming that the hearing date in April would be vacated 

following the request by Hampshire Constabulary. 

MK advising that he had recently received letters from Alexander Harris confirming that they acted 

for another one of the families who relative had died whilst under the care of Dr Barton. In another 

letter from Alexander Harris they had asked for confirmation that they would be able to carry out the 

investigation and the advocacy at the GMC hearing. 

MK had recognised that this was an information case and, consequently, the relatives were not 

complainants under the Medical Act and did not have any locusts or rights in the proceedings. MK 

proposed to write to Alexander Harris to this effect. 

JZC and MK discussing the review of the CHI documents arranged for mid-January 2003. MK 

agreed with JZC that it was unnecessary to bring this meeting forward owing to the fact that we were 

unable to investigate the matter comprehensively at this stage. MK also agreeing that the round table 

meeting between JZC, MK and JHO should be rescheduled for 22 January 2002. 

JZC 

2180555 v1 
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Our ref: JZC/HJA/00492-14742/2145525 vi 
Your ref: MK/2000/2047 

MrMKeegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London W 1 W 5JE 

17 December 2002 

Dear Michael 

Dr. Jane Barton 

Thank you for copies of the letters you have recently sent through to Alexander Harris. 

GMC100942-0532 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

Following our meeting with the Hampshire Constabulary on 20 November 2002 I thought it would be 

helpful to send you an update. 

Attendance Notes 

I enclose a copy of the attendance note of the meeting held on 3 October 2002. I noted, on a review 

of the file, that I had not forwarded the document to you earlier. You may wish to add this to your 

file for information. 

In addition, I enclose a copy of the meeting note taken after the meeting with Hampshire 

Constabulary last month. I have forwarded a copy of the note to Nigel Niven together with a request 

that he advises me of any changes he wishes incorporated into the document. Should any 

amendments be made, I shall forward a further copy of the note to you. 

Hampshire Constabulary 

I recently received the enclosed letter from Nigel Niven which formally requests that the GMC's 

enquiries and proceedings are stayed pending the outcome of the criminal investigation. As Nigel 

suggested at the meeting, our hearing date of April 2003 should be vacated as the police investigation 

is likely to be lengthy; indeed it appears that following the meetings with the CPS a decision has been 

Field Fisher Waterhouse :': . ::·' · ~,_; :_ ,r f' 

Tr~! --~'----~' ·l~_, ·:;1·-.~ _:.. Fax-:-:.:._;_.: 
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/ 
taken to enlarge the parameters of the investigation. If the expansion involves the hundreds of 

patients who were certified dead by Dr. Barton and treated by her during their stay at Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital, the investigation could take, as we were warned, some years. When I next speak 

with Nigel Niven on the telephone I will attempt to get some indication of the degree to which the 

enquiries have been enlarged. 

I should be grateful if you could provide me with instructions to write to Hampshire Constabulary to 

advise them formally that the GMC proceedings will be stayed pending the outcome of the police 

investigation. Currently I have acknowledged Nigel's letter and indicated that we are seeking your 

formal response. 

Commission for Health Improvement 

At the meeting you will recall that Nigel provided with specific permission to contact CHI in order to 

examine their documents and the statements they had obtained during their Inquiry. The permission e was granted on the basis that we would not contact any of the individuals but were merely assessing 

the documents and the material held by CHI. 

Following the meeting and prior to my holiday last week, I wrote to Julie Miller at CHI requesting a 

number of documents and asking for inspection facilities in respect of the witness statements and 

other material held by CHI. I have received a response from Ms Miller who has indicated her 

willingness to cooperate with the GMC's enquiries. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to find a 

two-day slot in which my, John Offord's and Julie Miller's diaries are all free until 14-15 January 

2003. Given, however, the fact that we will be unable to hold the hearing in April 2003, I do not 

consider that it is of concern that we must wait until mid-January before visiting CHI. I hoe that you 

agree. 

In light of the fact that it has not been possible to arrange an appointment with CHI prior to the New 

Year, I wonder whether it would be beneficial for us to postpone the meeting tentatively arranged for e 8 January 2002 to 22 January 2002. This would allow John and I to update to as to the documents 

and information we obtained from our visit to CHI. Are you free on this date? 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Kindest regards, 

!x~~IY_._·-·-·-·: 
!Code A! 
~liJ!.J!~:.~~-1¥~~:.~~~.-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 
! CodeA i 
i ! 
i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 
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Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Nigel 

Chrystie, Judith 
06 December 2002 14:46 
'Niven, Nigel' 
RE: 

Yes, many thanks - it arrived on 04 December whilst I was out of the 
office. I have dictated a response and have sought formal instructions 
from the GMC to confirm that the action is stayed and that the hearing 
date in April is vacated pending the police enquiries. 

I was glad to see that following your meeting with the CPS, you have 
been able to both continue and expand your enquiries. Good news! 

Best wishes 
Judith 

- - - - -Original Me s sage - - - - - ··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
,Arom: Niven, Nigel [mailto:i CodeA ! 
~en t : Friday , December o 6 , ':ro·o-z·-z-:-·oT-·PM·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·" 

To: Chrystie, Judith 
Subject: 

Judith, 
Did you get my letter? 
Nigel 

*********************************************************************** 
********************** 
This electronic message contains information from Hampshire Constabulary 

which may be legally privileged and confidential. Any opinions expressed 

may be those of the individual and not necessarily the Hampshire 
Constabulary. 
The information is intended to be for the use of the individual(s) or 
entity 

~amed above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
..,isclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of the 

information is 
prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, 
please notify us by telephone +44 (0) 845 045 45 45 or email to 
postmaster®hampshire.pnn.police.uk immediately. 
Please then delete this email and destroy any copies of it. 
All communications, including telephone calls and electronic messages 
to and from the Hampshire Constabulary may be subject to monitoring. 
************************************************************************ 
********************* 
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"' 
FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

attendance note 
Name: JZC 

Att: Julie Miller 

Duration: 

Dr. Barton 

GMC100942-0535 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

I Call type: Telephone call (out) 

From: 

I Date: 

Commission for Health Improvement 
(CHI) 

4 December 2002 

JZC telephoning Julie Miller, at the Commission for Health Improvement (CHI). 

JZC introducing herself. Julie Miller had received JZC's letter and was happy to cooperate as far as 
possible. 

JZC advising that that day she had received a formal request from Hampshire Constabulary to stay 

the GMC proceedings pending the conclusion of the police Inquiry. JZC stating that she had, 

however, received confirmation from the police that it would be appropriate for her to visit CHI in 
order to examine the documents. JZC stating that she did not intend to take any action other than to 

request copies of the documents; for example, she did not intend to contact any of the witnesses that 

CHI had obtained statements from during their own enquiries. 

JZC stating she was anxious not to do anything to prejudice the police enquiries but she did wish to 

be 'ahead of the game' once the police enquiries had concluded and the GMC could continue with 
their own investigations. 

Julie Miller stating that she was more than happy to assist. She would, as a matter of courtesy, write 

to the Trust in order to identify the documents that JZC had requested on her schedule. Copies would 
be provided within the next week or so. 

In addition, Miss Miller stating that if JZC intended to contact any of the witnesses that had 

previously been examined by CHI, she would prefer to write through to the witnesses first to warn 

them that FFW may be contacting them. JZC appreciating that Miss Miller would wish to contact the 
witnesses and this would be a continuity of correspondence. 

2247977 v1 
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Miss Miller stating that a new system of collation had been used which used codified information 
when interviewing witnesses. Stating that there were, however, handwritten notes of the discussions 

with the witnesses. She would discuss the ways in which information had been recorded with JZC on 

the visit. JZC considering John Offord's diary and her own and agreeing with Miss Miller that JHO 
and herselfwould visit CHI on 14-15 January 2003 in order to examine the documentation. 
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29/11 '02 12:12 FAX 

TRANSMISSION OK 

FIELD FISHER WAT 

********************* 
*** TX REPORT *** 
********************* 

0278 TX/RX NO 
CONNECTION TEL 
SUBADDRESS 
CONNECTION ID 
ST. TIME 

974489391 

USAGE T 
PGS. SENT 
RESULT 

FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

fax 
To: Ms Julie Miller 

At: Commission for Health Improvement 

From: Judith Chrystie 

Our ref: JZC/HJA/00492-14742/2126843 v1 

29/11 12:10 
01'56 

7 
OK 

I Fax: 020 7 448 9222 

I Pages including this one: 

I Date; 28 November 2002 

I Your ref: 

GMC100942-0537 

141001 

THEEURnPEANL~6AL 

ALLIANCE 

The information contained in this Fax is conftdentlal aM m3y be legally privileged. Ills Intended Oflly ft>r tho addreuee. Rights to conllden~~ity and prl'illage 
are not waived. If you ~~e I'IQt the intended recipient, J)lellse i!dvi:se the Eender Immediately; any disdosure, copying or dlstrlou~an is prohibited and 
may be unlawful. 

General Medical Council· Dr. Barton 

Please see attached 
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/\LLlf\NC:E 
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At present, we would not intend to contact any of those individuals. We are advised that there is an 

ongoing police investigation and we have given assurances to Hampshire Constabulary that we will 

not contact witnesses or undertake any task which could prejudice their investigation. We have, 

however, specifically requested whether it would be possible for us to analyse your records and are 

advised that this would not hamper police enquiries. 

In addition, we would not propose to contact any witnesses interviewed by CHI until you have had an 

opportunity to write to those individuals to place them on notice. Again, perhaps we could discuss 

this issue over the phone? 

I look forward to hearing from you. I am afraid that I will, however, be out of the office on annual 

leave until 3 December 2002. 

e Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely 
~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 

' ' 

! CodeA ! 

r=r·-·~-~~:.~!!~:.~~-~~!!~:.=._: 
! Code A ! 
i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 
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General Medical Council 

Dr. Jane Barton 

Schedule of Documents 

Documents relating to Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

1. Our work, our values - a guide to Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust, undated. 

2. Annual reports, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust-1998-1999 

3. Looking forward ... the next five years 1995-2000, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

1994 

4. Business plans 1998-1999, 1997-1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

5. National service framework: older people steering group (district wide 

implementation team) documents, Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East 

Hampshire health authority, undated 

6. Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Quality report - governance indicators, quarter 

ending 31 December 1998, 30 September 1998, 30 June 1998, 31 March 1998, 31 

December 1997, 30 September 1997, 30 June 1997 

7. Improving quality- steps towards a First class service, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 

Trust September 1998 

8. Strategy for human resource management and important human resource issues, 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, personnel director, October 1996 

9. Human resource management, Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health 

Authority Community Health Care Services, November 1991 

10. Clinical Stroke service guidelines, Department of medicine for elderly people, 

undated 

11. Reaudit evaluation of compliance with revised handling assessment guidelines, 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, June 1998- November 1998 

12. Health records all specialities core standards and procedures, Portsmouth Healthcare 

NHS Trust (incorporating East Rants Primary Care Trust and Portsmouth City 

Primary Care Trust), December 1998. 

2126874v1 
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13. Referral to old age psychiatry form, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

14. Patients affairs procedure - death certification and post mortems, department of 

medicine for elderly people, Queen Alexandra Hospital, (undated) 

15. Audit of patient records, December 1998 - July 1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS 

Trust 

16. Audit of nutritional standards, October 1997 - April 1998, Portsmouth Healthcare 

NHS Trust, undated. 

17. Wessex palliative care handbook: guidelines on clinical management, fourth edition, 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, The Rowans 

(Portsmouth Area Hospice), undated 

18. National sentinel clinical audit, evidence based prescribing for older people: Report 

of national and local results, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust, undated 

19. Compendium of drug therapy guidelines 1998 (for adult patients only), Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust, 1998 

20. Draft protocol for prescription and administration of diamorphine by subcutaneous 

infusion, medical director, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, 15 December 1999 

21. Administration of controlled drugs - the checking role for support workers: guidance 

note for ward/clinical managers, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, February 1997 

22. Summary medicines use 1998/1998 to 2000/2001 for wards Dryad, Daedalus and 

Sultan, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust pharmacy service, April 2002 

23. Clinical nursing development, promoting the best practice in Portsmouth Healthcare, 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, January 1998 

24. Anonymised correspondence on complaints relating to Gosport War Memorial 

Hospital since 1998 

25. Learning from experience: action from complaints and patient based incidents, 1998 

- 2001, Portsmouth Health care NHS Trust 

26. Risk management strategy 1998/2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

Documents relating to the Department of Medicine for Elderly People at the 
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Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

27. Dryad ward away day notes, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 18 May 1998 

28. Go sport War Memorial Hospital key objectives 1998/1999, 1997/1998 and 

1995/1997, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

29. Gosport War Memorial Hospital leaflet and general information, Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

30. Patient throughput data from Sultan, Dryad and Daedalus wards 1997/1998, Fare ham 

and Gosport primary care groups, April 2002 

31. Fareham and Gosport older persons' locality implementation group progress report. 
Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and South East Rants Health Authority, Fareham and 

Gosport primary care groups, undated 

32. Development of intermediate care and rehabilitation services within the Gosport 

locality, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

33. Job description: clinical assistant position to the geriatric division m Go sport, 

Portsmouth and South East Hampshire Health Authority, April1988 

34. Correspondence re: consultant in medicine for the elderly contract, Wessex Regional 

Health Authority, 28 January 1992 

35. Essential information for medical staff department of medicine for elderly people, 

Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

36. Department of medicine for elderly people, consultant timetables August 1997 -

November 2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

37. Development of intermediate care and rehabilitation services within the Go sport 

locality, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

38. Supervision arrangement consultant timetable at Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

1998-2001, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust 

39. Vacancy levels 1998 - 2001 for Sultan, Daedalus and Dryad, Portsmouth Healthcare 

NHS Trust, 21 November 2001 

40. Sickness absence statistics for Sultan Ward, Gosport War Memorial Hospital, 1998-
200 1, undated 
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41. Wastage for qualified nurses- Daedalus, Dryad and Sultan Ward, undated 

42. Winter escalation plans elderly medicine and community hospitals, Portsmouth 

Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

43. Audit of detection of depression in elderly rehabilitation patients, January -

November 1998, Portsmouth Healthcare NHS Trust, undated 

44. Community hospitals: guidelines for confirmation of death, Portsmouth Healthcare 

NHS Trust, policy date May 1998 

45. Competence record and development for qualified nurses 1998-2001, Sultan Dryad 

and Daedalus wards 

Other Documents Relating to Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

46. Clinical governance and clinical quality assurance, the baseline assessment 

framework, NHS Executive south east region, 1999 

47. Clinical governance, Audit 1998/1999 and Summary report, District Audit, 

December 1999 
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Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 

~~v~~·v~~~~~~:;~~;~~~~::~~:~:~:~:~:~~~~~:~4~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:J 
To: Chrystie, Judith 
Subject: RE: Meeting 20/11/02 

Judith, 
Thanks for the below. A map would be useful if are able to Email it. 
Otherwise a fax would be fine. 
Many regards 
nigel 

-----Original Message-----
From : chrys tie, Judi th [ ma i lto : J·-·-·-·-·-·-Code-A·-·-·-·-·-·-! 
Sent: 0 5 November 2 0 02 0 9: 21 L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·" 

To: Niven, Nigel 
Subject: RE: Meeting 20/11/02 

Dear Nigel 

41Jhank you for your email. 

I confirm that I have booked a room in our offices from 11.30-2.30 on 20 
November 2002 and have ordered a sandwich lunch to keep us going! 

Please let me know if you would you like a map showing the location of 
our 
offices. 

I look forward to meeting with you then. 

Best wishes 
Judith 

Judith Chrystie 
Professional Regulatory Group 

~--·-·-·-·-·co.cie·-·A·-·-·-·---, 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

Ms Chrystie. 

Dear Judith, 

Further our telephone conversation last week re our meeting. I wonder 
how 
1130 fits with your schedule on the 20/11/02. I no longer have to go to 
NSY 
so we can have as long as we need. I will be accompanied by DS Owen 
Kenny. 
If this is all OK with you, can you either Email me or give me call on 

r·-cod-e-·A·r 
i.·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

Thanks 

Nigel 
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*********************************************************************** 
**** 
****************** 
This electronic message contains information from Hampshire Constabulary 

which may be legally privileged and confidential. Any opinions expressed 

may be those of the individual and not necessarily the Hampshire 
Constabulary. 
The information is intended to be for the use of the individual(s) or 
entity 

named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of the 
information 
is 
prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, 
please notify us by telephone +44 (O) 845 045 45 45 or email to 
postmaster@hampshire.pnn.police.uk immediately. 
Please then delete this email and destroy any copies of it. 
All communications, including telephone calls and electronic messages 
to and from the Hampshire Constabulary may be subject to monitoring. 
************************************************************************ 
**** 
***************** 

******************** 
Please read these warnings and requirements: 
This e-mail transmission is strictly confidential and intended solely 
for the addressee. It may contain privileged and confidential 
information and if you are not the intended recipient, you must not 
copy, distribute or take any action in reliance upon it. If you have 
received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender or 
Administrator@ffwlaw.com and delete the e-mail transmission immediately. 
Viruses: Although we have taken steps to ensure that this e-mail and 
attachments are free from any virus, we advise that in keeping with good 
computing practice the recipient should ensure they are actually virus 
free. 
Security Warning: Please note that this e-mail has been created in the 
knowledge that internet e-mail is not a 100% secure communications 
medium. We advise that you understand this lack of security and take 
any necessary measures when e-mailing us. 
Field Fisher Waterhouse reserve the right to read any e-mail or 
attachment entering or leaving its systems from any source without prior 
notice. 
~ list of partners is available at www.ffwlaw.com 

Field Fisher Waterhouse, 35 Vine Street, London EC3N 2AA 
Tel: +44{0)207 861 4000 Fax: +44(0)207 488 0084 CDE: 823 

Field Fisher Waterhouse is regulated by the Law Society. Equity 
Incentives Limited, an incorporated legal practice wholly owned by Field 
Fisher Waterhouse, is regulated by the Law Society and authorised by the 
Financial Services Authority. Equity Incentives Limited trades under its 
own name and as FFW Corporate Finance 
****************************************************************** 

*********************************************************************** 
********************** 
This electronic message contains information from Hampshire Constabulary 

which may be legally privileged and confidential. Any opinions expressed 

may be those of the individual and not necessarily the Hampshire 
Constabulary. 
The information is intended to be for the use of the individual(s) or 
entity 
named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any 
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disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of the 
information is 
prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, 
please notify us by telephone +44 (0) 845 045 45 45 or email to 
postmaster®hampshire.pnn.police.uk immediately. 
Please then delete this email and destroy any copies of it. 
All communications, including telephone calls and electronic messages 
to and from the Hampshire Constabulary may be subject to monitoring. 
************************************************************************ 
********************* 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

fax 
To: Ms Julie Miller Fax: ! CodeA i 

i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 

At: Commission for Heallh Improvement Pages including this one: 

From: Judith Chrystie I Date: 28 November 2002 

Our ref: JZC/HJA/00492-14742/2126843 v1 I Your ref: 

GMC100942-0547 

~001 

THE BJRDPEAN LE;GAL 

ALLIANCE 

The Information contained in this tax is confidential and may be legally privileged. lt is i!'ltended only tor the addressee. Rights to confidentiality and privilege 
afe not waived. If 'you are not the intended recipient, plea6s advise the sender irnmo:=di:~tely; ~ny Cll~clasl.lre. copying or distribution Is prohibited and 
may be unlawrul. 

General Medical Council - Dr. Barton 

Please see attached 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

fax 
To: Ms Julie Miller Fax: 020 7 448 9222 

At: Commission for Health Improvement Pages including this one: 

From: Judith Chrystie Date: 28 November 2002 

Our ref: JZC/HJA/00492-1474212126843 v1 Your ref: 

The information contained in this lax is confidential and may be legally privileged. it is intended only for the addressee. Rights to confidentiality and privilege 
are not waived. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately; any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited and 
may be unlawful. 

General Medical Council - Dr. Barton 

Please see attached 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 Vine Street London EC3N 2AA 

Tel +44 (0)20 7861 4000 Fax +44 (0)20 7488 0084 e-mail info@ffwlaw.com london@thealliancelaw.com 

www.ffwlaw.com www.thealliancelaw.com CDE 823 

London Berlin Dublin DOsseldorf Edinburgh Essen Frankfurt Glasgow Hamburg Leipzig Munich Paris 

Regulated by the Law Society. A list of the names of the partners of FFW and their professional qualifications Is open to Inspection at the above office. 
The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers. 

The European Legal Alliance Is an alliance of Independent law ftrms 



Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

SECTION: News 

LENGTH: 396 words 

Vodden,Jo 
13 November 2002 10:09 
Chrystie, Judith 
RE: GMC Press Search 4/11/02 -11/11/02 

8 of 42 DOCUMENTS 

Copyright 2002 NewsQuest Media Group Limited 

UK Newsquest Regional Press- This is Hampshire 

November 10, 2002 

eEADLINE: Inquiry demanded into hospital deaths. 

BYLINE: Sian Davies (author email sian.davies@soton-echo.co.uk) 

DATELINE: FAREHAMANDGOSPORT 

BODY: 

GMC100942-0549 

FAMILIES of elderly patients who died while at Gosport War Memorial Hospital are calling for a public 
inquiry into their deaths. 

At a press conference staged by a legal firm which is representing 27 families, solicitor Ann Alexander 
confirmed they would be pressing for a full and thorough investigation. 

She said: "We would not rule out calling for an inquiry from any agency but I understand the police are 
currently reinvestigating complaints and I will be meeting with them later this week." 

At the press conference held this morning it was also revealed that 30 more concerned relatives have 
complained to Hampshire police regarding the care their loved ones received while recuperating at the 
cottage hospital during the late 1990s . 

• n a statement read by Richard Follis of Alexander Harris, the legal firm that also represented the 
families of victims of mass murderer Harold Shipman, criticism was voiced on a lack of co-ordination 
between the police and other agencies during previous investigations. 

He said: "Numerous relatives had made complaints to police, the General Medical Council, the 
Nursing and Midwifery Council, the hospital trust and the health authority. 

In several cases early complaints to the police had met with little or no satisfactory response. 

"The family hope that a proper investigation and inquiry would at last be undertaken to look into 
numerous concerns expressed and that where appropriate there would be accountability for any 
individual or system failure that might have occurred." 

At a meeting of the action group yesterday evening support was given for a consolidated investigation 
which could lead to a public inquiry, a move relatives are already backing. 

Bernard Page, whose mother Eva Page died while being treated at Gosport War Memorial Hospital in 
1998, said: "We want a full inquiry into this similar to the Harold Shipman case. Not behind closed 
doors but out in the open so that everyone is accountable. We are pleased that we have now formed 
the action group and are being properly represented." 

The group was formed two months ago after a report by the Commission for Health Improvement 
criticised the prescribing of high doses of strong pain killers to elderly patients. The report also 
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l arn now ubh; to tell you th<lt tl1e an·;;mg(~d nre<-Aing with Hw CFS took phv:.r~ h vm~; agreed. 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE EUROPEAN 'LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

Meeting note 
Name: Judith Chrystie J Call type: Meeting 

Duration: J Date: 20 November 2002 

• Barton - Meeting with Hampshire Constabulary 

• 

Attendees: 

GMC: 

FFW: 

Police: 

Meeting 

Michael Keegan - MK 

Judith Chrystie - JZC 
John Offord- JHO 

DI Nigel Niven - NN 
DC Owen Kenny- OK 

The attendees agreeing that JZC would make a brief minuted note ofthe meeting for circulation to all 

parties. 

The parties introducing themselves and explaining their involvement in the case. 

JZC explaining the situation within the GMC. Advising that the GMC would not proceed if NN 

indicated that to do so could prejudice any policy enquiry. JZC explaining the difference between 

running the case as a conviction matter and one in which we had to prove serious professional 

misconduct. JZC indicating the criminal rules of evidence were applied in GMC proceedings. 

MK updating NN and OK as to the current position of the GMC enquiries. Indicating that the matter 

had both been screened and placed through the PPC. 
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JZC clarifying that the papers that the screener and the PPC had seen had been provided by Acting 

Detective Superintendent Burt. Noting that these papers had been forwarded through to the GMC 

when it appeared that the police were no longer pursuing any criminal investigation. NN advising that 

when, in 1998/1999 concern was raised by the death of Gladys Richards, an investigation had taken 

place which the police admitted was not as effective as it should have been. Advising that the CPS 

had considered the investigation and, in particular, the report prepared by Livesley on the Richard's 
case and had taken the view that causation could not be made out. 

NN explaining that following the CPS's conclusion, the families of the elderly patients stated that 

they considered the police had been too quick to conclude the matter and that as a consequence four 
other cases were "dip sampled" by a new investigating officer, Detective Superintendent James. 

Those other cases were considered by two alternative experts Ford and Munday. 

NN indicating that he was concerned about the issue of causation and whether proving causation may 

be just outside of the Constabulary's reach. Noting, however, that although the file had been 
prepared again for the CPS (by DJ Stickler) and contained information on all five cases, there were a 

number of other incidents which still required full investigation. NN indicating that on statistical 

analysis and a similar fact basis it may be possible to establish causation. Noting that there were 

significant arguments about the appropriateness of the prescribing regime and the instructions left by 

clinical staff. The attendees noting that this was a particular issue for professional regulation given 

that it was not necessary to show that causation resulted in death merely of the inappropriateness of 

the prescribing regime amounted to bad practice. 

NN advising that there were 50 other cases that the police may consider. One of the issues that would 

have to be resolved was whether a policy decision should be made to look at the hundreds of 

individuals who had died at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital. Noting that from 1994 to the period 

in which Dr Barton resigned from the hospital, there were thousands of deaths, 600 of which had 
been certified by Dr Barton. There were further cases in which Dr Barton had provided the care 

although the death may have been certified by a different practitioner. 

Given the number of cases and the provisional views being provided by an alternative expert 
instructed by NN, Professor Robert Forest, NN stating that he was increasingly moving towards the 

view that he was entitled to argue that causation could be made out. NN noting, however, the 

difficulty in showing that death through bronchial illness of pneumonia was a consequence of 

diamorphine. Although it was noted that excessive diamorphine could cause respiratory difficulties, 

the victims were elderly patients who were, therefore, vulnerable in any event. 

NN commenting that although there was a theme developing through the cases to suggest that Jane 
Barton had relied on diamorphine and syringe drivers, the police had to investigate the practices of 

the other practitioners working at Gosport Hospital. The attendees agreed that Jane Barton could not 
be seen to be persecuted alone. 

JZC noting that the environment in which Dr Barton was working in which there were no prescribing 

policies may have allowed her to operate undetected. 

2137965 v2 
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OK identifying the fact that in 1991 concerns had been raised regarding the use of diamorphine by 

junior nurses. MK and JZC advising OK that these papers had been provided to the GMC but did not 

take the matter further in terms of the interim procedures. OK advising the circumstances in which 
the concerns had been made by the junior nurses and the fact that the medical practitioners and senior 

nurses had been opposed to any questioning of the clinical decision making. Noting that the fact that 

concerns had been raised some years previously did suggest that there was something amiss with 

James Barton's practice over a period of years. 

NN noting that there appeared to be a lack of motive. OK was continuing to look at this element. 

NN advising that Liam Donaldson had asked Professor Baker to consider the issues raised by the 

cases identified by the police. NN had persuaded Professor Baker to also expand his enquiries into 

Dr Barton's GP practice. NN noting that Professor Baker's analysis of the statistics would take some 

time. 

JZC advising that the GMC had the power to make an interim order suspending or placing conditions 

upon a medical practitioner's registration notwithstanding the fact that he or she had not been found 

guilty of serious professional misconduct. Stating that in this instance the IOC had determined not to 
place any interim order upon Dr Barton's registration. Noting that this was based on a convincing 

argument by Dr Barton explaining the lack of resources and supervision and the poor conditions 

under which she had had to work. Stating that given that the police were suggesting that there was 

potentially hundreds of deaths caused by Dr Barton and were actively assessing whether a murder 

charge could be prosecuted, JZC would be concerned to protect the patients and the public interest by 

presenting new evidence to an IOC Panel. 

The parties discussing the disclosure requirements for GMC. Noting that the GMC would be forced 

to disclose any document which they wished to present to an IOC hearing in reliance of a request for 
an interim order. 

NN appreciating the vulnerability of the GMC to criticism if a patient was killed at the hands of Dr 

Barton when the GMC could have taken action to prevent her from practising. He was, however, 

concerned regarding disclosure of material which he would not wish revealed to the doctor at too 

early a stage. NN stating that it would possible for him to write a letter for the GMC indicating that 

police investigations were continuing and that there were a minimum of 50 patients whose deaths 
would be analysed. The letter could also advise that early medical advice suggested that the deaths 

had been hastened by the prescribing regime provided by Dr Barton. The attendees agreeing that the 

letter from NN would also formally request that the GMC state their proceedings. 

JZC expressing concern that the defence could argue that Dr Barton was no longer working at 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital and, therefore, patients were not at risk from diamorphine 

prescriptions or syringe drivers. OK noting in this regard that Dr Barton's private practice would 

include elderly patients. JZC commenting that although she appreciated that it had not yet been 
determined whether the criminal enquiry should consider the private/GP practice, it would be helpful 

if the fact that investigations may be expanded in this direction could be included within the letter to 
the GMC. NN stating that whilst he would wish to assist the GMC as far as possible, it may be 
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difficult for him to add this element to any letter. Noting that Professor Baker had agreed to expand 

his analysis to include Barton's private practise, but this was not part of his specific remit established 

by Liam Donaldson. 

NN advising that the letter to the GMC would also formally establish the Constabulary's commitment 

to liaise closely with the GMC. The parties agreeing that fonnalletters would be written outlining 

information that was possible for the GMC to disclose. There would also be contact through e-mail, 
telephone and further meetings. JZC advising that she was likely to phone NN on a monthly basis so 

that she could report back to the GMC in her monthly reports! 

The parties noting that Alexander Harris had expressed concern that the individuals involved in the 

various investigations and enquiries were not liaising. Noting the commitment to liaise closely could 

be articulated to Ann Alexander at Alexander Harris - it would, however, be necessary to stress the 
different role that each of the particular stakeholders were bound to adopt. Detail would not be 

provided about the level of communication or the information being passed between the parties but 

Alexander Harris should be advised that formal channels of communication had been developed. 

In this regard, NN advising that he had met with Ann Alexander last week. The meeting had been 

productive in that it had been on a non-adversarial basis. Stating that Ann Alexander had used the 

media to generate publicity for her firm following the meeting, however, formal channels of 

communication had been established and it had been agreed that the family could raise concerns 

regarding any police investigation through Alexander Harris. Hampshire Constabulary had also 
agreed to advise any new individuals that Alexander Harris were acting for relatives; NN stressing 

that this would not be a referral service but merely informative. 

NN stating that an important date was his meeting with the CPS scheduled for 28 November 2002. 

This meeting would establish the Constabulary's expectations as to the speed with which the CPS 

should consider the papers. NN advising that if the CPS did not consider the matter should proceed 

to a prosecution, the case could be considered by Treasury Counsel (an alternative Treasury Counsel 

from that which considered the initial referral ofthe Richard's case). 

OK querying whether the GMC had any record ofDr Barton's qualifications as he did not have a full 

history or CV. The GMC would attempt to track down as much information as possible. 

The GMC also would pass on any Rule 6 response letter if appropriate. JZC also advising that the 

GMC had received two other complaints Carby and Batson. NN and OK did not recognise these 

names as individuals within the 50 cases being investigated by the Constabulary. JZC to pass the 
documents through to the Constabulary. 

There appeared to be a culture of resorting to diamorphine care too quickly (perhaps for a easy life?). 
The parties identified the fact that there may be problems with other doctors. MK advising NN and 

OK that the case against Lord had been "screened" within the GMC procedures and a decision taken 
not to pursue the matter. 
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As regards disclosure, JZC stating that she would work on the assumption that any documents 

provided by the police would be undisclosable unless she was specifically advised otherwise in 

writing. JZC stating that the GMC enquiry, once it was permitted to proceed would, of course, have 
to disclose any documentation passed through by the police. NN and OK appreciating this fact and 

noting that at that stage, in any event, the policy enquiry would be concluded. NN stating that once 

the police enquiry was concluded it would be possible to pass JZC all relevant documentation and, 

indeed, this was the basis on which the police worked. 

JZC explaining that we had received a report from CHI. She explained that we wished to obtain the 

documents that had been considered by the CHI investigation team and, moreover, visit CHI in order 

to analyse the witness statements taken. Stating that there would be no intention to interview the 

witnesses. NN agreeing that this would not prejudice any police investigation and JZC and JHO 
could proceed with this aspect of the GMC enquiry. 

The parties summarising the fact that NN would provide a letter to the GMC which could be used by 

the GMC in an IOC hearing, which would formally ask the GMC to stay their investigations and 

which would state that the parties were committed to regular liaison. (JZC and MK noting that it may 

be difficult to persuade an IOC panel to place an interim order based only on a letter but identifying 

that this was the best position). NN advising that the police would advise the GMC of any significant 
event and would release information if it was appropriate for them to do so. 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

Meeting note 
Name: Judith Chrystie I Call type: Meeting 

Duration: I Date: 20 November 2002 

• Barton - Pre-Meeting with FFW and GMC 

JZC and JHO meeting with MK prior to the meeting with the Hampshire Constabulary. 

JZC advising MK that this meeting was important to determine how FFW and the GMC could 

proceed with their enquiry. JZC advising that, to date, she had been reluctant to do anything other 

than read into the file owing to the possibility that action could prejudice the police enquiry. 

JZC advising that she had identified the Chi documents she wished to obtain and, indeed, felt that it 

would be beneficial for her and JHO to go through to Chi and read the witness statements in order to 

identify who from the many statements taken should be proofed as part of the GMC enquiry. MK 
agreeing this would be useful providing the police permitted JZC to undertake this task. 

MK advising that he had received a further letter from Alexander Harris (Solicitors for the relatives of 

• the deceased elderly patients). Alexander Harris were concerned that the GMC should not proceed to 

a public hearing until the conclusion of the police matters. MK recognising the advice from JZC and 

JHO that we would be unable to do anything if the police were investigating the matter further. 

JZC also stating that she and MSL had briefly considered the further complaints. Stating that these 

appeared to be of similar kind enough allegations to allow the matters to be presented under Rule 
11(2). Stating that we would, of course, have to identify the matters to the police and to offer them 
the opportunity to investigate the cases. 
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Your reference: 
In reply please quote 

FR/PR/31243/1/9516 
MK/2000/204 7 

GMC100942-0559 

GENERAL 
1\.\EDICAL 

Please address your reply to Conduct Case Presentation Secti~ ObJ N C I l 
Fax 020 7915 3696 

2 December 2002 

Mr Richard Follis 
Alexander Harris 
Cheriton House 
51 Station Road 
Solihull 
West Midlands 819 3RT 

Dear Mr Follis 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

Thank you for your letter of 28 November 2002. 

Protecting patients, 
guiding doctors 

I note the authorities enclosed with your letter and that you are awaiting one further 
authority, presumably from Mr Farthing. 

I will certainly keep you informed of {ievelopments. You should know that we have 
instructed Messrs Field Fisher Waterhouse in this matter and that I have copied your 
letter to their Ms Judith Christie. 

I spoke to a number of your clients about two weeks ago and assured them that we 
would not proceed to public inquiry while police investigations were ongoing. We are 
in ongoing liaison with the police and await further information as to the likely course 
of their inquiries . 

As you know, we decided that no further action by the GMC was warranted in 
relation to Mrs Bulbeck's complaint. We are considering inclusion of Mrs Carby's 
complaint under No. 11 of the GMC Preliminary Proceedings Committee and 
Professional Conduct Committee (Procedure) Rules 1988. I will revert to you about 
this as soon as possible. 

Yours sincerely 
.--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-i 
i i 
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Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
Direct Li n e·-·--·-·-·-·-----~---·----~-·-·1 

Direct F axi_·-·----~-~~~---~·-·-·j 
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Alexander 
Harris 
solicitors 

Mr Michael Hudspith 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London 
W1W 5JE 

6 November 2002 

Dear Mr Hudspith 

Re: Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

I thank you for your letter of 31st October 2002. 

Ourref: 

Yourref: 

Please ask for: 

Direct dial: 

RF/EP/31243/1/9516 
2002/0553 
RICHARD FOLLIS 

r·-·-·····-"EoCie-A··-·-·-·-·-·-: 
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

GMC100942-0560 

This firm acts for the individuals named in the attached Schedule and I would be grateful if you would 

please provide the information requested in my letter of 25th October in relation to each of these'bther 

complaints. 

Yours sincerely 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

~----~~~-~-~--_] 
RICHARD FOLLIS 
PARTNER 
ALEXANDER HARRIS 

richard.follis@alexanderharris.co.uk 

? 

Alexander Harris, Cheriton House, 51 Station Road, Solihull, West Midlands 891 3RT Telephone: +44(0)121 711 5111 Facsimile: +44(0)121 711 5100 
OX 720080 Solihull. E-mail: info@alexanderharris.co.uk Web Site: www.alexanderharris.co.uk 

Also at: Ashley House, Ashley Road, Altrincham, Cheshire. WA 14 2DW Telephone: +44(0)161 g25 5555 Facsimile: +44(0)161 g25 5500 OX 1g866 Altrincham 1. 

1 Dyers Buildings, London EC1N 2JT United Kingdom Telephone: +44(0)20 7430 5555 Facsimile: +44(0)20 7430 5500 OX 460 London Chancery Lane. 

Partners: David N Harris LL.B, Ann Alexander LL.B (Hons) M.B.A (Managing Partner), Lesley Herbertson M.A (Cantab), Nicola Castle LL.B (Hons) LLM, Richard Follis LL.B (Hons), 

Jenny Kennedy, Lindsay Wise B.A (Hons), Grainne Barton LL.B (Hons), Richard Barr, Christian Beadell LL.B (Hons), Auriana Griffiths LL.B {Hons) 

Consultant: Prof. Daniel S Simons B.A (Hons) J.O (Member of the Florida Bar) 

Associates: Yee Fan Sit LL.B {Hons), Douglas 1. Silas LL.B (Hons), Susannah Read Ll.B (Hons), Tim Annett LL.B (Hons), Kim Barrett B.A (Hons) LLM. Jonathan Setts LL.B (Hons), 

Jo Masters LL.B IHons), ·sue Tay1or, "Debbie Murphy RGN, RM. Dip N, "Kirsty R Richards, .. Kirsten limb B.Sc (Hons). "(not a practising solicitor) 

Alexander Harris is a franchised firm and a member of the Community Legal Service 
Regulated by The Law Society 
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GMC100942-0561 

SCHEDULE OF COMPLAINTS MADE TO GMC 

Marjorie Bulbeck 

Emily Yeats 

Bernard Page 

lain Wilson 

Rita Carby 

Charles Farthing 

Gillian McKenzie 
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Your reference: RF/EP/31243/1/9516 

Our reference: MH/misc 

21 November 2002 

Richard Follis 
Alexander Harris Solicitors 
Cheriton House 
51 Station Road 
Solihull . 
West Midlands 891 3RT 

Dear Mr Follis 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

GMC100942-0563 

GENERAL 
M._EDICAL 
COUNCIL 
Protecting pLiticnts. 

guiding doctors 

I write further to your letter of 6 November 2002 and our recent telephone 
conversation. 

You have enquired about complaints made to the GMC by the following clients of 
yours: 

7 

Name of client Name of relative 

1. Marjorie Bulbeck Dulcie Middleton 
I 

2. Emily Yeats Alice Wilkie 

3. Bernard Page Eva Page 

4. lain Wilson Robert Wilson 

5. Rita Carby Stanley Carby 

6. Charles Farthing Arthur Cunningham 

7. Gillian Mackenzie Gladys Richards 

On 12 September 2002 we wrote to clients 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 to inform them that after 
considering information received from Hampshire Constabulary concerning the 
deaths at Gosport War Memorial Hospital of their respective relatives, the Council's 
Preliminary Proceedings Committee (PPC) decided that the reported actiot:ls of 
Or Jane Barton be referred to the Professional Conduct Committee for inquiry into 
whether a charge of serious professional misconduct should be formulated against 
Or Barton. 

On 9 October 2002 we wrote to Mrs Carby to inform her that her complaint (which 
was not made available to the PPC due to its late arrival) would be passed to our 

178 Great Portland Street London WIW SJE Telephone o2o g8o.7642 Fax o2o 791t; 3641 

email gmc@gmc-uk.org W\\"w.gmc-uk.org 
Registered Charity No. I o 8 9 2 7 8 
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solicitors to g~ssess and to establish whether it could or should be added to those 
matters already referred by the PPC. 

On 7 November 2002 we wrote to Mrs Bulbeck to inform her that, after carefully 
considering her particular complaint, we had decided that no further action by the 
GMC was warranted. 

I hope that you find this information helpful. Please note that those cases which are 
currently 'live' are being dealt with in our Conduct Case Presentation Team by my 
colleague Michael Keegan, tel[·.~--~--~--~--~--~~~~-~~~--~~~--~--~--~--~--~--~·.1 

Yours sincerely 

r--cc;-CJ-e--A--1 
' ' i i 

:_·-·-·-·-·-7-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-.i 

Michael Hudspith 

• DF~tnet sL~ t~-~!~:!~s-~--~-~_rectorate 1rec me:; ! 

Fax Line: o! Code A i 

• 

e-mail: [~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~] 

ProtectinB patients, 

auidina doctors 
2 



I 

• 

Alexander 
Harris 
solicitors 

Conduct Case Presentation Team 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London 
W1W 5JE 

28 November 2002 

Dear Mr Keegan 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

I thank you for Michael Hudspith's letter of 6 November. 

GMC100942-0565 

Ourref: RF/PR/31243/1/9516 
Yourref: 

Please ask for: RICHARD FOLLIS 
Direct dial: ~~~~~~~~-~e:.!L~~J 

Please find enclosed authorities from theJollowing indicating that they wish us to represent them in GMC 

proceedings:-

1. Bernard Page 7 

2. lain Wilson 

3. Rita Carby 

4. Emily Yeats 

5. Gillian McKenzie 

Please note our interest and keep us updated as to progress. I am currently awaiting 1 further authority 

and shall forward this to you as soon as I receive it. 

Yours sincerely 

r-·-·-c·-c;-cre·-·-A-·-·-·1 
i ! 
i.·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-) 

RICHARD FOLLIS 
ALEXANDER HARRIS 

!"-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 

i CodeA i 
i i 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

Code A 



I 

' 

To: The General Medical Council 

Your Reference 

.. -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·; 

I, Rita Carby, of! Code A !wish to be represented in my 
L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J . 

GMC100942-0566 

complaint to the GMC as to the treatment of Stanley Carby by b·r Jane Barton at Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital by my solicitors Alexander Harris of Cheriton House, 51 Station Road, 

Solihull, West Midlands, 891 3RT. 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 
! i 

si9ned.J Code A ! , 
t·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~j 

~ 3 -- 1 t -- ~~ Dated ............. I( ....... Y. ...... , 



.. 

• 

I 

To: The General Medical Council 

Your Reference 

GMC100942-0567 

I, lain Wilson, of [:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~~~:~~:A~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~] wish to be represented in my complaint 

to the GMC as to the treatment of Robert Caldwell Wilson by Dr Jane Barton at Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital by"my solicitors Alexander Harris of Cheriton House, 51 Station Road, 

Solihull, West Midlands, 891 3RT. 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--~---·-·-·---·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·" 
i ! 

signel Code A I 
i ! 
i.-·-·-·-..-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-.--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

/1- 11- 02 Dated ............................... · 



I 

To: The General Medical Council 

Your Reference 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ ! I 

I, Bernard Page, of~ Code A Wish to be represented in my 
i--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-1 

GMC100942-0568 

complaint to the GMC as to the treatment of Eva lsabel Page by Dr Jane Barton at Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital by my solicitors Alexander Harris of Cheriton House·,· 51 Station Road, 

Solihull, West Midlands, 891 3RT. 

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 
i i 

! CodeA ! 
Signed . L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 

15 4(Ai~~(f):2.. 
Dated .............................. . 



I 

I 

GMC100942-0569 

( . . ' 

tj 

To: The General Medical Council 

Your Reference 

I, Emily Yeats, of r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·cocfe·A·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·iwish to be represented in my 
i.·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

complaint to the GMC as to the treatment of Alice Wilkie by Or Jane Barton at Gosport War 

Memorial Hospital by my solicitors Alexander Harris of Cheriton House, 51 Station Road, 

·Solihull, West Midlands, 891 3RT. 

Dated ... \~.\.u.\.~ ........ 



To: The General Medical Council 

Your Reference 

GMC100942-0570 

I I, Gillian McKenzie, of ;:::::::::::::::::~~~~~::::::::::::::::1 Wish to be represented in my 

I 

complaint to the GMC as to the treatment of Gladys Richards by Or Jane Barton at Gosport 

War Memorial Hospital by my solicitors Alexander Harris of Cheriton House, 51 Station Road, 

Solihull, West Midlands, 891 3RT. 

signed .. r-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·c_o_d_e-·A-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 
L·-·-·-·-~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-J 

-'2-1 l \. 0 £_. Dated ............... : ............. .. 
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FIELD FISHER WATE~HOUSE 

fax 
To: Major Crime investigation Scheme Fax; 023 8059 9838 

At: I Pages including this one: O 
From: Judith Chrystie I Date: 15 November 2002 

Our ref: JZC/00492-14742/2118076 v1 I Your ref: 

THE ELJRDPEAN \.~GAL 

ALLIANCE 

The infonn<Jtion eonlllinell In till a fSJ( la confidential ;md mlly be legally privileged. lt la Intended t~nly for tl'le aaaresaae. Right$ t~;~ eonr.den~allty and privilege 
are not waived. 1r you are not the Intended recipicnl, please adVI!!e the sander lmmediatsly; any diselo3ura. copying or di:~tribullon Is prohlblred and 
may be unlawful. 

General Medical Council - Or J Barton 

Please see attached 



' 

I 

GMC100942-0572 

.. 

FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE EUIUIPEAN 1.EGAL 

ALLIANCE 

fax 
To: Major Crime investigation Scheme Fax: 023 8059 9838 

At: Pages including this one: O 
From: Judith Chrystie Date: 15 November 2002 

Our ref: JZC/00492-14742/2118076 v1 Your ref: 

The information contained in this fax is confidential and may be legally privileged. lt is intended only for the addressee. Rights to confidentiality and privilege 
are not waived. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately; any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited and 
may be unlawful. 

General Medical Council - Dr J Barton 

Please see attached 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 Vine Street London EC3N 2AA 

Tel +44 (0)20 7861 4000 Fax +44 (0)20 7488 0084 e-mail info@ffwlaw.com london@thealliancelaw.com 

www.ffwlaw.com www.thealliancelaw.com CDE 823 

London Berlin Dublin Dusseldorf Edinburgh Essen Frankfurt Glasgow Hamburg Munich Paris 

Regulated by the Law Society. A list of the names of the partners of FFW and their professional qualifications is open to inspection at the above office. 
The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers. 

The European Legal Alliance is an alliance of independent law firms 



GMC100942-0573 

----F1 ELD FISH ER WATERHOUSE 

' 
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Our Ref: JZC/00492-14742/2118076 v1 

Strictly Private & Confidential 

DI Nigel Niven 
Major Crime investigation Scheme 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
S015 2JX 

15 November 2002 

DearNigel 

General Medical Council • Dr J Barton 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

In anticipation of our meeting at 11.30am on 20 November 2002, I attach a map showing the location 

of this firm's offices. 

I shall attend the meeting together with Michael Keegan, the case-worker at the GMC and my 
colleague John Offord. John is working on the case with me and will carry out the bulk of any 

investigative work required for the GMC enquiry. 

I look forward to meeting with you then . 

Solicitors to the General Medical Council 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 \fw,s Street London EC31'~ 2P..A 

Tel ~de: •C::?C :se;_::::::~ Fax +44 (0)20 7488 0084 e-n1ail info@fk.•:c.w.com london@thealliancelav-:.com 

www.': :•la.-..cc:•·, www.thealliancelaw.com CDE B~n 

London Beri:n O::l:din Dl.isselciorf Edinbut·gh Essen F:-ankfurt Glasgovv Hamburg Munich Pa:·is 

' ~ ;_ = 
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GMC100942-0574 

Dr Banon Page l of 1 

Chrystle, Judith 

From: Mietwel Keeg.=m (791 !S 7437[~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~~~A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J 
Sent: 07 November 2002 ·1 :1:0·1 

To: r-·-·-·-·-·-·cocie·-A·-·-·-·-·-·-·: 
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

Subj{~CL Dr Barton 

.Judifh, 

l hnve tKKln infonned by rny C<llk<~tJO, IV1idi~'iOl Hud~,>pith in SrTe<:lniii(J, th:::'ll :,'l complaint <"lbout De l..ocd. 
Con~-;u!tt~nt Dl l.l'li'' (lospun V\lf:J 1\kHnori<'J! Hn~_~pib'JL l1Hs r-r::ccontly b-oon cln-:.H.~(L 

lvhcl;;::e! Kr:WfJ<';lrl 
Conduct (>:lf;c Prosi'>nlation ;:;;ectit:m 

l 0/11/2002 



DrBarton 

Chrystie, Judith 

From: Michael Keegan (7915 7 437) r-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·c·ocie_A_·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

Sent: 07 November 2002 13:01 

r o = i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-coCie-·p:·-·-·-·-·-·-·-i 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 

Subject: Dr Barton 

Judith, 

GMC100942-0575 

Page 1 of 1 

I have been informed by my colleage, Michael Hudspith in Screening, that a complaint about Dr Lord, 
Consultant at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital, has recently been closed. 

Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
Direct Lini-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·: 

Direct Fax! Code A ! 
Email: mke ! 

! i 
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·.: 

J 

10/11/2002 



FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our Ref: JZC/00492-14742/2118076 vi 

Strictly Private & Confidential 

DI Nigel Niven 
Major Crime investigation Scheme 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
S015 2JX 

15 November 2002 

DearNigel 

General Medical Council- Or J Barton 

GMC100942-0576 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

In anticipation of our meeting at 11.30am on 20 November 2002, I attach a map showing the location 

ofthis firm's offices. 

I shall attend the meeting together with Michael Keegan, the case-worker at the GMC and my 

colleague John Offord. John is working on the case with me and will carry out the bulk of any 

investigative work required for the GMC enquiry. 

I look forward to meeting with you then. 

_yqg~~I~]y_ ______________________ _ 

!Code AI 
1Jumlrr·Gnrys ·Er-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-: 

!~5~~~~~!-~~--·"-=~---~ 
i CodeA i 
i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·~ 

Solicitors to the General Medical Council 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 '::ne Stre,"'" Lsrdon EC?I\I ':'."'' J. 

Tel -:-44 {0.~2C -:861 .:~GOO Fax ..!-,__j.4 iC)Y2C· 7..::.~33 GG84 e-m ail :r~fe:@ffvvlC,V/.C:Orn londoncQthealliancelav~:.cc!ll 

www.~=f·:v:a~..v.corn www.theallianceia\N,:-.::crn C DE 8~3 

London Ber11n Dubiin Dussc!cioi"f 
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Your reference: 
in reply please quote fvlK/2000/204 7 

P!i)ase sddnms your rt~p~y to Conduct Casa Prm~ont~Hun s~}ctid:~~:, 'iFJbbJ 
Fa~ 020 '7915 :KS96 ., 

1 t\lnvmntHU 2002 

M~:; Judith Chdtie 
Me~~';gn F:leld F~shnr WalnrhtH.t~:;o 
35 Vkv; Street 
L.ondon ~:::c~3f\! ;.:?f.\/\ 

[)t:c<J.f ,Judith 

GMC100942-0579 

·.=~.: ·· .. =,· '=.·.· 

.:;:, .... • 

.::::·::. 

You wore to arranqo a menUnu wil:h !:ho Harnpshiro Pullce and, on 2:?. Oc!:f)bf':r 200:? ! 
hJxfx:l you a totter I had received with details of thn now officor in d·lmTJfJ of the 
inventirp::~tion. ! should be on:.~tefu! if you would lot rno know when you mr.-HI<·l~JO to 
rnakn the nGct::.JS>SEFY arTfH!fJOtTl(·mts for a mentinu. 

On 7 October 2002 l sent details of cornpbints rngardin9 Mr Carby and Mrs 
Gi!bnrh:>on for you to revlevv and discuss re~prding possible inclusion undm Hulo 1 'l, 
! also sent you a copy of the~ CI·H mport and subsequently advised tlwt M~) Miller at 
CH! was awaitinq confirmation as to what clocurnontntion '>t<..<'H requirE-xL 

~---co-aE;--A--1 
l·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~-·-·-·-·J 

Mh.;tKwd Kee~vm 
Conduct GaHo PresentaHon S0'ction 
Dire et Line: :--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·: 

Direct Fax:~ Code A i 
EmaH: rnke~ ! 

i..·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-i 



Alexander 
Harris 
solicitors 

FIRST CLASS 
Michael Hudspith 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
General Medical Council 
178 Great Portland Street 
London 
W1W 5JE ALSO BY FAX 

25 October 2002 

Dear Mr Hudspith 

Our ref: 

Yourref: 

Please ask for: 

Direct dial: 

Or Jane Barton and Or V Lord - Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

GMC100942-0580 

RF/LS/31243/1/9516 

RICHARD FOLLIS 

~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

We act for l ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-co"(ie-·-A-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- together 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ~ 

with 18 other families who are concerned about events at Gosp-orTiJ\lar·-~femQi:(afHos"f:>lfac·-·-·-·-·-·-; 

We understand that a number of complaints have been made to the General Medical Council confined so 

far as we are aware to the above two doctors. We further understand that certain individual complaints 

have so far as you are concerned been concluded although it appears from our instructions that others 

may be ongoing. 

We would be grateful if you would please confirm whether there are any and if so what continuing 

proceedings or investigations on the part of the GMC in relation to either of the above two doctors or 

arising out of events generally at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

We anticipate that we may well receive instructions to submit witness statements in support of 

complaints against Or Barton and Or Lord. 

We have a meeting with our clients on Sunday 3rd November and would be grateful please for a 

response in advance of that meeting. 

Yours faithfully 

r-·-·-·-·-·-·cc;·Cie·-·A-·-·-·-·-·-·- 1 

~--·-·-·-·Al:roN"oek-·HARRis·-·-·-·1 

Alexander Harris, Ashley House, Ashley Road, Altrincham. Cheshire. WA14 2DW Telephone: +44(0)161 925 5555 Facsimile: +44(0)161 925 5500 
DX 19866 Altrincham 1. E-mail: info@alexanderharris.co.uk Web Site: www.alexanderharris.co.uk 

Also at: 1 Dyers Buildings. London EC1N 2JT United Kingdom Telephone: +44(0)20 7430 5555 Facsimile: +44(0)20 7430 5500 OX 460 London Chancery Lane. 
Cheriton House. 51 Station Road. Solihull. West Midlands B913RT Telephone: +44(0)121 711 5111 Facsimile: +44(0)121 711 5100 OX 720080 Solihull. 

Partners: David N Harris LL.B. Ann Alexander LLB (Hons) M.B.A (Managing Partner), Lesley Herbertson M.A (Cantab), Nicola Castle LL.B (Hons) LLM. Richard Follis LLB (Hons). 

Jenny Kennedy, Undsay Wise B. A (Hons), Grainne Barton LLB (Hens). Richard Barr, Christian Beadell LLB (Hens), Auriana Griffiths LLB (Hons) 

Consultant: Prof. Daniel S Simons B. A (Hons) J.D {Member of the Florida Bar) 
Associates: Yee Fan Sit LL.B (Hons). Douglas 1. Silas LL.B (Hons), Susannah Read LL.B (Hons). Tim Annett LLB (Hons). Kim Barrett B.A (Hons) LLM. Jonathan Setts LL.B (Hons), 

Jo Masters LL.B (Hons), ·sue Taylor, "Debbie Murphy RGN, RM, Dip N, "Kirsty R Richards, "Kirsten Limb B.Sc {Hons). "(not a practising solicitor) 

Alexander Harris is a franchised firm and a member of the Community Legal Service 

Regulated by The Law Society 



Your reference: RF/LS/31243/1/9516 

Our reference: 2002/0553 

31 October 2002 

By fax and postr-·-·-·-·-·codEi_A_·-·-·-·-·-i 
• t·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 

Richard Follis 
Alexander Harris Solicitors 
Ashley House 
AshleyRoad 
Altrinchani 
Cheshire 
WA14 2DW 

Dear Mr Follis 

Gosport War Memorial Hospital 

GMC1 00942-0581 

GENERAL 
M_EDICAL 
COUNCIL 
Protecting patients, 

guiding doctors 

Thank you for your letter of 25 October 2002 concerning Gospoft War Memorial 
Hospital. I returned from annual leave yesterday and apologise for the delay in 
responding. 

The GMC's consideration of complaints about doctors prior to a public hearing before the 
Professional Conduct Committee is confidential to the individual complaint and doctor 
concerned. I am therefore unable to pr<?..Xi~~--§1-~.Y_.~g.!:Tlment about whether c9mplaints 
made by people other than your client,!_·-·--~-~-~-~--~---·-! may be on-going or closed. 

I .-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-; 
As you will be aware,i Code A !complaint about Or Barton was considered in June 
2002 by.J~Qtb.J~t.m~d.iGar~in-d-iay·-rri"ember of the Council. For the reasons outlined in our 
letter tol _____ g_9._~-~--~·-·-jof 11 June 2002, the members did not consider that her complaint 
raised any issue of serious professional misconduct or serious professional misconduct 
on the part of Dr Barton. 

You indicate in your letter that you may, in the future, submit witness statements to the 
GMC in support of further individual complaints. Should you do so I should be gratefu·l if 
you would forward these for the attention of my colleague, Michael Keegan. 

,·-·-·-·-·Y.o_u.rs_sjn.cere.IY... ___________________ ; 

I Code AI 
' ' i i 

L7____ -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 

Michael Hudspith 
Fitness to Practise Directorate 
Direct Liner---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-? 

Fax Line: oL.~-~-~-~-.A.J 
e-mail: c:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~~:~~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:J 

'i , 
\ 

! 

178 Great Portland Street London WIW SJE. Telephone o2o 7S8o 7642 Fax o2o 79IS 3641 

email gmc@gmc-uk.org www.gmc-uk.org 
Registered Charity No. 1089278 



RE: Barton 

Ctirystie, Judith 

From: Chrystie, Judith 

Sent: 01 November 2002 17:05 

To: 'Michael Keegan (7915 7437)' 

Subject: RE: Barton 

Thank you! 

-----Original Message-----
From: Michael Keegan (7915 7437) f-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-c·ocfe-A·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2002 4::Zrf'M·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·' 
To: 'Chrystie, Judith' 
Subject: RE: Barton 

Dear Judith 

I'm very sorry. I attach my letter herewith. 

I'm happy to travel over to your offices for meeting with police. 

Regards 

Michael 

-----Original Message-----
From: Chrystie, Judith r-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-C-ode-·A-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-i 
Sent: 01 Nov 2002 15 :~\J-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 1 

To: 'Michael Keegan r-·-C-ode-·A-·-i 
Subject: RE: Barton '·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·! 

Dear Michael 

GMC100942-0582 

Page 1 of3 

There was no attachment. Can you send it through to me again so that I can make sure I pick 
up on any other points in my letter to you! 

03/11/2002 

I have spoken with the Police again. The relevant officers have an appointment in London on 
that day at some time so will be coming to FFW's offices (or over with you if you'd prefer). 
They've yet to tie up the time for the other engagement but will firm up in the next few days. 
have pencilled off the whole day but will let you know the exact time once I know. 

Thanks! 

Judith 

-----Original Message-----
From: Michael Keegan (7915 7437) i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-cc;(!;,;-A-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-i 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2002 2:5~q:>rv;·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·tJ-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-' 

To: 'Chrystie, Judith' 
Subject: RE: Barton 

Judith, 

Thanks for that. I coincidentally wrote to you yesterdy (I attach an electronic copy herewith), but 
you can probably ignore that now. 

20th November is fine with me. I'll put it in my diary now. Please let me know the time and 
arrangements for getting there. 



RE: Barton 

03/11/2002 

I await your letter and hope that you are feeling better. 

Regards 

Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
Direct Line: !-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·: 

Dire~tFax: ~ Code A i 
Emall: mkee i 

l·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

-----Original Message-----
From: Chrystie, Judit~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-C-ode-·A-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 
Sent: 01 Nov 2002 14:'Jir·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·" 

To: 'C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J 
Subject: Barton 

Dear Michael 

I have just received a call from Mr Newdon at the Major Crime Team in 

Southampton. He apologised for the fact that I have had to repeatedly fax 

and call to try and arrange a meeting. 

He has suggested a meeting on 20 November 2002. Are you available on this 

day? 

I indicated that the suggested date was much later than we would have hoped 

for given the scheduling of the matter for April2003. Mr Newdon explained 

that one of the officers (and indeed I have been advised of this when I have 

tried to ring him previously) is on annual leave until the middle of next 

week, that the rest of that week is taken up seeing family members and 

lawyers on the case and that the following week there are a number of 

internal procedural matters that are taking up the days. 

From the discussions I had with him it does very much appear that the 

criminal proceedings are ongoing and that the Police are actively and 

closely scrutinising what happened at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

I am preparing a detailed letter of advice to you regarding all the other 

issues in this case. I am sorry that I have not been in communication 

before now. I am afraid that illness and another long -running hearing have 

taken me out of the office for much of the last few weeks and although I, 

and my colleagues on the case, have been able to keep up the chasing calls 

to the police, I am very conscious that I have not yet replied to you 

substantively in a number of other regards. 

Kind regards 

Judith 

Judith Chrystie 
Professional Regulatory Group 

i·-·cc;·CI·e--A·-~ 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·j 

GMC100942-0583 

Page 2 of3 



RE: Barton 

03/1112002 

GMC100942-0584 

Page 3 of3 

********************************************************************** 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they 
are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify 
jad@ffwlaw.com 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 Vine Street London EC3N 2AA 
Tel: +44(0)207 861 4000 
Fax: +44(0)207 488 0084 
CDE: 823 

Regulated by the Law Society in the conduct of investment business 
********************************************************************** 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subj~ct: 

[~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~] 
01 November 2002 ·1 5:24 
Chrystie, Juditli 
To! Messa9e 

GMC100942-0585 

Ni9oi Noon (~Jewn) callod. He said th<:1l il it is ol<:<_'IY witl"l you, hirnself and A.N. Other wiU b{~ in London on 20th 
November <'lnd would lil<e to r·ned with you and Midl<-w! Keeg<.HL If you wou!d ii!\t~ to qo to H;~r-np~~~~1ire t:hey can 
!'adlitat:e thh~ but !w has other busirwsc> in London and it would be Yfo~ry hdpfu! if ti"1f:l llKletinq could be here. 

Ph call r--c~-d-~---A-1 
' ' i i 
i.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

Mob Ho: 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-) 

Code A 

[::.~()/V.L<::~<·~.r./}··;;:. 

&ID:: 
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RE: Barton 

Chrystie, Judith 

From: Chrystie, Judith 

Sent: 01 November 2002 15:50 

To: 'Michael Keegan (7915 7 437)' 

Subject: RE: Barton 

Dear Michael 

GMC100942-0586 

Page 1 of2 

There was no attachment. Can you send it through to me again so that I can make sure I pick up on any 
other points in my letter to you! 

I have spoken with the Police again. The relevant officers have an appointment in London on that day at 
some time so will be coming to FFW's offices (or over with you if you'd prefer). They've yet to tie up the time 
for the other engagement but will firm up in the next few days. I have pencilled off the whole day but will let 
you know the exact time once I know. 

Thanks! 

Judith 

-----Original Message----- "·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
From: Michael Keegan (7915 7437) [mailtq Code A i 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2002 2:57 PM ~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

To: 'Chrystie, Judith' 
Subject: RE: Barton 

Judith, 

Thanks for that. I coincidentally wrote to you yesterdy (I attach an electronic copy herewith), but you can 
probably ignore that now. 

20th November is fme with me. I'll put it in my diary now. Please let me know the time and arrangements for 
getting there. 

I await your letter and hope that you are feeling better. 

Regards 

Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
Direct Line!-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-: 

Direct Fax:! Code A i 
Email: mk~ ~ 

i_·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 

-----Original Message-----
From: Chrystie, Judith [ mailtor·-·-·-·-·-·-Coc:fe)~··-·-·-·-·-·-·j 

=·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
Sent: 01 Nov 2002 14:38 

To: t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~] 
Subject: Barton 

Dear Michael 

I have just received a call from Mr Newdon at the Major Crime Team in 
Southampton. He apologised for the fact that I have had to repeatedly fax 

01111/2002 



RE: Barton 

and call to try and arrange a meeting. 

He has suggested a meeting on 20 November 2002. Are you available on this 
day? 

I indicated that the suggested date was much later than we would have hoped 
for given the scheduling of the matter for April 2003. Mr New don explained 
that one of the officers (and indeed I have been advised of this when I have 
tried to ring him previously) is on annual leave until the middle of next 
week, that the rest of that week is taken up seeing family members and 
lawyers on the case and that the following week there are a number of 
internal procedural matters that are taking up the days. 

From the discussions I had with him it does very much appear that the 
criminal proceedings are ongoing and that the Police are actively and 
closely scrutinising what happened at Gosport War Memorial Hospital. 

I am preparing a detailed letter of advice to you regarding all the other 
issues in this case. I am sorry that I have not been in communication 
before now. I am afraid that illness and another long -running hearing have 
taken me out of the office for much of the last few weeks and although I, 
and my colleagues on the case, have been able to keep up the chasing calls 
to the police, I am very conscious that I have not yet replied to you 
substantively in a number of other regards. 

Kind regards 
Judith 

Judith Chrystie 
Professional Regulatory Group 

r·-·-·-·-code-·-A·-·-·-·! 
'·-·-·-.,.-·-·-...::::>-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·..; 

********************************************************************** 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and 
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they 
are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify 
jad@ffwlaw.com 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 Vine Street London EC3N 2AA 
Tel: +44(0)207 861 4000 
Fax: +44(0)207 488 0084 
CDE: 823 

Regulated by the Law Society in the conduct of investment business 
********************************************************************** 

01/1112002 

GMC100942-0587 

Page 2 of2 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

fax 
To: DCI Robert Barton I Fax: 023 80599838 

At: I Pages including this one: 3 
From: Judith Chrystie I Date: 1. November 2002 

Our ref: JZC/00492-1474212096716 v1 J Your ref: 

GMC100942-0588 

14!001 

THI EURQPEANt.EGAL 

ALLIANCE 

The lnfonnation conte~im:d in this tax i$ connllenHal and may be legally privileged. lt i5 intended only ror the ~llareaaee. Right:; to confidcn~ality ~n~ pri11llege 
are not waived. If you arc not the intended recipient, please ac!VIae the sander Immediately; any di~elosure, copying or distribution is prohibited and 
may be UOI~Wftll. 

General Medical Council - Dr J Barton 

Please see attached 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our Ref: JZC/00492-14742/2096716 vi 

DCI Robert Barton 
Major Crime Investigation Team 
12-18 Hulse Road 
Southampton 
S015 2JX 

1 November 2002 

Dear Mr Duncan 

General Medical Council - Dr J Barton 

GMC100942-0590 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

I understand that you are co-ordinating the criminal investigations into the conduct ofDr Jane Barton. 

I attach a letter dated 11 October 2002 that I faxed to Chief Superintendent James. I have not 

received any acknowledgement nor a response to the letter. 

The matter is provisionally scheduled for hearing before the General Medical Council's Professional 

Conduct Committee in April 2003. The matter will, of course, be adjourned if police enquiries are 

ongoing. I am anxious to pursue investigations on behalf of the GMC and should be grateful if you 

could contact me as a matter of urgency. 

;-·-·-X9.!l:.r_s~~~l.:y _________________________________________ , 

I Code A I 
i i 

L-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·,-z-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-7-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·_! 
Assistant Sol~itor 
Direct r-·-·-·-·-·-· ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 
Email: ! Code A ! 

l·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 

Solicitors to the General Medical Council 

Field FisherWaterhouse ~o5 \!:r~e ::.':t!22~ l-J11Cio<c C::C2i•; ':'."-.'-'· 

Tel -:--Ll. <J:2C --;-st: 4-CJ·=! Fax +,..~.:i ::c<~C ;'"~.:3::: OGS4 e-rnai1 1 ~~,fc-(l;/f·i iC::·1 c-:!:!t lonclon((j:ii~ealliancelc:.'/.c::;n-~ 

'Nwvv.-~f··Ni:J.·..-. .,:.cc:!i www.t;-.CJailiance!a:·f .. c-:r·-~ CDE 3?? 

' ; •••• :-1 ~ - .. ·-:-,-. 
1,<--'" 1::. •. ~-:. 



.. 

Our ref: JZC/MJM/00492-14742/2064930 vi 
Your ref: MIC/det.supt/jj/dm 

Confidential 

DSI J James 
Major Incident Complex 
Kingston Crescent 
North End 
Portsmouth P02 8BU 

11 October 2002 

Dear DSI James 

General Medical Council: Or J Barton 

GMC100942-0591 

I am a solicitor at the firm Field Fisher Waterhouse. The firm is instructed to act on behalf of the 

General Medical Council in respect of investigations into the conduct ofDr Jane Barton. 

I understand that you are the officer with conduct of the case. I should be grateful if you could 

contact me in order to discuss how we can cooperate and liaise with our investigations. 

My direct dial number is listed below and I should be grateful if you could contact me at your earliest 

convenience. 

Yours sincerely 

Judith Chrystie 
i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

! CodeA ! 
i i 
i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 
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GMC100942-0593 

22/16/2082 12:55 
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OK 

FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Confidential 

fax 
To: DSI JJames I Fax: 02392 891884 

At: Major Incident Complex Pages including this one: 

From: Judlth Chrystle Date: 11 October 2002 

2 

Our ref: JZC/MJMI00492-14742/2D64930 v I Your ref: MIC/det.s uptljj/dm 

GMC100942-0597 

141 001 

THE ~liiUlPEAN 'htGAL 

ALLIANCE 

l 

The information contained In ttlls ~xis confidential and may be lc~ally privileged. it la lnLendod only ror the addressee. Rlgtll$ ta confldentl;;~!ity and privilege 
~re not waived. If you are na! the intended recipient, plea~c advise Lh~ sender Immediately; any dis~;losura. copying or distribution i$ prohibited al'li;l 
may be unlawrur. 

General Medical Council: Dr J Barton 



GMC100942-0598 

FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE ELJROPEANUGAL 

Confidential 
ALLIANCE 

fax 
To: DSI J James Fax: 02392 891884 

At: Major Incident Complex Pages including this one: 2 

From: Judith Chrystie Date: 11 October 2002 

Our ref: JZC/MJM/00492-14742/2064930 v Your ref: MIC/det.supt/jj/dm 

The information contained in this lax is confidential and may be legally privileged. lt is intended only for the addressee. Rights to confidentiality and privilege 
are not waived. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately; any disclosure, copying or distribution is prohibited and 
may be unlawful. 

General Medical Council: Dr J Barton 

Field Fisher Waterhouse 35 Vine Street London EC3N 2AA 

Tel +44 (0)20 7861 4000 Fax +44 (0)20 7488 0084 e-mail info@ffwlaw.com london@thealliancelaw.com 

www.ffwlaw.com www.thealliancelaw.com CDE 823 

London Berlin Dublin DOsseldorf Edinburgh Essen Frankfurt Glasgow Hamburg Leipzig Munich Paris 

Regulated by the Law Society. A list of the names of the partners of FFW and their professional qualifications is open to inspection at the above office. 
The partners are either solicitors or registered foreign lawyers. 

The European Legal Alliance is an alliance of independent Jaw firms 



FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our ref: JZC/MJM/00492-14742/2064930 vi 
Your ref: MIC/det.supt/jj/dm 

Confidential 

DSI J James 
Major Incident Complex 
Kingston Crescent 
North End 
Portsmouth P02 8BU 

11 October 2002 

Dear DSI J ames 

General Medical Council: Dr J Barton 

GMC100942-0599 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

I am a solicitor at the firm Field Fisher Waterhouse. The firm is instructed to act on behalf of the 

General Medical Council in respect of investigations into the conduct ofDr Jane Barton. 

I understand that you are the officer with conduct of the case. I should be grateful if you could 

contact me in order to discuss how we can cooperate and liaise with our investigations. 

My direct dial number is listed below and I should be grateful if you could contact me at your earliest 

convenience. 

e !-·-·Yo_urs.~.r~lv_._,_ .. LL.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

I CodeA I 
Lr::c~d:~yA:::l ___ 7 __ j 

! i 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

Field FisherWaterhouse 35 Vi:1e St:eet London EC31\I 2AA. 

Tel +44 (0)20 1861 AOOO Fax +44 (0)20 /488 0084 e-mail infc@ffwiaw.com london@thealliancelaw.com 
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Your refer(-jfiGe: 
In reply please quote Ml-\/2000/2047 

P~ease address your reply to Conduct Cmm Prnsontation Sf~etiqp.~J;,t;~p '"-''''· 
Fax 020 7H151695 ·· ·' .. : .... 

? October 2002 

tvb Judith (:!Hltie 
f\~C~ssrs r:rdd Fk>ht:!!' vVah:nhcH.me 
3G Vlne Stn;et 
L.i:>r1do1·1 E:c::~N :2/\.l\ 

[)ear Judith 

Furftl0'' to f)llf rr,eent i"'Y*''' conf<:.>rr=·nr\' .. '' ! H"H'[iY'.'(' '·'i cnny n·K,rnnnndurn frorti nw -· -· ~ .. ·. •. .~- ~.. .. .~f .. .. ) ... • .. .. ,..~~ ~./-·-~~~ --~ ... _ .... '".-~~---~ )_. __ ~~ -·-':t • ' . _..,..,_ '• -~~ ~.. . • . --~ 

co!k:ague roqarding caGes arisino frorn thr: {3osport VVar 1\llemorld Hospitu! that huve 
not bofm n;ferrnd to the PPC. In particular, tiNO casHs are identifk;d as now and 
potentially relevant to Dr Barlnn; narneiy those re!atino to Mr Carby and Mrs 
Cilhertson. 

! enclose copy correspondence frorn the flies created in relation to those two cases .. 
!n the case of r ... M Carby, rnany of the documents had notes attached. Where these 
obHCU!l~d the under!yin!J h:rxt! !wvo copk~d the documents both with and without the 
notes. 

!····!··.n,;, .. ,g '''("il. nv'''-~,·! 't;L'F· C~!···! I "'~<f')'""'' ! ·l>.y.:c:·r· l·'r'•<'f l ... l'd<::'>\1 ,.,~'V'"'' IY·"'l' j(~~r·for-l jY'j.'''l '""" 'lf''r··, l' n Vj'''V C.~ .... ~~).-,~~-~~~{..~ V.~~_...._,._.~·"/~ .... ~ ~ ~t~~*.\.~<~t ~~:.,_d,w' '\ ~{.{~ ~ f.~'.,.·<J t~~.): ~._.- . . _.-·'·'·1'<•.0:·•-.)t\._.~N• .-... .. l. t{H ... ~.~ ~ ~~ ~ ~_J 

kAtor to Mt~ rv'H!lnr U1at l cq>ind to youl No doubt Ms fviil!er wm cor'ltm:;t rne and Vle cnn 
···j;,, .. , ... ,l'''-'' {}·,,~, <::>.\,··jr.;'l.~l.~ ,.-,f dr'<('.' "'l.'l""l'J'<··;:, l'h··~t ·Y'·c~ ~v·~tl '")!j<,< ~ g~e{;)!!,/ r·:·~.,·q ilv'p(·! j <,«f'ljjr{ <VF!''"'''l'l""• ~--~~-~ ..... ·~'·-~~>~·.) ... ~~x:-~ -: ....... ,_.-: .... t. .... ~~ .~,._... ... ~-:-.·~~~l ~ .... ~ ...... ~ .:~c, ... <.-:.t~_ .. ... ~'-····.{• .... .> ... ,~.-'-.·}<:. tg; .~ ..... , .... ;······-t~ .. · ..... "!-~···"'·· ~-·· ::!~.-. .(' ~-... ~~J~ .,_ __ .. 

"'1 .. , .. ,, ,·,r·~rv··il·1lJ ·~··''l'··v {,.,, c·l~'''P! l';··'·' ·;t-'1<"'·· "~··.,.·l·.·,r,, ;··r;>·j·, \ll'l< l i'<J'lf'F' "''')!' h <~' '·<~ b")(·' !+·1'':>. (:>··~·~'J···h···(' tr; ~- ~::.._ •• ~---!':£. r-~.... :t- · ~~ .... ~ ..... J .. l:-...'"'5-. .F-... ,_"j.__. --~ .... ~' :..~< .. _q ~ .... ~ "~\: ~~ ~ .? ................. "·" ....... } "'···· ... ~ ~ -t<.-... ~ -: .. ,.. . ~-... ~ _j ~A .;._.-. -: .. -~ .<..: .. ~ ... _.~-~-- -~--

f'ffv'l f!;VV th f~ (:~l--~ ~ Cf~ pc~ rt ~:/~)tJ rSf~l f. 
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Memorandum Ref: 2000/2047 Out Back 
To: Venessa Carrol 

lfJiich·ael Keegan 
~;;~..:.io.~~~ ... ~~.~-·-··>c: ,,~.;,,·'- .. _·,: .. 

Copy: Peter Swain 

Date: 3 October 2002 

Dr Jane Barton (1587920) 

PeterNenessa -we spoke and agreed that I would provide a summary of all 
the 'Barton-related' issues that screening is aware of but which did not feature 
in the recent PPC item papers. 

The PPC considered charges against Dr Barton based on her management of 
5 elderly patients (Eva Page, Alice Wilkie, Gladys Richards, Arthur 
Cunningham and Robert Wilson) on Daedalus/Dryad Wards at Gosport War 
Memorial Hospital between February and October 1998. These cases were 
referred to the GMC by Hampshire Constabulary with each case study being 
supported by an independent expert opinion(s) critical of Dr Barton . 

In addition to the 5 'police' cases, the following information was or has also 
been brought to our attention: 

1. (2000/0247/03)- In (date) Mr Mike Wilson wrote to the GMC about the 
death of his mother, Mrs Purnell, who died on Dryad Ward on (date) 
following her transfer to the Gosport War Memorial Hospital for 
rehabilitation. 

Mr Wilson's complaint concerns failures in communication by hospital 
staff and as well as his mother's clinical car, particularly relating to 
prescribing. Although specifically naming Dr Barton in his complaint, 
the available records appeared to show that Dr Barton was only one of 
a number of doctors who reviewed and prescribed for Mrs Purnell. 
Unfortunately only limited records are available as a section of the 
records were erroneously destroyed by the Trust during microfilming in 
April1999. 

By the time Mr Wilson wrote to the GMC Mrs Purnell's care had 
already been reviewed both locally and by the Health Service 
Ombudsman. Both reviews sought independent medical advice and 
both considered Mrs Purnell's treatment to have been acceptable in 
the circumstances. On the information available, the screeners 
considered that the complaint raised no issue of spm on the part of 
Dr Barton. 



... 

2. (2002/0553)- In February Mrs Ann Reeves wrote to the GMC about 
the death of her mother, Elsie Devine, who died on Dryad Ward in 
November 1999 a few weeks after being admitted for respite care. 

Whilst specifically naming Or Barton in her complaint, Mrs Reeves 
complains of failures in communication by hospital staff as well as her 
mother's clinical care. By the time Mrs Reeves wrote to the GMC 
Mrs Devine's care had already been reviewed both locally and by the 
Health Service Ombudsman. Both reviews sought independent 
medical advice and both considered Mrs Devine's clinical treatment to 
have been acceptable in the circumstances. On the information 
available, the screeners considered that the complaint raised no issue 
of spm on the part of Or Barton. 

GMC100942-0607 

I should add that Mrs Reeves is currently seeking legal advice with a 
view to a possible civil claim. Her solicitors have requested that should 
we need to contact Mrs Reeves, we do it through them: 

Alexander Harris Solicitors (contact Lisa Elkin), Ashleigh House, Ashleigh 
Road, Altrincham, Cheshire WA 14 2DW 

3. (2002/1345)- In June 2002 Mrs RE Carby wrote to the GMC 
concerning the death of her husband, Stanley Carby, who died on 
Daedalus Ward in April 1999 shortly after being admitted for 
'rehabilitation'. After her husband's death Mrs Carby met with 
representatives of the Trust to discuss her concerns but was not 
satisfied with their responses. 

Whilst specifically naming Or Barton in her complaint Mrs Carby writes 
mainly of inconsistencies or inaccuracies in her husband's medical and 
nursing records and failure's in communication by hospital staff. Of 
perhaps more concern to the GMC would be the wide range of drugs 
written up for this patient by Dr Barton shortly after his admission and 
whether the manner of her prescribing was in any way inappropriate of 
irresponsible. 

In order to properly assess whether this case raises any issues of spm 
against Or Barton (or any other doctor) I would suggest we would need 
to obtain an expert opinion. · 

'bo?. 
1r. (2002/1,0&8) - In July 2002 CHI published their report into the treatment 

of elderly patients at the Gosport War Memorial Hospital between 1998 
and 2001. Whilst the report criticised a failure of Trust systems to 
ensure good quality patient care during this period, the Report does 
not apportion blame to specific individuals or mention them by name. 

However, page 5 of the report makes reference to 1 0 complaints made 
to the Trust since 1998. We requested details of these complaints and 



_, . 

discovered that the majority were either made but individuals who 
subsequently wrote to the GMC or were about matters not related to 
our case. Only one complaint, made by a Mrs Batson in 2000 
concerning the death of her mother, Mrs Gilbertson, on Dryad Ward in 
December 1999, appeared relevant and we recently requested and 
received further details. Whilst the complaint raises a number of 
different issues, Mrs Batson does raise the issue of pain relief (oral 
morphine) and mentions Or Barton by name. 

lt would appear however that Mrs Batson was satisfied by the 
response of the Trust to her complaint and chose not to pursue the 
matter further. 

GMC1 00942-0608 

Matters 1 and 2 are brought to your attention for background information only. 
With regard to matters 3 and 4 I understand that it may be open to us to 
consider adding these cases under Rule 11 to those matters already referred 
up by the PPG? 

Should you have further any questions concerning any of the above, please 
don't hesitate to contact me. 

Code A 



Your reference: 
!n reply p!ens.e quote MKJ2000/204 'f 

P!(,Jase address your n~piy tn C(:mduet Cast~ PromHntation S!JJGtiq.p_~,X~,II.h? 
Fax 020 7!H5 3696 

tVlt;: .Judith c;hrltle 
Mussn:~ Field F:i~:>hur VV<Jh~r·hou::;;:~ 
3G Vine StnJet 
! .. ondorl r:c:?i('·.J 2/\./\ 

RE:DRJANEANNBARTON 

GMC100942-0609 

·:·.··:·-

! writP h cnnf'··!y' Hnt tl'w ~:\nfn'''·:knrd Conduct C'nn1n1iHf''E' nwnlimi 1n ctHKzidet the~ . . . . . -·· .(. -:-. ~!- ~ ~ . (. ' ·" ~ .. .. .. "$ ... • ~ (.. • ... -. • • ···' ·' .•• .1 .•. . . -· ··' ,. -- ~--~ •. . ..j ~--· . ..( .. . ..... / . -) 

caso a9ahst !)r Barton hag bcH.:;n proviz->lonnlly lbtecl for lhreo \".Jod<3 cornrnencino ·n 
fvlarch 200? 

Further to my letter~; dated 4 ond 7 October, Ms MiHer at CHI e<:1Ued today to discuss 
which documents frorn the: extensivn appendix attached to their report, as weH as 
records of intmviewr>, etc., we actuai!y require. I should be t)ratnful if you would 
(Y)I'Jta'·.l· m•::. t· , .. ) A-~~"'' ·~" tl·'r.:' <"'·1"11<':• ,,._, <.'()()'" ,.,<., f)C}"-'(,' ·~t-) 1 E' ~A,~, a 'Hl!"'t' 't"d. t·c·(:>t ,.,d ti-,.,t ;1,,. w~ ... >.;.. ."\_..t, .. :x..... ..,__ \:..1 ,~'t~..;o~>v~ n·.·, ),)t:. ~ ....._-~ t;.~._-, .. -,. - ~ ~ -!;s-..) - -:.;>--..> • ~ _,~ JVh....,~ JV·!·t ~./ ~ t . ,.,.,~t .t..,. ~ 1(~ t ~ ,,.. 

roquest~3d rocords of CHI's interviows with morobers of the paUE~nt~/ farnl!kls, sho 
would wbh to contact thnrn bnfore re!e<::~slnq the documents to tm. 

l.<l: \'(')l.l ''f!·,.,j-,1 .;.,.) l'~i'·'<":' l'·'C' .<ll-1',;:; nv.+jf:'l··· !''!("''·'':'<.:< r1(i >-'i<"\l' i··,.::.·;~<t.~.,{~., •. (' ''""'!'l'"'"Ci' "'l''lT' c·;q F··p Y'· ·-·" V~ ~-)~. 1\. --~ .... L.d .. <:.;t-1,.) -~- ~ ......... ~-<.J~{. / ) ·~-~~A·· .. H....- -·-~ ... ~ ....... ~ h .. ~-- ... -~ ... ~~.t.. .. ~ j '{_.I".;.~. ~-{~ ... ~ ... ~. J J ~.J 

~·lUl!ibcr belCi>N, 

~---co_et_e ___ A--1 
i ! 
'-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ... :;::.•:--·-·-·-·.: 

~\!Vchwi~ K:qaqnn 
:-... 

Conduct Case Pre~:::enh:rtinn Sgctkm 
[)i f'f!ld L.i nn !'-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·: 

l~}\f·f0~\~t Fax:i c 0 de A i 
t:rrKH!: rnkd : 

' ; 
i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 
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Your refefence: 
l n reply p!eaSH quo to MK/2000/204 7 

Please address vow· m ply to Conduct Cg;me Pn)sentation Secth:.?-n~ FPD 
Fax 020 7915 36~)6 , ., , .. , .. ,.,., .. , 

4 October 2002· 

!VL> Judlth Chril:ie 
Mussrs Fi~;!d F+:;her VVatr:=wl1ouBo 
3b Vlno :':>tnx·:d 
L.ondon EC?ll'i ;()\!\ 

l:Jear . .lut:litl·l 

RE:DRJANEANNBARTON 

!f you wish to dlscuss this rnatter please do not hesitate to contact rne on tht;;c 
11urnbnr bo!ow. 

Yours sincx::re!y 
i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·! 

/Code AI 
i ! 

t·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--.......... ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

f4!Ghd0! Ko0qan 
(~:: (j r~ fJ t~ c t ~:;t~~~~~:1tJ?J~~~--~~(~Jtt~~~JJg~rLffr~-r:.t ~ (:} r~: 
~ .. "'~;~--~· ... r~~- : ~~·)J ! 
Lq <:.: ~·'' ~-d '~ i 

r:lirc<:t Fni Code A i 
L:.rnwt rnkl : 

! i 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 

GMC100942-0610 
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Your reference: 
In reply please quote MK/2000/2047 

GENER._AL 
M_EDICAL 
COUNCIL 

Please address your reply to Conduct Case Presentation Secti~fcff~ patients, 

Fax 020 7915 3696' guiding doctors 

4 October 2002 

Ms J Miller 
Commission for Health Improvement 
103 - 105 Bun hill Row 
London EC1Y 8TG 

Dear Ms Miller 

Re: Or J A Barton 

As you already know, the Council's Pre.linJinary Proceedings Committee recently 
referred the case of Dr Barton for inquiry by the Professional Conduct Committee 
and we are now preparing for that. 

I already have a copy of the CHI report on the Gosport War Memorial Hospital dated 
July 2002. When we last spoke you indicated that you would be prepared to make 
available the background documentation gathered and prepared by yourselves and I 
should now be grateful if you would copy the same to me as soon as possible. 

If you wish to discuss this matter please do not hesitate to contact me on the 
number below. 

Yours sincerely 

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~ 

!Code AI 
i ! 
i ! 
i ! 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 

Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case.J?..re.s_e.ntatio.o Section 
Direct Line: i i 
Direct Fax:~ Code A i 
Email: mke~ ~ 

i..·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·i 

178 Great Portland Street London WIW SJE Telephone o2o 7)8o 7642 Fax o2o 7911) 3641 

email gmc@gmc-uk.org www.gmc-uk.org 
Registered Charity No, 1089278 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

Our ref: JZC/MJM/00492-14742/2064930 vi 
Your ref: MIC/det.supt/jj/dm 

Confidential 

DSI J James 
Major Incident Complex 
Kingston Crescent 
North End 
Portsmouth P02 8BU 

11 October 2002 

Dear DSI James 

General Medical Council: Dr J Barton 

GMC100942-0612 

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL 

ALLIANCE 

I am a solicitor at the firm Field Fisher Waterhouse. The firm is instructed to act on behalf of the 

General Medical Council in respect of investigations into the conduct ofDr Jane Barton. 

I understand that you are the officer with conduct of the case. I should be grateful if you could 

contact me in order to discuss how we can cooperate and liaise with our investigations. 

My direct dial number is listed below and I should be grateful if you could contact me at your earliest 

convenience. 

Yo_urs.~ere.lv ...... /L ......................... . 

Code A 
'·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Tel +_;~. ,~C<;2(J f.sc·! -:.:.•~{.::) Fax -;-4J. \'"J)2G :-488 ;~C24 e-n1ail .r;;;:>(Yf~\·-:i2i';.c::.r:1 iondon(Q't:·.ealliance!a::\-'.C0i":l 

wwvv.ff':\'!i:.'t':'·:.c·~xr: W\"IW.thea!!iance!CJ. ·.:.ccr~~ CDE ;3~3 

~ .. ,· :. '.: ·' . ;i. 

~ :: 

J,l 
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FIELD FISHER WATERHOUSE 

THE ELIRDPE.AN l.EGAL 

ALLIANCE 

attendance note 
Name: Judith Chrystie ~ype: Meeting 

Duration: joate: 3rd October 2002 

Attendees: 

GMC: Peter Swain 

Michael Keegan 

FFW: MSL 

JZC 

Meeting 

Issues 

MSL identifying the fact that there were five issues that he particularly wished to discuss with the 

GMC and that these were as follows: 

1. 1991 Allegations 

2. Timescale 

3. Further Cases 

4. Dr. Lord 

5. Police Involvement 

1991 Allegations 

MSL indicating that he doubted that the further information received by the GMC and passed to MSL 

regarding the 1991 allegations would add anything to the case and would not be sufficient evidence to 

add weight to an argument for an Interim Order. 

2147259 v1 



GMC100942-0615 

MSL advising that, technically, the information regarding the 1991 allegations was new evidence and 
did show that the concerns were long-standing. MSL advising that although the new information 

could be regarded as "trigger papers" there was an abuse point and it was possible that the Screener 

would determine that they did not add anything to the weight of the existing allegations. 

PS and MSL identifying the fact that there was a political aspect to this case and that local 

individuals, such as Mike Gill were under some pressure. MSL advising that he would provide 

written advice on the issue on headed FFW paper. 

Timescale 

The attendees accepting that the speed with which the matter could be progressed would be effected 

by the police investigation and any prosecution by the CPS. It was identified that it may be helpful if 

the police could _provide the papers on the understanding that the GMC would do nothing with the 

information until the conclusion of the prosecution or investigation. This would, however, enable the 

GMC to be ready to "roll out" the matter quickly once there was no prejudice to the regulatory 

e inquiry. 

MSL requesting an update about the police investigation if the GMC had recently received one. MK 

stating that it appeared that nothing much had changed; the matter had been submitted to the CPS and 

unofficial it appeared that the matter would not proceed. 

The parties agreeing that an early meeting with DSI James would be useful in order to establish what 

was going on. JZC to arrange a meeting with the police. 

The parties discussing the level of Counsel to become involved in the case. The GMC accepting that 

owing to the public profile of the case it would be beneficial to instruct a QC at an early stage. 

JZC suggesting that the matter could be listed for March if we were able to progress investigations. 

MSL pointing out that the report prepared by CHI would provide useful background information; 

FFW would wish to see everything that the investigators for CHI had obtained. Noting that the CHI 

report may have helpful information and statements that could be utilised. In addition, CHI may have 
obtained the necessary consents from witnesses and relevant medical records. 

MK to provide JZC with all the information regarding the CHI report. 

Or Lord and Further Cases 

The parties discussing the difficulties that would be presented by the fact that both Dr. Lord (Dr. 

Barton's Consultant) and the nurses involved with the case may be the subject of regulatory 

proceedings through the GMC and the UKCC. Advising that it would not be possible for these 
individuals to give evidence at any regulatory proceedings as to do so would be to give evidence 
which could potentially self-incriminate the individual. 

2 
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MK advising that owing to media coverage, further cases had been received by the GMC. These 

were currently being considered by Mike Hudspith. 

MSL suggesting that all the new complaints were sent through to FFW in order to investigate and 

decide whether it was possible to push them through to the hearing under Rule 11(2). Noting that 

there would be some concern as to when the complaints were received and whether these were after 

the Rule 6 letter but before the PPC. 

JZC suggesting it would be helpful for her to pop through to the GMC to enable her to analyse the 

GMC's current file and identify any information that should be considered by FFW. 

MSL suggesting that we would make enquiries with the UKCC in order to identify what the position 

was regarding the complaints against the nurses. 

General 

MSL advising MK and PS that the case provided by Dr. Barton to the IOC was "very powerful". 

Neither MK or PS had read the IOC transcript or response letter and MSL and JZC suggesting that 
they did so as owing to the particular resource issues identified in Dr. Barton's response, it may be 

difficult to attach sole blame for hastening death to the doctor. MSL noting, however, that following 

receipt of the 1991 allegations, it was clear that there had been long-standing concern regarding 

treatment by Dr Barton which resulted in the ending of life. The parties agreeing that there did 

appear to be problems with the doctor's practice but this may not be a 'Shipmanesque' case. 

PS stating that this was a case in which there was indirect pressure from external sources for the 
GMC to push on with its enquiries - PS emphasising that there was no agenda being pursued to 

achieve a particular result. The GMC would, however, have to ensure that all matters were fully 
explored. 

3 



FW: Dr Barton 

,;hrystie, Judith 

From: Chrystie, Judith 

Sent: 19 September 2002 16:02 

To: 'Michael Keegan {7915 7437)' 

Subject: RE: Dr Barton 

Thanks. I've booked a room for us all. 

Look forward to meeting with you then. 

Judith 

-----Original Message----- ··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 
From: Michael Keegan (7915 7437) [mailto:[·-·-·-·-·-·--·-~C?.~~-~·-·-·-·-·-·-·_1 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2002 4:28 PM 
To: 'Chrystie, Judith' 
Subject: RE: Dr Barton 

Judith, 

I can confirm that the IOC made no order today. 

I am also able to confirm the proposed date, time and venue for the case conference. 

Thanks 

-----Original Message----- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
From: Chrystie, Judith [mailto:i Code A , 
Sent: 19 Sep 2002 13:53 '·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·' 
To: 'Michael Keegan (7915 7437)' 
Subject: RE: Dr Barton 

Dear Mr Keegan 

Thank you for your email. 

GMC100942-0617 

Page 1 of3 

I am available on any day in week commencing 30 September 2002 but I am aware that 
Matthew Lohn would also like to be involved in the conference and he has a number of meetings 
already scheduled for that week. Are you, Venessa and Peter available on Thursday 3 October 
2002 at 2.30pm? 

Would it be possible for the meeting to take place at FFW offices? Unfortunately Matthew will 
have undergone two knee operations by the 3rd and it would make life (and pain!) considerably 
easier for him ifwe could hold the meeting here. 

Please do call if you would like to discuss the matter. 

Kind regards 
Judith 

Judith Chrystie 

··-·-~~<?~~~s_i?.?._<l:.l_J3:~J?>-~l~~ory Group 

i CodeA I 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·..: 

19/09/2002 



FVl· Dr Barton 

19/09/2002 

GMC100942-0618 

Page 3 of3 

5539/07970 165549) at Portsmouth Health Authority regarding a further 
development in this case. 

On Tuesday (17th) following the announcement about the CMO audit, ST 
met with Or Barton to ensure that she was not working at the moment. Sir 
Liam Oonaldson had indicated that voluntary restrictions on Or's prescribing 
should be reintroduced. I understand that the vol undertaking had ceased 
following last decision of IOC to place no order. ST assured that Or currently 
currently on sick leave. 

Followign his mtg with OrB, ST met with the staff at Gosport Hospital when 
2 nurses handed over a dossier of files/letters which refer to concerns about 
the Or's prescribing back as far as 1991 (as you know the current allegs 
relate to 1998). Included in the file are copies of minuted meetings, 
correspondence with the Royal College of Nursing and the Chief Executive. 
The report names individuals for example the CE of East Hants PCT. What 
this report suggests is that concerns were raised back as far as 1991 and 
people failed to act. By way of example, ST told me that the first page of the 
report which relates to a nurses mtg in 1991 refers to patients being given 
diamorphine when they had no pain, indiscriminate use of a syringe driver, 
and patients' deaths being hastened. The report has been copied to the 
Police and the CMO and a copy will be sent to me. 

I informed ST that the IOC is today considering Or B's case and I would 
notify him, as well as Mike Gill, of the outcome. 

Venessa 
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FW: Dr Barton 
' 

19/09/2002 

-----0 rig in a I Message----- c·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 

From: Michael Keegan (7915 7437) i Code A ! 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2002.Tr:34._AM·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·' 
To: r-·-·-·-·-·-·c;c;·Cie_A_·-·-·-·-·-·: 
sullJect:-·F=w:-·or-·saiton 

Ms Chrystie, 

I have recently been appointed as a Senior Caseworker with the CCPS in the 
GMC. 

GMC100942-0619 

Page 2 of3 

I understand that you have been instructed by the Counil in relation to Or Barton. 

I have been asked to arrange an early case conference with you involving Peter 
Swain, Venesa Carroll and I. May I suggest the week after next. 

If you wish to discuss the matter please telephone me on the number below. 

Michael Keegan 
Conduct Case Presentation Section 
Direct Line:---·--·-·-·--·-·~·-·----~-·-·-·-·: 

Dire~t Fax:! Code A i 
Ema1l: mke: : 

i i 
i-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 

----Original Message-----

From: Peter SwainC~~~~~-~i.:f;_~~~~~j 

Sent: 19 Sep 2002 10:12 

To: Venessa Carroll r-·C~d~-A·-·:; Paul Philip ~-·-Code-·A·-: 
Cc: Michael Keegan r~:~~:~:~~~~:J ;-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-! 

Subject: RE: Dr Barton 

Venessa 

Thanks. We will have to consider the tactics of this. Usually, we hear the 
substantive case first, and then assess on the basis of the findings whether others 
have a case to answer for not reporting concerns earlier. However, this runs the 
risk that witnesses in the substantive case will not give evidence for fear of 
incriminating themselves. We overcame this in the Bristol case by charging the 
Chief Exec at the same hearing as the other doctors. 

We need some early dialogue with the instructed solicitors. Please keep me 
informed; I will want to attend all case conferences for this case. 

Peter 

----Original Message-----

From: Venessa Carroll <c~:.ci~c!e_~ __ _J 
Sent: 19 Sep 2002 09:38 

To: Peter Swain (7915 3582); Paul Philip C:~:~~?~~_!if..~:~:~:~J 

Cc: Michael Keegan C:~:~.~i!~~~:~:~:J 

Subject: Dr Barton 

Importance: High 

Peter and Paul 

I have just spoken with Simon Tanner, Director of Public Health (023 8072 
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03/10/2802 12:25 

,.i1 Judlth C ·w!tie 
T/~e:~~~:;n;; Field Fbht::lr \Nah~rhmn'>E} 

,--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 

·:·.·· ~ '{-"·~ ~-·.):: f.:'} ~· ..... : ~- ! i Uli :.:-<.A .. o! ; ! 

iCodeAi 
L>ir~:~ct .r J):t i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

'12:20 

GMC 

l?·ot::':tlhW p<m:i;;mtt 
(1u-;;f Ji-:, r· <1><(:-.,o;··'<: 
( .. W• .. •d {d { ' 

F J ~t~'~'r to our tek)phone convorsat!ml; piea~HS' find nltachot~ the 
L:J.:U n rl~£lponse on behnJf of Or Barton to thd PPC !torn. 

GMC100942-0621 
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Chrystie, Judith 

From: Chrystie, Judith 
Sent: 02 October 2002 17:46 
To: .J--·--'-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~·-·-·-·-·-·-·.1·-·-·-·-·U-. 

! CodeA i 
L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

Dear Michael 

The papers relating to Barton do not contain the Rule 6 response. Could you please fax over a copy to me this 
evening or tomorrow morning so that Matthew and I can consider the Doctor's reply before our meeting. 

Many thanks. 
Judith 

Fax: 020 7488 0084 

Judith Chrystie 
}~r..q_fe_s_sjgp.~LI~:~g~latory Group 

i Code Ai 
' ' i·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 
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Chrystie, Judith 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Dear Lorna 

Chrystie, Judith 
!._z~--~~P!.~mtt~c.?..QQ.?J.t.~~---, 
i CodeA ! 
'-HARTUN·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·; 

High 

Please find attached liS for Or Barton 

Best wishes 
Judith 

Judith Chrystie 
;-·-·-·-·Pr.ofessinnalRf'J.mlfl.tory Group 

i Code A i 
L·-··-·-·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 

4tocs_2039507 
_l.DOC 
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AnnexA 

Investigation Instruction Sheet (/IS) 

Post Preliminary Proceedings Committee Case 

Section A- to be completed by the GMC 
Priority Band: 
A- also referred to IOC. The doctor is to be offered voluntary erasure so please do not list 
yet. 

1 . Date of instructions to Field Fisher Waterhouse 
solicitor: 
1 . Name of doctor: Dr Jane Ann BARTON 
2. GMC file number: 2000/2047 
3. Name of GMC CW: Michael Keegan 

Direct line 020 7915 7437 
4. Type of case: Conduct 
5. Date for instructed 23 September 2002 
solicitor to complete Section 
B (one week from the date 
of these instructions): 
6. Other comments: London 

Section B- to be completed by the instructed solicitor within one 
week of the date of these instructions. 
7. Name of investigator: John Offord (Investigator); 

Judith Chrystie (Solicitor) 
8. Estimated number of 12 - 15 witnesses of fact 
witnesses: 1-3 expert witness 
9. Class of case (1-5, see Class 4 
protocol): 
10. Target date for 6 January 2003 
completion (see protocol): 
11. Earliest date case may Mid-late March 2003 
be listed (taking into account 
the Carlile protocol): 
12.Listing comments: London Venue preferable owing to location of witnesses 
13. Date liS submitted by 23 September 2002 
solicitor: 
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NEW MATTER FORM 
THIS FORM MUST [-3~l COMPLETED IN FULL· rAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN OELAV 

CLIENT NAME 

CUENT NUMBER 

MATTEH 
PARTNERS 
iNITIAL$ 

GENERAL JVIE.DlCA.L COUNCIL. 

MATTER NUMBER 

1--~··;;;·:·········-~· VVORK lYPt: 
. /. .. ~ .. 

.·.·.·.·.·.·.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• . 

PROHT 
CENTRE 
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